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Summary
In the 1960s, during the cold war, the United States launched several satellites to verify that
no nuclear bomb tests were secretly being performed in outer space. These satellites featured
detectors designed to pick up the short flashes of highly-energetic light, called gamma-rays,
produced in such explosions. After a couple of years of operation, as more sensitive and
advanced satellites were being deployed, the detectors did sporadically begin to pick up
gamma-ray signals. However, it soon became clear that the triggers were not caused by
nuclear bomb tests, but by some unknown astrophysical phenomena. These events were
accordingly named gamma-ray bursts (GRBs).

Much has since been learned about the nature of GRBs. They are now known to be
extragalactic events, occurring at cosmological distances. Their huge brightness implies
that GRBs are among the most powerful events in our Universe. In a timespan of only
a few seconds, they can emit as much energy as the Sun will release in 10 billion years.
Two processes have been shown to produce GRBs. Very-massive stars can induce a burst
when all nuclear fuel is burned and the stellar core gravitationally collapses. This process
generally leads to a burst lasting longer than 2 s. Alternatively, a GRB may also occur when
a very compact object called a neutron star collides with either another neutron star or a
black hole. These collision-induced bursts generally produce a gamma-ray signal shorter
than 2 s.

Both types of progenitors induce an explosion in which material is ejected with extremely
high energies. Ejecta are not emitted isotropically, but along a pair of conical shaped jets.
Conventional models suggest that shock wave and collision processes in these jets lead to
the production of high-energy particles. This includes the gamma rays that observationally
characterise a GRB, but likely also high-energy cosmic rays (CRs) and neutrinos. A high-
energy cosmic ray and neutrino flux is indeed observed at Earth. However, correlation
analyses that aim to link these particles, of which neutrinos are far more ideal messengers
than cosmic rays, to GRB observations have so far been unfruitful.

Previous correlation studies have mainly focused on the ‘prompt’ phase of GRBs, cor-
responding to the main gamma-ray emission period. A highly interesting feature is that a
subset of bursts also exhibit precursor emission, i.e. a dim gamma-ray flash O(10− 100) s
prior to the main outburst. Several physical mechanisms have been proposed to explain
these early gamma-ray signals, but currently there is still no consensus as to their origin.
What many candidate models do have in common is that the high density during the early
precursor phase can lead to high opacities. While the flux of gamma rays would therefore
be reduced, high opacities can conversely lead to a significant increase in the neutrino flux.
This argument motivates coincidences studies between GRB precursors and high-energy
neutrinos. Observing such a precursor neutrino signal would be an important milestone in
GRB research. Not only would it confirm current theories, it would also prove that GRBs
are sources of both high-energy cosmic rays and neutrinos.

The goal of the research presented in this thesis is to obtain a better understanding of
GRB physics through a study of the precursor phase. To this end, two types of analyses have
been performed, combining aspects of gamma-ray and neutrino astronomy. First, a study
of the gamma-ray light curves of GRBs was performed to identify and characterise precur-
sor emission episodes. For this analysis, we made use of data recorded by the Gamma-ray
Burst Monitor (GBM) onboard the Fermi satellite. New algorithms were developed to auto-
mate the identification of background data and the selection of likely signal time intervals.
Analysing over 2,000 GRBs, the analysis found that ∼10% of long GRBs and ∼ 1% of short
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GRBs show signs of precursor emission. When examining the temporal characteristics of
these precursors, a novel bimodal feature was uncovered. This bimodality suggests that at
least two physical mechanisms can induce the precursors of long GRBs. Another notable
result is that the fraction of GRBs for which a precursor is observed significantly increases
when only considering bright bursts, indicating an observational bias. Particularly GRBs de-
tected by an imaging air Cherenkov telescope showed high precursor fractions. To encour-
age follow-up analyses, the properties of the identified precursors were published [1] and re-
leased in an online catalogue (https://icecube.wisc.edu/∼grbweb_public/Precursors.html).

In the second part of our research, data from the IceCube neutrino observatory was used
to search for neutrino signals from GRB precursors. Two unbinned likelihood analyses have
been performed. One search aimed to determine if a neutrino excess is observed coincident
with the identified gamma-ray precursor flashes. A second, more generic analysis was also
performed to determine if a neutrino excess is observed from GRBs prior to the prompt
emission. This second study was applied to bursts regardless of whether or not a gamma-
ray precursor was observed, thus allowing a larger GRB sample. Both analyses produced
a null result, indicating that no neutrino excess is observed from GRB precursors. An im-
proved calculation was then developed to convert the analysis upper limits to constraints
on the diffuse precursor neutrino flux. Compared to previous flux upper limits, our results
represent an improvement by a factor ∼ 10. This allowed for the first time to fully rule out
certain model predictions. Alternative models nonetheless remain viable, but will require
future gamma-ray and neutrino observatories to be either confirmed or excluded.

https://icecube.wisc.edu/~grbweb_public/Precursors.html
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Samenvatting
Onderzoek naar de voorloperfase van gammaflitsen door middel

van gammastraal- en hoogenergetische neutrino observaties

In de jaren zestig, op het hoogtepunt van de koude oorlog, lanceerden de Verenigde Sta-
ten verschillende satellieten om te verifiëren of er geheimelijk geen kernbomproeven wer-
den uitgevoerd in de ruimte. Deze satellieten waren uitgerust met detectoren die de korte
flitsen van hoogenergetisch licht, gammastralen genaamd, konden opvangen die bij derge-
lijke explosies vrijkomen. Na enkele jaren, naarmate steeds gevoeligere en geavanceerdere
satellieten werden ingezet, begonnen de detectoren sporadisch gammaflitsen op te pikken.
Het werd echter al snel duidelijk dat deze niet gerelateerd waren aan kernbomproeven,
maar veroorzaakt werden door een onbekend astrofysisch phenomeen. Deze gebeurtenis-
sen kregen de naam gammaflitsen.

Sinds hun ontdekking is veel bekend geworden over de aard van gammaflitsen. Het
is nu geweten dat gammaflitsen extra-galactische gebeurtenissen zijn, die zich op kosmo-
logische afstanden voordoen. Hun enorme helderheid impliceert dat gammaflitsen tot de
krachtigste gebeurtenissen in ons heelal behoren. In een tijdsbestek van slechts enkele se-
conden kunnen zij evenveel energie uitstralen als de zon in 10 miljard jaar. Er is aangetoond
dat twee processen gammaflitsen kunnen produceren. Zeer massieve sterren kunnen een
uitbarsting veroorzaken wanneer alle nucleaire brandstof is opgebrand en de stellaire kern
gravitationeel ineenstort. Dit proces leidt meestal tot een uitbarsting die langer duurt dan
2 s. Een andere mogelijkheid is dat een gammaflits ontstaat wanneer een zeer compact ob-
ject, een neutronenster genaamd, in botsing komt met een andere neutronenster of een zwart
gat. Deze door botsingen veroorzaakte uitbarstingen produceren doorgaans een gammaflits
die korter is dan 2 s.

Beide soorten systemen veroorzaken een explosie waarbij materiaal met extreem hoge
energie naar buiten wordt geslingerd. De ejecta worden niet isotroop uitgestoten, maar
langs een paar kegelvormige bundels. Conventionele modellen suggereren dat schokgolven
en botsingsprocessen in deze bundels leiden tot de productie van hoogenergetische deel-
tjes. Dit omvat de waargenomen gammastralen die kenmerkend zijn voor een gammaflits,
maar naar alle waarschijnlijkheid ook hoogenergetische kosmische stralen en neutrino’s.
Op aarde wordt inderdaad een flux van hoogenergetische kosmische straling en neutrino’s
waargenomen. Correlatieanalyses met als doel deze deeltjes te linken aan gammaflitsen,
waarbij neutrino’s veel betere kosmische boodschappers zijn dan kosmische stralen, hebben
echter tot dusver nog geen verbanden kunnen leggen.

Eerdere correlatiestudies hebben zich voornamelijk gefocust op de hoofdfase van gam-
maflitsen, die overeenkomt met de periode waarin de meeste gammastraling word waarge-
nomen. Een interessant kenmerk is dat een deel van de uitbarstingen ook voorloper-emissie
vertoont, d.w.z. een zwakke gammaflits 10-100 s voorafgaand aan de hoofduitbarsting.
Er zijn verschillende fysische mechanismen voorgesteld om deze vroege gammastralen te
verklaren, maar er bestaat nog geen consensus over hun oorsprong. Wat veel kandidaat-
modellen gemeen hebben, is dat de hoge dichtheid tijdens de vroege voorloperfase kan
leiden tot een hoge opaciteit voor fotonen. Terwijl de flux van gammastralen daardoor zou
verminderen, kunnen hoge dichtheden omgekeerd leiden tot een aanzienlijke toename van
de neutrino-flux. Dit argument motiveert coincidentiestudies tussen de voorloperfase van
gammaflitsen en hoogenergetische neutrino’s. De waarneming van zo’n neutrino-signaal
zou een belangrijke mijlpaal zijn in het onderzoek naar gammaflitsen. Niet alleen zou het
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de huidige theorieën bevestigen, het zou ook bewijzen dat gammaflitsen bronnen zijn van
zowel hoogenergetische kosmische straling als neutrino’s.

Het doel van het onderzoek in deze dissertatie is om de fysica van gammaflitsen te on-
derzoeken tijdens de voorloperfase. Daartoe zijn twee soorten analyses uitgevoerd waarin
aspecten van gamma- en neutrino-astronomie zijn gecombineerd. Ten eerste werd een stu-
die van de gammastralen uitgevoerd om de episoden van voorloper-emissie te identificeren
en te karakteriseren. Voor deze analyse werd gebruik gemaakt van gegevens die zijn op-
genomen door de Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) aan boord van de Fermi-satelliet. Er
werden nieuwe algoritmen ontwikkeld om de identificatie van achtergrondstraling en de
selectie van waarschijnlijke signaal tijdsintervallen te automatiseren. Uit de analyse van
meer dan 2000 gammaflitsen bleek dat ∼10% van de lange gammaflitsen en ∼1% van de
korte gammaflitsen sporen van voorloper-emissie vertonen. Bij het onderzoek naar de tem-
porele kenmerken van de voorloperfase werd een nieuw bimodaal kenmerk ontdekt. Deze
bimodaliteit suggereert dat ten minste twee fysische mechanismen de voorloperfase van
lange gammaflitsen kunnen induceren. Een ander opmerkelijk resultaat is dat de fractie van
gammaflitsen waarvoor voorloper-emissie wordt waargenomen significant toeneemt wan-
neer alleen heldere uitbarstingen worden beschouwd, wat wijst op een waarnemingsbias.
Met name gammaflitsen die gedetecteerd zijn met een beeldvormende Cherenkov-telescoop
vertonen een hoge kans op verlopers-emissie. Om vervolg analyses mogelijk te maken wer-
den de eigenschappen van de geïdentificeerde events gepubliceerd [1] en vrijgegeven in een
online catalogus (https://icecube.wisc.edu/∼grbweb_public/Precursors.html).

In het tweede deel van ons onderzoek werden gegevens van het IceCube neutrino obser-
vatorium gebruikt om te zoeken naar neutrino signalen van de voorlopersfase van gamm-
aflitsen. Twee analyses werden uitgevoerd. De eerste analyse was erop gericht te bepalen of
neutrino’s werden waargenomen samenvallend met de geïdentificeerde gammaflitsen van
de voorlopers-emissie. Een tweede, meer generieke analyse werd ook uitgevoerd om te be-
palen of neutrino’s werden waargenomen in een periode die de gammaflitsen voorafgaat.
Deze tweede studie werd toegepast op uitbarstingen ongeacht of voorlopers-emissie werd
waargenomen zodat een grotere gammaflits-steekproef gebruikt kon worden. Beide analy-
ses leverden een nulresultaat op, wat aangeeft dat geen neutrino’s werden waargenomen
van gammaflitsen. Een nieuwe methode werd vervolgens ontwikkeld om de bovengrenzen
van de analyse om te zetten in limieten op de diffuse voorlopers neutrino flux. Vergeleken
met eerdere fluxbovengrenzen zijn onze resultaten een verbetering met een factor ∼10. Dit
maakte het voor het eerst mogelijk om bepaalde modelvoorspellingen volledig uit te sluiten.
Andere modellen blijven niettemin levensvatbaar, en zullen door toekomstige gamma- en
neutrino-observatoria kunnen worden bevestigd of uitgesloten.

https://icecube.wisc.edu/~grbweb_public/Precursors.html
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Preface

Throughout thousands of years, astronomical observations have greatly improved our un-
derstanding of the Universe. Their practical applications also played an important role in
the rise and development of civilisations. By tracking the positions of stars, planets, and the
phases of the Moon, advanced calenders were developed, providing a sense of scale to the
passing of time. Stellar charts were drafted and used as navigational charts, enabling large
distance travel between continents. In the current age, the field of astronomy has progressed
from naked-eye observations of the night sky to performing measurements with > 10 m op-
tical telescopes, space-based gamma-ray telescopes, cubic-km scale neutrino detectors, and
4 km long gravitational wave observatories. These improvements in detector technology
allow gaining scientific knowledge far beyond mere timekeeping or navigational purposes.
However, we are still far from discovering all of the Universe’s mysteries.

The astrophysical phenomenon studied in this thesis is that of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs).
GRBs are some of the most extreme events in our Universe. An old physics joke states that,
when asked by a farmer to figure out why his cows are not giving any milk, a visiting
physicist does some calculations, and then tells him that he found the solution! Except, it
only works for spherical cows in a vacuum. . . The clue to this story is that simplifications
are often required to enable solving physics problems. GRBs are very much the opposite
of spherical cows in a vacuum. In some instances, they involve a ∼10 km radius sphere
that has a density 1014 times higher than that of regular matter, is in a superconducting
state, while rapidly rotating and carrying a ∼ 108 tesla magnetic field, crashing into another
such sphere at almost the speed of light. While GRBs are therefore extremely challenging
to model, these processes make them highly interesting phenomena, allowing models to be
tested under conditions that are utterly irreproducible in lab based experiments.

The work presented in this thesis aims to improve our current understanding of GRBs
through experimental gamma-ray and neutrino observations. A short outline is included
below, giving an overview of the following 6 chapters. Additionally, this outline serves to
provide the reader with a clear overview of the author’s specific contributions.

Chapter 1 - Gamma-ray bursts:
To kick things off, a general but detailed description will be given on GRBs. The nature

of GRBs will first be described from a historical perspective. Focusing on experimental
observations, the reader will be guided from the discovery of GRBs, to the state-of-the-art
in the field. A within this work developed GRB catalogue, called ‘GRBweb’, will then be
introduced, aimed at enabling follow-up searches of observed GRBs. The chapter will then
go into more details on the physics of GRBs. Observational properties of bursts will first be
described, followed by a description of the physics needed to explain these observations,
emission models in which such physical mechanisms can take place, and finally the types
of progenitors that can produce such emission. During this description, emphasis will be
placed on particle acceleration and the production of neutrinos, as this will be of relevance
at a later stage.

Contribution & achievements: Implementing an all new Python, SQL, and HTML5 based version
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of the online GRBweb catalogue to construct an up-to-date database of GRBs that can be used for
follow-up analyses (see 1.2).

Chapter 2 - Gamma-ray burst precursors:
A curious feature of GRBs is that a minority (∼9%) of all bursts are detected to be pre-

ceded by a dim gamma-ray flash. These events typically occur several seconds to min-
utes before the main outburst. Currently, the physical origin of these precursors is still
ill-understood. An overview on GRB precursors will be presented in this second chapter,
as they will form the main object of our study. Similar to Chapter 1, a historically based
introduction will first be given on GRB precursors, followed by a discussion of their obser-
vational aspects and probable emission mechanisms, with particular focus again going to
models that predict a significant neutrino flux.

Chapter 3 - Identification of precursors in Fermi-GBM data:
Having discussed past studies on GRB precursors, this chapter will present a new precur-

sor search performed as part of this thesis. As the analysis makes use of the Fermi-GBM data,
a description will first be given on the Fermi satellite and its subdetectors. Subsequently, an
overview will be presented on the main gamma-ray sources that can trigger Fermi. The
actual analysis will then be described, detailing how GRB precursors are identified in the
data. Results from this analysis serve two main purposes. First, the large precursor sample
allows discerning new observational features. A detailed discussion is therefore presented
on the properties of the observed GRB precursors. Second, constructing an up-to-date pre-
cursor catalogue enables multi-messenger follow-up studies. Such an analysis is described
in Chapter 5.

Contribution & achievements: To enable the GRB precursor search, I developed a novel approach to
automate the characterisation of background rates observed by Fermi-GBM. Additionally, a Bayesian
binning algorithm was used to identify physical signals. Applying the analysis to more than 2,000
bursts, 217 GRBs with precursor emission were identified, of which 139 were previously unknown.
Thanks to the large statistics of our sample, new temporal features of the precursors were uncovered.
The results also showed an interesting correlations between the precursor rate and the different classes
of GRBs: long, short and ultra-high-energy GRBs in particular (see 3.3 and 3.4).

Chapter 4 - The IceCube neutrino observatory:
Having constructed an up-to-date sample of GRB precursors, the next stage of our re-

search is to search for neutrinos from these events. However, before proceeding to that
analysis, an overview on neutrino astronomy and the IceCube neutrino observatory is pre-
sented in this chapter. Starting with a review of the state-of-the-art in neutrino astronomy, a
short summary will be given on the propagation and interaction of neutrinos. Observational
signatures from neutrino interactions will then be described, in addition to the methods that
can be used to reconstruct those interactions, and the algorithms used to identify neutrino
events. At the end of the chapter, an overview is presented on the general properties of the
selected sample of candidate neutrino events.

Contribution & achievements: I developed a simulation module to sample neutrino interactions in
ice. Given a certain signal flux, the module will provide the direction, energy, time and position,
accounting for the different interaction channels and effects such as Earth absorption. A study of the
distribution of muon kinematic angles was also performed and presented internally to the IceCube
Collaboration.
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Chapter 5 - IceCube GRB precursor analysis:
In this second to last chapter, two searches for neutrinos from GRB precursors are pre-

sented. The assumptions that go into the analyses and analysis method are presented, along-
side an overview of past and current IceCube GRB searches to situate our work. The perfor-
mance of both analyses is then characterised, followed by a discussion of the results. Finally,
the analysis results are interpreted in terms of GRB precursor models.

Contribution & achievements: Both IceCube searches presented in this chapter were fully developed
and carried out by the author. This includes the first neutrino coincidence search with gamma-ray
precursors. While setting up the analyses, I demonstrated that localisation uncertainties used in pre-
vious IceCube GRB analyses had been too restrictive. This led to several modifications to the analysis
software, performed by the author, to enable stacking analyses and efficient sky scans. New trial-
correction methods were also developed, leading to improved sensitivities. Finally, the computation
to convert a time-integrated upper limit to a diffuse flux was revised, leading to more accurate diffuse
flux upper limits.

Chapter 6 - Conclusion & Outlook:
To conclude the story, a summary is given on the obtained results and their effect on the

state-of-the-art in GRB research. This is followed by a short discussion of what can be ex-
pected in the coming years, emphasising new studies enabled by future GRB observatories.

Related literature with involvement of the author

Published results.

• A poster on the GRBweb catalogue (see 1.2) was presented in December 2020 at the
‘Cosmic Rays and Neutrinos in the Multi-Messenger Era’ conference [2].

• The analysis of Fermi-GBM data (see 3.3 and 3.4) has been published in Physical Re-
view D [1] and was presented in a talk at the 2021 ICRC conference [3].

• Initial sensitivities of the IceCube analyses were presented in a poster at the 2019 ICRC
conference [4]. The final analysis results were shown in a combined presentation of
the four most recent GRB analyses by IceCube at the 2021 ICRC conference [5]. An
IceCube paper on these four studies is at the time of writing in preparation.

• The simulation module developed to weight neutrino interactions has been used in
one publication [6], one poster at the 2019 ICRC conference [7], and a poster at the
2020 ‘Neutrino’ conference [8].

Bachelor and master theses from students co-supervised during the PhD.

• Quinten Goens ( 2018 - 2019, MSc student )
Investigation of the precursor phase of gamma-ray bursts
iihe.ac.be/sites/default/files/thesis-quinten-goens-icecube-master-2019pdf/
thesis-quinten-goens-icecube-master-2019.pdf

• Zeb Van Ranst ( 2019 - 2020, MSc student )
Multi-messenger study of gamma-ray bursts
iihe.ac.be/sites/default/files/thesis-zeb-van-ranst-icecube-master-2020pdf/
thesis-zeb-van-ranst-icecube-master-2020.pdf

https://iihe.ac.be/sites/default/files/thesis-quinten-goens-icecube-master-2019pdf/thesis-quinten-goens-icecube-master-2019.pdf
https://iihe.ac.be/sites/default/files/thesis-quinten-goens-icecube-master-2019pdf/thesis-quinten-goens-icecube-master-2019.pdf
https://iihe.ac.be/sites/default/files/thesis-zeb-van-ranst-icecube-master-2020pdf/thesis-zeb-van-ranst-icecube-master-2020.pdf
https://iihe.ac.be/sites/default/files/thesis-zeb-van-ranst-icecube-master-2020pdf/thesis-zeb-van-ranst-icecube-master-2020.pdf
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• Ruben Camphyn ( 2020 - 2021, BSc student )
Investigation of correlations between the IceCube realtime alerts and GRB archival observations
drive.google.com/file/d/14wsaBR_XAnD2cJCr5MUzT6ZqmlLsvw0N/
view?usp=sharing

• Parel Springael ( 2020 - 2021, BSc student )
Investigation and interpretation of gamma-ray burst precursors
drive.google.com/file/d/19MaiJZtqMf94UU7lYr0tkXCOlz5W11xZ/
view?usp=sharing

• Jannes Loonen ( 2021 - 2022, BSc student )
Investigation of the temporal features in gamma-ray burst light curves
—in progress at the time of writing—

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14wsaBR_XAnD2cJCr5MUzT6ZqmlLsvw0N/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14wsaBR_XAnD2cJCr5MUzT6ZqmlLsvw0N/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19MaiJZtqMf94UU7lYr0tkXCOlz5W11xZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19MaiJZtqMf94UU7lYr0tkXCOlz5W11xZ/view?usp=sharing
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Chapter 1

Gamma-ray bursts

When Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) were discovered, it was soon realised that they presented
an entirely new class of previously unknown astrophysical transients. To investigate the na-
ture of these bursts, dedicated gamma-ray satellites were launched that continuously mon-
itored the sky for their occurrence. The increase in data that resulted from these missions
revealed that two categories of GRBs exist. Long bursts occur when the core of a massive star
collapses to a compact object. Short burst, in contrast, are caused by the merger of two com-
pact objects, at least one of which is a neutron star. While this division, based on whether
or not the duration exceeds 2 s, is not clear cut, it illustrates that both classes of progenitors
produce very similar observable phenomena. As a result, their physics can for a large part
be described using the same set of physical models. Having been discovered just over 50
years ago, new advancements in the field of GRB physics research are still being made on
a regular basis. Recent years, for instance, saw the detection of the first gravitational wave
signal in coincidence with GRB 1708171 [9, 10] and the first observation of TeV gamma-rays
from GRB 190114C [11].

In this chapter, we start by delving into the rich history of GRB discoveries, highlighting
important experimental milestones and their relation to GRB models. We then continue
by giving an overview of the current state-of-the-art in GRB research, discussing among
others the gravitational wave and Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescope (IACT) detection of
GRBs. The second part of this chapter presents the GRBweb project. A central database
that we constructed to combine the information of all mayor GRB detectors into a single
publicly accessible catalogue. We then proceed to give a short overview of the observational
properties of GRBs and the physics that can be derived from them. Special focus is placed
on the potential of GRBs as particle accelerators, describing how they could contribute to the
observed astrophysical cosmic-ray and neutrino fluxes. Finally, we conclude by discussing
the progenitor sources that match the experimental and theoretical constraints. This can be
viewed as a prelude to the next chapter, where we will specifically look at GRB precursor
signals and how they can arise in the proposed progenitor models.

1GRBs are named after the UTC date on which they occurred. For instance, GRB 120513 will have occurred
on the 12th of May, 2013. If several GRBs were observed on a single day, the letter ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, etc. are appended
to distinguish between the different bursts.
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1.1 Half a century of observations

1.1.1 The discovery of GRBs

Vela satellites. As is not uncommon in science, the discovery of GRBs was made acciden-
tally by a detector designed for an entirely different purpose. On August 5th, 1963, the
Sovjet-Union, United Kingdom, and United States signed the nuclear test ban treaty, pro-
hibiting tests of nuclear weapons under water, in the atmosphere, or in outer space [12]. A
range of satellites were subsequently launched by the US Air Force to check that the treaty
was not being violated by the other signees. These Vela satellites [13] were launched in
pairs, orbiting on opposing sides of Earth to eliminate blind spots. To detect a nuclear blast,
they were equipped with X-ray, gamma-ray and neutron detectors. Apart from confirming
the signature of a nuclear blast, the gamma-ray detectors also served another purpose. If an
explosion took place on the far side of the Moon, the X-ray flash would remain hidden, but
gamma rays would be visible from the plume of radioactive materials. Solitary gamma-ray
signals were indeed observed. However, their signature did not match that of a nuclear
explosion. Triangulating the direction using the different satellites revealed that the Sun,
Earth and Moon could be ruled out as the source for these events. Furthermore, a spectral
analysis by the IMP-6 mission showed that the emission was not simply the extension of an
X-ray source, but that the peak of the spectra occurred in gamma rays [14].

These findings were first published in 1973 [14–16], reporting the observation of 16 ’cos-
mic gamma-ray bursts’ between July 1969 and July 1972. An archival search later revealed
that a gamma-ray flash of similar characteristics was observed on the 2nd of July, 1967 [17].
This is the first known GRB that has been recorded. Figure 1.1 shows the light curve of
GRB 670702 as observed by the Vela IVa satellite.

4 Introduction
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4 6 8�Figure 1.1 The lightcurve of the very first GRB detected on 2 July 1967 with the Vela IVa satellite. From Kouveliotou et al. (2012).

astrophysical origin of these events. The first paper reporting the discovery of GRBs was
published almost 5 years later (Klebesadel et al., 1973). It has been commonly suspected
that the authors had to wait until the data were declassified, but according to Klebesadel
(Chapter 1 of Kouveliotou et al., 2012), the delay was due purely to the complicated data
analysis process. The GRB data were not regarded as classified materials from the very
beginning, since the observed properties (duration, spectrum, variability) were completely
different from what one expected from a nuclear test in space, which would produce a
millisecond duration hard X-ray flash with no significant time structure.

In the same era, besides being seen by Vela, GRBs were also detected by the American
solar satellite Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI) (Cline
et al., 1973) and the Soviet space satellite Konus/Venera (Mazets et al., 1974).

The Dark Era (1973–1991)

Since the announcement of the discovery of GRBs and until the launch of CGRO in 1991,
the pace of understanding of the origin of GRBs was slow. During this period, about 500
GRBs were detected using several γ -ray detectors, including Vela, Konus/Venera, Apollo
16, UHURU, and Ginga (Higdon and Lingenfelter, 1990). The poor localization capability
of γ -ray detectors made it very difficult to discover electromagnetic counterparts of GRBs
in lower frequencies. Nonetheless, some tentative clues were collected. For example, the
first Konus GRB catalog showed evidence of two duration categories (long and short) for
GRBs (Mazets et al., 1981a). Low-significance spectral line features were reported in some
GRBs detected with the Soviet Konus instruments on board the Venera satellite (Mazets
et al., 1981b) and with the Japanese satellite Ginga (Murakami et al., 1988). Even though
they were not confirmed by later missions, during the pre-BATSE era, these features greatly

FIGURE 1.1: Light curve of the first recorded gamma-ray burst, GRB 670702,
as observed by the Vela IVa satellite. From [18].
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Apart from the apparent brightness and rudimental information of the temporal profile,
very little was know about these bursts. This lack of restrictions allowed a wide range of
astrophysical phenomena to be proposed as possible source candidates. A review paper
[19] from 1994 lists a total of 118 different theoretical phenomena proposed as the sources of
the gamma-ray flashes. These ranged from the accretion on compact objects, such as white
dwarfs (WDs), neutron stars (NSs), and black holes (BHs), to the evaporation of primordial
black holes, white holes and superflares from nearby stars. It would take until the first
identification of a low frequency counterpart in 1997 before the extragalactic distance of
GRBs and thus their absolute energy scale could be established [20, 21]. However, several
observational features already hinted at their origins.

Isotropy. GRBs are observed to occur isotropically across the sky. The isotropic distribu-
tion was conclusively proven by the Burst And Transient Source Experiment (BATSE) on the
Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO) [22, 23]. BATSE was the first experiment to ob-
serve GRBs at large rates, detecting on average one GRB per day. Before the launch of CGRO
in 1991, data from previous space missions, including Ginga, Konus-Venera, UHURU, and
Vela, had already indicated that the directions were isotropically distributed [15, 24–29]. Few
bursts were detected, however, which combined with the coarse directional reconstruction
could not yet exclude a significant galactic disk component. Following the BATSE results,
the lack of correlation with the galactic plane strongly disfavoured models related to stellar
objects in our Milky Way.

Fluence. Another indication that GRBs have an extragalactic origin resulted from ob-
serving their fluence distribution. Consider a GRB with an isotropically equivalent energy
output Eiso, located at a distance r. In a Euclidean space, the fluence S observed from this
burst is

S(r) =
Eiso

4πr2 . (1.1)

Assuming a detector with a fluence threshold St, the burst will be observable as long as it
lies within a maximal distance rm ∝ S−1/2

t . At the same time, the number of sources within
a distance rm will increases linearly with the observed volume V, thus N(r < rm) ∝ r3

m.
Combining this with the fluence relation from Equation (1.1), we find that

N(S > St) ∝ S−3/2
t . (1.2)

While this correlation is largely recovered in experimental data, a shallower slope is ob-
served at low fluences. This is illustrated in Figure 1.2 for the BATSE data [30]. The flatten-
ing at the lowest fluences is naturally expected when the detector threshold is reached. A
change in slope is, nonetheless, already observed well above this threshold. This is mainly
caused by the failing assumption of a Euclidean space, i.e. because the Universe is expand-
ing. Such effects only become important for extragalactic sources, giving another hint at
the cosmological origin of GRBs. A secondary factor is that the rate at which GRBs occur is
redshift dependent [31], thus also affecting the shape of the slope.

Duration. As a result of the increased statistics that resulted from BATSE, it became
apparent that GRBs can be grouped into two classes based on their duration [32]. The gen-
eral accepted convention to determine the duration of a burst is that of the T90-procedure.
Subtracting the expected background rate from the light curve, the points are determined at
which 5% and 95% of the total photon count are observed. The T90 is then defined as the
time difference between those two points. Near the start and end of the bursts, the observed
rate will be close to the expected background rate. Using a 5% buffer reduces the chance that
background fluctuations will artificially make a burst seem longer or shorter. Similarly, the
T50 is defined as the central time interval in which 50% of the photons are observed. Figure
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FIGURE 1.2: Relation between the peak flux on the 64 ms timescale of GRBs
observed by BATSE [30]. The expected -3/2 slope is shown for the Euclidean
expectation. A deviation is observed due to redshift effects at low fluxes, in-

dicative of the cosmological nature of GRBs.

1.3 displays the T90-distribution for the BATSE data [30]. A clear bimodality is observed,
suggesting that at least two source populations contribute to the observed GRBs.

This result was further strengthened by the observation that short and long bursts have
different energy characteristics. Ideally, the energy dependence would be determined by
fitting the background subtracted counts in different energy bands. However, low-count
statistics prevent systematically applying this method to all burst. Therefore, an alternative
approach often employed is to take the ratio between the number of photons above and
below a fixed energy threshold. For BATSE bursts, this threshold was typically placed at
100 keV [32]. Defining this quantity as the hardness ratio (HR), bursts with a relative excess
or lack of high-energy photons are said to be hard or soft, respectively. Comparing long
(T90 > 2 s) to short (T90 < 2 s) bursts, long bursts are found to be softer on average [32].

Afterglow. A major breakthrough came in 1997, when the first optical counterpart of
a GRB was discovered. Up until that time, the localization of GRBs had been too poor to
establish a connection with optical sources. Early missions, such as BATSE and the Vela-
satellites, had a localization uncertainty of several to tens of degrees [16, 30]. To allow more
accurate localization, the Italian BeppoSAX satellite was launched in 1996 [33]. Apart from
housing gamma-ray detectors, BeppoSAX also featured an X-ray telescope with a pointing
resolution of one arcminute. BeppoSAX would slew to the direction of detected GRBs, to
bring them into view of the X-ray telescope. Given that there are far fewer X-ray than op-
tical sources in the sky, the coarse localization of the GRB gamma rays proved sufficient to
identify a unique transient counterpart.

GRB 970228 was the first burst for which BeppoSAX identified an X-ray counterpart [20].
Follow-up optical observations identified a faint galaxy at the location of the X-ray signal,
though the redshift of the galaxy could at that time not be determined. A second burst with
an X-ray counterpart was discovered on May the 8th, 1997 [21]. This time, a counterpart
was discovered by both optical and radio follow-up studies [21, 34]. Based on the shift
of absorption lines in the optical spectrum, the redshift of the burst was determined to be
z = 0.835 [21]. These two observations firmly established the, not only extragalactic, but
cosmological origin of GRBs.
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FIGURE 1.3: Distribution of the duration of GRBs detected by BATSE [30].
A clear bimodality is observed. Short and long GRBs are defined as bursts

whose T90 is less than or exceeds 2 s, respectively.

Supernovae. One year later, the first tentative supernova (SN) connection was discov-
ered between GRB 980425 and SN1998bw [35]. This provided evidence that long GRBs are
related to massive stars that undergo core collapse at the end of their life. Given the small
redshift z = 0.00866 derived for the supernova [36], corresponding to a distance of 40 Mpc,
GRB 980425 remains one of the closest GRBs known to date if the correlation is physical.
The GRB-SN connection was confirmed when the HETE-2 satellite localized GRB 030329 in
coincidence with SN2003dh [37, 38]. Systematic studies [39–41] on the location of well lo-
calized long GRBs later showed that their occurrence is positively correlated with the star
formation rate of galaxies and the region of the galaxy in which they occur. As such, this
correlation provided a verification, independent of the connection to SN, that massive stars
are the progenitors of long GRBs.

1.1.2 Gamma-ray satellites in the 21st century

After a 9 year mission and having detected over 2700 GRBs [30], BATSE was de-orbited in
June 2000. A similar fate was bestowed on the other satellites discussed in Subsection 1.1.1,
none of which remain active today. We therefore focus here on satellites that are currently
taking data and thus contributed to the GRB sample used in this thesis. Apart from these
active experiments, we also look at upcoming mission that are planned to be launched over
the next decade.

Swift. Launched on the 20th of November 2004, Swift [42] can be regarded as the suc-
cessor to BeppoSAX and HETE-2. Like it predecessors, Swift features X-ray detectors in
addition to gamma-ray detectors to enable the detection of afterglow emission. Unlike its
predecessors, the afterglow detection capability is extended to lower wavelengths by the
addition of optical and UV telescopes. Another manner in which Swift offers improved per-
formance is the speed with which it can slew to the direction of the burst. Swift can rotate
50◦ in less than 75 s [43], allowing early observations of the afterglow and explaining its
name. A few noteworthy discoveries enabled by Swift are that

• through fast follow-up observations, it was discovered that the prompt gamma-ray
emission is followed by X-ray flares in nearly half of all GRBs [44];
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• the improved sensitivity to the X-ray afterglow allowed the observation of the first
afterglow from a short GRB [45]; and

• GRB 090429B was determined to have a redshift of z = 9.4, making it the farthest
known GRB and one of the most distant known astrophysical objects overall [46].

While originally intended to have a mission duration of two years, Swift is currently still
operational. Having thus served for over 17 years already, detecting on average 90 GRBs
per year, Swift has become one of the leading experiments in the history of GRB research.

Fermi. Almost four years after the Swift mission, NASA launched a second spacecraft
dedicated to GRB observations on June 11th, 2008. This Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope,
or Fermi in short, came at an estimated mission cost of 690 million dollar. While being three
times as expensive as Swift, Fermi does not have the capability to observe or localise GRB
afterglows. Instead, it focuses on the observation of the prompt phase. Fermi is the first
gamma-ray telescope to have a combined energy range that spans more than seven orders
of magnitude, from 8 keV to 300 GeV. This allowed the first detection of GRB photons with
energies in excess of 100 GeV [47, 48]. High-energy (& 300 MeV) emission is observed in
∼10% of long GRBs and ∼4% of short GRBs [48].

Having detected over 3000 GRBs since its launch, roughly one per day, Fermi has ob-
served more GRBs than any other detector [49]. All GRB data, including the raw photon
counts observed by the individual detectors, is made publicly available via the HEASARC
archive [50]. For a more detailed description of the Fermi detector and data format, we refer
the reader to Chapter 3, where Fermi data will be used for identification of GRB precursors.

Other active/recent missions. Particular emphasis was placed on the Swift and Fermi
experiments as they observe the bulk of all detected GRBs. However, several other satellites
with X-ray and/or gamma-ray detection instruments exist(ed) that contribute(d) to GRB
observations. These include:

• Konus-Wind (1994-present). The Konus detector on the NASA Wind satellite is the old-
est GRB detector in operation. Located at the Lagrange L1 point, there is little to no
Earth obscuration, giving Konus a near 4π sr field of view. However, Konus can only
provide timing information, as the detector has no localization capability [51].

• RHESSI (2002-2018). Designed to study the hard X-rays and gamma rays of solar
flares, the RHESSI satellite from NASA is naturally also suited for the detection of
GRBs. During its lifetime, it detected an average of 80 bursts per year [52].

• Integral (2002-present). Integral is an ESA satellite that detects on average 0.3 GRBs per
day. It features a gamma-ray spectrometer with a small angular aperture. This spec-
trometer is covered by an anti-coincidence shield (ACS) to reduce the contamination
from gamma rays hitting the detector from the sides. Interestingly, though the ACS
was not designed for this purpose, it is the main GRB detector on Integral [53].

• SuzakuWAM (2005-2015). Suzaku was a Japanese satellite designed for X-ray astron-
omy. Similar to Integral, the X-ray telescope was covered by an ACS. Given the large
thickness of the ACS, Suzaku had a larger effective area to MeV gamma rays than any
other detector, including BATSE and Fermi, leading to the detection of 1155 GRBs over
the course of its mission timespan [54].

• SuperAGILE (2007-present). Developed and funded by the Italian space agency, AGILE
is one of the most recent satellites launched to monitor the gamma-ray sky. On aver-
age, it detects around 40 GRBs per year through its hard X-ray monitor (SuperAGILE)
and gamma-ray calorimeter (MCAL) [55, 56].
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• MAXI (2009-present). Unlike the previous instruments, MAXI is not a dedicated satel-
lite, but is instead located on the international space station. It also does not have any
gamma-ray detectors, but can observe hard X-rays up to 30 keV. As a result, follow-up
or coincident detection by other instruments are required for a firm identification of
GRBs. Nonetheless, for those events MAXI can contribute timing and spectral infor-
mation. Up to ten GRBs are detected by MAXI each year [57].

• AstroSAT (2015-present). While not technically a gamma-ray satellite, the capability of
India’s AstroSAT satellite to observe hard X-rays up to 300 keV allows it to detect ∼50
GRB per year. A noteworthy feature that distinguishes it from other experiments is its
capability to measure the polarisation of the prompt emission [58].

IPN network. When a GRB is observed by more than one of the spacecrafts described
above, the difference in arrival time can be used to triangulate the position of the signal.
Often this results in a better localisation than that of gamma-ray telescopes, which have a
typical localisation uncertainty of several degrees [30, 49]. An illustration of this method
is shown in Fig. 1.4. Consider two satellites, α and β, that are separated by a distance D.
Both satellites observe the same GRB, but the signal reaches satellite β with a time delay ∆t.
Using the approximation that the distance to the GRB is infinitely larger than D, it follows
that

θ = arccos
(

c · ∆t
D

)
, (1.3)

where θ is the angle the GRB makes with the axis of the two satellites. In three dimen-
sions, the triangulated position thus corresponds to an annulus on the sky. Given that the
positions of the satellites are extremely well know, the width of of annulus is essentially
determined by the uncertainty on ∆t. The degeneracy on the position can be resolved by
performing multiple triangulations and determining the intersections of the different an-
nuli. Alternatively, if the GRB was only observed by two satellites, the localisation provided
by the individual satellites can also be used to reduce the uncertainty on the GRB location.

As the uncertainty on ∆t is essentially independent of the uncertainty in D, extremely ac-
curate localisations can be obtained if the satellites are sufficiently far apart. An interplane-
tary network (IPN) [59] is thus most suited for this purpose. Satellites currently contributing
to the IPN network are:

• BepiColombo, a satellite in an orbit around the Sun that will make several close flybys
of Mercury and Venus [60];

• Mars Odyssey, currently orbiting around Mars [61];

• Konus-Wind, located in the Lagrange 1 point of the Eart-Sun system; and

• INTEGRAL, Swift, Fermi, and AGILE, all in orbit around Earth.

Planned experiments. Apart from the experiments already described, a number of
next-generation gamma- and X-ray observatories are expected to be launched over the next
decade. Most notably, these include the Space Variable Objects Monitor (SVOM, [62]), the
All-sky Medium Energy Gamma-ray Observatory (AMEGO, [63]), BurstCube [64], and e-
ASTROGAM [65]. For a full review of upcoming high-energy spaced based observatories,
we refer the reader to [66].
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FIGURE 1.4: Illustration of the procedure used to triangulate the position of a
GRB. The satellite are indicated by the black dots, α and β. Solid black lines
denote the incoming gamma-ray signals. Based on the distance between the

satellites, D, and the observed time delay, ∆t, the angle θ can be derived.

1.1.3 Gravitational waves

GRB 170817. For fifty years, GRBs were only observed by means of electromagnetic radia-
tion. This changed when on the 17th of August, 2017, the laser interferometer gravitational-
wave observatory (LIGO) and Virgo detected a gravitational wave (GW) signal in coinci-
dence with a short GRB observed by Fermi and Integral [9, 10]. The probability for this to
be a chance coincidence corresponds to 5.0 · 10−8 (5.5σ) [10]. Apart from being the first GRB
progenitor detected by means of GWs, GRB 170817 was also the first electromagnetic coun-
terpart observed to any GW signal. The electromagnetic follow-up campaign that ensued
led to the identification of an optical transient in the galaxy NGC 4993 by the One-Meter,
Two-Hemisphere (1M2H) experiment [67]. Given this precise localisation, other observato-
ries were able to confirm and detect the transient in radio, infrared, optical, ultra-violet, and
X-rays. While neutrino and cosmic-ray observatories also followed up the event, they did
not observe any coincident events [68].

Based on the gravitational wave signal, the source of the emission was determined to be
a binary NS merger. The remnant object has an estimated mass of Mr = 2.82+0.48

−0.09M� and is
thus most likely a black hole. Gravitational wave data allowed constraining the distance to
40+8
−14 Mpc [67]. This is in excellent agreement with the derived distance of (42.9± 3.2) Mpc

for NGC 4993 [68]. It also makes GRB 170817, together with GRB 980425 which was also
estimated to lie at ∼40 Mpc [36], one of the two closest GRBs observed to date. Apart from
its closeness, GRB 170817 was also peculiar in terms of its gamma-ray signal. The gamma-
ray excess was observed starting (1.74± 0.05) s after the GW merger and had a T90 duration
of (2.0± 0.5) s [10, 69]. Given its proximity, the signal was unexpectedly weak, making GRB
170817 the dimmest burst ever observed. This does not necessarily imply that GRB 170817
is different with respect to other short GRBs. Instead, the prevailing theory is that the jet
of relativistic particles produced by the merger was not pointing directly at us, but was
observed off-axis [10, 70, 71].

In the days and weeks that followed GRB 170817, an electromagnetic transient AT 2017gfo
was observed at its location due to the kilonova explosion that followed the GRB [68]. Note
that this is distinct from the GRB afterglow emission, which was not observed due to the
burst being off-axis. Likely, this is what allowed the kilonova to be observed, as the kilonova
is emitted isotropically and is therefore generally much fainter than the afterglow. During
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the merger, not all the material of the neutron stars goes into the newly formed black hole.
Around 10−3M� to 10−1M� of material is expelled, made up of neutrons and (light) ele-
ments up to iron from the neutron star crusts. The high density and abundant free neutrons
then lead to rapid neutron capture (r-process), i.e. the neutrons are absorbed before they
can undergo β decay. Heavier elements are thus synthesised, many of which are unstable,
leading to radioactive decay. The photons released by these decays are what powers the
kilonova. Because of the large opacity, high-energy photons are unable to escape directly,
but get absorbed and converted to thermal energy. As a result, kilonovae are brightest at
infrared and optical wavelengths [18]. The first kilonova unambiguously identified was
that which followed the short burst GRB 130603B [72, 73]. Kilonovae signatures have, how-
ever, also been tentatively identified in earlier GRBs, including GRB 050709 [74] and GRB
060614 [75].

GWs and short GRBs. The detection of GWs in coincidence with GRB 170817 provided
a strong confirmation of the leading model for short GRBs. Unlike long bursts, their pro-
genitor is not a single massive star, but a binary system consisting of two compact objects.
As they spiral around each other, the system will lose energy and angular momentum due
to the emission of gravitational waves. Therefore, the distance between the two compact
objects gradually decreases. When they inevitably collide, the system coalesces into a newly
formed more massive compact object, most likely a black hole. It is this violent merger of a
NS-NS or NS-BH system that produces a short GRB [76].

Paczyński in 1986 was the first to suggest a binary neutron star collision as the progenitor
of short GRBs. He noted that when the binary radio pulsar PSR 1913+16 will coalesce in
∼108 yr, it likely will be accompanied by an energy release of up to 1053 erg [77]. PSR
1913+16, also regularly referred to as the Hulse-Taylor binary, is the first discovered binary
pulsar [78]. By monitoring the change in orbital period over the course of several years, it
was demonstrated that the decrease in period follows the expected orbital decay predicted
by general relativity [79]. This indirect detection of gravitational waves earned Hulse and
Taylor the 1993 Nobel Prize for Physics [80].

Orbital dynamics. Emission of gravitational waves arises when the quadrupole2 or
higher order mass moments vary as a function of time. To illustrate the effect this has on
the orbital dynamics of a binary neutron star system, a system is considered in which two
compact objects of mass m1 and m2 are orbiting each other. For simplicity, the eccentricity of
the system is assumed to be zero. This assumption is further motivated by the observation
that the emission of GWs will reduce the eccentricity of the system and thus circularise the
orbit [81]. Using a first-order post-Newtonian expansion, it can be shown [82] that the total
power radiated via gravitational wave emission equals

Pr = −
dE
dt

=
32
5

G4

c5
M3µ2

a5 , (1.4)

where M = m1 + m2 is the total mass, µ = m1m2/(m1 + m2) is the reduced mass, a is the
separation between the two objects, c is the speed of light and G is Newton’s constant. As
the energy loss is inversely proportional to a5, the emitted power greatly increases right
before the merger. To first order, the evolution of the system can be derived by artificially
imposing the energy loss of Eq. (1.4) in a Newtonian framework. In the classical limit, the

2Conservation of mass implies that the monopole moment is constant. Because of conservation of momen-
tum, the centre of mass and thus also the dipole moment have a second order time derivative of zero. Hence,
the quadrupole term is the first term that contributes to GW emission.
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sum of the potential and kinetic energy in the centre of mass reference frame is equal to

E = −1
2

GMµ

a
, (1.5)

where contributions to the kinetic energy other than the orbital energy are neglected. Taking
the derivative with respect to time in Eq. (1.5) and equating this to the expression from Eq.
(1.4), we obtain

da
dt

= −64
5

G3

c5
µM2

a3 . (1.6)

Solving this differential equation gives

a4 =
256
5

G3µM2

c5 (τ − t) , (1.7)

where τ is the merger time, i.e. a(t = τ) = 0, implying t < τ. In reality, the coalesces
will occur slightly earlier, when a approaches the combined radii of the two neutron stars.
The GW frequency observed from the system will be equal to twice the orbital frequency
fGW = 2 · forbit = Ωorbit/π, as the quadrupole moment is symmetric under rotations of π.
Using Kepler’s third law

Ω2
orbit =

GM
a3 , (1.8)

and the result from Eq. (1.7), it follows that

fGW =
1
π

(
5

256

)3/8 (GMc

c3

)−5/8

(τ − t)−3/8 , (1.9)

where Mc is the chirp mass, defined as

Mc ≡
(m1m2)

3/5

(m1 + m2)
1/5 = µ3/5M2/5 . (1.10)

For a more detailed discussion on the evolution of orbital dynamics, including non-zero
eccentricities and the effect of higher order terms that become important near coalescence,
we refer the reader to [18, 81–83]. Regarding the observation of gravitational waves, we also
remark that the total emitted power, given by Eq. (1.4), is not released isotropically. An
observer whose line of sight is parallel to the rotation axis of the binary system will observe
a flux that is about an order of magnitude stronger than an observer who faces the system
edge on [84]. The rotational axis of the system also corresponds to the direction along which
the jet of the GRB will be launched. Hence, the detection of GWs is slightly favored for
observable GRBs, i.e. bursts whose yets are pointing at us.

GW150914. GRB 170817 was the first electromagnetic counterpart to GW emission that
was reliably identified. However, the Fermi satellite also observed a signal coincident with
GW150914, the first GW event reported. GW150914 was caused by the merger of two black
holes with initial masses 36+5

−4M� and 29+4
−4M� [85]. It was followed by a gamma-ray signal

that arrived 0.4 s after the merger, from a direction consistent with the localisation by LIGO
[86]. The energy spectrum of the gamma rays matched that of other short GRBs. Given
the reported significance of 2.9σ and the fact that it was not observed by other gamma-ray
satellites, the coincidence could nonetheless be a statistical fluctuation [86, 87]. Binary BH
mergers are generally not expected to be accompanied by electromagnetic counterparts [18]
and no coincident signals have thus far been reported for other binary BH mergers.
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GW190425. A second likely binary NS merger was observed during LIGO’s third ob-
servation run [88]. No coincident electromagnetic or neutrino events where found for this
event. The merger presents an interesting case, as its total mass of 3.4+0.3

−0.1M� exceeds that
of all known Galactic BNS systems. This may indicate that the system did not follow a
standard evolution, but was formed due to e.g. dynamical capture [88].

GW190521. An possible electromagnetic counterpart was reported for the highest mass
binary BH merger, GW190521, that LIGO and Virgo have yet observed [89]. The event is
thought to be a dynamic merger between a 66+17

−18M� and 85+21
−14M� black hole in the vicinity

of the galactic nucleus AGN J124942.3+344929 at z = 0.438. GWs from binaries with unequal
masses carry linear momentum [90]. As a result, the merger product received a kick velocity
that changed its orbit. The optical counterpart emission, first identified 43 days after the
merger by the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF), is potentially due to the passage of the newly
formed black hole through the accretion disk that surrounds the AGN. If correct, a repetition
of the flare was predicted to be observed ∼1.6 yr later, but no such observation has so far
been reported.

1.1.4 Ultra-high-energy gamma rays

GRB 190114C. Less than two years following the detection of gravitational waves from a
GRB, another major advancement was made in the field of GRB research. On the 19th of
January, 2019, the Major Atmospheric Gamma Imaging Cherenkov Telescopes (MAGIC) in
La Palma observed 0.2 TeV to 1 TeV gamma rays from long burst GRB 190114C with a
significance in excess of 50σ [11, 91]. This marked the first observation of a GRB using a
ground based gamma-ray telescope. Unlike space-based observatories, MAGIC [92] cannot
directly detect gamma rays. Instead, it uses two optical reflectors, each with a diameter
of 17 m, to collect the Cherenkov light emitted by gamma-ray induced particle cascades in
the atmosphere. Telescopes operating in this manner are called Imaging Air/Atmospheric
Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs). MAGIC is sensitive to photon energies between 25 GeV
and several tens of TeV. As such, it extends the monitored energy region into the high TeV
range, while still providing overlap with space-based detectors, such as Fermi-LAT which
is sensitive up to 300 GeV [93].

Attenuation. At energies E > 0.71 TeV, the significance of the excess photon counts ob-
served from GRB 190114C exceeds the background expectation by 5σ. These were the most
energetic gamma rays ever observed from a GRB. Given that GRB 190114C has a redshift of
0.42, the flux at these energies will have been strongly attenuated due to propagation effects.
Ultra-high-energy (UHE) photons are liable to undergo pair production γγ → e+e− if their
energies, E1 and E2, satisfy the threshold criterion

E1E2 ≥
2
(
mec2)2

1− cos(θ)
, (1.11)

where θ is the angle between the propagation direction of the two photons, me is the electron
mass and c is the speed of light. Assuming a head-on collision, a TeV gamma ray can interact
with a photon of wavelength λ = 5 µm. Hence, for gamma rays in the 100 GeV to 10 TeV
range, the infrared and optical component of the extragalactic background light (EBL) form
the main background for pair production [94, 95]. Figure 1.5 shows the optical depth, τγγ,
as a function of photon energy, Eγ, for sources at different redshifts. Given that the flux,
f , exponentially decreases with optical depth, i.e. f ∝ e−τ, UHE gamma rays can only be
observed from nearby GRBs.
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FIGURE 1.5: Optical depth of ultra-high-energy gamma rays due to pair pro-
duction γγ → e+e− interactions with photons from the extragalactic back-

ground light (EBL). From [94].

GRBs & IACTs. Following the announcement that UHE gamma ray were detected from
the long burst GRB 190114C, the MAGIC Collaboration reported that a similar, but less
significant excess was observed for the short burst GRB 160821B [96]. At energies E >
0.5 TeV, the observed photon counts exceeded the background expectation by 3σ. While
thus insufficient to claim a discovery, GRB 160821B is likely the first GRB observed by an
IACT. At a later stage, MAGIC also announced the detection of UHE gamma rays from
GRB201015A and GRB 201216C [97, 98]. Other IACTs that follow up on GRBs include the
High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.) [99] and the Very Energetic Radiation Imaging
Telescope Array System (VERITAS) [100]. In 2019, H.E.S.S. reported the observation of two
long bursts, GRB 180720B [101, 102] and GRB 190829A [103]. Veritas has not announced the
observation of a GRB so far.

Milagrito event. An alternative method that can be used to detect UHE gamma rays is
to observe the air shower they induce using an array of water Cherenkov tanks. So far, only
one GRB has been reportedly observed using such a detector. This detection of GRB 970417A
was made by the Milagrito experiment [104, 105]. Correcting for the number of GRBs that
were followed up, an excess of 3σ significance was observed. This tentative discovery raised
expectations for the follow-up Milagro experiment, but no similar coincidences have since
been observed [106]. Currently, the water Cherenkov experiment most sensitive to GRBs is
the High Altitude Water Cherenkov Experiment (HAWC) [107].

1.1.5 Cosmic rays and neutrinos

Apart from photons and gravitational waves, the two other detection channels in the field of
multi-messenger astronomy are cosmic rays (CRs) and neutrinos. No CR or neutrino signal
has been experimentally linked to GRBs so far. However, there is ample theoretical motiva-
tion that GRBs do produce these two messengers. It is thus worthwhile to also consider CR
and neutrino observations in the context of GRBs. A detailed overview of neutrino searches
from GRBs is presented in Chapter 4. Hence, we focus here on CR observations and the
relation between the two messengers.

CR energy spectrum. Figure 1.6 shows the energy spectrum of CRs above 10 TeV as
observed by air shower experiments. Overall, the spectrum can be well described using
a broken power-law. Cosmic rays are charged particles and will thus gyrate in magnetic
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FIGURE 1.6: Energy spectrum of cosmic rays as measured by air shower ex-
periments. To highlight the features in the spectrum, the y-axis display the

particle flux multiplied by E2.6. From [110].

fields. Equating the centrifugal to the Lorentz force, it follows that

rL =
p⊥

ZeB
, (1.12)

where rL is the Larmor radius, p⊥ the momentum of the CR orthogonal to the magnetic
field, Z the CR charge number, e the elementary charge, and B the magnetic field strength.
For highly relativistic particles (γ � 1), energy is propotional to the momentum E ≈ pc.
Taking the mean magnetic field strength of our Milky Way and the scale height of its disk to
be 3 µG and 300 pc, respectively, it follows that protons with energies in excess of ∼ 1018 eV
are no longer confined to our galaxy. The ankle feature at 5 · 1018 eV is thus likely due to
the transition from galactic to extragalactic CRs3. Earlier breaks in the spectrum are thought
to occur when CRs reach the maximal energy Em they can be accelerated to by galactic
sources. Em is proportional to the charge number, Z, resulting in two distinct kinks, one at
∼ 4 · 1015 eV for protons and one at 1017 eV for iron. These are the knee and the second knee
transitions indicated in Fig. 1.6. An affirmation that the transition is due to the limited Em of
galactic sources is that the observed mass composition increases between the knee and the
second knee [109]. It is also consistent with models for supernova remnants, which predict
Em ∼ 1015 eV for protons [18].

At energies E > 1020 eV, a strong cut-off of the CR flux is observed. A potential cause
for this decrease is the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) effect [111, 112], in which pro-
tons above 5 · 1019 eV interact with cosmic microwave (CMB) photons via the ∆-resonance,
pγ → ∆+. The interaction length for this process is ∼ 50 Mpc, imposing a horizon from

3It is likely that the transition from galactic to extragalactic sources occurs slightly below the ankle, though
the exact transition energy is currently still undetermined [108].
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which the highest energies protons can be observed. For CRs different from protons, pho-
todisintegration with CMB photons and extragalactic background light imposes a similar
limit [111], with an energy threshold that increases linearly with the atomic number, A.
Given the limited statistics and knowledge of the mass composition of CRs at E > 1020 eV,
it is currently still unclear whether the observed cut-off is due to the GZK-effect or due to
the maximal energy to which extragalactic sources can accelerate CRs. To resolve this ques-
tion, radio neutrino telescopes are currently under construction that will be sensitive to the
predicted neutrino signal from the decay products of GZK interactions [113, 114].

UHECRs & GRBs. The early 1990s saw the first detection of particles with energies
larger than 1020 eV [115, 116]. This sparked three papers that appeared almost simulta-
neously in 1995, each suggesting that GRBs could be the origin of the ultra-high-energy
cosmic rays (UHECRs). The paper by Waxman remarked that gamma rays observed from
GRBs and UHECRs have the same energy density of ∼ 1044 erg Mpc−3 yr−1 in the local
Universe [117]. Milgrom and Usov pointed out a potential correlation between the arrival
direction and time of the UHECRs and the most energetic BATSE GRBs [118]. Finally, Vietri
motivated that shock acceleration in GRBs could produce cosmic rays with energies up to
1020 eV [119].

For a GRB to accelerate CRs to the highest energies, the particles should be confined
to the source region until they attain that energy. Hence, the Larmor radius, rL, defined
in Eq. (1.12) imposes a lower limit on the size of the accelerator, ra. This limit ra > rL is
known as the Hillas criterion [120] and depends on the strength of the magnetic field of the
accelerator since rL ∝ B−1. GRBs along with active galaxies and galaxy clusters are some of
the only sources satisfying this requirement and thus of being potentially capable of being
the sources of the observed UHECRs [121, 122].

Neutrinos. Waxman and Bahcall were the first to note that if GRBs are sources of UHE-
CRs, they are likely to be accompanied by a significant neutrino flux [123]. Due to the high
photon density in GRBs, part of the accelerated hadronic particles will interact with photons
before escaping the source. Assuming that UHECRs are protons with an E−2 spectrum that
lose a fraction ε of their energy to pion production, the expected muon neutrino density is

E2
ν

dNν

dEν
≈ 1

8
· ε · tH · E2

CR
dNCR

dECRdt
, (1.13)

where tH = 1.4 · 1010 yr is the Hubble time and E2
CR dNCR/(dECRdt) ≈ 1044 erg Mpc−3 yr−1

the generation rate of CRs [124]. The factor 1/8 accounts for the fact that half of the produced
pions are neutral pions, which decay to gamma rays instead of neutrinos, and for the fact
that the neutrinos carry roughly 3/4 of the pion energy, 1/3 of which goes to the muon
channel after oscillations. Equation (1.13) provides an upper limit on the allowed neutrino
density from production in UHECR sources. More detailed models for neutrino production
in GRBs are discussed in Subsection 1.4.6.

1.2 GRBweb

1.2.1 Information resources

GCN. In the previous section we have discussed some of the main experiments that con-
tribute to GRB observations. While the wide range of detectors are able to provide com-
plementary information on bursts, the sheer number of potential observatories can make
it challenging to identify and analyse all available data sources. To alleviate this problem,
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the gamma-ray coordinates network (GCN) was set up by NASA4 [126]. GCN is a service
via which observatories can publicly report their observations to the GRB community. Two
GCN communication channels exist. Notices are reports that are send out automatically
after the satellite detection of a GRB. They contain basic information such as the estimated
GRB location and are designed to enable rapid follow-up observations by other observato-
ries. The second channel are the GCN circulars. Circulars are email messages that report
on follow-up observations and that present the final results of gamma-ray satellites after the
initial notice. They thus contain more information than the notices, often including more
accurate localisations by ground based telescopes or redshift information. However, these
unformatted text based messages generally do not have a consistent predefined structure,
making it challenging to automatically extract the relevant information.

To nonetheless tap into this resource, we have constructed a Python project [127] to au-
tomate the read-out of GCN-circulars . As a first step, our program starts by retrieving new
circulars that have not yet been processed from the online archive5. Circulars not related to
GRB activity are removed by requiring that a GRB name appears in the circular subject or
text. Our program then proceeds by identifying which experiment sent out the circular, as
this will affect the parsing of the circular text. Fourteen major contributors were identified,
for which the parsing was tailored to the typical format of the circular text. For all other
circulars, a generic parsing scheme is used. Parsing mostly proceeds by using regular ex-
pressions to identify particular key words or phrases. Information extracted from circulars
includes: the detection method, right ascension, declination, trigger time, redshift, and T90.
Basic consistency checks are performed and a warning is raised if a parameter falls outside
the expected range. The information is then stored in a database on a MySQL server [128].

GRB catalogues. Information from GCN circulars is supplemented with online cata-
logues from dedicated GRB experiments. In particular, the catalogues of Fermi-GBM [49],
Fermi-LAT [48], Swift (BAT, XRT & UVOT) [129], IPN [59], BATSE [30], and BeppoSAX [130]
are stored as separate tables in the MySQL database. Given that the latter two experiments
are no longer active, their data is only added once. For the other experiments, new entries
are identified and added to the relevant tables. Nearly all GRBs observed by these exper-
iments will also have been reported via GCN-circulars and thus already be contained in
the database. However, using these dedicated catalogues has two main advantages. First,
archival data of GRB satellites is sometimes reprocessed, resulting in slightly updated val-
ues for parameters such as the location or duration of bursts. Second, parsing prose-style
written messages can make it challenging to extract all relevant parameters. The dedicated
catalogues in contrast are designed to be machine readable, making it possible to extract
more parameters and strongly reducing the risk of incorrect entries.

Angular uncertainties. A last resource that is gathered relates to the uncertainty on the
localisation of the bursts. Generally, a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution

Pθ(θ, σ) =
1

2πσ2 · exp
(
− θ2

2σ2

)
, (1.14)

is used for this purpose, where θ is the angle with respect to the best fit sky location. This
allows characterising the uncertainty using a single number, being the variance σ of the
distribution. Note, however, that θ lies in the domain [0, π], whereas the actual probabil-
ity distribution assumes a range θ ∈ [0, ∞). For variances on the order of several degrees

4GCN is a more general successor of the BATSE coordinates distribution network (BACODINE), which pro-
vided a similar service but solely focused on the BATSE detector [125].

5https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn3_archive.html

https://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn3_archive.html
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FIGURE 1.7: Localisation of GRB 090811A by the Fermi-GBM in equatorial
coordinates. As the satellite follows a geocentric orbit, part of its field-of-view
is obstructed by Earth. The orange dot and line show the centre and contours

of Earth, respectively. The red dot indicates the best fit GRB position.

or less, Eq. (1.14) provides an excellent approximation. For larger variances, a generalisa-
tion of a two-dimensional Gaussian defined on the surface of the sphere, such as the Kent
distribution

Pθ(θ, κ) =
κ

4π sinh(κ)
· exp (κ cos(θ)) , (1.15)

should be used, where κ ∼ σ−2 in the Gaussian approximation.

Studies of the localisation uncertainty of Fermi-GBM bursts have shown that such a pa-
rameterisation ill describes the actual error contours [131–133]. As a result, Fermi-GBM
instead releases sky maps that describe the numerical probability distribution as a function
of right ascension and declination [134]. An example of such a sky map for GRB 090811A
is shown in Fig. 1.7. When updating the GRBweb catalogue, the files describing these sky
maps are automatically located and downloaded from the HEASARC FTP-server6.

1.2.2 Data processing

GBM uncertainties. As a first step, the GBM sky maps are processed to determine the size
of the 39.3% containment region7. To allow an easy comparison to the uncertainty estimate
of other satellites, this area A is converted into an effective opening θ angle following

cos(θ) = 1− A
2π

. (1.16)

These values, once calculated, are then pushed to the GBM table of the MySQL server.

Merging data. Using the data from the resources listed above, a single summary table
is constructed that lists the available information per GRB. In practice, this is achieved by
grouping the entries in the different tables based on their GCN name. This unique identifier
has the format GRB-year-month-day-X, where the last letter is added to differentiate between
GRBs that occur on the same day. For two of the tables, in particular the Fermi-GBM and
Fermi-LAT table, bursts do not come with a GCN name. Hence, the times and locations of

6https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/FTP/fermi/data/gbm/bursts/
7For a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution, the probability contained within 1σ is e−1/2 ≈ 0.393.

https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/FTP/fermi/data/gbm/bursts/
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those bursts are matched against those of GRBs that are already in the summary table. If no
match is found, the burst is given a new GCN-style name before adding it to the table.

A few consistency checks are automatically performed after merging GRBs to tag and
remove aberrant values. To determine which values are finally saved to the summary ta-
ble, an ordering scheme is used based on the source of the information. For instance, the
T90 duration is preferably taken from Fermi-GBM, then Swift-BAT, AstroSAT, etc. The right
ascension and declination are taken from the source which reported the smallest localisa-
tion uncertainty and the GRB trigger time ttr is set to the earliest time at which gamma-ray
activity was observed. Apart from selecting variables, a new quantity called the T100 is
also added to the summary table, taken to be time difference between the last and earliest
reported gamma-ray activity. A burst’s T100 is thus generally slightly larger than its T90.
While the T90 provides a statistically more robust measure of GRB durations, the full dura-
tion of gamma-ray activity or T100 is generally what is used in follow-up multi-messenger
analyses.

Statistics. GRBweb is updated once a week and contains data from bursts as early as
April 1991, the time at which the BATSE detector was turned on. Previous versions of the
summary table are archived during updates, such that changes in the catalogue can be re-
traced. At the start of 2021, GRBweb’s summary table contained over 7.000 GRBs. For more
than 500 of those GRBs, redshift information is included in the table. Apart from containing
numerical variables, the summary table also includes a reference to the source from which
the information was extracted. This allows to easily retrace the instrument linked to each
variable.

Gravitational lensing. As an intermezzo, we discuss the possibility that GRBweb might
contain multiple entries on the same GRB due to the effect of gravitational lensing. If a
lensing event were to split a gamma-ray signal along two paths, the difference in arrival
direction would be indistinguishable given the resolution of current gamma-ray telescopes.
However, the difference in propagation length could lead to a significant time delay be-
tween the two signals. As such, the same GRB might be observed multiple times. For
lensing events due to dark matter galaxy halos, the time delay between the different signals
is estimated to be on the order of several months [135]. A study performed to search for sim-
ilarities in the temporal and spectral properties of BATSE GRBs that originate from the same
sky location found no conclusive evidence for gravitational lensing events [136]. A similar
study based on Fermi-GBM data identified a single burst, GRB 210812A, whose light curve
is consistent with being gravitational lensed by a million solar mass black hole [137]. This
observation is consistent with recent estimates that indicate that one such events is expected
to be observed every ∼ 15 years with current GRB detectors [136].

1.2.3 Web interface

The GRBweb catalogue is made accessible by coupling the MySQL server to a web interface
written in HTML5 [138]. This website is hosted on the servers of the IceCube Collaboration
and can be accessed by visiting https://icecube.wisc.edu/~grbweb_public/. To facili-
tate the web design, an HTML5 ‘Elements’ template was used8 instead of constructing the
website from the ground up. The web page is separated into five sections: home, data,
description, precursors, and contact.

8This template and other free to use predesigned web pages can be obtained from https://www.
html5webtemplates.co.uk.

https://icecube.wisc.edu/~grbweb_public/
https://www.html5webtemplates.co.uk
https://www.html5webtemplates.co.uk
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Home. This is the start page of the website. A short description is given on the GRBweb
project. Links are included to the relevant pages of the website. In addition, the homepage
can be used to check the time and date when the catalogue was last updated.

Data. Actual GRB data can be accessed in a number of different ways via the ‘data’
Tab. A first option is to view an online version of the summary table directly in the web
browser. On this page, users are thus presented with a scrollable table that lists the main
properties all the GRBs in the catalogue. GRB names in this table are given as a hyperlink
that refers to a web page listing all know information of that bursts. A unique web page
for each individual burst is thus generated. These web pages list the original data from the
input catalogues, including all relevant GCN-circulars, and indicate from which resource
the variables in the summary table were extracted.

Alternatively, the summary table can be viewed and downloaded as a plain text-file.
Archived versions of the summary table, going back to December 2018, are also available in
text-file format on the website. To access all available data, users can download an SQLite-
file that contains a compressed version of the GRBweb SQL-data. A web page titled ‘Load-
ing the data’ shows an example of how the SQLite-file can be retrieved and loaded into
Python. This example script, illustrated by means of a Jupyter notebook [139], can be down-
loaded as a python script from the website.

Description. Two pages were added to the website that contain meta-data on the con-
struction and content of GRBweb. The fist page list all the resources that are used when
composing the catalogue. In particular, references are giving for the individual GRB cata-
logues that are used as input. The second page provides a description of all the variables in
GRBweb. When adding data to the catalogue, values are always first converted if required,
to have a uniform format across all tables. For instance, the localisation uncertainty of some
catalogues is given as the 90% opening angle and is thus first converted to the equivalent
1σ (39.3%) opening angle. Particular care should also be taken when using fluence values,
as they depend on the considered energy band and thus detector. Fermi-GBM, Swift-BAT,
BeppoSAX, and BATSE all use different energy ranges to calculate fluences. Fluence values
should thus not be ‘mixed’ between different detectors.

Precursors. A dedicated web page presenting the results from our Fermi-GBM precursor
analysis, described in Chapter 3, was added at a later stage. This page presents a short
summary of the analysis, along with a table of the resulting precursors emission times. For
each precursor, the table contains a hyperlink to an online interactive version of the light
curve. A text-file version of the table is linked for download at the top of the page, to
provide easy access to the data.

Contact. Since GRBweb is publicly available as an online tool for the GRB community,
we welcome and encourage input from external users. Since the start of the project, five
IceCube analyses9 have used a source selection based on the GRBweb data and three VUB
students have performed their bachelor or master thesis with data from GRBweb. In ad-
dition, several people from outside the IceCube Collaboration or VUB have contacted us
regarding the use of GRBweb data and provided us with helpful suggestions. Search statis-
tics indicate that on average, GRBweb receives 3 clicks from Google search results per day.

9Including the analysis presented in this thesis.
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1.2.4 Earlier versions

We conclude this section by noting that the current version of GRBweb was inspired by a
similar, but now long obsolete IceCube project with the same name [140]. This archival ver-
sion of the project was written entirely in php [128] and solely used information extracted
from GCN-circulars. A lack of proper code maintenance caused the project to fall into dis-
array. This led to the unanimous decision within IceCube that it would be better to start the
project completely anew in a modern coding language, than to try and patch the old soft-
ware. Nonetheless, several features of the current project are based on and were inspired by
the database structure and parsing expressions used in the old php-version of the code. We
hence acknowledge and are grateful for the inspiration indirectly provided by the authors
of the previous php-based version of GRBweb.

1.3 Observational properties

The GRBweb project presented in the previous section mainly focuses on providing the time
and location of bursts for multi-messenger follow-up analyses. We here highlight some
of the other observational characteristics of GRBs, presenting a short overview of ’what is
known’ about GRBs from an experimental point of view.

1.3.1 Duration

A short discussion on the duration of GRBs was already presented in Subsection 1.1.1. We
here elaborate further on the properties of the T90 parameter. As mentioned previously, a
burst’s T90 is taken to be the length of the central time window during which 90% of the
photon fluence is observed. The strength of this T90 parameter, shown in Fig. 1.3, is that it
can be easily calculated for each burst. In addition, it provides a strong indication of whether
a burst is due to a NS merger or the collapse of a super-massive star. It should, however, be
noted that the T90 parameter has to be interpreted with care when relating it to the intrinsic
duration of GRBs. One important effect is that time durations are affected by cosmological
redshift effects and thus appear a factor (1 + z) longer than the intrinsic duration. GRBs
located at far distances will also be prone to the tip-of-the-iceberg effect. A systematic study
that downscaled the flux of bright GRBs to larger distances showed that the observed T90
varies on average by ∼7% and ∼50% for GRBs with a signal-to-noise-ratio of 15 and 5.5,
respectively [141].

Detector effects. Apart from the GRB’s distance, the detector observing the burst also
has a large effect on the estimated T90 value. For instance, the fraction of long to short
bursts10 observed is 11:1 for Swift-BAT, 6:1 for Fermi-GBM and 9:1 for BATSE. This differ-
ence is mostly due to the varying energy ranges of the detectors. Short bursts are on average
spectrally harder than long bursts, making them less likely to trigger a detector that is more
sensitive to low-energy gamma rays. A second effect is that a significant fraction of short
bursts are observed to have long and spectrally soft tails, which are harder to pick up in de-
tectors that are less sensitive to low-energy gamma rays. It has been shown that, by splitting
Fermi-GBM observations in different energy bands, corresponding to those of other GRB
detectors, the T90 distributions of those detectors can be reproduced [142].

Other components. In addition to the energy dependence of the bimodality, it has also
been argued that two components are simply insufficient to describe the T90-distribution of

10Using a threshold of 2 s and the data from GRBweb.
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GRBs [143]. A third intermediate ‘bump’ at a T90 of about 5 s has been observed11 in both the
BATSE [143] and Swift-BAT [144] data, leading authors to suggest a third subclass of GRBs.
While this feature is present in two independent data sets, reducing the probability that
it is a statistical fluctuation, the third component has a significance of at most 2.4σ. Apart
from their duration, these intermediary burst are further indistinguishable from regular long
GRBs [18]. Another subclass are those of ultra-long GRBs, whose T90 can be in excess of
103 s [145, 146]. While a clear bimodality is thus observed between long and short bursts,
describing the T90-distribution using a simple double Gaussian function appears to be an
oversimplification due to various secondary features, most notable in the duration of long
GRBs.

1.3.2 Temporal and spectral evolution

Band spectrum. Apart from duration, a second property by which GRBs can be charac-
terised is the energy spectrum of the gamma-ray flash. The number of incoming photons
per unit energy12 can generally be well described the Band function [147],

dN
dE

=





A
[ E

100 keV

]α
exp

(
− E

E0

)
E < (α− β)E0 ,

A
[
(α−β)E0
100 keV

]α−β
exp(β− α)

( E
100 keV

)β E ≥ (α− β)E0 ,
(1.17)

where E0 is the break energy, A is a normalisation constant, and α and β are the low- and
high-energy spectral indices, respectively. Typical values for the spectral indices are α =
−1+1
−1 and β = −2+1

−2 [148]. The Band spectrum smoothly transitions from a broken power
law with exponential cut-off to a regular power law with index β. It peaks in the spectral
energy distribution E2 dN

dE at
Ep = (2 + α)E0 . (1.18)

Observed values for Ep range from a few keV to several MeV [18]. Fitting a Band function
to the GRB observations requires binning the observed photons as a function of energy. For
bursts with low overall count statistics, few signal events will remain per bin, making it chal-
lenging to obtain a reliable spectral fit. A further complication is that the energy response
function of GRB detectors is generally a function of the direction of the burst in detector co-
ordinates. The GRB position and energy spectrum are therefore often fitted simultaneously.

Temporal and spectral correlations. If a burst is sufficiently bright, the observed photons
can be binned in both time and energy, allowing to trace the spectral evolution as a function
of time. GRB light curves are often characterised by several pulses. This is illustrated in
Fig. 1.8, which shows the light curves of nine BATSE GRBs. Trigger 1425 (centre left), for
instance, shows five consecutive pulses, each increasing in brightness. Considering a single
pulse from a long GRB in the keV to 10 MeV energy range, the arrival time of low-energy
photons is generally observed to be delayed with respect to that of high-energy photons. In
contrast, the highest energy gamma rays (E > 100 GeV) lag behind the lower keV to MeV
emission of a pulse. This high-energy component thus likely originates from a different
physical mechanism [149]. In contrast, no significant spectral lags are typically observed for
short GRBs [18].

On top of the pulse structure, most GRB light curves exhibit rapid fluctuations on sub-
second timescales. This characteristic can be clearly observed in for example the light curves

11In addition to the standard double Gaussian components, which peak at ∼0.25 s and ∼25 s for short and
long bursts, respectively.

12Note that the incoming photon count per unit energy dN/dE is distinct from the observed photon count per
unit energy, as the former accounts for the instrument response function of the detector.
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of BATSE trigger 1606 and trigger 143, shown in Fig. 1.8. Spike-like features have been
shown to become less significant at low energies [18]. For long GRBs, the typical value of
the minimal variability timescale is of the order of 100 ms and has been observed to be as low
as ∼30 ms. For short GRB, typical values of the minimal variability timescale correspond to
10 ms and go down to ∼3 ms [150].

32 GRB Phenomenology
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�Figure 2.4 Sample lightcurves of BATSE GRBs. Reproduced from the BATSE GRB 4B Catalogs with permission.

the main event by a quiescent period (during which the background-subtracted lightcurve
is consistent with being zero). Burlon et al. (2009) found that ∼12% of BATSE bursts
satisfy these criteria. Figure 2.6 presents some examples of Swift GRBs that are triggered
by precursor emission (Hu et al., 2014). An interesting claim was that precursor emission
also appears in some short GRBs (Troja et al., 2010).

Various statistical studies suggested that the characteristics of the main episode emission
are independent of the existence of the precursor emission, and that the properties of the

FIGURE 1.8: Sample of nine GRB light curves observed by the BATSE detector.
A wide range of temporal evolutions can be observed. Trigger 1606 (top right)
displays a clear example of the fast time variability (δt ≤ 1 s) superimposed
over a slowly (δt ∼ 30 s) varying component. Trigger 219 (bottom left) is an

example of a GRB preceded by a precursor. From [18].

1.3.3 Afterglow

Following the prompt gamma-ray emission, GRBs tend to remain visible at longer wave-
lengths for months afterwards. Optical transients are, however, much more common than
X-ray or gamma-ray transients. Whether or not a low frequency counterpart can be linked to
a GRB thus mainly depends on how well the GRB was localised. For∼50% of well-localised
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GRBs, optical emission from the GRB afterglow can be observed. This number increases to
80% if the optical follow-up observations started within one hour of the GRB trigger [151].
It has been shown that at least the majority of the remaining 20% are optically dark due
to the effect of absorption [151–153]. Absorption can occur in part due to the matter sur-
rounding the burst, but also due to propagation through the intergalactic medium13. Hence,
it is generally posited that every GRB is followed by a physical, if not observed, afterglow
phase [18].

X-ray. The X-ray afterglow immediately follows the prompt emission. Its light curve
can be described using a broken power law with five components, as illustrated in Fig. 1.9.
Component I, the steep decay phase, can be regarded as the tail of the prompt emission. If
one considers a shell of matter which abruptly stops emitting radiation, an observer would
gradually see the flux, F, decrease, as signals emitted from higher latitudes will reach the
observer at a later stage. The predicted temporal decay14, F ∝ t−2−β, due to this curvature
effect matches the observed steep decay phase well [18]. A shallow decay phase, component
II, is then reached. Most likely, this plateau-like feature is due to the decreased, but continual
activity of the central engine [18]. When this activity concludes, the observed flux goes into
the steep decay phase, component III and IV, and drops sharply.

In contrast to the above mentioned components, whose flux continually decreases, there
is a fifth component, which starts off with a sharp increase of the X-ray flux. These X-ray
flares are observed in∼50% of Swift bursts, with the average number of flares per GRB being
∼2.5 [18, 154]. They typically occur several hundred seconds after the start of the bursts, but
have been observed with delays of up to one day [154]. 10% of all GRBs are observed to
have X-rays flare more than 104 s after the GRB trigger [155]. An analysis of the temporal
evolution of individual flares strongly indicates that these flares are due to a reactivation of
the central engine [156, 157].

FIGURE 1.9: Time evolution of the X-ray afterglow. The spectrum is well de-
scribed by a piecewise broken power law, with the addition of X-ray flares (V)

for some GRBs. From [18].

High energy. Apart from X-ray emission, a high-energy gamma-ray component (E >
100 MeV) has also been observed for some GRBs in the ∼ 103 s time window that follows

13Conform with the observation that GRBs with a high redshift (z > 5) are more likely to be optically dark
[152].

14Assuming a power law spectrum with spectral index −β.
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the prompt emission [48]. These gamma rays are thought to originate from the external
forward shock collision15. The onset of the high-energy forward shock afterglow emission
can start before the end of the prompt phase, causing the observed gamma-ray signal to be
a superposition of both components [18].

Optical. In addition to producing the high-energy afterglow, the external forward shock
also leads to optical synchrotron emission from shock accelerated electrons. Optical GRB
counterparts have been observed starting less than 100 s and up to days and weeks after
the GRB trigger. Their light curve follows a power law decay f (t) ∝ t−α, where α ∼1
[18]. Re-brightening features are sometimes present, most notable of which are the optical
flares. At least part of the optical flares are observed to be temporally correlated with late-
time X-ray flares [158]. Minor re-brightening features are thought to be related due to local
density structures in the circumburst medium [18]. A final re-brightening, visible as a red
bump, is sometimes observed around one week after the GRB. This feature is, however, a
signature of an accompanying supernova and thus not related to the GRB afterglow. The
optical afterglow itself follows a nearly featureless spectrum [18].

Radio. As the external shock continuous to sweep up material from the circumburst
medium, it gradually slows down. Hence, the Lorentz factor decreases and the emitted
electron synchrotron radiation shifts to longer wavelengths. GRBs can remain visible in
radio for several weeks after the burst. While there is some debate as to whether there is
a subclass of radio-quiet and radio-loud GRBs, complex detector threshold and calibration
effects make it unclear whether this is a physical effect or simply an observational bias [159].
One interesting aspect of the radio afterglow is that it can be used to constrain the size, d,
of the emission region. This was first demonstrated for GRB 970508 [34] and confirmed
that after a period ∆t of four weeks, the size of the emission region was in line with the
expectation for a relativistically expanding source, i.e. d ∼ c∆t.

1.3.4 Polarization

On top of the arrival time, direction, and energy of electromagnetic radiation, its polarisation
offers a fourth observable characteristic. Particularly in regards to the emission mechanism,
polarisation measurements can offer an important instrument to distinguish between dif-
ferent models. In the case of synchrotron radiation, the polarisation degree (PD) depends
on the coherence of the magnetic field. Emission from a random, unstructured magnetic
field will result in no polarisation. If the GRB jet is, in contrast, permeated by a magnetic
field that has a coherent large scale structure, the emitted radiation will have a strong linear
polarisation [18].

Afterglow. Polarisation measurements have so far been carried out mostly at optical
wavelengths. During the early afterglow, i.e. within minutes after the prompt emission,
PDs as high as 28% have been measured [160]. This strongly supports the idea that the
emission stems from fast cooling electrons that emit synchrotron radiation in an ordered
magnetic field. At later times, optical emission is still observed to be polarized, but to a
lesser degree (∼1.6% on average [161]). Apart from synchrotron emission, other emission
mechanisms such as inverse Compton scattering could potentially also lead to non-zero PDs
[162, 163]. For a detailed overview and discussion, we refer the reader to [164].

It was recently (2019) confirmed that the emitted radiation is still polarised at later stages,
when the afterglow has shifted to the millimeter radio band. Radio observations of GRB

15When the material ejected during the prompt phase collides with the circumburst medium, two shocks
develop. One forward shock, travelling into the unshocked circumburst material, and one reverse shock, prop-
agating backwards into the blastwave.
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171205A found a small, but non-zero PD of (0.27±0.04) % [161]. While thus lower than
typical optical PDs, radio emission can become (partially) depolarised before leaving the
source due to Faraday depolarisation. This is the effect in which the polarisation angle
of the emission rotates when travelling through a magnetised plasma. Integrating over the
components of an extended source that have undergone various degrees of Faraday rotation
thus decreases the observed PD [165].

Prompt. Polarisation is generally considered to be of key importance to determine the
emission mechanism of the GRB prompt radiation. While a synchrotron origin is firmly es-
tablished for the afterglow [18], several contending prompt models remain viable. These
models, as will be discussed in Section 1.5, predict various PDs, often varying as a function
of time. Measuring the time dependent polarisation of prompt emission would thus offer a
method to distinguish between those models. Optical measurements of GRB prompt emis-
sion are, however, scarce, given the required time to repoint optical telescopes after they
receive a trigger from GRB satellites. Bursts for which prompt optical measurements exist
show high PDs on the order van 10% to 80%, albeit with large uncertainties [166, 167].

Dedicated instruments have also been launched to study the polarisation of the prompt
gamma-ray component. Selecting a sample of five GRBs with sufficient statistics to reliably
extract polarisation information, the POLAR experiment found a best fit average PD of 10%.
The probability that the average PD of prompt gamma-ray emission is smaller than 5% could
be excluded at 0.1% [168]. For one of the bursts, GRB 170114A, measurements showed
a fast variation in both the polarisation degree and polarisation angle during the course
of a single gamma-ray pulse [168, 169]. This illustrates the importance of measuring the
polarisation properties in a time resolved manner, as a time integrated measurement would
have resulted in a PD consistent with zero.

1.3.5 Supernovae

Supernovae (SNe) offer an independent channel to extract information about GRB progeni-
tors and their environments. Since the first association between SN 1998bw and GRB 980425
[35], several tens of other coincident SNe have been identified (see e.g. [36] for a full review).
All GRB-SNe with a reliable spectral classification belong to the broad-line type Ic subclass.
Type Ic implies that there are no hydrogen, no helium and no silicon absorption lines in the
spectrum. These SNe are thus related to the collapse of massive stars that have lost their
outer hydrogen and helium shells16. Broad-line refers to the observed width of spectral
lines. As ejected material will be travelling in different directions, the Doppler shift from
material travelling to and away from an observer will broaden the spectral lines. Wider
than average spectral lines thus indicate the material is moving fast and related to more
energetic SN explosions. GRB-SN have wider spectral lines than regular broad-line type Ic
SNe, suggesting not all broad-line type Ic SNe harbor a jet [41].

It should also be noted that SNe have only been observed in coincidence with long GRBs
[36]. This provides an independent confirmation that long bursts are related to the gravi-
tational collapse of massive stars. While this gravitational collapse is generally expected to
produce a black hole, observations of X-ray GRBs17 indicate that the newly formed compact
object can in some cases also correspond to a neutron star [170, 171]. The gravitational col-
lapse that follows compact binary mergers is not expected to produce a SN explosion, in line
with the absence of observed short GRB-SN coincidences.

16This can be either due to strong stellar winds or due to accretion in a binary system.
17Bursts whose prompt emission is only observed as an X-ray flash.
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GRB-SNe typically achieve their peak brightness one to two weeks after the burst [18].
Observing the SN can be challenging if the GRB has a bright optical afterglow. For this rea-
son, GRB-SNe tend to be identified more frequently in GRBs that have a lower than average
intrinsic luminosity [18]. A second requirement is that the GRB should be sufficiently close
for the SN to be observable. In conventional models, each long GRB for which both criteria
are satisfied is expected to be followed by an observable SN explosion. A number of long
GRBs have, however, been observed, for which no SN could be identified despite the prox-
imity and accurate location of the GRB. One particularly striking example is GRB 060614, a
burst with a T90 of ∼100 s, located at a redshift of 0.125 [172]. Based on Hubble observa-
tions [173], the lack of associated optical emission implied that if the GRB was followed by
a SN, the SN would have to be at least 30 times dimmer than any other previously observed
SN. Further analysis revealed that GRB 060614 is most likely a short GRB whose duration
is mostly driven by a prolonged period of soft emission following an initial 5 s long pulse
[173]. Other SN-less long GRB likewise tend to be related to ’fake’ short GRBs or caused by
optical extinction [18, 171]. Nonetheless, some theoretical models do predict the collapse of
a massive star to produce a GRB, but not a SN [174, 175].

1.3.6 Host galaxies

Long GRBs. Given the different progenitors, short and long GRBs are expected to occur in
different physical environments. Long bursts result from the core collapse of a massive star.
As massive stars have relatively short lifetimes of typically only a few ten million years, long
GRBs essentially appear in the region where their progenitor was formed. Studies indeed
find a strong positive correlation between the location of long GRBs and the star formation
rate (SFR) [39, 176]. Hosts of long GRBs are generally faint, blue, irregular galaxies that
have a low mass, low metallicity and a high SFR [177]. Moreover, the long GRB rate tracks
the light within the galaxy, i.e. they occur most frequently in the brightest region of the
galaxy, where the specific SFR is the highest [40]. The same holds for SN explosions, but
to a less significant extent. This suggests that only the most massive stars can lead to a
GRB [40]. Likewise, while low metallicity is a marker for regions with a high SFR rate, the
hosts of GRBs are found to be more metal poor than hosts of regular type Ic SNe [41]. Low
metallicity is thus likely an additional requirement for GRB formation.

Short GRBs. Short GRBs are found to occur in both early (20%) and late type18 galaxies
[18, 178]. These galaxies tend to have a moderate to low SFR and moderate to high metallic-
ity. The short GRB rate also does not track the brightest regions of the galaxy, but instead can
have large offsets with respect to the galaxy centre. Numerous short GRBs have in fact been
identified without a discernable host galaxy [179]. All these features are consistent with the
binary merger model of short GRBs. Supernova explosions occur in an asymmetrical man-
ner, giving the exploding star a kick of ∼450 km s−1 [180]. A binary neutron star system
will have survived two SN explosion19 and will thus twice have received a kick. If neither
kick broke up the binary system, it will eventually coalesce due to the loss of energy and
angular momentum by the emission of gravitational waves. While the time delay between
the second SN and the GRB is ill constrained, typical estimates correspond to a few Gyr20

[183–185]. Depending on this merger delay time and the kick velocity, the binary can have
left the system before the GRB occurs, resulting in a hostless burst.

18Early type galaxies are elliptical and lenticular galaxies. Late type galaxies are spiral and irregular galaxies.
19Unless the binary system was formed by dynamical capture.
20Short merger times can result if the second kick bring the two objects closer together. Due to this effect,

roughly 1 in 300 short GRB are expected to be preceded by a SN explosion less than 2(z + 1) years before the
GRB [181, 182].
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Redshift. Host galaxies also serve an important purpose for determining the distance to
GRBs. Either the distance to the galaxy, if not already known, can be determined indepen-
dently from the GRB by e.g. measuring the shift in its emission line spectra. Alternatively,
the imprint of the galaxy on the afterglow can be used. GRB afterglows have an intrinsic
spectrum that is essentially featureless [18]. Surrounding material from the host galaxy can,
however, cause absorption lines in the observed spectrum, from which the redshift can be
determined [176]. If a SN is observed following the GRB, the SN spectra can also be used to
determine the distance.

1.4 GRB physics

Before transitioning to full fledged theoretical models of gamma-ray bursts, a number of rel-
evant physical mechanisms will be discussed in this section. Particularly relativistic timing
effects, of importance to essentially all GRB prompt and precursors models, will be pre-
sented. In addition, the mechanisms via which high-energy photons, charged particles and
neutrinos are produced will also be shortly outlined.

1.4.1 Compactness paradox

Problem. Gamma-ray burst have been observed to show fast variability in their light curves
on typical timescales of δt ∼ 10 ms [150]. Causality thus implies that the size of the source
can be at most D ∼ cδt, corresponding to about 3 · 106 m. Given this maximal allowed
source size, D, the optical depth for photons to undergo pair production γγ → e+e− can
crudely be approximated as

τγγ ∼ σTnγD , (1.19)

where σT is the Thomson cross section and nγ the photon density [18]. Assuming a typical
GRB with a isotropic equivalent energy Eiso of 1051 erg and an average photon energy Ēγ of
1 MeV [18], the particle density of photons for a source of size D = 3 · 106 m corresponds to

nγ ∼
Eiso

Ēγ
D−3 ∼ 2 · 1037 m−3 . (1.20)

If ∼ 20% of those photons have sufficient energy to undergo pair production, then the op-
tical depth equals τγγ ∼ 1015 . Hence, the source is expected to be severely optically thick,
implying that any observed radiation should follow a thermal spectrum.

Relativistic motion. Contrary to the prediction of thermal emission, GRB spectra are
observed to follow the Band function, given in Eq. (1.17). This discrepancy can be resolved
by assuming that the source is not stationary, but moving towards the observer with a rel-
ativistic velocity v. Consider two light signals that are emitted by the source, separated by
a time difference ∆te in the reference frame of the observer. At the time when the second
signal is emitted, the source will be lagging behind the first signal by a distance c∆te − v∆te.
An observer will thus detect a time difference21 between the two signals of

∆tobs = ∆te
c− v

c
. (1.21)

Assuming a highly relativistic source, Γ� 1, the correction factor can be rewritten as

c− v
c

=
c− v

c
c + v
c + v

≈ 1− v2/c2

2
=

1
2Γ2 , (1.22)

21In this calculation, redshift effects on the observed time delays are neglected.
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Hence, the true emission region size, D, is larger by a factor ∼ 2Γ2 than that of the assumed
stationary source. A second effect comes from the shift in the photon energies. In the refer-
ence frame of the source, photons have an energy that is a factor Γ lower than in the observer
frame. This relaxes the pair production threshold from Eq. (1.11) to

hν1 · hν2 ≥ Γ2 (mec2)2
, (1.23)

where ν1 and ν2 are the photon frequencies in the observer frame. Fixing the observed
energy of the first photon to a constant value implies that the energy threshold εth for the
second photon increases by a factor Γ2. Considering the high-energy component of the Band
spectrum, Eq. (1.17), the photon energy density follows

dnγ

dE
∝ Eβ , (1.24)

where β ∼ −2.2. Integrating this expression to find the total number of photons Nγ(E > εth)

above the energy threshold εth, it follows that Nγ(E > εth) ∝ ε
β+1
th ∝ Γ2β+2. The number of

photons with sufficient energy to undergo pair production is thus lowered by a factor Γ−2.4.
Together with the correction on the source size, D ∝ Γ−2, it follows that the true optical
depth

τγγ ∝ nγ · D ∝ Nγ(E > εth) · D−2 , (1.25)

decreases by a factor Γ2β−2 ∼ Γ−6.4. Returning to the example from Eq. (1.20) that led to
an optical depth of ∼ 1015, a Lorentz factor Γ ∼ 220 is required to reach an optical depth of
unity and thus resolve the compactness paradox.

Constraining Γ. Whilst originally stated as a problem [186], the compactness argument
can, with our current understanding of GRBs, be used to impose a lower limit on the Lorentz
factor of bursts. More stringent limits can be placed the higher the energy of the observed
photons. Alternatively, a direct measurement of Γ can be obtained if a high-energy cut-
off, due to the source becoming optically thick for photons with energies above the pair
production threshold, is observed in the spectrum [18, 149].

1.4.2 Relativistic signals

Doppler factor. For a source moving straight to the observer, the observed time between two
signals was shown to be related to the emission time difference by Eq. (1.21). This expression
can be generalized to the case where the source is moving at an angle θ with respect to the
axis connecting the source and the observer. Given that the velocity component of the source
along that axis corresponds to v · cos(θ), it follows that

∆tobs = ∆te

(
1− v

c
cos θ

)
. (1.26)

Both ∆tobs and ∆te are measured in the reference frame in which the observer is at rest. For
an observer moving along with the source, the emission time ∆t′e will be shortened by a
factor Γ due to relativistic time dilation. The Doppler factor, defined by ∆t′e = d∆tobs, thus
corresponds to [18]:

d =
1

Γ(1− v
c cos θ)

. (1.27)

In the case where θ = 0 and assuming Γ� 1, the Doppler factor simplifies to d ≈ 2Γ.

Relative Lorentz factors. As will be discussed in Section 1.5, GRB emission models gen-
erally rely on the assumption that the central engine ejects multiple shells of matter. These
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shells will propagate at different relativistic speeds. As a result, a faster shell, travelling with
speed v2, can catch up with slower shell, with speed v1, that was emitted at an earlier time.
The dynamics of the ensuing collision will depend on the relative Lorentz factor between
the two shells. Defining v12 as the speed of the second shell in the reference frame of the first
shell (or vice versa), it follows from special relativity that [18]:

v12 =
v2 − v1

c2 − v1v2
c . (1.28)

Using the approximation from Eq. (1.22), which assumes both shells are highly relativistic,
i.e. Γ2 > Γ1 � 1, the relative Lorentz factor between the two shells Γ12 can be written as

Γ12 ≈
Γ2

1 + Γ2
2

2Γ1Γ2
. (1.29)

After the collision, a single merged shell with Lorentz factor Γm will result [187]. Denoting
the mass of the initial shells as m1 and m2, it follows22 from conservation of 4-momentum
that

Γm ≈
√

Γ1Γ2
m1Γ1 + m2Γ2

m1Γ2 + m2Γ1
. (1.30)

If both shells have a comparable mass, i.e. m1 ≈ m2, Eq. (1.30) simplifies to Γm ≈
√

Γ1Γ2.
The efficiency with which collisions dissipate kinetic energy thus corresponds to

η ≡ 1− (m1 + m2)Γm

m1Γ1 + m2Γ2
≈ 1− (m1 + m2)

√
Γ1Γ2√

(m2
1 + m2

2)Γ1Γ2 + m1m2(Γ2
1 + Γ2

2)
, (1.31)

typically ranging between 1% and 10% for realistic GRB shell parameters [18].

Catch-up problem. Apart from the resulting Lorentz factor Γm, the radius Rc at which
the two shells collide can also be determined. The time difference between the emission of
the second shell and the collision of the two shells, ∆tc, will satisfy the relation

v2∆tc = v1 · (∆te + ∆tc) . (1.32)

Solving for ∆tc and noting that Rc = v2 ·∆tc, the collision radius is shown to correspond to23

Rc =
∆te

v−1
1 − v−1

2

≈ 2c∆te

Γ−2
1 − Γ−2

2
, (1.33)

Beaming angles. Electromagnetic radiation and particles that are generated by moving
shells will generally be emitted isotropically in the reference frame in which the shell is at
rest. For an observer on Earth, the emission will be boosted along the direction the shell
is moving in and thus will appear to be anisotropic. To illustrate this process, consider a
shell moving towards the Earth with velocity ~v = v ·~1x, corresponding to a Lorentz factor
Γ. In the reference frame of the shell, a particle is emitted with a speed u′‖ parallel and u′⊥
perpendicular to the x-axis. In the reference frame of the Earth, denoted without primes,

22Using again the approximation from Eq. (1.22).
23The rightmost part of Eq. (1.33) is obtained by assuming that Γ2 > Γ1 � 1, which allows the inverse velocity

to be approximated using a first order Taylor expansion v−1 ≈ 1+ 1
2 Γ−2

c .
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these velocities become

u⊥ =
u′⊥

Γ
(

1 +
u′‖v

c2

) and u‖ =
u′‖ + v

1 +
u′‖v

c2

. (1.34)

Defining θb to be the angle of ~v with respect to the x-axis in the observer frame, it follows
that

tan θb =
v⊥
v‖

=
u′⊥

Γ
(

u′‖ + v
) . (1.35)

A photon moving perpendicular with respect to the x-axis in the frame of the shell will thus
appear to be moving under an angle tan θb = Γ−1c/v to an observer on Earth. For a highly
relativistic shell, v ∼ c, emission is therefore said to be beamed by and effective angle

θb ∼ tan θb ∼ Γ−1 . (1.36)

1.4.3 Jet opening angle

Theoretical models. In addition to relativistic beaming, the ejecta themselves are not emit-
ted isotropically24, but along a conical jet with opening angle θj. Typical values for θj range
from 1◦ to 10◦ [188]. Current observations do not constrain the structure of the jet. For this
reason, a simple uniform model

dE
dΩ

=

{
ε0 θ ≤ θj ,
0 θ > θj ,

(1.37)

is usually assumed, where ε0 is a constant25. Alternative models include replacing the hard
cut-off at θj by a power-law decay or assuming dE/dΩ follows a two-dimensional Gaussian
distribution, Eq. (1.14), with θ2

j corresponding to the variance [189].

Energetics. For a uniform model in which the jet is expulsed in two opposite directions,
the true total energy of the burst corresponds to

Et = 4π(1− cos θj) ·
Eiso

4π
∼ 1

2
θ2

j Eiso , (1.38)

where 4π(1− cos θj) is the solid angle covered by the jet and Eiso is the isotropic equiva-
lent energy defined in Eq. (1.1). Given the limited number of bursts for which θj can be
determined [188–191], the energy of GRBs is generally quoted in terms of Eiso. By itself, Eiso
already provides an indication that GRB emission cannot be emitted isotropically, as some
of the most energetic GRBs, e.g. GRB 990123, can have Eiso values in excess M�c2 [190].

Achromatic steepening. The most common way to determine the jet opening angle is
by observing the achromatic break of the afterglow spectrum. During the initial stage of
the afterglow, the beaming angle will be negligible compared to the physical opening angle
of the jet, i.e. θb � θj. This implies that all emitted electromagnetic radiation is effectively
confined to the region θ < θj. As the ejecta sweep up increasingly more of the surrounding
material, the Lorentz factor decreases, increasing the value of the beaming angle. When the

24The reference frame considered here is that in which the progenitor is at rest. This also corresponds to the
reference frame of an observer at Earth if both redshift effects and the proper motion of the progenitor and Earth
with respect to the cosmic microwave background are neglected.

25The same dependence is taken to hold for the Lorentz factor, i.e. Γ(θ ≤ θj) = Γ0 and Γ(θ > θj) = 1.
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FIGURE 1.10: Illustration of the mean velocities in first order Fermi shock ac-
celeration. Material through which the shock has passed is said to be down-

stream of the shock front.

beaming angle becomes comparable to the geometrical angle of the jet, a break will occur in
the photon flux. Characteristic of this prediction is that the break occurs simultaneously at
all wavelengths and is hence achromatic. Given the time at which the break is observed, tbr,
the jet opening angle can be estimated as θj ∼ Γ−1(t = tbr) [18].

Orphan afterglows. As θj gradually increases, an observer outside of the geometrical jet
opening angle (θobs > θj) can come to fall in the emission cone of the GRB. Such an observer
would thus not observe any prompt emission, but only the optical to radio GRB afterglow at
an already developed stage [192, 193]. Searches for orphan afterglows have been performed,
leading to a few candidates sources [194, 195]. However, the identification remains tentative
as other transient phenomena could not be fully ruled out.

1.4.4 Particle shock acceleration

Non-relativistic shocks. Relativistic shells propagating through a medium will be charac-
terised by a shock front. It was first realized by Enrico Fermi that particles near the vicin-
ity of the shock front could, by crossing the shock multiple times, gain energy and thus
be accelerated. This first order Fermi acceleration process26 is believed to be the primary
mechanism via which particles are accelerated in GRBs and other high-energy astrophysical
sources [196, 197].

To illustrate the process of first order Fermi acceleration, consider a highly simplified
scenario in which N0 particles are injected near edge of a non-relativistic shock front. Each
particle is assumed to have an initial energy E0. If the particle crosses the shock back and
forth, its energy increases from E to βE = (1 + α)E, where α > 0. However, after each
double crossing, there is a probability P that the particle streams away and will not cross the
shock anymore. Hence, the number of particles that will cross the shock back and forth k
times corresponds to N = N0Pk, implying that there are N particles with an energy greater
than or equal to E = E0βk. Solving both N and E for k and equating the two expression
gives

N
N0

=

(
E
E0

)ln P/ ln β

. (1.39)

By taking the derivative of N with respect to energy, the power law dependence, as observed
in the spectra of cosmic rays and astrophysical neutrinos, is retrieved

dN
dE

∝ E−1+ln P/ ln β . (1.40)

26A less efficient second order process was initially suggested by Fermi, based on the deflection of charged
particles on ’magnetic mirrors’. For a description of this mechanism, see e.g. [18].
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Taking the velocity of the shock wave~v to be such that the Mach numberM = v/vs � 1,
where vs is the sound speed, it can be derived that shocked material in the downstream re-
gion, defined in Fig. 1.10, moves away from the shock at a speed v/4 [198]. As the upstream
region is observed to approach the shock with speed v, the up- and downstream move with
a speed 3

4 v with respect to one another. A relativistic particle with momentum ~p and energy
ε ∼ pc in the upstream region that traverses the shock will have an energy

ε′ = Γ
(

ε +
3
4
~v · ~p

)
≈ ε +

3v
4c

cos θ · ε , (1.41)

in the downstream region, where θ is the angle between ~v and ~p and Γ ∼ 1 is the Lorentz
factor of the shock. Vice versa, the particle will gain the same energy travelling from the
downstream to upstream region. Hence, the fractional energy gain of one cycle corresponds
to

∆ε

ε
≈ 3v

2c
cos θ . (1.42)

Particles that cross the shock have a distribution that is uniform27 in cos2(θ). The average
value of cos θ thus correspond to

〈cos θ〉 = −
∫ π/2

0
cos(θ)d cos2(θ) =

2
3

, (1.43)

implying that β ≈ 1 + v/c.

As the bulk motion of particles in the upstream region is directed towards the shock, es-
sentially all upstream particles will eventually pass through the shock again. In the down-
stream region, particles can either cross the shock again or be carried off indefinitely down-
stream. Downstream particles move at a bulk speed of v

4 away from the shock front. The
rate per unit time and area at which particles are carried away to infinity thus corresponds
to v

4 n, where n is the downstream particle density. Particles near the shock will disappear
across the boundary at a rate c

4 n. The factor 1/4 comes from considering that only of half the
particles move towards the shock and that their crossing rate is proportional to cos θ. Aver-
aging over cos θ, here following a uniform distribution assuming random motion, results in
an additional factor 1

2 . The fraction of particles lost downstream is therefore

v
4 n cos θ

v
4 n cos θ + c

4 n cos θ
≈ v

c
, (1.44)

implying P ≈ 1− v/c. Combining the expression for β and P
{

ln β ≈ ln
(
1 + v

c

)
≈ v

c ,
ln P ≈ ln

(
1− v

c

)
≈ − v

c ,
(1.45)

and substituting the result in Eq. (1.40), it follows that dN/dE ∝ E−2. For non-relativistic
shocks, first order Fermi acceleration thus predicts a spectral index of γ = 2.

Relativistic shocks. For relativistic shocks, the principle of first order Fermi accelera-
tion remains valid. However, several of the approximations used in the above derivation
required that v � c and thus have to be revisited and treated in a more rigorous manner.

27Once a particle crosses the shock, its direction is assumed to become randomised in the reference frame
in which the up- or downstream region (whichever it has entered) is at rest. This implies that the spherical
coordinate θ will be uniform in cos θ. However, the rate at which particles cross the shock is also proportional
to cos θ, leading to the cos2(θ) dependence.
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Another failing assumption is that particles instantly acquire a random motion in the new
reference frame once they cross the shock boundary. In reality, this process will require a
certain time and be dependent on additional parameters, such as the magnetic field con-
figuration [197]. Finally, it has been noted that the shock boundary itself will be altered if
significant particle acceleration takes place, such that feedback effects need to be accounted
for [18, 199]. Using both semi-analytical methods and numerical simulations that include
the relevant microphysics processes, it has been shown that for (ultra-)relativistic shocks, a
slightly softer spectral index γ ≈ 2.2− 2.4 is obtained than predicted by the ideal case of
non-relativistic first order Fermi acceleration [199–201].

1.4.5 Synchrotron radiation

Particles accelerated in shocks will be prone to lose their energy again through a variety of
physical mechanisms. The dissipated energy is then usually released in the form of electro-
magnetic radiation. Synchrotron radiation plays an important role in this regard. Afterglow
emission of GRBs has been shown to be strongly consistent with having a synchrotron ori-
gin. While the mechanism behind prompt and precursor emission is still unclear, it is not
unlikely that both are primarily caused by synchrotron emission as well.

Single particle. Synchrotron emission arises when a particle moving through a magnetic
field is deflected by the Lorentz force. Assuming a single particle with mass m, charge q,
speed v, and Lorentz factor γ propagating at an angle θ with respect to a uniform magnetic
field ~B, the power Pν radiated by the particle per unit frequency ν is given by [18]:

Pν(ν, γ) =
dE

dtdν
=

√
3q3B sin θ

mc2
ν

νc

∫ ∞

ν/νc

K5/3(ζ)dζ , (1.46)

where K is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and νc is the characteristic emis-
sion frequency, defined by

νc ≡
3

4π
γ2 qB sin θ

mc
. (1.47)

Figure 1.11 shows the shape of the emitted power spectrum. Starting at low frequencies,
the power initially increases as Pν ∝ ν1/3. A maximum is reached at ν ∼ 0.29νc, after
which the spectrum essentially28 falls of exponentially Pν ∝ e−ν

√
ν. Integrating over all

frequencies, it can be shown [18] that the total power P radiated by the particle is equal to

P =
dE
dt

=
2

3c5

[ q
m

γv sin θ
]2

. (1.48)

Marking the P ∝ m−2 dependence, it follows that the synchrotron power output of rela-
tivistic protons will be a suppressed by a factor ∼ 3.3 · 10−6 compared to electrons with the
same Lorentz factor. Hence, the synchrotron radiation observed from GRBs can, to a good
approximation, be attributed solely to the emission from accelerated electrons.

Multiple particles. When a population of particles is considered, the synchrotron spec-
trum will simply be the linear combination of the spectra of the individual particles. For a
population of electrons that follow a power-law distribution dN/dE ∝ γp inside the range
γ ∈ [γmin, γmax], with no electrons outside this range, the resulting bulk photon spectrum

28At large frequencies, the increase due to the
√

ν dependence will be negligible compared to the e−ν decay.
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FIGURE 1.11: Power per unit frequency radiated by a single electron as it
emits synchrotron radiation when moving through a uniform magnetic field.

per unit frequency Pν,b corresponds to

Pν,b(ν) ∝
∫ γmax

γmin

Pν(γ)γ
pdγ . (1.49)

Solving29 this expression, the resulting spectrum is found, to good approximation, to corre-
spond to a broken power law consisting of three components

Pν,b(ν) ∝





ν1/3 ν < νmin ,
ν(p+1)/2 νmin ≤ ν ≤ νmax ,
ν1/2e−ν/νmax ν > νmax ,

(1.50)

with νmin and νmax equal to 3
4π

qB sin θ
mc γ2

min and 3
4π

qB sin θ
mc γ2

max, respectively. For an observer on
Earth, the spectrum given in Eq. (1.50) will be boosted by the bulk Lorentz factor Γ of the
ejecta. This will leave the shape of the spectrum and thus the spectral indices unchanged,
but will shift the frequencies at which the break occurs, νmin and νmax, by a factor Γ.

Additional effects. Having illustrated how a distribution of electrons leads to a broken
power law photon spectrum, it should be noted that a range of secondary effects have to
be accounted for to compute more realistic photon spectra. One obvious shortcoming in
deriving Eq. (1.50) is that the magnetic field of astrophysical sources will not be uniform,
but can vary as a function of both space and time. Another effect is that the energy distribu-
tion of the electrons will change as they experience cooling due to their radiative losses. At
the same time, electrons can also be continuously accelerated near shock fronts. Apart from
synchrotron emission, other mechanisms such as bremsstrahlung, (inverse) Compton scat-
tering, synchrotron self-absorption, and pair production annihilation will also play a role
[202]. The effect of these additional processes has been computed both analytically [18] and
numerically [203], leading to modified spectra that are generally well-described by a broken
power-law distribution.

Predictions. An important prediction of the synchrotron model is that the radiation will
be strongly polarised if the magnetic field is spatially coherent over large scales. Assuming a
uniform magnetic field and a power law distribution dN/dγ ∝ γp of electrons, where p < 0,
the degree of polarisation Π is given by [18]:

Π =
1− p

7/3− p
. (1.51)

29See e.g. [18] for a detailed derivation.
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For a typical spectral index in the range p ∈ [−2, −2.5], this results in a polarisation degree
of∼ 70%. Such high degrees of polarisation have indeed been observed in some GRBs [167]
(see Section 1.3.4 for more details). Lower polarisation degrees are expected if synchrotron
photons undergo significant inverse Compton scattering [162, 163].

Another prediction by the synchrotron model is that, if the emission is coming from an
optically thin region that contains isotropically distributed shocked electrons, the spectral
index of the low-energy component of dNγ/dE cannot be larger than −2/3 [204]. This con-
straint already appeared30 in Eq. (1.50) and is commonly referred to as the ’synchrotron line
of death’. An analysis of the brightest BATSE bursts has shown that this lower threshold is
violated in ∼20% of all GRBs [167, 205]. While the discrepancy can be partially mediated
by including the effects of secondary photon interactions [205], it indicates that synchrotron
emission is not the main mechanism behind the prompt component of at least a subset of all
bursts.

1.4.6 Hadronic processes

Interaction types. Hadronic interactions offer an alternative channel via which GRBs can
produce high-energy particles. If a hadron interacts with a photon, the interaction can result
in the production of a meson. Hence, these are referred to as photomeson or pγ interactions.
In the pγ production channel, the ∆-resonance has the highest cross section of the photo-
proton resonances [202]. The ∆-resonance produces a short-lived31 ∆+ particle, which in
more than 99% of all cases will decay into pions [110]. This process can be written down
schematically as

pγ→ ∆+ →
{

n + π+ ,
p + π0 .

(1.52)

The branching ratio for a ∆+ particle to decay to nπ+ and pπ0 is 1:2 [18]. Including processes
beside the ∆-resonance, roughly equal amounts of π0 and π+ particles will be produced [18].
These pions will in turn decay into photons or leptons

{
π0 → γγ ,
π+ → µ+νµ → e+νeνµνµ .

(1.53)

During these decays, the charged pions will carry∼20% of the original proton energy Ep and
distribute that energy equally among the four leptons. Hence, neutrinos generated in this
manner will have an energy Eν ∼ 0.05Ep. Photons that result from the neutral pion decay
can contribute to the observed prompt gamma-ray flux [202]. At sufficiently large energies,
the linear dependence between the neutrino and proton energy Eν ∝ Ep will no longer hold.
Given the non-negligible decay time of pions and muons, 2 · 10−8 s and 2 · 10−6 s [110],
respectively, these particles can undergo synchrotron losses before decaying if their energy
is sufficiently high. As a result, the neutrinos will have less than 5% of the proton energy.

Photomeson interactions are generally considered to be the main hadronic channel in
GRBs due to the assured abundance of high-energy gamma rays. Hadrons can nevertheless
also simply interact amongst themselves. The most prominent examples of which would be
pp and pn interactions. These processes will primarily lead to the production of pions and
kaons, both of which decay into neutrinos and charged leptons. While the cross section for
pp interactions is two orders of magnitude larger than that for pγ, pp interactions will only
be dominant in the densest environments [202]. Particularly, high-energy emission from the

30Noting the spectral index of the power and number density differ by −1, i.e. P(E) ∝ E dNγ

dE .
31∆+ particles have a lifetime of 6 · 10−24 s [110].
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pp-channel would effectively require a jet that is ploughing its way through the envelope of
a massive star progenitor [18].

Waxman-Bahcall spectrum. Assuming that the neutrino flux from GRBs is purely due to
photomeson production at the ∆-resonance, the neutrino flux is expected to follow a three
component broken power law, as will now be shown. A pγ interaction can produce a ∆+

baryon if the following kinematic criterion is satisfied32

Eγ ≥
m2

∆+ −m2
p

2Ep(1− cos θ)
c4 , (1.54)

where θ is the angle between the propagation direction of the colliding particles. Based on
first order Fermi acceleration, the protons can be assumed to follow a power-law energy
density with spectral index γ ∼ 2. Taking the gamma rays to be those observed in the
prompt emission, their energy density can be approximated using a simplified version of
the Band spectrum, Eq. (1.17),

dNγ

dE
∝

{
E−α E < E0 ,
E−β E ≥ E0 ,

(1.55)

where α ∼ 1 and β ∼ 2. Any gamma-ray above the energy threshold set by Eq. (1.54) will
be able to interact with a proton of energy Ep. To first order, the number of photons above
a threshold Eγ,min ∝ E−1

p is proportional to either Eα−1
p or Eβ−1

p . Multiplying the proton
density with the number of available gamma rays and using Eν ∝ Ep then results in the
Waxman-Bahcall prediction [123] for the neutrino flux

dNν

dE
∝





E−γ+β−1 ∼ E−1 E < ε1 ,
E−γ+α−1 ∼ E−2 ε1 ≤ E ≤ ε2 ,
E−γ+α−3 ∼ E−4 E > ε2 ,

(1.56)

shown in Fig. 1.12. The first transition at Eν = ε1 is caused by the spectral break in the
simplified Band function, Eq. (1.55), and is expected to occur at Eν ∼0.7 PeV. A second
break at a higher energy threshold Eν = ε2, expected33 at Eν ∼300 PeV, has been added to
account for the synchrotron energy losses that pions and muons experience before decaying
to neutrinos [18, 207].

The spectrum in Fig. 1.12 well describes the three main features of the spectrum, namely
first a hardening due to the fact that higher energy protons can interact with lower energy
photons, then a plateau between ε1 and ε2, and finally a softening due to pion and muon
cooling. These general trends are found to be reproduced in more complex numerical calcu-
lations that, besides the ∆-resonance, also account for other interaction channels. Nonethe-
less, including additional physics has been shown to alter both the shape and normalisation
of the spectrum in a non-negligible way, in some scenarios decreasing the predicted neutrino
flux by an order of magnitude [202, 208–211].

CR-neutrino correlation. Neutrinos will be free to escape the GRB environment after
being created. Correcting for redshift effects, the observed neutrino energy spectrum will
thus correspond to that at the source. Hadronic particles produced alongside the neutrinos,

32Eq. (1.54) is valid in the co-moving frame of the ejecta. In the observer frame both Eγ and Ep are scaled by
an additional factor Γ/(z + 1), where Γ is the bulk Lorentz factor and z the redshift.

33ε1 and ε2 are typically defined in the reference frame of the observer and thus among other things depend
on the Lorentz and redshift of the burst [206].
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FIGURE 1.12: Shape of the Waxman-Bahcall flux, illustrating the two breaks
in the energy spectrum. Both the location of the transition energies, ε1 and ε2,
and the normalisation of the flux depend on the particular emission model.

see Eq. (1.52), will in contrast be prone to undergo photo-hadronic interactions. Protons
can additionally be magnetically confined. Predictions on the relation between CRs and
neutrinos therefore depend on the escape mechanism of the CRs. For instance, whether
only neutrons or both protons and neutrons are able to escape. While neutrino emission
provides a clear proof of hadronic acceleration, the inverse does not hold. If protons are
able to efficiently escape, e.g. due to shells colliding at large radii where the opacity is lower
and the magnetic field weaker, significant CR production could take place with very little
accompanying neutrino emission [212]. CR limits based on neutrino observations should
thus always be regard in context of the assumed interaction and CR escape model.

1.5 Emission models

In the previous section, a short review was given on the physical mechanisms which lead
to the production of gamma rays, neutrinos, and cosmic rays. These derivations generally
assumed a generic model in which particles are accelerated by a ‘central engine’ up to some
bulk Lorentz factor Γ. If multiple of these relativistic shells are launched, interactions can
occur between the different shells and with the environment through which the shells are
propagating. The characteristics with which the ejecta are launched will to a large extent
determine the properties of the observed signal. We therefore here discuss how a relativistic
jet can be launched and what the relation is between the jet characteristics and the properties
of the emitted signal.

1.5.1 Central engines

Requirements. For an object to qualify as the central engine of a GRB, it has to be able to
satisfy, among other things, the following observational constraints [18]:

• The object should be able to cause a burst of gamma rays with an equivalent isotropic
radiated power Liso & 1046 erg s−1. Integrating over time, the total equivalent isotropic
energy of the event should be Eiso & 1049 erg.
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• Outflow ejected by the engine should typically be able to reach a bulk Lorentz factor
Γ in excess of 100.

• Gamma rays produced by (the most) energetic bursts should be able to attain energies
in excess of 1 TeV.

• The gamma radiation from the prompt outflow should be able to produce fast vari-
ability on top of one or multiple smoothly varying pulses. Given the large differences
in the characteristics of GRB light curves, the outflow from the central engine must be
generated in an erratic manner such that it differs from burst-to-burst.

• At a later stage, several thousands of seconds after emitting the prompt emission, the
central engine should be able to get reactivated and power X-ray flares and, in some
cases, lead to the steady X-ray plateau emission (see Subsection 1.3.3).

Black holes. The vanilla model to achieve highly energetic and at the same time erratic
emission from an astrophysical transient is to assume the accretion of matter onto a black
hole. Based on conservation of angular momentum, matter surrounding the black hole is
expected to form a disk shape. This disk will feed the black hole, during which process,
the infalling matter will gain a lot of kinetic energy due to the loss of gravitational potential
energy. An extremely hot and dense environment is thus formed, allowing electron-positron
capture processes to occur efficiently,

e− + p→ n + νe, e+ + n→ p + νe . (1.57)

Neutrinos have a much smaller cross section than charged leptons and baryons [213]. Hence,
they are the only particles that can escape the dense environment, carrying off energy as they
do. Escaped neutrino pairs that annihilate above the disk will produce a plasma of photons
and electron-positron pairs. Additionally, the neutrinos can interact with baryons, stripping
them from the disk. Numerical models [214, 215] suggest that a broad (θ ∼ 30◦) hot fireball
is thus launched34, potentially acting as the source of the GRB jet.

An alternative to such a neutrino-dominated accretion flow (NDAF) is that the extracted
energy can instead also be rotational in origin. The hot dense matter orbiting the black
hole will carry an accompanying magnetic field. If the magnetic field lines thread the black
hole while still being connected to the accreting particles, the field lines can get twisted,
resulting in a magnetic torque. This Blandford-Znajek (BZ) mechanism [216] serves as a
real-life example of the Penrose process [217] and allows spin energy to be extracted from
the black hole. A Poynting flux dominated jet will be launched along the direction of the
magnetic field lines, with a very limited35 baryon content.

Which of these two mechanisms dominates, NDAF or BZ, will depend on a wide range
of parameters, primarily among which are the strength of the magnetic field, the spin of
the black hole, and the accretion rate Ṁ. A strong magnetic field and spin favours a BZ-
jet, whereas a large accretion rate36 is in favour of a NDAF [18]. These two mechanisms
should, however, not be considered in an either/or manner. Studies have shown that mag-
netic torque can significantly alter and enhance the emission from a NDAF, suggesting an
aggregate of the two effects needs to be considered [218, 219]. One thing both mechanisms
do have in common is that the rapid variability observed in GRB light curves is naturally

34At a later stage, pressure from the surrounding material can collimate the jet opening angle to a few degrees.
35Due to their small gyration radius, protons cannot penetrate the jet. Neutrons can be entrained either by

inelastic collisions or by turning into a proton after capturing a positron or undergoing beta decay.
36In the BZ-mechanism, the energy output of the jet is roughly linearly proportional to Ṁ, while the NDAF

power drops rapidly in the low Ṁ regime [18].
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expected from viscous instabilities that cause the infalling matter to be accreted in an erratic
manner [220, 221].

Millisecond Magnetars. Neutron stars, being the astrophysical objects closest to a black
hole in terms of density37, are an alternative candidate as the GRB central engine. One key
difference is that unlike black holes, neutron stars carry their own magnetic fields. Due to
the superconducting properties, the magnetic field is effectively ‘frozen in’ after the neutron
star is formed. While the manner in which the initial field is generated is still unclear [222],
observations indicate that typical neutron stars have magnetic field strengths of the order
104 − 1011 T [223]. Magnetars form the subset of neutron stars that have the strongest mag-
netic fields, B & 108 T. As explained below, the strong magnetic field can induce flashes of
gamma rays and X-rays, making magnetars the accepted source of soft-gamma repeaters
(SGRs) and anomalous X-ray pulsars (AXPs) [224, 225].

Magnetars will rapidly lose their rotational energy by emitting magnetic dipole radia-
tion. The corresponding energy loss rate is

Ė = −B2R6ω4

6c3 , (1.58)

where R is the neutron star radius, B the surface strength of the magnetic field at the poles
and ω the angular frequency [18]. Millisecond magnetars, being the neutron stars with the
largest spins and magnetic fields, will thus dissipate their rotational energy much faster than
regular neutron stars, which have typical orbital periods of ∼1 s. Energy loss proceeding
in this manner is a continuous process. It therefore lacks the erratic temporal fluctuations
observed in GRB light curves. Stochasticity is nonetheless expected initially as neutron stars
can undergo differential rotation in the first ∼100 ms after their birth [226]. This can cause
the eruption of magnetic bubbles along with a strong neutrino driven wind [18]. Differential
rotation will also protect against further gravitational collapse [227], suggesting that some
neutron stars are extremely short-lived.

An alternative is that, as described in the case of black holes, accretion on the neutron star
can lead to a jet driven by neutrino anti-neutrino annihilation. Compared to the BH scenario,
higher νν luminosities can be reached due the existence of a physical surface boundary
between the accretion disk and the compact object, allowing the disk to cool more efficiently
[228]. As accretion increases the mass and as the rotational speed decreases, the neutron
star can be pushed over the mass limit causing it to further collapse. Numerous GRBs show
a 10.000 s long X-ray plateaus right after the prompt emission, followed by a steep decline
[18]. In the magnetar paradigm, this is naturally explained by the continuous magnetic
dipole radiation abruptly ending when the neutron star collapses to a black hole.

Quark stars. A more exotic hypothesis is that GRBs are powered by a quark star central
engine. At sufficiently high densities, it has been suggested that a quark-gluon-plasma of the
three lightest quark flavours (up, down, and strange) will be more stable than a collection
of individual baryons [229, 230]. Per baryon, the conversion from neutrons to strange quark
matter would allow ∼10 MeV of gravitational binding energy to be released [231]. For an
entire neutron star, this corresponds to a total energy release on the order 1052 − 1053 erg
[232]. Apart from being able to satisfy the energy constraints, other features such as the
erratic temporal behaviour and late time X-ray flares can, under the right assumptions, also
be reproduced [18].

37A typical 1.4M� neutron star is expected to have a radius of ∼ 10 km.
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Currently, the state of nuclear matter at these high densities is still badly constrained.
Observations of the kilonova that followed GRB 170817 have confirmed that the two objects
which merged are indeed neutron stars and not quark stars [233]. It can be expected that
future observations will allow to further constrain the neutron star equation-of-state and
either put limits on or potentially confirm the existence of quark stars.

1.5.2 Photopsheric emission

Any plasma ejected by the central engine will initially be severely optically thick to radia-
tion, i.e. τ � 1 with τ is the photon optical depth. As the ejecta expand out, a radius Rph
will eventually be reached at which the following condition holds true

∫ ∞

Rph

dτ =
∫ ∞

Rph

neσTds = 1 . (1.59)

In this expression ne is the electron density, σT the Thompson scattering cross section and
ds the distance travelled by the photon with respect to the surrounding ejecta. Rph is de-
fined as the photosphere radius at which the transition occurs from an optically thick to
an transparent medium. A thermal emission component corresponding to the radiation es-
caping at the photosphere would thus naively be expected. This is in contrast to observed
GRB spectra, which are generally well described by the Band function, Eq. (1.17). A shift
to a quasi- or non-thermal spectrum can occur if the photons undergo significant boosting
due to inverse Compton interactions with shock-accelerated electrons. Other observational
characteristics of GRB prompt emission, such as e.g. the degree of polarisation, can given
the right conditions38, also be reproduced [234].

Relative to other emission models, an upside to the photospheric contribution is that
this component is essentially guaranteed. While some models (e.g. [77, 235]) have in the
past proposed photospheric emission as the source of the GRB prompt photons, the current
consensus is that it is likely only a subdominant contribution. In particular, observations
by Fermi and Swift have shown that a small fraction (∼ 10%) of GRBs show evidence for
a thermal component at low (X-ray) energies on top of the non-thermal spectrum [18, 236,
237]. Some GRBs, e.g. GRB 090902B, even have a spectrum in which the quasi-thermal
component is dominant. Generally, no thermal component can, however, be resolved, likely
in part due to the weakness of photospheric signal.

1.5.3 Fireball model

Given the erratic nature of GRB light curves, central engines must expulse their ejecta with
a high degree of variability. Accretion on a black hole, for instance, is expected to be an
intermittent process that results in the launch of several shells of ejecta with varying masses
and Lorentz factors. Each shell will initially consist of a hot fireball in which electrons and
positrons are in equilibrium with photons, along with a small amount of baryons. At the
base of the jet, the ejecta will have a cross section radius39 on the order R0 ∼ 105 m [18]. It
can be derived (see e.g. [238]) that the shell will initially undergo an accelerated expansion
according to Γ ∝ r, where r is the distance from the base of the jet. Once the density has
decreased sufficiently to transition from a radiation-dominated phase to a matter-dominated

38For instance, a non-zero polarisation degree can be achieved in the case of photopsheric radiation if the
emission is observed (slightly) off-axis and if there is a strong gradient in the luminosity and Lorentz factor
along the transverse direction of the jet axis [234].

39Taking the innermost accretion radius of a black hole or the radius of the light cone of a millisecond magnetar
results in the same order of magnitude estimate for R0 [18].
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phase, a coasting state is reached in which Γ ∼ Γ0 is constant. This transition is expected
to occur at a radius Rcst ∼ Γ0 ·max(R0, ∆) ∼ 107 − 108 m, where ∆ is the width of the
shell. As the shell continues to propagate outward, it will keep sweeping up matter from
the circumburst medium. Once the amount of swept off matter becomes comparable to
the mass of the shell, the coasting-phase will transition to a deceleration-phase in which
Γ ∝ m−1, with m the total mass of the shell and swept up material. For typical parameters
of the interstellar medium, the deceleration radius will occur at Rd ∼ 1014 − 1015 m [18].

Internal collisions. In the fireball model, successive shells with different Lorentz factors
can potentially catch up with one another. When this happens, an internal collision is said
to take place, leading to a single merged shell. During the merger, the interface between the
two shells will lead to particle shock acceleration as described before. Accelerated electrons
will quickly lose their energy again by emitting synchrotron radiation. This mechanism is
one of the leading candidates for the emission of the prompt gamma-ray signal from GRBs.

The radius Rc at which internal shocks occur is determined by the catch-up problem
(section 1.4.2). A lower limit for Rc can be obtained by noting that Eq. (1.33) implies that

Rc & 2c∆teΓ2 , (1.60)

where ∆te is the time delay between the emission of the two shells and Γ is the Lorentz factor
of the slowest shell. For typical fast timescale fluctuations of the order ∆te ∼ 10−2 s and a
Lorentz factor Γ ∼ 100, the collision radius corresponds to Rc ∼ 1010 m. Internal collisions
are thus expected to occur during the coasting phase in which the shells have attained their
maximal Lorentz factor.

External shock. The point at which the ejecta reach the deceleration radius marks the on-
set of the afterglow emission. Particles near the shock front that separates the ejecta from the
circumburst medium will continuously be accelerated, leading to the shallow decay phase
of the afterglow. Based on the time at which this shallow decay phase sets in, constraints
can be placed on the coasting Lorentz factor of the ejecta40 [239, 240].

Initially, it was also suggested that the prompt emission could also originate from the
external shock, provided that the circumburst medium would be ‘clumpy’ enough to ex-
plain the observed variability [241]. This was disproved by Swift observations showing a
steep decay phase following the prompt emission [240, 242]. In addition, Swift observations
demonstrated that the decay of both prompt gamma rays and late time X-ray flares is in
accordance with the curvature effect [157], thus confirming the internal origin of the latter.

1.5.4 Poynting flux

An alternative to the ‘fireball’ outflow, in which most of the energy is carried by the bulk
kinetic motion of the shells, is that the energy is primarily carried by the magnetic field of
the ejecta. To distinguish these two scenarios, the ratio between the matter and magnetic
energy density, defined as the magnetisation factor:

σM ≡
B2

µ0Γρc2 , (1.61)

is considered. In this expression, B is the magnetic field strength, Γ the bulk Lorentz factor,
ρ the mass density and µ0 the vacuum permeability41. Ejecta for which σM � 1 are said to

40Assuming a circumstellar medium with a known and constant density.
41Note that in most textbooks, Eq. (1.61) will be written with a factor 4π in the denominator instead of µ0,

due to the use of CGS units. Here, the expression is given in SI units.
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d=cτ

Fig. 3. Jet-like outflow of finite duration, magnetically driven
by an axially symmetric rotator. Left: Configuration near the
source, showing how the field in the outflow is wound into a
toroidal (azimuthal) field. Right: large scale view after a time
long compared to the duration ! . The field in the outflow is
now a ‘pancake’ of toroidal flux. Sketch ignores nonaxisym-
metric processes like kink instability and subsequent reconnec-
tion, which can release energy from this configuration

where ! is as usual the mean Lorentz factor of the flow. The
average energy which is dissipated per proton in this shock is
given by

" = (!int ! 1)mpc2 (26)

with

!int =
1

2

!"
!1

!2
+

"
!2

!1

#
. (27)

With !1/!2 = 4, which corresponds to a midly relativistic
shock (vrel = 0.88c), this gives " " 240MeV.

It is generally assumed (Rees and Mészáros, 1994; Pap-
athanassiou and Mészáros, 1996; Sari and Piran, 1997; Daigne
and Mochkovitch, 1998) that behind the shock wave a fraction
of the electrons come into (at least partial) equipartition with
the protons and become highly relativistic. If a fraction #e of
the dissipated energy goes into a fraction $ of the electrons,
their characteristic Lorentz factor (in the comoving frame) will
be

!!
e # #e

$

"

mec2
, (28)

which, for complete equipartition and !1/!2 " 4, yields !!
e "

100 – 200 if $ " 1 and !!
e

>" 104 – 2 · 104 if only a small
fraction of the electrons are accelerated ($ <" 0.01. For some
theoretical arguments in favour of such an assumption, see e.g.
Bykov & Mészáros (1996)). Such highly relativistic electrons
can emit gamma–rays by the synchrotron and/or the inverse
Compton process. A magnetic field is however required.

4.2. Locally generated versus large–scale magnetic field

The magnetic field involved in the synchrotron radiation is
usually assumed to be generated locally by microscopic pro-
cesses. Such a process has been proposed byMedvedev&Loeb
(1999). (This is also assumed for the external shock propagat-
ing in the interstellar medium and responsible for the afterglow;
see however Thompson&Madau (2000)). If this magnetic field
is also into equipartition with the protons and electrons, it will
have typical values of

B!
eq #

$
8% #eqn!", (29)

where #eq $ 1/3 and n! is the comoving proton number den-
sity, which can be estimated by

n! # Ek

4%r2!2c3mp!
(30)

# 2.0 · 107 cm"3 · r"2
15 Ek,52

%
!

300

&"2

!"1
1 . (31)

For typical radii r " 1015–1016 cm and #eq # #e # 1/3, this
leads to B!

eq " 100–1000G depending on the contrast !1/!2.
If the GRB is powered magnetically, however, the outflow

is naturally magetized. (One good reason for assuming mag-
netic powering is that alternatives like &&̄ annihilation are ener-
getically inefficient). As shown in Sect. 3, the magnetic energy
content of the outflow is constant as long as internal dissipation
of magnetic energy can be neglected. For the three cases con-
sidered, the ratio #LS of the (large scale-) magnetic to kinetic
energy density is

#LS % B2/(8%eK) " R/(c!), (32)
#LS " r0/rL, (33)
#LS " O(1), (34)

for a passively expanded source field, a magnetically driven
quasi-spherical outflow and a magnetically driven collimated
jet respectively [cf. Eqs. (15, 20, 23)]. For source sizes R =
106–107 cm and durations ! = 0.3–30 s the passively ex-
panding field case has #LS " 10"6–10"3. The magneti-
cally driven quasi-spherical outflow would yield higher val-
ues, #LS " 0.1 ! 1, assuming r0/rL " 0.1 ! 1. A magnet-
ically driven jet would have a #LS " 1. [These values hold as
long as internal dissipation of magnetic energy can be ignored
(Sect. 5)].

The corresponding comoving magnetic field in all cases is

B!
LS " 1

!

&
8%#LSeK "

'
8%#LSn!mpc2 (35)

which leads to (using the estimation of n! given by Eq. (31)):

B!
LS # 500 G · #1/2

LS r"1
15 E

1/2
k,52

%
!

300

&"1

!
"1/2
1 . (36)

We see that

B!
eq

B!
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#
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#eq

#LS

&1/2
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mpc2
(37)

FIGURE 1.13: Left: Illustration of how the poloidal component of the magnetic
field can be wrapped into a helical structure due to the rotation of the central
engine. Right: Structure of the magnetic field long (t� τ) after the central

engine, with lifetime τ, has turned off. From [243].

be Poynting-flux dominated.

To illustrate how a magnetised outflow is launched, Fig. 1.13 shows the field lines for
a central engine with a large-scale toroidally structured magnetic field that is aligned with
the axis of rotation. A helical structure will result, which decouples from the central engine
when it shuts down. This essentially turns the outflow into a ‘flying pancake’ of tightly
wrapped magnetic field lines. More complicated configurations can be obtained by consid-
ering instances in which the axis of the B-field and rotation are not aligned.

While being magnetically dominated, the outflow will still carry an electron-positron
plasma that is trapped by the magnetic field lines. Baryons will, by definition, be largely
absent in the ejecta. A mini-fireball is thus launched, expanding due to the pressure of the
plasma and the non-zero magnetic pressure gradient [18]. Similar to the fireball model, pho-
tospheric emission will appear when the plasma becomes optically thin. However, consis-
tent with observations, this component is expected to be much weaker than the subsequent
emission from accelerated electrons, contrary to the vanilla fireball model [244]. Another
difference is that the main emission would result from electrons that get accelerated in mag-
netohydrodynamic (MHD) plasma instabilities [244, 245]. These instabilities are expected
to occur at a radius of 1013 − 1014 m, thus much further from the central engine than in the
fireball model.

The extent to which the magnetic field plays a role in the outflow is strongly coupled to
the central engine that launches the ejecta. If the Blandford-Znajek mechanism is dominant,
a magnetisation parameter σM � 1 is expected, leading to a Poynting flux dominated jet.
If the neutrino-dominated accretion flow mechanism launches the jet, the magnetisation
parameter will be σM � 1, leading to a fireball outflow.
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1.5.5 ICMART

ICMART is an acronym for internal-collision-induced magnetic reconnection and turbu-
lence. It builds on the standard assumption that GRB prompt emission is caused by internal
shock collisions, but posits that the outflow is launched with a moderately large magnetisa-
tion parameter σM ∼ 102.

Magnetised shells ejected by the central engine will initially have field lines that are glob-
ally ordered, e.g. in a helically wrapped ‘pancake’ as shown in Fig. 1.13. Upon a collision
with another shell, ram pressure will lead to a slight distortion of the field lines. While field
lines are expected to remain largely globally ordered after a single collision, the additive
effect of multiple collisions will lead to a continual decrease of the coherence length of the
magnetic field. Once the coherence has dropped sufficiently, a point might be reached in
which a single reconnection42 of magnetic field lines, increasing the turbulence even fur-
ther, causes a cascade of magnetic reconnection events. During this process, the snapping
together of field lines would lead to the acceleration of electrons, quickly converting the ten-
sion in the magnetic field lines into kinetic energy until σM . 1. Observationally, the fast
variability

(
∆t ∼ 10−2 s

)
of light curves can then be attributed to the turbulent nature of the

process. Variability on larger timescale (∆t ∼ 1 s), corresponding to individual pulses, is
suggested as being due to several distinct ICMART events [247].

Apart from naturally explaining the two timescales, the ICMART model is also able to re-
produce several other challenging GRB characteristics, such as high degrees of polarisation,
weak photospheres, and the energy spectra of the prompt gamma rays [247]. Similarly to a
Poynting-dominated outflow, ICMART events, requiring several internal collisions to occur
before triggering a cascade, are expected to occur at relatively larger radii, R ∼ 1012− 1014 m
[247]. Numerical MHD simulations have confirmed that shell collisions can indeed trigger
the predicted reconnection cascade [248, 249].

1.5.6 Alternative models

Finally, we also mention two additional models that have been suggested as emission mech-
anisms for prompt radiation, though are generally less discussed.

Cannonball. The first model uses the same starting ingredients as the fireball model,
namely, a compact object surrounded by an accretion disk. It differs by assuming that the
accretion is not a semi-continuous process, but proceeds in very short and sudden emission
episodes. Each accretion period will result in the launch of dense ‘cannonballs’ of ejecta
via a NDAF. Gamma radiation is then predicted to occur due to the propagation of these
cannonballs through the circumburst medium. Fast variability would thus have to be caused
by the clumpy nature of the medium through which the cannonballs propagate [250, 251].
A downside to the model is that the cannonballs are assumed to be almost invariant during
their propagation, meaning they are treated as rigid bodies which do not expand due to
their own pressure and that shock formation is not considered [18]. A similar mechanism
called the ‘shotgun model’, describing a scenario in which dense ejecta with extreme Lorentz
factors

(
Γ ∼ 103) interact with the circumburst medium via shock formation has also been

suggested [252].

Fireshell. The second model is based on the assumption that GRBs are produced by
the sudden formation of a black hole that is rapidly spinning and carries a non-zero electric

42Magnetic reconnection as an emission mechanism to explain the prompt radiation of GRB was first sug-
gested by C. Thompson in 1994 [246].
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charge. Immediately following its creation, the black hole would rapidly discharge an esti-
mated energy of the order E ∼ 1054 erg by vacuum polarisation [253]. This discharge would
result in an electron-positron plasma or ‘fireshell’, leading to the ‘proper GRB’ when the
plasma becomes optically thin. The ‘proper GRB’ would thus be emitted isotropically and is
expected to have a thermal spectrum. In terms of observational features, a similar signature
to the photospheric emission would result. As a downside, only a single pulse from a GRB
can come from this mechanism. Later pulses would have to be due to the interaction of the
now optically thin fireshell with the circumburst medium [254, 255]. It is thus unlikely that
the fireshell mechanism actually causes the main gamma-ray emission, but it could, in some
cases, potentially contribute to an early thermal pulse.

1.5.7 Model limits from neutrino observations

The models described above can be compared to GRB data using a range of observational
features. Aspects of the prompt gamma-ray signal previously discussed include the degree
of polarisation, the photon energy spectrum, and the strength of a potential photospheric
component. While these already offer a fair degree of distinction, fully rejecting a model
remains difficult, as model predictions that deviate from the observed data can often still be
fine-tuned to match the observations regardless [256]. Also, the data show a large variety
of different features, which makes it hard to judge whether a certain model could describe
a subclass of GRBs or not. To resolve this issue, channels complementary to the electro-
magnetic radiation can be used. In particular, GRB neutrino observations, or rather the lack
thereof43, can offer a powerful alternative to differentiate between GRB emission models.

Requirements. For GRBs to be sources of neutrinos44, two criteria need to be satisfied.

1. The central engine should produce a jet with a non-negligible baryonic content. This
requirement is generally quantified in terms of the baryon loading factor, fb ≡ Eb/Eγ,
defined as the total energy dissipated into baryons over that going into the electro-
magnetic component [122]. To avoid fb � 1, baryons should be entrained by the jet,
effectively requiring a central engine that launches a NDAF. Additionally, the baryons
should at a later stage be accelerated to higher energies. This can proceed in either
internal or external shocks.

2. A second criterion is that baryons should be accelerated in regions where the particle
density is sufficiently large, so that they can undergo either pp or pγ interactions.
Particularly in the case of particles accelerated by internal shocks, larger collision radii
correspond to lower shell densities, thus leading to less neutrinos [258].

Limits. Under these assumptions, neutrino emission spectra for GRBs have been com-
puted numerically for the various models [257, 258]. Comparing those model predictions to
observations by IceCube has already led to constraints on both the internal shock and the
dissipative photosphere45 model, as illustrated in Fig. 1.14. In particular, the single-zone
fireball model [208], in which the neutrino flux is derived for a single baseline collision and
then scaled linearly by the number of collisions, can already be excluded at 99% confidence
[257]. The more realistic multi-zone models, which allow collisions to occur at various radii,
including below the photosphere, predict significantly lower neutrino fluxes and are so far
unconstrained [259]. Likewise, predictions for the ICMART model remain consistent with

43No significant neutrino signal has yet been found in coincidence with GRBs [257].
44Neutrinos here refer to the Eν & TeV secondaries of baryons accelerated by the GRB, not the ∼ 10 MeV

primary neutrinos generated during a NDAF.
45The dissipative photosphere model assumes that internal collisions take place when the ejecta is still opti-

cally thick, i.e. that collisions occur below the photosphere.
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FIGURE 1.14: Prompt exclusion limits by IceCube for the single-zone collision
models in terms of the baryonic loading fb and bulk Lorentz factor Γ of the
ejecta. From left to right, the exclusion regions are shown for the dissipative

photosphere, the fireball and the ICMART model. From [257].

the non-detection of neutrinos, largely due to the larger radii at which the collisions are
expected to occur.

In the multi-zone fireball model, the distribution of radii at which collisions occur will be
determined by the time difference and velocity with which the various shells are expulsed.
A simulation study by Bustamante et al. [259] showed that disciplined engines, which are
defined as engines that emit shells at regular intervals with similar velocities, produce rela-
tively low neutrino fluxes. These GRBs would be identifiable by light curves that have one or
several broad pulses overlaid with fast variability. In contrast, GRBs characterised by a light
curve that lacks clearly identifiable pulse structures are linked to central engines that show
a more erratic nature. Due to the wider range of collision radii, at least several collisions
are expected to occur at regions with high photon densities, leading to a higher neutrino
flux. Given that the intrinsic distribution of properties with which shells are launched is still
highly uncertain, neutrino predictions remain challenging within the more complicated but
more realistic multi-zone collision models.

Emission angle. Within the uniform jet model, Eq. (1.37), the opening angles of the
prompt neutrino and gamma-ray emission are expected to be identical. This in fact applies
to any jetted model in which particles are emitted within a beaming angle θb ∼ Γ−1 that is
much smaller than the opening angle of the jet. Only the cannonball model deviates from
this prediction, as it assumes the ejecta to be invariant, thus keeping a fixed volume instead
of a fixed angular size. Numerical simulations have shown that under this assumption, the
neutrino beam is expected to have an opening angle that is an order of magnitude smaller
than that of the gamma rays [250]. Hence, only ∼ 1% of all electromagnetically observable
GRBs would be accompanied by a neutrino signal in the cannonball model.

Energy range. On the low end of the neutrino energy spectrum, the flux will be dom-
inated by the primary νν pairs that are generated by the NDAF. These primary neutrinos
have a power distribution that is expected to peak around 10-20 MeV. Assuming a total en-
ergy output of 1052 erg, it was estimated that only 0.1-0.25 GRBs per century would lead
to a signal of 3 or more neutrinos per burst in next-generation neutrino experiments such
as Hyper-Kamiokande [260]. Hence, it is unlikely that these low-energy neutrinos will be
detectable in the foreseeable future.

Low-energy neutrinos could also result from neutron-proton interactions. If a significant
fraction of protons and neutrons are present at the base of the jet, then protons and neutrons
will initially be coupled by elastic nuclear scattering [261]. As the ejecta flows outward
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and becomes less dense, decoupling will at one point occur. This will result in a velocity
gradient, as neutrons will no longer be dragged along with the accelerated protons. Inelastic
proton-neutron collisions will thus occur, resulting in the production of pions. The decay of
these pions is expected to produce neutrinos in the 1 to 100 GeV energy range [262].

Moving to higher energies, neutrinos in the TeV to PeV regime are expected to result from
the internal collisions of GRB ejecta. For a detailed discussion on the energy distribution of
these neutrinos, we refer the reader to Subsection 1.4.6.

At the upper end of the energy range, it is estimated that protons could be accelerated
to energies of up to 1020 − 1021 eV at the external shock [263]. With ambient photons rang-
ing from optical to X-ray, neutrinos from GRB afterglows are estimated to have energies
ranging from 1016 to 1019 eV. Assuming an Φν ∝ E−2 spectrum based on first order Fermi-
acceleration, the particle flux drops of linearly as a function of log(E). In addition, the
large radius at which the extended shock occurs implies relatively low-photon densities,
leading to a decreased opacity for pγ interactions [258], even further lowering the flux. At
increasingly large energies, it therefore becomes observationally very challenging to detect
afterglow neutrinos with current observatories such as IceCube.

1.6 Progenitors

1.6.1 Long bursts

Collapsars. As stated previously, the established model for long GRBs is that they are caused
by a massive star that undergoes gravitational core collapse at the end of its life. Evidence for
this collapsar model mainly comes from the coincident detection of supernovae following
GRBs [35, 36] and the observation that long GRBs tend to be located in the most active star
formation regions [39, 40, 176, 177]. Another indication is that the average duration of long
GRBs matches the free-fall timescale46 of massive stars. As a first order approximation, the
progenitor star can be assumed to be a spherical non-rotating object with a mean density
ρ. Considering an infinitesimal mass element at an initial radius r0 during the collapse, its
gravitational potential energy will be converted into kinetic energy according to

1
2

(
dr
dt

)2

=
GM(r0)

r
− GM(r0)

r0
, (1.62)

where M(r0) denotes the mass below the radius r0 before the start of the collapse. Eq. (1.62)
can be solved analytically for the free-fall time
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0

)]−1/2
=

√
3π

32Gρ
. (1.63)

Hence, under these assumptions, the free-falling time only depends on the mean density ρ
of the object. For a typical core stellar density of 100 g cm−3 [18], the predicted GRB duration
is of the order ∼210 s, in line with the collapsar model.

Wolf-Rayet stars. Not every star whose core collapses to a compact object is expected
to produce a GRB. A first indication for the required progenitor properties stems from co-
incident supernova observations. All GRB-SN belong to the type Ic subclass, meaning that
hydrogen and helium absorption lines are absent in the spectrum. This implies that the

46The free-fall time is defined as the hypothetical time it would take for the entire star to gravitationally
collapse into a single point.
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progenitor star has shed its outermost layers47. Both the hydrogen and helium shells can be
blown away by the progenitor if there are strong stellar winds. This makes Wolf-Rayet (WR)
stars the prime progenitor candidate in the collapsar model. WR stars are evolved stars that
had an initial mass in excess of 20M�, but have lost their outer shells due to a continual
strong stellar wind [18].

While this can explain the lack of hydrogen and helium features, a second constraint
is that the specific angular momentum Σi(~ri × ~p)i/Σjmj of the progenitor must be at least
3 · 1016 cm2 s−1 [264]. Below this threshold, matter would be able to fall into the newly
formed black hole unimpeded without forming an accretion disk. This constraint is in ap-
parent contradiction to the previous criterion, as strong stellar winds will carry of angular
momentum. It has therefore been suggested that if the progenitor is extremely rapidly ro-
tating at birth, strong mixing will prevent the formation of a separate hydrogen and helium
shell, allowing essentially all hydrogen to be burned during the main sequence stage. As
such the hydrogen shell is never formed and thus also does not need to be stripped. An
alternative solution to this problem is that excessive mass loss and transfer of angular mo-
mentum can take place in close binary systems48.

There is no intrinsic reason why non-WR stars, i.e. stars who have not shed their outer
layers, would be unable to launch a jet following core collapse. However, if the remnant
stellar envelope is too dense, the jet will stall below the stellar surface. No GRB emission
would thus be observed. If the jet manages to break free just before the central engine shuts
off, an intrinsically ’long GRB’ caused by a collapsar could be associated with a very short
T90 duration. An example of such a burst is GRB 200826A. While this burst had an intrin-
sic duration49 of only 0.65 s, its afterglow and coincident supernova signature showed that
this GRB was caused by a collapsar [266]. A study of similar short duration ‘long GRBs’
found that the T90 distribution of these events is in line with a gradual cut-off due to a tran-
sition to choked jets [267]. It is thus likely that the majority of jets launched by collapsars
are smothered by the remnant stellar envelope, never leading to an observable GRB sig-
nal [268]. Smothering a jet would cause a significant fraction of the total jet energy to be
transferred into neutrinos [11, 268–270]. Hence, choked GRBs could potentially explain the
diffuse astrophysical neutrino flux observed by IceCube if they occur in sufficient quantities.

Ultra-long GRBs. A few subclasses of long GRBs might require alternative progenitor
models to explain their observational features. Ultra-long GRBs, generally defined as having
a T90 > 103 s, have been shown to be statistically different from regular long GRBs [145].
Under the collapsar model, continuously feeding the central engine for over 15 minutes
becomes challenging if the progenitor is assumed to be a WR star. Massive stars which have
not yet blown away their entire hydrogen or helium shell, such as blue supergiants, have
therefore been suggested as the progenitor for these ultra-long bursts [18]. More peculiar
types of progenitors, such as mergers between a neutron star and a helium star, may be
needed to explain ultra-long GRBs such as e.g. the ‘Christmas burst’ GRB 101225A, whose
spectral and temporal features are difficult to explain in the collapsar model [271].

Low-luminosity GRBs. Another noteworthy subcategory is that of low-luminosity (LL)
long GRBs. While there is clear turning point at which they become distinct from ‘regu-
lar’ high-luminosity (HL) bursts, LL GRBs are generally defined as bursts whose isotropic
equivalent luminosity is below 1049 erg s−1. Apart from having a lower brightness, LL GRBs

47Before core collapse, massive stars will have an onion-like structure of shells. Starting from the edge of
the star, the first shell will be made up of hydrogen, followed by increasingly heavier fusion products such as
helium, etc. up to the most massive elements, which are at the core of the star.

48It is estimated that the majority of massive stars are formed in a binary system [265].
49Correcting for the redshift, z = 0.7481, of the burst [266].
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tend to have very smooth light curves that exhibit little to no short time variability. Their
emission is also less strongly collimated than that of HL GRBs. Due to detection bias, LL
GRBs are only observed at low redshifts. However, their intrinsic density rate is signifi-
cantly higher than that of HL GRBs [18].

To explain these features, it has been suggested that LL GRBs originate from the least
massive stars that can produce a GRB. Core collapse would therefore lead to a neutron star
central engine, producing a low-luminosity jet that is only mildly relativistic. Alternatively,
the progenitors of LL GRBs might launch a regular jet that is choked due to the presence of a
more extended stellar envelope. If the jet stalls shortly before it emerges from the envelope,
shock breakout emission from the failed jet could also explain the signature of LL GRBs [18].

SN induced GRBs. It has been suggested that neutron stars in a binary system could
produce a GRB if the second star undergoes a supernova explosion. In particular, events of
this type could explain bursts such as GRB 110709B, in which two gamma-ray signals were
observed separated by a time gap of 11 minutes [272]. In this scenario, the first flash would
be caused when the SN ejecta reach the neutron star. Once the neutron star has accreted
sufficient matter, it collapses to a black hole, causing the second gamma-ray flash50. While
thus significantly different from the standard collapsar model, numerical simulations have
confirmed that such events could produce the observed gamma-ray signals [274, 275].

1.6.2 Short bursts

In the case of short GRBs, the accepted model is that they originate from the merger of a
binary NS-NS or NS-BH system [18, 276]. The key observations in support of binary NS
mergers are:

• the gravitational wave signal in coincidence with GRB 170817 [9, 10],

• well-localised, nearby short GRBs for which optical upper limits can exclude the pres-
ence of a coincident SN [178, 277],

• signatures of a kilonova observed in the aftermath of short GRBs [72–75, 165],

• positions that do not trace the most active star formation regions, with some short
GRBs even having no identifiable host galaxy [18, 141].

Following Eq. (1.63) and taking the typical density of a NS (∼ 1014 g cm−3 [18]) also indicates
that the timescale of the gravitational collapse, 2 · 10−4 s, is much smaller than that in the
collapsar model, resulting in shorter burst durations.

NS-NS. Binary NS progenitors can merge into either a black hole or a single, more heavy
NS. In the latter case, the newly formed NS is potential unstable, causing it to collapse to
a BH at a later stage. This can happen after the phase of differential rotation, which lasts
∼ 0.1 s [226], or during the spindown of a rigid supra-massive51 NS. Alternatively, the NS
could also be stable if the masses of the initial neutron stars were sufficiently low [18, 178].

NS-BH. A collision between a NS and a BH will always result in a single, more massive
BH. If the mass ratio of the NS to the BH is less than ∼ 0.24, no emission is expected as
the NS will simply be swallowed by the BH [278]. For larger mass ratios, the NS will be
tidally disrupted outside the event horizon of the BH, providing matter for the formation
of an accretion disk [278, 279]. No coincident signals were observed from the two NS-BH
mergers, GW 200105 and GW 200115, that have so far been observed [280].

50A second GRB for which this progenitor scenario has been suggested is GRB 090618 [273].
51A NS is said to be supra-massive if it is rotationally supported against gravitational collapse.
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Alternative scenarios. In the models described above, the progenitor is generally as-
sumed to have started life as a binary system of two massive stars. However, the dynamic
capture of two compact objects in a globular cluster could also lead to NS-NS or NS-BH
binaries. Finally, mergers between a white dwarf and a BH have also been suggested as
potential short GRB progenitors [17], though it is unclear if this scenario could produce a
sufficiently massive accretion disk to power a GRB [281].

1.6.3 GRB-like sources

Soft gamma-ray repeaters. Not every astrophysical transient that produces an outburst of
gamma radiation classifies as a GRB. An additional criterion is that the event must be cat-
aclysmic, implying that the progenitor system gets destroyed during the explosion. This is
not the case for soft gamma-ray repeaters (SGRs). As the name suggests, SGRs can be ob-
served as flashes of gamma radiation52 repeating at irregular intervals from a single source.
These short flashes, lasting typically less than a second, have been shown to originate from
magnetars that undergo magnetic energy dissipation. As they are much less bright than
GRBs, bursts from SGRs can generally only be observed from magnetars inside our Milky
Way [18].

On the order of once a century, magnetars can undergo a giant flare with isotropic equiv-
alent energies of up to 1047 erg s−1 [225]. These flares can be observed from other galaxies
inside our local Universe. If no afterglow emission can be identified, distinguishing such
a signal from regular short GRBs is very challenging. A correlation study that compared
the positions of well-localised short GRBs to that of galaxies in the local Universe identified
4 out of 250 bursts (2%) that are most likely related to magnetar activity53 [285]. For long
GRBs, no such correlation is expected and indeed, also not observed [286].

X-ray outbursts. Some transients are cataclysmic outbursts, but only produce photons
up to X-ray energies. These events are tagged as X-ray outbursts (XRO) and can be caused
by the non-relativistic shock breakout from SNe. An example of such a burst is XRO 080109,
which was observed in coincidence with a type Ib SN. To explain the X-ray signal, no col-
limation or jet-like structure is required, as the emission is consistent with originating from
the shock breakout of the SN itself [287].

Tidal disruption events. When a star is orbiting the supermassive BH at the centre of a
galaxy, the star may become tidally disrupted if it at one point during the orbit approaches
the BH too closely. While being ripped apart, a fraction of the stellar material can be fed
into the accretion disk of the BH, producing strong gamma-ray flares at a later stage. As a
result, the first tidal disruption event (TDE), Sw J1644+57, was initially wrongly identified
as a gamma-ray burst. Since the event triggered the Swift-BAT detector on and off for up
to three days and had a non-standard afterglow light curve, it was soon realized that it was
not a GRB [288].

52Less energetic magnetars will results in flashes of X-ray pulses, explaining the anomolous X-ray pulsars
(AXP).

53Earlier result found a much higher correlation coefficient, suggesting that 10% to 25% of short bursts orig-
inate from a redshift z < 0.025 [282]. However, this result was recently shown to be an overestimation due to
poorly localised GRBs erroneously being associated to nearby galaxies [283, 284].
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Chapter 2

Gamma-ray burst precursors

In the previous chapter, gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) were defined as flashes of gamma radia-
tion caused by astrophysical sources which undergo a cataclysmic event. The main outburst
of gamma rays is called the prompt phase. During the seconds or sometimes minutes prior
to the prompt emission, a weaker X-ray and gamma-ray signal is sometimes observed. Such
events are termed precursors. They indicate that the emission of high-energy particles, likely
originating from a different physical mechanism, can already take place prior to the prompt
phase.

One of the first mentions of such a precursor component is that of the thermal peak
which preceded GRB 900126 [289]. Figure 2.1 shows the light curve of this bursts in several
energy bands. While occurring very close the prompt phase, the precursor is spectrally
significantly different1. This led Murakami et al. to suggest that it likely corresponds to a
physically distinct emission component [289].

The first systematic search to identify precursors in the light curves of GRBs appeared a
few years later, in 1995 [290]. Analysing an effective sample of 748 GRBs observed by BATSE,
Koshut et al. found that ∼3% of all bursts were preceded by a precursor. As this was the
first large scale study of GRB precursor emission, a very restrictive definition was used to
demonstrate that these events were not simply an early lead-out of the prompt component.
In particular, the quiescent time, defined as the time in between the precursor and prompt
emission during which the rate drops back to the background level, was required to be at
least as long as the duration of the prompt phase. A second, more standard requirement was
that precursors should have a lower peak intensity than the prompt component. Contrary
to the result for GRB 900126, this study revealed that the precursor and prompt emission
component generally have similar spectral characteristics [290]. Hence, while thermal pre-
cursors certainly have been observed, the majority of GRB precursors follow a non-thermal
spectrum.

Following these two publications [289, 290], a range of questions were raised regard-
ing the observational properties and physical origin of GRB precursors. Several precursor
studies have since then been performed [4, 242, 291–305], greatly increasing what is known
about these events. However, to this date, no clear consensus exists on their physical origin.
This chapter proceeds by first presenting an overview of the experimental characteristics of
GRB precursors, followed by a discussion of the various models that could explain these
observations.

1The precursor of GRB 900126 had an almost thermal spectrum, peaking at X-rays energies. In contrast, the
prompt emission peaked in gamma rays and had a non-thermal spectrum.
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If we assume that the spectrum in the initial phase is that of 
a black-body (or black-body-like) emitter, the increase of the 
signal could be caused by a change either in the projected area 
of the emitter or in its temperature. We have attempted to test 
these two possibilities. Because statistical errors on the back-
ground-subtracted count rates in the individual 0.5-s time bins 
were large, we divided the initial phase into just two parts, with 
roughly equal numbers of total counts. Similarly, we divided 
the photon energy range of the PC counter into two channels, 
1-4 keY and 4-7 keY, with backgrounds of 78.6 ± 3.8 counts per 
0.5 s and 82.7 ± 2.2 counts per 0.5 s respectively (errors are 1 u ). 

To test the hypothesis that the black-body temperature of the 
emitter is constant, but its area is changing, we can simply test 
for the constancy of the hardness ratio, R, of the counts in these 
two channels. We find R = 1.56 ± 0.7 and 1.33 ± 0.36 for the first 
and second part of the initial phase respectively. Thus the 
statistics do not allow us to decide whether the temperature is 
constant. To test the alternative hypothesis that the area of the 
emitter is constant, but the temperature is increasing, we 
searched for possible temperature variations that reproduce both 
the observed variation of the total count rate in the initial phase, 
and the observed hardness ratios in the two broad time bins. 
We used a relation between black-body temperature and total 
count rate obtained by folding Planck functions with the detector 
response to transform the observed count rate variation (for 
each 0.5-s time bin) into a temperature variation. With these 
temperatures, we then determined the count rates expected in 
each of the two broad spectral channels. By adding these counts 
over the two parts of the initial phase separately for the two 
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FIG. 1 Variation of intensity and hardness ratio in the y-ray burst GB900126. 
The uppermost panel shows the hardness ratio of the number of counts in 
the energy channels 4-7 keV and 1-4 keV, after background subtraction. 
The second panel from the top, which covers a time interval of 32 s before 
and 96 s after the first peak, shows a time profile of GB900126 in the 
energy interval 1-28 keV after dead-time correction. The remaining five 
panels contain the burst profiles in the energy ranges 1-4 keV, 4-7 keV, 
7-14 keV, 14-45 keV and 45-370 keV, without dead-time correction, for a 
time interval of 16 s before and 48 s after the first peak. The arrow in the 
bottom panel indicates the interval for Fig. 2. 
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spectral channels, we obtained two predicted values of the 
hardness ratios. As the observations cannot determine the nor-
malization of the black-body model, we had to fix the tem-
perature at one point; we chose the end of the initial phase, 
when the signal and, therefore, the temperature are maximal. 
In view of the black-body temperature obtained from the spectral 
fit to the total initial-phase spectrum, we took values for the 
trial temperature ranging between 1.0 and 3.0 keY. For values 
of this maximum black-body temperature in the range 2.1 to 
2.5 keY, our analysis showed that the second hypothesis could 
account for the observed variations in hardness ratio and total 
counting rate, but the statistical quality of the data during the 
initial X-ray phase is insufficient to allow us to distinguish 
between changes in temperature and changes in area of the 
assumed black-body emitter as the cause of the X-ray flux 
increase. 

There is strong evidence that y-ray bursts originate from 
strongly magnetized neutron stars, both from observation1- 3 and 
from theoretical arguments 13

-
15

• Models can be divided into two 
groups according to the energy source assumed for the y-ray 
bursts: (1), the y-ray bursts are caused by sudden accretion 
events, and their energy source is gravitational16

•17 ; (2), the 
energy originates from within the neutron stars, for example, 
as thermonuclear or rotational energy, or stresses in the neutron 
star cruse 8

•
19

• A prerequisite for y-ray emission would seem to 
be the absence of thermalization of the photons generated near 
the neutron star surface. The observed rise time of -8 s in the 
X-ray initial phase is longer than the dynamical timescale expec-
ted for the accretion of solid bodies such as comets 17• Therefore, 
if the y-ray burst was an accretion event it seems likely that the 
accreting matter was stored, for example, in an accretion disk20 

In that case the rise time of the event may reflect the time over 
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FIG. 2 Raw background-subtracted spectrum during the X-ray initial phase 
before the first peak (shown by arrow in Fig. 1). The solid line indicates the 
best fit black-body model, with a temperature of 1.5 keV. 

593 

FIGURE 2.1: Light curve of GRB 900126 as observed by the Ginga satellite.
The top panel depicts the hardness ratio, while those below show the detected

photon rate in different energy bands. From [289].

2.1 Observational overview

Rather than reviewing each GRB precursor search on a publication-by-publication basis,
analysis characteristics and results are in this section grouped per category. Therefore, in-
stead of repeating all references in every subsection, it is noted here that the main references
for the information presented below are [4, 242, 289–305].

2.1.1 Definition of a precursor

As keenly put by Lazzati et al. in [306]: “Observationally, associating a precursor with a transient
event is challenging, if at all possible.” This statement is reflected in the wide variety of precur-
sor definitions that have been employed in previous analyses. Nonetheless, each definition
is broadly speaking based on the same two conditions.

1. Precursors must be ‘weaker’ than the main emission episode. A condition is therefore
imposed on the peak flux and/or the time-integrated photon count. Precursors can
either not exceed the value of the prompt emission, or if a more restrictive definition
is used, have to be smaller than a fraction X ∈ [0, 1] of the prompt value.

2. There should be a period of time in between the precursor and prompt phase dur-
ing which the flux decreases. Generally, the flux is required to drop to a rate that is
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consistent with the detector background2. More stringent definitions have also been
employed, in which either an absolute lower limit, or one that is relative with respect
to the prompt duration, has been imposed on the length of the background time inter-
val.

The exact criteria that are used to define a precursor can naturally have an effect on
their observational characteristics. For instance, the fraction of GRBs that are preceded by a
precursor has been estimated to corresponds to ∼ 3% by some studies [290] and ∼ 20% by
others [293]. These two results are not inconsistent with each other, as they correspond to
two extreme cases in which a very stringent and a very loose precursor definition was used.

2.1.2 Analyses techniques

Another factor to be considered is the manner in which the data is analysed. The majority
of analyses proceed by considering the raw photon counts observed by the detector3 and
searching for an excess on a set of predefined timescales. Precursors whose duration most
closely resembles one of the examined timescales will be most easily identifiable. Examining
more timescales can thus boost the analysis sensitivity, but comes at the cost of increasing
the number of expected false positives.

To avoid this issue, an approach can be taken in which the analysis algorithm automat-
ically identifies the relevant timescales. In practice, this corresponds to applying a variable
binning that is determined by the data. Several precursor searches (e.g. [242, 292]) have
used the Bayesian block (BB) algorithm for this purpose. The BB method was specifically
developed to enable the identification of signals in the light curves of GRBs and works by
optimising both the number of bins and the location of the bin-edges [307]. A detailed de-
scription of this method is given in Subsection 3.3.3 and Appendix A.

An altogether different approach is to first convert the raw photon counts to a new pa-
rameter space, before proceeding to search for a signal excess. One such method that has
been shown to be competitive with, and in some cases outperform the classic binned ap-
proach, is the wavelet algorithm. For an overview of this method in the context of GRB
precursor searches, we refer the reader to [291, 298]. Other approaches include the use of
algorithms used in gravitational wave searches to look for excesses in the time-frequency
domain [295].

While each method has its advantages, each analysis technique also inadvertently in-
duces a small bias toward the types of precursors it is most suited to detect. A final consid-
eration is that differences in the examined data can also lead to divergent results. While the
majority of searches target a time window that starts up to 150− 1000 s before the prompt
phase, some analyses (e.g. [308]) only looked up to 50 s before the start of the prompt emis-
sion. Along with the varying precursor definitions, these changes indicate why the resulting
properties of GRB precursors can vary significantly from one analysis to the next.

2.1.3 Experimental properties

GRB fraction. Precursors have been observed in the light curves of both long and short
GRBs. However, due to the two classes having different progenitors, the physical mech-
anism behind the precursor flash likely differs as well. Experimentally, this effect already

2Note that this does not imply that there is no gamma-ray emission, as the strongest statement that can be
made is that there is no emission above the sensitivity threshold of the detector.

3Alternatively, the data might also already be pre-binned, which naturally strongly reduces to sensitivity of
the analysis to precursors that have a duration that is comparable to or smaller than the bin size.
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shows up in the fraction of bursts for which a precursor flash is observed. While the typical
value for long bursts4 is of the order ∼ 15%, precursor emission is only observed for a few
percent of all short GRBs5.

By definition, precursors are required to be weaker than the prompt emission. If a burst is
located too far away, only the prompt component might lead to a detectable signal, causing
the intrinsic rate of GRBs with precursors to be underestimated. To alleviate this issue, some
analyses [293, 297, 299, 301] have restricted their GRB sample to bursts that exceed a given
brightness threshold. Consistent with this interpretation, these are the analyses which report
the highest precursor fractions.

Quiescent time. The dichotomy between short and long GRBs also shows up in the du-
ration of the quiescent time. This variable is defined as the length of the time interval that
separates two emission episodes during which the rate is consistent with the background
expectation. Precursors to short GRBs are generally observed to precede the prompt emis-
sion by less than 3 seconds [291, 305]. In contrast, quiescent times of long GRBs typically
correspond to a few tens of seconds up to ∼ 250 s [293, 309].

As will be shown in Section 2.2, precursors occurring less than ∼ 100 s before the start
of the prompt phase are predicted by a multitude of models. Most challenging to explain
are the longest observed quiescent times. Two particular bursts, for which quiescent times
in excess of 600 s were observed6, are GRB 091024 [296] and GRB 110709B [242, 272, 273]. In
Subsection 1.6.1, this latter burst was therefore already suggested to have a different phys-
ical progenitor from regular long GRBs. In GRB 091024, the large time delay between the
precursor and prompt phase allowed the observation of an early afterglow signal before the
prompt emission had even started. While restricted to a single GRB, this observation im-
plies that the precursor of GRB 091024 must have launched its own outflow, thus having a
physical origin that is very similar to the successive prompt phase.

Spectral properties. Because fewer photons are observed from GRB precursor emis-
sion, obtaining a reliable spectral fit is generally harder than for the prompt phase. To cope
with low statistics, the first systematic precursor study [290] instead examined the hard-
ness ratio (HR) for a sample of 995 BATSE bursts. They found that precursors tend to be
spectrally softer than the prompt phase, though with limited statistical significance. A later
study [293], which examined 133 of the brightest long BATSE GRBs, confirmed this result
by demonstrating that all 25 precursors observed in that study were spectrally softer than
the prompt emission. Based on this result, the hypothesis that precursors have the same
softness as prompt emission could be rejected at 5σ confidence.

Contrary to these findings, more recent analyses of BATSE and Swift GRBs found the
spectral properties of precursors to be indistinguishable from those of the prompt phase
[242, 294, 297]. Rather than simply looking at the HR, these studies performed power-law
fits to precursors with sufficient statistics. The spectral indices of precursor emission were
generally found to be fully consistent with those of the prompt phase. This would thus sug-
gest that the precursor and prompt component are caused by the same emission mechanism.

What all studies do agree on is that spectra of GRB precursors are primarily non-thermal.
A few GRBs with precursor spectra that are extremely well described by a blackbody com-
ponent have been observed7. However, they are estimated to only contribute between 5%

4Analyses of long GRBs found values of 9% [242], > 10% [295], 14% [294] and 20% [293].
5Analyses of short GRBs found fractions of 0.4% [308], 2% [242], 3% [300], 6% [291] and 7% [305].
6Both GRBs had a redshift of the order z ∼ 1, eliminating the possibility that the long time delays are simply

induced by an extreme case of redshift time dilation [272, 296].
7A clear-cut example of a burst with a thermal precursor is e.g. GRB 106025B [166]
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to 10% of all observed precursors [293, 297].

Temporal correlations. Contradictory findings have also been reported on the relation
between the duration of subsequent emission episodes and that of the intermediate quies-
cent time8. Three possible combinations can be constructed based on the three phases.

• Precursor - quiescent: No significant correlation has been observed between the dura-
tion of a precursor and that of the subsequent quiescent episode [290, 293, 299].

• Precursor - prompt: While one study reported a lack of correlations between the precur-
sor and prompt duration [301], three other analyses found a mild correlation of up to
3σ significance [290, 293, 301].

• Quiescent - prompt: A stronger disagreement in the literature exists on whether the
quiescent time and the subsequent prompt phase are correlated. Two analyses found
no evidence for such a correlation [293, 301], while two other analyses rejected the null
hypothesis of there being no correlation at 4σ [299] and > 5σ [297]. If physical, such
a correlation is of particular interest as it points towards the reservoir accretion model
[299]. Regardless of the exact emission mechanism, this model states that during the
quiescent time, energy is built up in the system during a meta-stable state. Once a
critical threshold is reached, the system again becomes unstable, triggering the release
of the built-up energy. Hence, such a system would naturally explain why a long
quiescent time would lead to a longer lasting prompt phase.

2.2 Emission models

2.2.1 Photopsheric emission

One of the earliest and most established models for precursor gamma-ray flashes is that they
can in some cases correspond to the photospheric emission component [236, 254]. A short
overview on photospheric emission in the context of the GRB prompt phase was already
presented in Subsection 1.5.2. Hence, it is here only reiterated that this emission arises when
the ejecta transition from the optically thick to the optically thin phase, releasing the thermal
radiation isotropically. Photospheric precursors will occur in both long and short GRBs, but
are in most cases likely too dim to be observed.

Models which predict photospheric precursor components indicate that they should
have a (quasi-) thermal spectrum. The time delay between the precursor and prompt phase
is estimated to be on the order of a few milliseconds to a few seconds9 [310, 311]. Both
these characteristics indicate that photospheric emission can be ruled out as the source for
the majority of GRB precursors. In fact, the scarcity of such short time-delay thermal pre-
cursors suggests that the dissipation of energy into bulk kinetic motion only takes place at
a late stage. Jet models with high-magnetisation parameters, such as the Poynting flux and
ICMART model, are thus favoured in this regard.

2.2.2 Shock breakout

An alternative precursor scenario is possible in the case of long GRBs. When the central en-
gine launches a jet, the ejecta will first have to traverse through the remnant stellar envelope

8Due to the limited data, none of the studies presented below correct for redshift effects, which can induce
artificial correlations between the observed time durations.

9Longer time delays can be achieved in models in which the prompt emission originates from internal shocks
that occur at larger collision radii [292].
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of the progenitor. This propagation process is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Material at the head of
the jet will collide with the cold stellar envelope, significantly increasing the local pressure
of the latter. As a result, high-pressure material from the stellar envelope will overflow to
the sides, creating vortices that feed a cocoon. During the propagation of the jet through
the envelope, matter will continually be fed to the cocoon. This will increase the pressure of
the cocoon material, leading to a bow shock in the stellar envelope as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
In addition, the high-pressure cocoon material will collimate the jet, reducing its opening
angle until an equilibrium is reached.

shocked
ambient 

Cocoon of

Ambient
Gas

Bow
Shock

gas

Supersonic Jet

contact discontinuity
beam head

core (nozzle)

backflow

Fig. 1. Sketch of the termination region of a powerful radio jet viewed in the rest
frame of the bow shock. Radio lobe emission fills the region inside the contact
discontinuity. Between the contact discontinuity and the bow shock we expect the
ambient X-ray-emitting medium to be both compressed and heated with respect to
the medium in front of the bow shock.

radio lobes) and bow shock, as might confirm the standard model, but Carilli
et al. (1994) argue that the increased luminosity due to higher density may
be o!set by the e!ect of heating, which would tend to remove X-ray emission
to an energy band above that to which ROSAT is sensitive.

X-ray spectroscopy in the 2-10 keV energy band finds a poor fit to cluster
gas alone, and argues for the presence of non-thermal emission seen through
a large absorbing column, NH ! 4 " 1023 cm!2, and interpreted as emission
from a heavily obscured central AGN (Arnaud et al. 1987, Ueno et al. 1994).
Interestingly, this absorbed core emission cannot be the soft-X-ray core excess
in the ROSAT HRI image (Harris et al. 1994b), because such a high column
density has a disastrous e!ect on soft X-rays (Fig. 2). Instead, the soft X-rays
may arise from a central region in the radio source where the only line-of-sight
absorption is the Galactic column, NH ! 3 " 1021 cm!2. Indirect support for
this suggestion comes from the fact that the ratio of the unabsorbed X-ray to
core-radio luminosity is then very similar to that of core-dominated quasars
and those high-redshift counterparts of Cygnus A for which the core soft X-ray
emission is separated from cluster emission (Fig. 3), although the cluster-scale
cooling flow in Cygnus A (Reynolds & Fabian 1996) should contribute at some
level to the HRI soft X-ray core excess.

2.2 Observational Biases

Because radio galaxies are multi-component X-ray emitters, the energy-band,
sensitivity, and spatial and spectral resolution of the observing instrument in-

3

FIGURE 2.2: Illustration of the propagation of a GRB jet through a cold dense
stellar envelope. Due to the pressure at the jet of the head, a cocoon will be

formed that envelopes and collimates the jet. From [312].

When the bow shock reaches the edge of the stellar envelope, the breakout of the hot
cocoon material is expected to lead to a dim thermal X-ray signal10. Such shock breakout
emission will be emitted largely isotropically and is expected to precede the prompt emis-
sion by 1 s to 10 s [292]. Larger time delays of up to 100 s can be achieved if the observer is
slightly outside the geometrical opening angle of the jet. Such an observer would be unable
to see any early radiation produced by the jet, but might still detect an emission component
at a later stage, when the relativistic beaming angle θb ∼ Γ−1 has widened sufficiently [306,
314].

The shock breakout model thus presents an improvement over the photospheric model,
as the quiescent times correspond to those of the observed precursors. However, a thermal
spectrum is still expected, in contrast to observations. It has been suggested that interac-
tions with the jet could, at a later stage, boost the breakout emission to gamma rays with a
non-thermal spectrum. Such a signal would be observed as a second precursor, visible only
∼ 1 s before the prompt phase [292]. Finally, it should be noted that, while originally only

10Thermal emission from the jet cocoon will become observable in the UV and optical wavelengths at a later
stage. Such emission was first observed for GRB 171205A, conforming that jets of long GRBs create a cocoon
[313].
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developed for long GRBs, short bursts could also be accompanied by shock breakout emis-
sion. Particularly, if the merger leads to a strong baryonic wind, a similar scenario could
occur in which the jet has to ‘escape’ from a dense circumburst medium [315].

2.2.3 Multi-stage collapsar

Following the core collapse of a massive star or the merger of two compact binaries, a short-
lived neutron star (NS) might be formed which eventually decays into a black hole (BH).
Hence, it has been suggested that precursors relate to the initial formation of a NS central
engine, while the more energetic prompt phase is caused by the collapse into a BH.

Fallback collapsar. In the case of long GRBs, the gravitational collapse to a NS will be
accompanied by a SN explosion that ejects the outer layers of the star. Material located
closer to the central object can, while being initially dragged out by the explosion, remain
gravitationally bound to the NS. Such material will eventually fall back, either forming an
accretion disk around or falling directly unto the NS. If a sufficient amount of matter is
accreted, the NS will further collapse to a BH, typically after a timescale of ∼ 100 s [316].

At the time of its birth, the NS can launch a jet via various mechanisms. For instance,
a weak jet could be powered by the eruption of magnetic bubbles or the early accretion
of matter onto the NS (see Subsection 1.5.1). Such a weak jet could either stall below the
stellar envelope, leading to shock breakout emission, or lead to a successful jet that escapes
from the star. Particularly the last scenario is of interest, as this would lead to non-thermal
precursors with quiescent times consistent with those of the observed events [316].

Supranova. A two-stage collapsar can also result from a newborn NS that is initially
supported against further gravitational collapse by rigid body rotation. In such a supranova
system, the NS will lose angular momentum by emitting magnetic dipole radiation [317].
Predicted time delays between the formation of the NS and BH can match the observed
quiescent times of GRB precursors, but strongly depend on the NS equation-of-state and are
therefore badly constrained [18]. Otherwise, this model is largely analogous to that of the
fallback collapsar discussed previously.

In principle, the supranova model is applicable to both long and short GRBs. In the case
of long bursts, the final GRB would be powered by an accretion disk that is formed from
the infalling stellar matter outside of the collapsed core. For short bursts, a similar accretion
disk could potentially be formed by the break-up of the NS during the collapse into a BH.
However, it is currently unclear whether a NS to BH collapse can leave any remnant matter
or whether the NS would rather disappear completely into the BH [318].

Spinar. The concept of a supranova can be generalized in the spinar paradigm. Spinars
are defined as rapidly rotating magnetized objects that are supported against gravitational
collapse by the centrifugal force. Apart from supranovae, another example of a spinar
would be the magnetized accretion disks around the BH of a collapsar [319, 320]. A pop-
ulation synthesis study suggests that ∼10% of long GRBs are expected to have a precursor
within 100 s of the prompt phase due to spinar formation [321]. Exact predictions on the qui-
escent time and spectra nonetheless remain challenging due to the generality of the model.

2.2.4 NS magnetic interactions in binaries

Having primarily focused on precursor mechanisms of long GRBs, two models will now be
presented that relate to the merger of a NS with another compact object. The first mecha-
nism considered here relates to the configuration of the magnetic field. Consider a binary
system of two NSs, in which one of the NSs carries a strong magnetic field. The other NS
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can in this scenario be considered as a superconducting sphere moving through an exter-
nal magnetic field. Since the magnetic field lines within the second NS cannot change, a
varying magnetospheric current will be induced on the NS surface, shielding its internal
structure [322].

This effect can lead to precursor signals via at least two emission mechanisms. Firstly,
free charges on the surface and near the vicinity of the NS will be accelerated to rela-
tivistic energies due to the strong electric fields. While propagating through the magnetic
field, these charges will radiate off curvature photons that subsequently annihilate into an
electron-positron plasma. Such an electromagnetic fireball is expected to lead to a quasi-
isotropic thermal X-ray precursor signal a few seconds prior to the coalescence of the two
neutron stars. Additionally, the Poynting flux itself might also produce a detectable precur-
sor signal11 [322, 323].

A complementary magnetic effect that has been considered is that, if a binary NS merger
leads to a magnetar that subsequently collapses to a BH, the magnetic field lines around the
compact object will suddenly be decoupled. Such an event would produce a signal akin
to that of giant magnetar flares. Hence, if the prompt emission occurs at a later stage, e.g.
powered by accretion onto the newly formed black hole, such a flare-like signal would be
detected as a short gamma-ray precursor flash [324].

2.2.5 NS crust cracking

Apart from precursors related to the NS magnetic field, the other canonical precursor can-
didate for short GRBs is NS crust cracking. When a NS is undergoing the final stage of the
inspiral process, the tidal forces exerted by the other compact object, either a BH or a NS, can
lead to a restructuring of the NS crust [276]. This sudden dissipation of built-up tidal stress
is estimated to release a total energy of the order 1046-1047 erg [325]. If the NS has a strong
magnetic field (B & 109 T), most of the energy will be carried out in the form of Alfvén
waves [326], leading to a non-thermal precursor. Alternatively, if the NS has a weaker mag-
netic field, an electromagnetic plasma will be emitted, leading to a thermal precursor [327].
Tidal forces will also cause a general heating of the NS crusts, but this overall effect has been
shown to be too insignificant to lead to an observable signal [328]

Considering just the tidal force required to fracture a NS crust, a very short quiescent
time of the order∼0.1 s is expected. More detailed calculations show that longer timescales,
up to 20 s prior to the merger, can be achieved if resonance effects are considered. In partic-
ular, as the orbital frequency continually increases during the inspiral process, resonances
can amplify the effect of the tidal force, causing the NS to crack at an earlier stage [327].

Two predictions by the NS crust cracking model are that they should only be observable
for relatively nearby GRBs, i.e. within∼ 100 Mpc [328], and that the precursor signal should
occur prior to the coalescence of the two compact objects. With the advent of GW detectors,
this latter observation could become testable in the foreseeable future. Crust cracking would
also leave a minor imprint on the GW signal itself. However, even for next-generation GW
observatories, this effect is likely too feeble to be detectable [329].

2.2.6 Central engine reactivation

All previously discussed models have assumed that there is an intrinsic difference between
the emission of the precursor and prompt radiation. As a final option, the possibility is
discussed that they are caused by the same physical mechanism. An argument in support of

11A similar analysis can be made for NS-BH binary systems [76, 322].
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this viewpoint is that most precursors have spectral and temporal features consistent with
those of the prompt radiation [242]. The quiescent time between the two phases would in
this scenario be caused by the turning on and off of the central engine. Precursors would
then be an early analogous variant of the late time X-ray flares.

For a magnetar central engine, the launch of a jet can temporarily be halted due to non-
continuous accretion onto the NS. Unlike black holes, neutron stars carry their own co-
rotating magnetosphere. Matter from the accretion disk will only be able to fall onto the NS
if the gravitational force and disk pressure are sufficiently large to overcome the centrifugal
force exerted by the magnetosphere. During periods in which no accretion takes place,
the magnetar is said to be in a propeller phase. Different emission episodes observed in the
light curves of GRBs in this model thus correspond to different periods of time during which
accretion onto the magnetar was possible [330]. Note that this is an example of a reservoir
model (see 2.1.3), implying that longer quiescent time intervals are predicted to be followed
by more energetic emission episodes.

Even if the central engine keeps ejecting shells of matter without large intermittent time
intervals, it is possible to achieve long quiescent times by tuning the shell structure. Con-
sider a central engine which emits two heavy, slow shells, each of which is followed by a
number of less massive but considerably faster shells. In this scenario, internal collisions
would effectively only occur when the fast shells catch up with their respective preceding
slow shell. This would lead to two distinctive emission episodes, one for each slow shell
[331]. While this quickly becomes a fine-tuning problem, essentially any distribution of qui-
escent times can thus be recovered by varying the properties of the ejected shells.

2.3 Precursor neutrino emission

Precursors have up till this point been presented in terms of their electromagnetic signature,
with particular focus on experimentally observable characteristics such as their quiescent
time and spectrum. Similar to the mechanisms discussed for the prompt phase, any pre-
cursor model in which gamma-ray emission occurs due to shock acceleration can lead to an
accompanying neutrino flux if there is sufficient baryonic loading. In fact, if the emission
region is still opaque to gamma rays during the precursor phase, only neutrinos would be
observable. Below, we present the two mechanisms considered to be the main candidates
for GRB precursor neutrinos.

2.3.1 Subphotospheric internal collisions

The standard model for long GRBs is that they are induced by the core collapse of a massive
star. As it is only the stellar core which collapses to a NS or BH, the compact object will
initially still be surrounded by remnant layers, i.e. the stellar envelope. A jet launched by
the central engine will first need to punch through this envelope before gamma rays can
be observed12. Depending on the properties of the massive star progenitor, a time delay of
the order 10-100 s is expected between the jet launching and it breaking through the enve-
lope [333, 334]. During this period, the jet will not yet have attained its final Lorentz factor.
Internal collisions occurring below the beam head (see Fig. 2.2) are expected to accelerate
protons up to PeV energies, leading to ∼5-100 TeV neutrinos [269, 335]. Insignificant bary-
onic loading is not an issue in this scenario, as hadronic particles are amply provided by
the envelope. The abundance of so much target material can even lead to non-negligible

12To choke a GRB jet, a surrounding remnant from the progenitor is required as the regular circumstellar
medium has been shown to be insufficiently dense to achieve this [332].
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FIGURE 2.3: Four model predictions [333] are shown for the diffuse precursor
muon neutrino flux from long GRBs, assuming progenitors that have either an
outer hydrogen (brown lines) or helium (green lines) envelope. The distance
measure next to the model predictions indicates the collision radius, i.e. the

radius at which particle acceleration is assumed to take place.

neutrino absorption. Hence, most observable neutrinos are expected from internal shocks
that occur sufficiently close to the edge of the envelope [333].

Simulations in which a jet propagates through the stellar envelope have been carried out
by Razzaque et al to determine the energy spectra of the produced neutrinos [333]. In their
model, progenitors are assumed to have either an outer hydrogen (H) or helium (He) shell.
Two sets of collision radii are probed for each model. The corresponding diffuse neutrino
flux predictions are shown in Fig. 2.3, assuming a canonical 103 long GRBs per year that are
beamed towards us.

In the H star model, the main neutrino flux below ∼ 60 TeV comes from proton-proton
collisions with cold material from the stellar envelope. At higher energies, a transition oc-
curs to neutrino production by proton-photon collisions at the head of the jet. Initially,
the flux will only be suppressed by inverse Compton processes, but at higher energies
(E & 30 PeV) synchrotron losses further reduce the flux. In the He star model, neutrino
production by proton-proton and proton-photon processes is heavily suppressed by inverse
Compton losses. The difference in flux for the two collision radii primarily stems from
neutrino absorption. If the collisions occur deeper below the surface of the envelope, then
neutrinos will have to traverse a larger optical depth before they can emerge from the star.
For the H and He star model, an optical depth of unity is typically reached for neutrino
energies that exceed ∼ 2.5 · 108 TeV and ∼ 2.5 · 102 TeV, respectively [333].

While the exact energy spectrum and time delay depend on the characteristics of the
progenitor, an early GRB neutrino signal is essentially expected for every long GRB. These
neutrinos can in some cases also be related to gamma-ray precursor emission. If the central
engine initially launches a weak jet followed by a period in which it returns to a quiescent
state, three scenarios can result. Very weak jets will stall far below the envelope surface. As
such, their energy will be dissipated within the envelope and no significant shock breakout
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emission will occur. In contrast, more energetic jets stalling just below the envelope will
lead to shock breakout emission. Finally, the third option is that the jet manages to break
out, leading to gamma rays from internal shocks that can be directly observed.

A more powerful jet, launched at a later stage, can go through the exact same process
again. While the initial jet will have already created a low-density funnel, it is estimated that
pressure from the envelope will effectively close the funnel after∼10 s of jet inactivity [316].
Hence, the second jet will have to plough its way through the envelope again. Counter-
intuitively, low-power jets are expected to be more efficient particle accelerators and thus
lead to higher neutrino fluxes [336]. A more energetic prompt gamma-ray flash can thus be
accompanied by a weaker neutrino flux than a gamma-ray dim precursor.

2.3.2 Supranova model

In terms of gamma-ray and neutrino precursor emission, the supranova model is largely
similar to the generic collapsar model. However, much longer time delays, potentially up
to several days, can be achieved due to the two stage central engine [337, 338]. During the
first collapse into a supra-massive NS, the accompanying supernova explosion will produce
a shock wave that expulses the outer layers of the star. When at a later stage the GRB jet is
launched, prompted by the collapse into a BH, the supernova remnant provides additional
target material for shock accelerated protons to interact with. As such, the expected neutrino
flux from the prompt phase is significantly enhanced [207, 338].

In between the two collapses, the rapidly spinning supra-massive neutron star will be
emitting magnetic dipole radiation. This will result in the loss of angular momentum caus-
ing a spin-down of the NS [317]. An additional effect is that the neutron star can emit a
pulsar-like wind, resulting in the formation of a pulsar wind bubble (PWB) around the cen-
tral engine. By interacting with the surrounding material, protons accelerated in the PWB
can produce neutrinos up to∼10 TeV energies [339]. These neutrinos would be emitted con-
tinuously until the central engine collapses to a BH. This second collapse would trigger the
abrupt end to the replenishing of protons inside the PWD, leading to an exponential decay
of the neutrino signal [339].
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Chapter 3

Identification of precursors in
Fermi-GBM data

Given the results from previous analyses, the gamma-ray signals observed from GRB pre-
cursors are currently still consistent with a variety of theoretical models. Most likely, a sin-
gle model will also be insufficient to explain all GRB precursor observations. Several of the
established models predict that a significant neutrino flux is produced alongside the precur-
sor gamma rays. This motivates us to perform the IceCube analysis presented in this thesis,
where we look for neutrinos arriving close in time to observed GRB precursors.

To enable an IceCube coincidence study, a GRB precursor catalogue is required that pro-
vides a large overlap with the IceCube data taking period. IceCube was completed in De-
cember 2010. Hence, precursor studies relating to e.g. the BATSE detector cannot be used.
At the time of writing, precursor studies based on the Fermi and Swift data likewise do not
provide full overlap with the IceCube dataset used in our analysis. This motivated us to
construct such a catalogue ourselves. The Fermi satellite is currently the most prolific GRB
observatory in orbit. As it was launched in 2008 and is still active today, Fermi provides full
overlap with the IceCube data taking period. Another aspect of key importance is that the
Fermi data is made publicly available via the HEASARC archive [50]. All these characteris-
tics make the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) the ideal candidate to construct our
GRB precursor catalogue.

In this chapter, we present an analysis of the Fermi-GBM data to identify gamma-ray
precursor emission in the light curves of GRBs. An overview will first be given on the
Fermi detector, followed by a discussion of the main steady-state and transient sources that
it detects. As these non-GRB sources form a background for our analysis, we introduce a
novel procedure that we developed to construct background subtracted light curves. The
Bayesian block algorithm [340] is then applied to identify periods of increased gamma-ray
emission that precede the prompt phase. In this manner, we construct a GRB precursor
catalogue that in Chapter 5 will be used as input for our IceCube coincidence analysis. Given
this catalogue, we also study the temporal properties of the identified precursor events.
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3.1 The Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope

The Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope1, from now on referred to as ’Fermi’, was launched
on the 11th of June 2008 [341]. The telescope consists of two separate instruments, namely
the Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) and the Large Area Telescope (LAT). Figure 3.1 shows
a schematic illustration of the spacecraft, including a zoomed in view of the two detectors.
A detailed description of these two instruments is given below, with focus going primarily
to the GBM detector, as this is the instrument used for our GRB precursor analysis.

FIGURE 3.1: Visualisation of the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope. A
schematic view of the Large Area Telescope (LAT) and Gamma-ray Burst
monitor (GBM) are shown at the top and bottom of the image, respectively.

Credit: NASA/Fermi LAT Collaboration.

After a series of checks and initialization procedures, Fermi detected its first GRB on
the 14th of July 2008 [49]. Since then, it has triggered on more than 3000 bursts [49]. Most
GRBs are solely observed by the GBM instrument, which is sensitive in the energy range

1Originally, the experiment was named the ‘Gamma-ray Large Area Space Telescope (GLAST)’. In August
2008, shortly after the launch of the spacecraft, is was renamed to the ‘Fermi Gamma-ray Telescope’ in honour
of the famous physicist Enrico Fermi [93].
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from 8 keV to 40 MeV and continually observes the full region of the sky not occulted by
Earth2 [341]. The LAT instrument is sensitive to higher energy gamma rays, from 20 MeV
to 300 GeV [93], and has a field-of-view (FOV) of 2.4 sr at 1 GeV [93]. On average, the GBM
and LAT each observe 240 and 18 GRBs per year, respectively [48, 49].

3.1.1 Orbit

Orbit height. Like other geocentric gamma-ray satellites, the Fermi spacecraft is located in
a low-Earth orbit. Its launch placed it at an altitude of 565 km, thus corresponding to an
orbital period of 96 minutes. At this height, the satellite is still located within the thermo-
sphere layer of Earth’s atmosphere. Hence, Fermi experiences a small yet non-negligible
drag. Over the course of a 10 year period, this has caused the orbit height to decrease by
19 km [342]. Geocentric gamma-ray satellites are mainly placed in low-Earth orbits such
that Earth’s magnetic field shields them from low-energy cosmic rays [343]. As a downside,
the satellite is subjected to an additional background. When cosmic rays reach the outer lay-
ers of Earth’s atmosphere, they interact causing a cascade of secondary particles. Gamma
rays produced in these interactions are the main background3 for Fermi at energies larger
than 150 keV. At lower energies, most background photons observed by Fermi are due to
the diffuse X-ray background [341].

South Atlantic Anomaly. Apart from interacting with Earth’s atmosphere, charged par-
ticles can also interact with its magnetosphere. In particular, particles can get trapped by the
magnetic field, forcing them to spiral around the field lines. These regions are called Van
Allen4 belts. Earth has two such regions, referred to as the inner and outer belt. Most of
the particles in these belts come from the solar wind. The region where the inner belt ap-
proaches the Earth most closely is located above the Atlantic ocean and is referred to as the
South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). During its orbit, Fermi passes through this area. No data is
taken during the SAA passage, as both the LAT and GBM detector lower the voltage of their
photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs) to deal with the increased background. The SAA passage
causes an effective dead time of 15% [93]. Otherwise, both detectors are continually taking
data.

Orientation. As the LAT detector can at any instant observe only ∼19% of the full sky,
Fermi mainly operates in a sky-survey mode. This implies that the spacecraft rocks its ori-
entation angle between5 −50◦ and +50◦. A full rocking period, and therefore full sweep
of the sky, is achieved every two orbits. Fermi-LAT is also regularly pointed at a specific
right ascension (RA) and declination (DEC), to follow up on or perform more detailed ob-
servations of known astrophysical sources. If a particularly bright GRB is observed by GBM,
the spacecraft will autonomously repoint itself to bring the burst into the FOV of LAT for a
nominal period of 5 hours [341]. Repointing was initially done immediately following the
GBM trigger. However, this proved detrimental to GBM observations, as the background
rate strongly depends on the detector orientation and thus became very hard to characterise.
A 30 s time delay has therefore been in effect since August 2011 [292].

On March 2018, a mechanical failure occurred that prevents the spacecraft from moving
one of its two solar panels. A modified sky-survey mode has since been used, in which the

2At an orbit height of 565 km, 30% of the field-of-view is blocked by Earth.
3An additional subdominant contribution comes from cosmic rays that interact directly with the spacecraft

[341].
4The Van Allen belts are named after the person who discovered them, James Van Allen [344].
5Up to September 2009, the rocking angle ranged from −35◦ to +35◦. This was changed to −50◦ → +50◦ to

improve the efficiency of the thermal radiators at the bottom of the spacecraft, by decreasing the time that they
are pointing towards Earth [292].
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spacecraft orientation is changed less frequently. While thus no longer monitoring the full
sky every ∼ 3 hours, this modified plan ensures that LAT still obtains a full and uniform
sky coverage. Due to the mechanical failure, the autonomous repointing to the direction of
bright GRBs has since been disabled [342].

3.1.2 The Gamma-Ray Burst Monitor

Fermi’s main instrument to detect GRBs is the Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM). GBM
consists of 14 independent subdetectors, all of which use an inorganic scintillator to im-
age gamma rays. Out of those 14, 12 are identical sodium iodine (NaI) scintillators that are
sensitive from 8 keV to 1 MeV. Each NaI subdetector is pointing in a different direction,
allowing GBM to observe the full unocculted sky. The two remaining subdetectors use a
bismuth germanate (BGO) crystal. They are sensitive from 200 keV to 40 MeV and are po-
sitioned on opposites sides of the spacecraft. For the triggering and localisation of GRBs,
GBM solely relies on the NaI subdetectors. The BGO scintillators mainly serve to cover the
energy gap with the LAT. By providing overlap with the energy range of both the NaI and
LAT detector, they also allow for a cross calibration of the two instruments [341].

NaI subdetectors. Every NaI crystal is shaped cylindrically with a radius of 6.35 cm and
a height of 1.27 cm. At the back end, this disk is attached to a PMT. The front end of the
crystal is covered by a 0.2 mm thick beryllium sheet and a 0.7 mm thick silicon layer. This
latter component is added for mechanical reasons and determines the lowest energy (8 keV)
to which the NaI subdetectors are sensitive. An aluminium cover is placed at the remaining
sides of the crystal, with a reflective white cover on the inside to increase the light yield. The
PMT attached to the back end is a 10-stage R877-MOD PMT by Hamamatsu, which has the
same 12.7 cm diameter as the crystal. Output voltages from the PMTs6 are sent to a charge
sensitive amplifier and pulse shaper, before passing the signal on to the data processing
unit7 (DPU) which determines whether the input leads to a GRB trigger.

Figure 3.2 shows the measured and simulated effective area of the NaI and BGO scin-
tillators. As these are lab measurements, small variations are still expected for the in-orbit
effective area due to gamma rays scattering off the spacecraft [341]. For the NaI subdetec-
tors, a drop-off is observed at energies above ∼200 keV. Below this threshold, most gamma
rays will interact with the NaI crystal via the photo-electric effect, thus depositing all their
energy into a single electron. By inelastic collisions, this electron can generate secondary
free electrons in the crystal, leading to a collection of electron-hole pairs. Upon recombina-
tion, the decay of excited states leads to the isotropic emission of optical photons8 that can
be observed by the PMTs. At energies exceeding ∼200 keV, photons become more likely to
interact via Coulomb scattering. While still ionising the medium, they thus do not produce
the characteristic photo-peak signal9 which the PMTs are primed to detect. The transition
from photo-electric absorption to Coulomb scattering is illustrated in Fig. 3.3, where the
dashed line shows the cross section for gamma rays to interact with iodine.

BGO subdetectors. The two BGO subdetectors each use a cylindrical Bi4Ge3O12 crystal
with a diameter and height of 12.7 cm. A PMT10 is placed at both sides of the cylinder. Using
double PMTs improves the light yield and provides redundancy if one of the two PMTs were

6External factors such as variations in the temperature and magnetic field are expected to affect the PMT gain
and thus the output voltage by less than 2% on average.

7Fermi-GBM actually houses two identical DPU boards, to ensure redundancy if one of the boards fails.
8The NaI is doped with a 0.1% mole concentration of thallium to increase the fraction of scintillation photons

that are emitted as optical light and that are thus detectable by the PMT.
9The photo-peak is the signal that results from a gamma ray depositing all its energy in a single interaction.

10The same R877-MOD PMT is used, but operating a different high-voltage than those of the NaI subdetectors.
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FIGURE 3.2: Effective area of the NaI and BGO scintillator, averaged over all
detectors. Dots correspond to lab measurements that were taken before the
detectors were mounted on the spacecraft. The ‘dip’ at 33.2 keV in the NaI
curve corresponds to the K-band excitation level of iodine [345]. From [341].
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FIGURE 3.3: Cross section for gamma rays to interact with NaI (blue) and
Bi4Ge3O12 (orange). The four contributions correspond to coherent scatter-
ing, Compton scattering, photoelectric absorption, and pair conversion. Data

obtained from XCOM [346].

to fail. While the scintillator edges on the sides of the PMTs are polished to mirror grade
quality, the remaining cylindrical surface was roughened to aid to reflection of photons off
the cylinder walls. In terms of read-out, the signal from the two PMTs is first combined
before sending it through the same read-out system as that of the NaI subdetectors [341,
345].

Read-out. Each NaI and BGO subdetector has its individual read-out channel on the
DPU. After passing through a charge sensitive amplifier and pulse shaper, a digital-analogue-
converter samples the processed PMT signal at a frequency of 9.6 MHz into 4096 linear
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voltage bins. The detection of a photon is triggered when the observed signal exceeds a
programmable voltage threshold. When such an excess occurs, the DPU will wait until the
voltage drops over 4 successive samples to identify the signal peak. At that stage, the volt-
age is then allowed 21 samples to return to its baseline state. Following an observed excess,
a dead time of 2.6 µs has thus been implemented during which no new photons can trigger
that particular subdetector [341].

Apart from the above described dead time, a second limiting factor is that the arrival
time and energy of individual photons can no longer be stored if the rate summed over all
14 subdetectors exceeds 3.75 · 105 Hz. Such high rates are very rare, but have been observed
in a few GRBs. In such an event, part of the photon data will simply not be saved and will
therefore be irretrievably lost. However, it should be noted that aside from the individual
photon counts, data is also stored pre-binned in time and energy (see 3.3.1). This binned
data is not affected by the aforementioned limitation on the total rate [341].

Triggering & localisation. To trigger and localise GRBs, Fermi-GBM uses the data from
the 12 NaI subdetectors. No single trigger criterion is imposed that all bursts should satisfy.
Instead, multiple trigger conditions are used, allowing the identification of signal excesses in
several energy bands and over timescales ranging from 16 ms to 8 s. To reduce the possibility
that triggers occur due to statistical fluctuations, every excess is required to occur in at least
two subdetectors. Simulations indicate that the sensitivity11 of Fermi-GBM corresponds to
a flux of 0.74 photons cm−2 s−1 in the energy range from 50 keV to 300 keV [341].

At the time of the trigger, a burst direction will automatically be calculated by the space-
craft. This is done by comparing the background subtracted rate in each of the 12 subdetec-
tors to precomputed values for 1634 burst directions. By quantifying the agreement using
a χ2-estimator and picking the direction with the lowest χ2-value, an initial estimate of the
burst direction is obtained with a resolution of ∼ 5◦ [341]. At a later stage, once the burst
data has been transferred to the ground, more advanced reconstructions algorithms are ap-
plied to determine the burst direction more accurately [131–133].

3.1.3 The Large Area Telescope

The second instrument on the Fermi spacecraft is the Large Area Telescope (LAT). Named
for its considerable size, LAT has a dimension of 1.8 m × 1.8 m × 0.72 m. Such large di-
mensions are required12 as LAT operates in the high-energy regime (E & 20 MeV), where
gamma rays primarily undergo pair production (see Fig. 3.3). Hence, the composition of the
telescope is inherently very different from GBM, making use of a separate tracker, calorime-
ter and anti-coincidence shield (ACS). While the first two components allow reconstructing
the direction and energy of the gamma rays, respectively, the ACS is used to identify charged
cosmic rays that are the detector’s main background.

ACS. The ACS consists of 89 plastic scintillator plates that cover both the tracker and
calorimeter. Only charged particles13 will cause a signal while travelling through the ACS,
allowing LAT to veto incoming cosmic rays. On the outside, the ACS is wrapped in an
anti-micrometeoroid shield. This wrapping reduces the risk that small meteoroids or space
debris puncture the light tight wrapping surrounding the detector.

11The sensitivity threshold is defined as the signal flux that will trigger the detector 50% of the time.
12Defining the FOV of LAT as the directions for which 50% of the particles that enter the top of the detector

also reach its bottom, it follows from the detector aspect ratio of 0.4 that the FOV is roughly 2.4 sr.
13Signal gamma rays can in some cases trigger the ACS indirectly. When they produce an electromagnetic

shower in the calorimeter, 100-1000 keV photons are produced in sufficient numbers that a fraction of those
photons travelling back upwards can undergo Compton scattering in the ACS, thus triggering a veto. To reduce
this effect, the ACS is segmented and only signals near the initial tracker hits are used to veto an event.
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Tracker. As illustrated in Fig. 3.1, the tracker sits on top of the calorimeter and consists
of 16 ‘towers’ arranged in a 4× 4 grid. Each tower has 18 layers comprising two compo-
nents. The first is a sheet of tungsten which, being a dense material

(
ρ = 19.28 g cm−3)

with a high atomic number (Z = 74), acts as a target for the gamma rays to interact with.
Electron-positron pairs produced by gamma rays interacting with the tungsten will then
travel through the second layer, which consists of silicon strips. The strips, arranged in a
hodoscopic configuration, allow detecting the electron-positron pairs and determining their
positions in the plane of the strips.

In the top 12 strips, the tungsten sheets have a width of only 0.035 radiation lengths14 to
minimize the effect of multiple scattering. A thicker sheet of 0.18 radiations lengths is used
in the following 4 sheets, to increase the likelihood that photons which passed through the
previous layers unimpeded will still interact. Finally, the bottom two sheets consist only
of silicon sheets, as hits in 3 consecutive layers are required to trigger an event, making it
pointless to induce further gamma-ray interactions [292].

Calorimeter. Directly below every tracking tower sits a stack of 96 cesium iodine scin-
tillators15. These crystals have a dimension of 2.7 cm × 2.0 cm × 32.6 cm and are stacked
in 8 layers of 12 scintillators each. At both ends of each crystal are two photodiodes. One
diode is sensitive to energy depositions in the energy range from 2 MeV to 1.6 GeV, while
the second diode covers energies from 100 MeV to 70 GeV. Scintillators in adjacent layers are
placed perpendicular to each other. As a result, the LAT calorimeter cannot only reconstruct
the total energy of the shower, but also its full three dimensional profile. This also allows
identifying and correcting for energy leakage at the detector edge. Combined, the 8 layers
of scintillator crystals have a total depth of 8.6 radiation lengths [93].

3.2 Gamma-ray sources

With its large FOV, unprecedented effective area, and an energy range spanning more than
7 orders of magnitude, Fermi has majorly contributed to the field of gamma-ray astronomy.
In the fourth Fermi Gamma-ray LAT (4FGL) catalogue, published in 2019, 5064 steady-state
gamma-ray sources outside the solar system are identified [347]. Figure 3.4 shows the cor-
responding Fermi-LAT sky map, in which a number of these sources, both galactic and
extragalactic, can be observed as hotspots.

Since our analysis focuses solely on GRBs, these steady-state sources and other non-GRB
gamma-ray transients are considered to be a background. This is particularly so since some
non-GRB transients can cause false GRB triggers. A short overview is therefore presented
here on Fermi sources other than GRBs. Sources closest to the telescope will first be dis-
cussed, before moving on to galactic and extragalactic distance scales.

3.2.1 Terrestrial sources

Cosmic rays. As noted previously, the majority of gamma rays detected by Fermi-GBM are
produced by cosmic rays that create a particle shower in Earth’s atmosphere [242]. These
gamma rays present a continual diffuse background that gradually varies as the satellite
moves along its orbit. While the observed background is thus constantly changing, the rate
varies smoothly enough that this effect does not induce any false GRB triggers.

14The radiation length is defined as the distance over which high-energy electrons on average lose a fraction
1− e−1 ≈ 63% of their energy due to radiation losses. It also corresponds to 7/9 of the photon mean free path
to undergo pair production [110].

15As the NaI detectors from GBM, these are doped with thallium to increase the visible light yield.
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FIGURE 3.4: Image of the gamma-ray sky in galactic coordinates, created us-
ing 9 years of Fermi-LAT data. The central band corresponds to the Milky
Way disk. While essentially all extended hotspots are galactic sources, such as
pulsar wind nebulae and supernova remnants, extragalactic objects, such as

active galaxies and blazars, are also visible as point-like hotspots [347].
Credit: NASA/Fermi LAT Collaboration.

Lightning. GBM triggers can be caused by terrestrial lightning strikes. During a strike,
free electrons can be accelerated up to energies of 100 MeV by the electric field in the atmo-
sphere. When such high-energy electrons pass close to an atomic nucleus, they will produce
bremsstrahlung up to MeV energies [348]. The combined emission from a distribution of
electrons will lead to a very short gamma-ray flash that has a duration of the order 30 µs
to 3 ms [349]. On average, GBM observes 800 such events per year [349]. Based on their
direction, i.e. coming from Earth, and their extremely short duration16, these can easily be
distinguished from GRBs.

Terrestrial electron beams. A second terrestrial effect that can trigger GBM relates to
the secondary electrons17 produced by a lightning strike. These electrons will spiral around
Earth’s magnetic field lines, effectively forming a beam. If such a beam by chance happens to
strike a gamma-ray satellite, it will produce a signal largely comparable to that of the gamma
rays from a lightning strike. However, electron beams can travel significant distances and
thus be detected even when the satellite is not overhead an area in which lighting occurs.
While electron beam events are much more rare than lighting flashes observed directly, a
handful of such events have been detected by GBM [349, 350].

3.2.2 Solar system

Moon. Apart from Earth itself, the gamma-ray source in our solar system with the highest
apparent brightness18 is the Moon. Essentially, the exact same mechanism takes place as

16In the seconds to minutes prior to a lightning strike, an very dim increase in gamma rays is already observed.
This is believed to be a consequence of the additional acceleration that cosmic-ray air shower electrons and
positrons experience due to the strong electric fields [348].

17These are electrons produced by the Compton scattering and pair production of gamma rays.
18For a low-orbit geocentric satellite such as Fermi.
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discussed for Earth’s atmosphere. Cosmic rays will interact with the lunar surface and pro-
duce a cascade of secondary particles, among which gamma rays. While most gamma rays
will be absorbed, the fraction escaping the lunar surface is non-negligible [351]. Satellites
orbiting around the Moon for instance have been able to perform gamma-ray spectroscopy
of the lunar surface using this signal [352]. Since the cosmic-ray density is approximately
constant, so too is the gamma-ray flux from the Moon. A slight modulation is observed over
the course of years, in line with the change in cosmic-ray density due to the solar cycle [352].

Sun. Cosmic-ray interactions in the Sun similarly lead to a steady-state gamma-ray emis-
sion. The Sun and Moon have close to the same angular size, but unlike the Moon, the Sun
is shielded by a magnetic field. Cosmic rays therefore have a smaller probability to interact
per unit surface, leading to relatively fewer gamma rays [353].

In addition, solar gamma rays are also produced in transient events called solar flares.
During periods of increased solar activity, the Sun will sporadically expulse blobs of charged
plasma. This plasma will carry its own magnetic field, that at one point will need to decou-
ple from the field lines connected to the Sun. A magnetic reconnection event will thus be
triggered, leading to particle acceleration. Over a period of 10 years, GBM triggered on the
gamma rays produced in 1176 solar flares [49]. Gamma-ray emission from these events gen-
erally lasts on the order of ∼ 20 minutes [354]. Along with other characteristics, primarily
among which the location of the flare, these events can be distinguished from long GRBs.

Other planets. Gamma rays produced by cosmic-ray interactions in the albedo of other
planets have also been observed (see e.g. [355]), but are too dim to be discernable with
current geocentric satellites such as Fermi. Hence, they do not pose a background for our
analysis.

3.2.3 Milky way

Excluding contributions from our solar system and looking at the sky in galactic coordinates,
the Milky Way becomes the dominant source of gamma rays. As illustrated in Fig. 3.4,
emission primarily originates from the region of the galactic plane and the galactic cen-
tre. Gamma rays local to the Milky Way comprise two components19. Firstly, there is dif-
fuse emission that mainly stems from cosmic rays, electrons, and positrons interacting with
the interstellar gas and radiation fields [353]. Secondly, emission can also result from local
sources that are sites of particle acceleration.

Steady-state sources. In the context of GRBs, almost all local sources can be consid-
ered to be in a ‘steady-state’ since the timescale over which their flux varies is orders of
magnitude larger than the typical duration of long GRBs. The primary sources making up
this category are: supernovae, pulsars, globular clusters, star forming regions, and X-ray
binaries [347]. Like the diffuse component, gamma-ray emission from these objects can be
considered to be invariant. For GRB searches, these objects will thus not lead to any false
GRB triggers.

Transients. One class of galactic sources that can produce transient signals very similar
to those of GRBs are soft gamma-ray repeaters (SGRs). These sources are thought to be milli-
second magnetars local to our galaxy20. Over a 10 year period, GBM triggered 258 times on
SGR events [49]. However, these triggers are caused by only a handful of SGRs. The trigger
rate itself strongly fluctuates depending on the activity of these sources. For instance, more

19Apart from the known contributors to the gamma-ray flux discussed in this section, more exotic alternatives
such as dark matter annihilation are of course also possible.

20For a more extended discussion on SGRs, see 1.6.3.
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than 100 of the 258 triggers occurred in the first quarter of 2009. Other galactic sources
that can trigger GBM are binary systems in which accretion takes place on a stellar mass
black hole. Such systems have a trigger rate similar to SGRs and also produce irregular but
repetitive signals, allowing them to be distinguished from GRBs [49].

3.2.4 Extragalactic sources

At the largest distance scale, i.e. considering extragalactic sources, detectable transients be-
come extremely rare as essentially only GRBs21 are powerful enough to produce a gamma-
ray flux above the GBM detection threshold. Likely the sole exception to this rule are giant
magnetar flares. Unlike GRBs, they can only be observed in our local Universe. Current esti-
mates suggest that∼ 2–8% of short GRBs are likely misidentified giant magnetar flares [284,
285].

In contrast to non-GRB transients, the majority of the 5064 steady-state sources identified
in the 4FGL catalogue are of extragalactic origin. In particular, 3130 association are with ac-
tive galaxies22 [347]. Other source classes include: starburst galaxies, radio galaxies, Seyfert
galaxies, and less bright but close by galaxies such as the Large Magellanic Cloud. Similar to
the observed galactic gamma rays, there is also a diffuse extragalactic component. However,
due to the large distances, extragalactic diffuse emission is only in part intrinsically diffuse
and instead, mostly due to the large number of extragalactic steady-state sources that are
too distant to be distinguished on an individual basis [84].

3.3 Precursor selection

Of all the sources mentioned above, this chapter will from here on solely focus on the obser-
vations of GRBs by Fermi-GBM. A description will first be given on the GBM data format,
followed by a detailed overview of how we analysed this data to identify GRB precursor
activity. The analysis procedure consists of two main stages. After selecting the two or three
relevant NaI subdetectors for each burst, an analysis is first performed on raw time data to
characterize the background rate. Subsequently, the Bayesian Block (BB) method [307] is ap-
plied to identify the physical signal regions. The results from our study are then presented
in the Section 3.4.

3.3.1 Data format & characteristics

Level 1 data. For every GRB that triggers the detector, the Fermi-GBM Collaboration re-
leases data files that contain the photon counts observed by the 12 NaI and 2 BGO subde-
tectors. This data corresponds to level 1, having undergone two steps of processing. Raw
telemetry data that is sent from the spacecraft to Earth first undergoes minimal processing
at the NASA Goddard Space flight centre in Maryland, US. During this step, duplicate data
packets are removed, basic quality checks are performed, and the data get ordered in time.
No information is thus lost in the conversion from telemetry data into level 0 data [341].

For further processing, the data is subsequently transferred to the GBM Instrument Op-
eration Center in Alabama, US. As a first step, an automated pipeline is applied to calibrate
the detector gain of each of the 14 subdetectors. This allows converting the output pulse-
heights measured by the PMTs to an effective energy. The reformatted data thus produced

21Blazar flares occur on timescales of several months to only a few minutes, and can also be detected as
extragalactic gamma-ray transients [356]. However, they are easily distinguishable from GRBs as they also
produce steady-state emission.

22Active galaxies are galaxies in which the central black hole produces a jet due to the accretion of matter.
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contains the arrival time and energies of the incident photons. In addition, meta-data about
the trigger conditions and orientation of the spacecraft is also included. These level 1 files
serve as the basis for GRB analyses performed by the GBM Collaboration [341]. To also en-
able analyses from non-collaboration members, all level 1 files are made publicly available
at https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data. The analysis presented here makes use of the
public level 1 data files of all GRBs detected by GBM between its launch and the start of the
year 2020, corresponding to a total of 2705 bursts.

CTIME, CSPEC & TTE. Limitations in the amount of data that can be downlinked from
the satellite imply that not all individual photon triggers can be stored. Data is therefore to
a certain degree binned onboard the spacecraft before transmitting it to the ground. Three
types of files are made available for every GRB trigger to optimally deal with downlink
limitations. Around the time of the trigger, time-tagged event (TTE) data is made available.
TTE files contain the arrival time of every individual photon with a resolution of 2.6 µs.
The photon energy is stored as an index that can range from 1 to 128, corresponding to 128
linearly spaced energy bins. After a software upgrade in August 2010, TTE data has become
available starting 135 s before the trigger time up to 300 s after the trigger time. Before this
date, TTE data is available from 30 s prior to the GRB trigger, but again up to 300 s after [341].

To extend the time range of available data, the remaining formats bin the photon counts
in both time and energy. Two formats were chosen to ensure both good temporal and spec-
tral resolution. CSPEC data, like TTE data, maintains 128 linear energy bins, but has very
broad temporal bins with a nominal width of 4.096 s. CTIME data in contrast offers a smaller
temporal bin size of only 256 ms, while reducing the energy resolution to 8 linear energy
bins. Both CTIME and CSPEC data are made available in a 2000 s time window centred on
the trigger time of the burst [341].

The analysis presented here aims at reliably identifying the times at which precursor
emission is observed. Our analysis thus primarily focuses on the temporal, rather than the
spectral properties of the precursor events. TTE data is therefore used whenever available.
Regions outside the TTE time range are extended using CTIME data. To select the relevant
subdetectors, the trigger conditions are examined. GRB triggers require that an excess is ob-
served simultaneously in at least two of the twelve NaI subdetectors. As a start, subdetectors
that were triggered by the burst are selected. If more than three subdetectors contributed
to the trigger, the selection is further restricted to the three subdetectors pointing closest to
the burst location, as they will have observed the strongest signal. Other subdetectors are
then not included, as it is unlikely that a precursor signal that does not show in the selected
subdetectors would show in a subdetector with a dimmer signal.

Poisson background rates. On timescales sufficiently small for the background rate not
to undergo any significant fluctuations (. 100 s), the rate at which photons are observed
is determined by Poisson statistics. The analysis procedure described below will therefore
make use of the Poisson uncertainty to determine the significance of a given photon count.
To motivate this methodology, we here demonstrate the Poisson nature of the background
rates observed by the individual NaI detectors.

TTE data at least 30 s prior to any triggers by GBM is used to perform a total of 104 trials.
Each trial starts by randomly selecting a GRB, a subdetector, and a reference time tr in the
background regime. The photon count in the time interval

[
tr − 25λ−1, tr + 25λ−1] is then

determined, where λ is the rate averaged over a 10 s period centred on tr. Background rates
are typically of the order ∼ 103 Hz, leading to time windows of ∼ 0.05 s. Figure 3.5 shows
a normalised histogram of the observed counts next to the Poisson function with mean 50.

https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data
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The close agreement between the two distributions confirms that on these small timescales,
variations in the observed photon counts are indeed Poissonian.
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FIGURE 3.5: Number of counts observed by a single NaI detector in a back-
ground time window for which the mean number of expected events is 50.
104 trials are performed over numerous GRBs and subdetectors to demon-

strate that the counts closely follow Poisson statistics.
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FIGURE 3.6: Distribution of the variable w = exp(−λ · ∆t), where ∆t is the
time delay between two photons and λ is the average rate. 107 trials are per-

formed to show that w matches a uniform distribution.

To fully verify the Poisson nature of background counts, a second check is performed
to show that the time delay ∆t between two subsequently observed photons follows an
exponential distribution. 1 s of data from the same 104 trial time windows is used to generate
a set of ∼ 107 values for ∆t. Poisson statistics then predict that ∆t will follow an exponential
distribution. If this is the case, then the variable

w ≡ exp(−λ · ∆t) , (3.1)

should be uniformly distributed. The probability distribution of all ∼ 107 values for w is
shown in Fig. 3.6. Good agreement is observed to the expected uniform distribution, with
deviations generally being smaller than 1%. At the smallest time delays, i.e. as w → 1, an
increase initially occurs due to pulse pile-up in the detector. This is followed by a sudden
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drop-off due to the effect of detector dead time. As a result, the rightmost bin, which has a
PDF value of 0.7, is not visible in Fig. 3.6 [341].

3.3.2 Characterizing the background rate

Method outline. Figure 3.7 displays the GBM light curve for a single NaI detector of a
typical GRB, namely bn15042270323. While all GRB emission is contained within a ∼ 50 s
time window, significant changes to the rate still occur outside this range due to fluctuations
in the background rate. These fluctuations are caused by a plethora of phenomena, primarily
among which are the continually changing orientation and position of the spacecraft24. Due
to the complexity and interplay of these effects [357], no model has so far been constructed
that can reliably predict what the background rate will be at a given time and date [358].

For this reason, GRB studies by the Fermi-GBM Collaboration employ an empirical ap-
proach in which background time intervals are identified by eye. Given such an interval
before and after the period of GRB emission, the background rate in the intermediate signal
region can be interpolated. First or higher order polynomials are generally used for this
purpose. Our analysis will use a similar approach, with the distinction that we developed a
new method to automatically identify the periods of background emission used to perform
the interpolation. In doing so, we ensure that our results are fully reproducible and that
the selection of background intervals is based on physically motivated parameters. This
characterisation of the background rate will then, at a later stage of the analysis, allow the
construction of a background subtracted light curve.
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FIGURE 3.7: Observed rate (full lines) and estimated background rate (dashed
line) of bn150422703 and the GBM subdetector labeled nb.

Procedure. During periods in which no signal emission is present, the observed rate
is prone to two effects. On short timescales (∼ 10 s), variations in the rate are well de-
scribed by Poisson fluctuations, as shown in 3.3.1. On times scales of ∼100 s, significant
long term increases and decreases in the rate can be observed in Fig. 3.7. Nonetheless, these
long-term effects are a smooth variation superimposed on the Poisson fluctuations, distin-
guishing them from the sudden increase in the rate that characterises signal emission.

23Fermi bursts are given a trigger name based on the date and UTC time of the trigger. For instance,
bn150422703 occurred on the 22th of April, 2015, roughly 86400 · 0.703 seconds after midnight.

24Other effects include the current state of Solar activity, which affects the magnetic field lines of Earth and
therefore the flux of charged particles that the spacecraft is exposed to.
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Our algorithm to identify periods of background emission proceeds as follows. Starting
at the earliest time ti for which data is available, a linear fit is performed to data in the time
interval25 [ti, ti + 20 s]. This fit function is then evaluated at the time ti + 30 s to obtain a
prediction rp for the rate at that time. This prediction is compared to the true rate rt at that
time, averaged over 2.5 s. If the observed rate does not exceed the predicted rate by 3σ
significance, i.e.

rt < rp + 3 ·
√

rp

2.5 s
, (3.2)

then the time ti + 30 s is tagged as a background time. The procedure is then repeated
for ti + 1 s instead of ti, until the end of the available data is reached or until Eq. (3.2) no
longer holds. When the start time ts of a period that contains excess emission is identified,
we immediately advance 25 s with the aim of overshooting the potential signal region. To
verify that the rate has returned to a stable level, the RMS of rp− rt is determined over a 10 s
period centred on ts + 25 s. If the RMS exceeds the Poisson expectation by 1.5σ, then the time
is advanced by 1 s and the RMS of a 10 s period centred on ts + 26 s is considered. When,
after repeating this process, a time ts + α is found at which the RMS criterion is satisfied,
then ts + α is labelled as a background time and the above described procedure of verifying
Eq. (3.2) is repeated. When the full light curve has been covered, a set of background times
is thus obtained. At times within this set, the background rate is set equal to the true rate,
averaged over 2.5 s. At intermediate times, the background rate is taken to be the linear
interpolation of the two surrounding background times.

The procedure described above was developed to generalise the identification of back-
ground intervals in an empirical, but consistent manner, rather than performing the selec-
tion by eye. Various configurations of the numerical input parameters were explored. The
values implemented in the finalised version of the code correspond to those for which the
selection of background intervals best agreed with the selection that would have been made
by eye, when considering a representative subset of bursts. A visualisation of the back-
ground characterisation procedure is shown in Fig. 3.7 for a single NaI subdetector of the
burst bn150422703. It should be noted that this method focuses on providing a reliable
selection of background times. Hence, most times not tagged as such are likely not real
signals, but rather background fluctuations removed out of precaution to ensure that our
background characterisation is not contaminated by any signal events.

3.3.3 Bayesian block light curves

Having characterised the background rate, the next step in the analysis procedure is to apply
a suitable binning to the light curves. Numerous rules of thumb exist to determine the
optimal bin width for a given set of data. However, we have opted to apply a more advanced
procedure in which a Bayesian algorithm is applied to find the optimal piecewise constant
representation of the data. This method was developed by J. Scargle to analyse the gamma-
ray data of the BATSE telescope and is referred to as the Bayesian Block (BB) procedure [340].
A light curve with variable binning is thus produced, in which the transition of one bin to
the next signifies that a statistically significant decrease or increase in the rate has occurred.
Further details on the BB algorithm are provided in Appendix A.

For every GRB in our analysis, a BB light curve is constructed for each of the 2 or 3 rele-
vant NaI subdetectors. In addition, a single BB light curve is constructed using the summed

25By applying our background characterization method to a wide range of light curves, we found that a
duration of 20 s is sufficiently large to have a stable/converging fit and yet still sufficiently small to be unaffected
by long term fluctuations.
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FIGURE 3.8: Bayesian block light curve of bn120308588, using the summed
data of the three NaI subdetectors triggered by the burst.

photon counts of those subdetectors. While the combined light curves will be the main re-
source used to identify precursors, having corresponding BB light curves of the individual
subdetectors will allow us to verify that the signal was present in more than one subdetector.
An example of a BB block light curve for one the GRBs in our analysis is shown in Fig. 3.8.

3.3.4 Precursor selection criteria

Using the BB light curves, the piecewise continuous background characterisation from 3.3.2
is integrated over each bin. By subtracting that integrated background count from the ob-
served photon count and dividing by the bin duration, an estimate is obtained of the signal
rate. Regions of GRB emission are then identified as periods in which the background sub-
tracted rate is significantly larger than zero, as outlined in more detail below.

Time intervals. The time range that can be searched for precursor emission is naturally
limited by the availability of the Fermi-GBM data and the requirement that a characterisa-
tion of the background rate is needed. Given the procedure outlined in 3.3.2, the earliest
time at which a stable background estimate can be obtained is 30 s after the first available
data point. More than 90% of the GRBs in our sample have a background characterisation
that starts between 1000 s and 800 s before the GRB trigger time. The end of the time interval
considered in this analysis is the end of the prompt phase. To be conservative, an endpoint
50 s past the T90 interval is used. If the burst is extremely long (T90>250 s), 20% of the T90
duration is used instead of 50 s.

A complication arises for a small subset of bursts, which have gaps in their light curves
due to missing data. In those cases, only the continuous data taking period that encompasses
the GRB trigger time is used. Including also the data from earlier, distinct data taking peri-
ods would increase the available time range for less than 1% of all GRBs. Hence, the gain
would be negligible. At the same time, it would severely complicate the interpretation of
our results. We have therefore opted to restrict the analysis to uninterrupted data taking
periods. Additionally, 21 out of the 2705 GRBs had either no TTE data available at the time
of the bursts, or an average background rate so high that a BB light curve could not be con-
structed within a reasonable time frame. The analysis was therefore restricted to the 2684
GRBs for which good data is available.

Required excess rate. To determine if an observed excess is a signal, the statistical uncer-
tainty in the count rate,

√
N, as well as a systematic uncertainty from the background char-

acterization (3.3.2) have to be accounted for. The statistical uncertainty is implicitly taken
into account by the BB mechanism, as a block/bin is effectively a period of time during
which the rate is consistent with Poisson fluctuations around a fixed mean. Therefore, only
the systematic uncertainty due to the background characterization has to be considered.
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To verify that this method indeed leads to a competitive selection, three different thresh-
old conditions were implemented. These include:

(A) a fixed excess rate threshold,

(B) a signal√
background

approach, quantifying the statistical significance of the excess,

(C) a combination of the upper 2 approaches, quadratically adding the statistical uncer-
tainty on the observed count to a fixed systematic uncertainty that results from the
background estimation.

For every variable, a range of threshold values were tested to find those that offer the op-
timal performance. To quantify the loss of signal events, the fraction of GRBs for which a
signal was detected within a 10 s period centred on the trigger time, ttr, was computed. We
thus aim for our analysis to be able to pick up every event that triggered the GBM detector.
As a tracer of the false positive rate, the number of GRBs for which our analysis found a
signal more than 500 s prior to ttr was used26. Figure 3.9 shows these two variables as a
function of the threshold rate for method (A). Above 30 Hz a plateau is reached, after which
the number of false positives stagnates. Since higher threshold rates would only serve to
reduce the sensitivity, the threshold rate was therefore fixed to 30 Hz.
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FIGURE 3.9: Illustration of how the threshold rate parameter, rth, is optimised.
The full orange curve shows the probability that a real physical signal is not
picked up by our method. The dashed blue line, in contrast, is a tracer for the

possibility that a non-physical excess is falsely identified as signal.

The same procedure can be repeated for method (B) and (C). In their context, the thresh-
old variable takes on a different physical meaning. To offer a fair comparison, the tracer of
the false positive rate (dashed blue line in Fig. 3.9) is therefore plotted in Fig. 3.10 as a func-
tion of the failure rate to identify a physical signal (full orange line in Fig. 3.9). Comparing
the three variables, option (B) clearly offers the worst performance, while option (A) and (C)
provide the same results up to statistical fluctuations. Since option (A) is a less complicated
variant of option (C), the former was used in this analysis.

26A previous Fermi-GBM study by Charisi et al. [295] showed that only a single burst out of a sample of 956
GRBs showed signs of precursor emission more than 500 s before ttr.
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FIGURE 3.10: Tracer for the number of falsely identified signal events as a
function of the probability that a true signal is missed by the analysis. Con-
sidering the same x-value, larger y-values indicate a worse performance. The
red line indicates the x-value that method (A) has for the threshold rate of

30 Hz used in the analysis.

Emission episodes. Bins in the combined BB light curves that exceed the required excess
rate are tagged as potential signal. To validate a potential signal bin, at least two of the
contributing subdetectors are required to have one or more overlapping bins in their BB
light curves that also satisfy the threshold condition. Once validated, subsequent signal
bins in the combined light curve are grouped into an ‘emission episode’.

Emission episodes thus represent continual periods of GRB activity. By definition, they
are separated from one another by quiescent intervals in which the rate has dropped back
to the background level. It is conceivable that a downward fluctuation would cause two
emission episodes to be artificially separated by a very short low-statistics quiescent time.
An additional criterion is therefore imposed that the relative Poisson uncertainty on the
average rate of a quiescent interval should be less than 5%. In practice, this implies that
quiescent times smaller than∼0.2 s will be rejected. Such short quiescent times are expected
in e.g. the NS crust cracking model (Subsection 2.2.5). Our analysis will thus not be able to
constrain models that predict precursors on timescales of the order . 0.2 s.

Precursor definition. If a GRB only has a single emission episode, then that is automat-
ically the prompt phase of the burst. If there are multiple emission episodes, then the one
which has the largest background subtracted photon count is defined to be the main out-
burst or prompt phase. Precursors are then defined as any emission episode that precedes
the prompt phase.

3.3.5 Additional checks

Expected false positives. Before proceeding to the actual results, the fraction of fake precur-
sors, caused by statistical fluctuations, is first estimated. As previously stated, it is extremely
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rare that a GRB would emit gamma rays more than 500 s before the GBM trigger time27. The
rate at which such emission episodes occur is therefore determined to obtain a conservative
estimate of the probability that our method identifies a signal in a region that essentially con-
tains only background. Normalising by the size of the scanned time window, the false alarm
rate is estimated to be 1.7 · 10−5 Hz. A total of 36.1± 8.8 false positives are thus expected, as
2.1 · 106 s of data is available prior to the prompt phase28.

Relative count ratios. When a precursor signal is identified, an additional check is per-
formed to verify that this early emission episode is not caused by some unrelated transient
event that occurred in a different location of the sky. The relative count ratio is therefore
introduced, defined as

rα =
Nα

∑β Nβ
, (3.3)

where Nα is the background subtracted photon count observed by the NaI detector with
index α and the summation runs over the two or three selected NaI detectors. The value of
rα can be computed separately for each emission episode. If both the precursor and prompt
emission originate from the same direction, then for any NaI detector α, the value of rα

should be consistent. Figure 3.11 displays the cumulative distribution of
∣∣∣∣
rα,precursor − rα,prompt

rα,prompt

∣∣∣∣ , (3.4)

for all of the selected subdetectors and precursors identified by our analysis. Values close to
zero indicate a good agreement of the localisations of the two emission episodes. Eight pre-
cursors are observed to substantially deviate from the expected value. By verifying the back-
ground characterisations of those bursts, we found that there were three GRBs for which
an improved background rate resolved the high values of rα. This is further motivated
in Appendix B. For the remaining five bursts: bn090428441, bn110227229, bn130504314,
bn150506398, and bn160908136, we cannot confirm that the localisation of the precursor and
prompt emission are consistent with one another based on this method. These five bursts
are included in our precursor catalogue, though they are highlighted in the results section
and catalogue as potentially being unphysical events.
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FIGURE 3.11: Distribution of the relative count deviation, defined in Eq. (3.4)
for every subdetector of all GRBs with precursors. Eight bursts are found to

have deviating values.

27One example of an exception to this rule is GRB 091024 [296].
28Summed over all 2364 GRBs that show a signal in our analysis.
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3.4 Results

The results presented in this section have been published in Physical Review D [1]. Hence,
the structure and content of this text will largely follow those of the article.

Of the 2684 GRBs that triggered Fermi-GBM, there are 320 bursts that do not show a sig-
nal following our selection criteria. We therefore restrict the analysis to the remaining 2364
GRBs for which a prompt signal can reliably be identified. Out of those 2364 bursts, there
are 217 GRBs (9%) for which one or more precursor emission episodes were observed29. In
total, 244 precursor emission episodes are observed, with a single GRB having at most 3
precursors. The number of bursts with 1, 2, and 3 precursors corresponds to 192, 23, and 2,
respectively. Appendix C presents a complete catalogue of the identified precursors, listing
their start time, duration, time separation with respect to the prompt phase, and redshift.
A digital format of this table that includes an interactive light curve for every precursor
GRB has been made available on GRBweb at https://icecube.wisc.edu/~grbweb_public/
Precursors.html.

Ordering the GRBs by the time at which they occurred, a basic consistency check is to
verify that the number of precursors increases linearly with the size of the analysed GRB
sample. Figure 3.12 shows that this is indeed the case. It thus follows that the software
upgraded from August 2010 that made TTE data available at earlier times (see 3.3.1) does
not affect our analysis sensitivity in a notable way.
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FIGURE 3.12: Searching only the earliest N GRBs observed by Fermi-GBM,
the full blue line displays the number of precursors contained in that sam-
ple. As expected, the observed dependence is consistent with a linear increase

(dashed red line) within the Poisson statistical uncertainty (grey band).

3.4.1 Precursors of short and long GRBs

Short GRBs. A notable difference is observed between short and long GRBs. While short
GRBs constitute 14% of the analysed GRB sample, only 4 of the 333 (∼ 1%) short GRBs are
observed to have a precursor. These four bursts are: bn090510016, bn100827455, bn130919173,
and bn141102536. No single short GRB in our sample has more than one precursor.

29Comparing to published GRB precursor catalogues in the literature [290–295, 300], 139 out of the 217 GRBs
with precursor emission were previously unidentified.

https://icecube.wisc.edu/~grbweb_public/Precursors.html
https://icecube.wisc.edu/~grbweb_public/Precursors.html
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As will be shown in Fig. 3.14, GRB precursors are typically followed by a quiescent time
that lasts a few tens of seconds. In contrast, the quiescent times of the four short GRBs
ranges from 0.40 s to 1.18 s. We also note that the precursor duration of short GRBs is in
each instance shorter than that of the prompt phase. Additional statistics would be required
to draw more ironclad conclusions. However, based on the current selection, we observe
that the time delay between the onset of the precursor and the prompt emission is smaller
than the 1.74 s time gap between the gravitational waves and the gamma rays observed
from GRB 170817 [10]. Such short times scales are also consistent with binary NS models
that predict precursors due to NS crust cracking and/or magnetic interactions.

Long & bright GRBs. Another subcategory that has received special attention in the
literature is that of bright and long GRBs. By definition, precursors are required to have a
lower fluence than the prompt phase. If a burst’s prompt emission is close to the sensitivity
threshold of the detector, it can thus be argued that any precursor emission will be indis-
tinguishable from the background. Including dim bursts in the analysis would therefore
cause the true fraction of GRBs with precursors to be underestimated. On the other hand, if
the prompt emission of a very dim burst has multiple peaks, the first peak(s) could falsely
be identified as a precursor. To eliminate such effects, a number of analyses [293, 297, 299,
301] have restricted their GRB sample to long30 and ‘sufficiently bright’ GRBs. These anal-
yses report the highest numbers of GRBs with precursors, up to 20% [293], indicating that
the intrinsic fraction of GRBs with precursors is likely underestimated when all GRBs are
included.
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FIGURE 3.13: Top: Number of long GRBs whose peak rate exceeds the thresh-
old value displayed on the x-axis. Bottom: fraction of those GRBs for which
precursors are observed. When selecting increasingly bright bursts, we ob-
serve an increase in the fraction of GRBs with precursors. The shaded grey

band shows the 1σ statistical uncertainty.

30Short GRBs are generally also excluded due to their much lower precursor rate.
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In our analysis sample, we studied the effect that including dim bursts has by imposing
a lower threshold on the peak photon rate31. The top panel of Fig. 3.13 shows the number
of bursts that have a peak photon rate larger than the value displayed on the x-axis. In the
bottom panel, the fraction of those GRBs for which a precursor is observed is displayed.
A clear increase initially occurs, which levels off around 16% once rp,min > 2 · 103 Hz. At
peak rates in excess of 3 · 104 Hz, a second rise is observed. However, due to the rapidly
decreasing number of increasingly bright bursts, this second rise is statistically insignificant.
We thus find that the intrinsic fraction of long GRBs that has a precursor is likely closer to
16% than the initial estimate of 10% based on all long GRBs in our sample.

3.4.2 Quiescent time

Bimodal feature. A quantity of particular relevance to distinguish different emission mod-
els is the duration of the quiescent time between subsequent emission episodes. Figure 3.14
shows the distribution of all quiescent times identified in our analysis. These values are not
corrected for redshift as redshift data is only available for ∼10% of GRBs32. A bimodal fea-
ture33 can be observed, with a cross-over between the two contributions around ∆tQ ∼ 1.4 s.
This suggests that there are two physical mechanisms contributing to the observed precur-
sors. Performing a two-component Gaussian likelihood fit to the data, the peaks of the
distribution are found to occur at (0.552± 0.059) s and (24.2± 1.2) s, with the first bump
having a relative weight of (11.1± 2.6)%.
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FIGURE 3.14: Distribution of the quiescent time between two subsequent
emission episodes. The data is found to be well described by the sum of two

Gaussian functions. The 4 short GRBs are indicated in yellow.

To test the goodness-of-fit, the likelihood value is determined to obtain the observed
bin counts given the best fit parameters. A set of 106 Monte-Carlo (MC) trials were then
performed, in which each trial consists of using Poisson statistics to randomly drawing 244
quiescent times from the fitted PDF. By calculating the binned-likelihood value of those
trials, a test statistic (TS) distribution was constructed. Comparing the likelihood value of
the actual data to the TS distribution results in a p-value of 0.36. It can thus be concluded

31The peak photon rate is defined as the maximal background subtracted rate in the combined BB light curve,
normalised by the number of detectors that contributed.

32The effect of redshift on the identified time intervals is discussed later on in this section.
33An apparent third component shows up in the last three bins of Fig. 3.14. However, this contribution is

most likely not physical, as the expected number of false positives is proportional to the width of the bin, thus
linearly increasing from left to right on the logarithmic x-scale.
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that the two-component distribution provides a good model for the data. As a reference, a
single component Gaussian fit was also performed. Repeating the same procedure of MC
trials, a p-value of only 8 · 10−5 is obtained. The single component Gaussian model is thus
shown to be incompatible with the data and can be rejected with a significance of 3.9 σ.

Part of the leftmost component in Fig. 3.14 comes from the contribution of short GRBs.
However, these can only account for ∼ 15% of the observed excess. The remaining fraction
thus corresponds to very short delay precursors to long GRBs. As a first step to ensuring
that this is a physical component, it was verified that none of the five potential false precur-
sors with deviating count ratios contribute to the first component. Secondly, these apparent
short delay precursors could possible correspond to dim bursts whose flux drops below the
observable limit in between different peaks of the prompt phase. In this case, bursts with
quiescent times below∼1.4 s are expected to be less bright than bursts with longer quiescent
periods. Figure 3.15 illustrates that GRBs with short quiescent times are indeed less bright
on average. It is therefore worthwhile to probe the effect of dim bursts on the bimodal fea-
ture by repeating the analysis using only bright, long bursts. Based on Fig. 3.13, a minimal
peak rate of 3 · 103 Hz was imposed to ensure that only sufficiently bright GRBs are selected.
Figure 3.16 shows the quiescent time distribution of these bright long bursts. A bimodal
feature is still observed. The two Gaussians now peak at (0.54± 0.14) s and (31.6± 5.3) s,
with the first bump having a weight of (8.3± 3.3)%. These results are thus consistent with
the previously obtained best-fit parameters. Based on the goodness-of-fit, we find that the
double component Gaussian distribution (p = 0.57) again performs better than the single-
component Gaussian (p = 0.076) model. As expected, the disagreement between the data
and single Gaussian fit is now less significant due to the smaller number of quiescent times
leading to reduced statistics.
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FIGURE 3.15: Distribution of the total photon counts for GRBs with short
and long delay precursor. Both distributions are normalised such that their
y-values sum to unity. Bursts for which the quiescent times is less than 1.4 s

are observed to be less bright on average.

Physical origin. The bimodal feature in Fig. 3.14 might indicate that two physical mech-
anisms contribute to the observed precursors. Precursors that are followed by a quies-
cent time of tens to a few hundreds of seconds are predicted by models34 in which a jet

34The distribution in Fig. 3.14 shows the quiescent time as observed on Earth. No correction for redshift
effects is applied, as redshift information is only available for ∼ 10% of all GRBs. Models, in contrast, provide
the quiescent time duration at the source. To offer a fair comparison, all observed quiescent times should thus
be downscaled by an average factor ∼2 when comparing to model predictions.
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FIGURE 3.16: Distribution of the quiescent time when only including bright,
long GRBs. While statistics are significantly reduced, a double component

Gaussian fit is still preferred over a single Gaussian distribution.
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ization is taken such that the y-values sum to unity.

is launched multiple times. Short delay precursors of long GRBs, in contrast, are consistent
with being due to photospheric or shock-breakout emission. Based on this reasoning, we
predict that the short delay precursors should have an almost thermal energy spectrum. On
the other hand, a non-thermal energy spectrum consistent with that of the prompt emission
is expected for long delay precursors. An interesting follow-up analysis would thus be to
perform spectral fits to the precursors identified by our analysis to verify this claim.

Precursor - prompt distinction. In previous studies, precursor emission episodes were
generally found to exhibit the same spectral properties as the prompt emission [242, 290, 291,
294, 297]. In the case of long GRBs, this result points towards models in which the precursor
and prompt emission are caused by different accretion episodes of the central engine [18,
296, 297]. In such models, there is thus no intrinsic physical difference between the precursor
and prompt signal. Following this argument, the quiescent time between two subsequent
precursor emission episodes is expected to follow the same distribution as that between the
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precursor and prompt emission35. Figure 3.17 shows a normalised histogram of the two
distributions. A two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is applied to test the hypothesis that
the two samples were sampled from the same underlying distribution. While the resulting
p-value of 0.030 is not significant, it does indicate that there could potentially be a difference
between the two samples.

3.4.3 Temporal correlations

Reservoir models. As previously mentioned in 2.1.3, a tension exists in the literature on
whether there is a correlation between the duration of the quiescent time, ∆tQ, and that
of the subsequent emission episode, ∆tsub. Two studies [297, 337] found a strong positive
linear correlation, while two other studies [293, 359] reported the lack of any correlation. If
precursors are caused by a reservoir model, in which energy is continually built up during
the quiescent stage, a positive linear correlation would indeed be expected.

None of the above mentioned studies correct the durations for the redshift of the burst.
In the study by Burlon et al. [297], however, it is remarked that redshift effects could artifi-
cially induce a positive correlation by simultaneously increasing both ∆tQ and ∆tsub by the
same factor z + 1. As a result of the large precursor catalogue that we have constructed, our
sample contains 22 bursts with a known redshift. As two of those bursts have two precur-
sors, this results in a set of 24 quiescent times, shown in the left panel of Fig. 3.18. While
significantly smaller than the full precursor sample, the selection of GRBs with a known
distance thus provides us with sufficient statistics to determine the correlation coefficient of
the redshift corrected sample. A Pearson correlation factor of 11% is obtained. To quantify
the significance of this result, a TS distribution of correlation coefficients is constructed by
taking random combinations of ∆tQ and ∆tsub. Comparing this distribution to the value of
the unscrambled data, we obtain a p-value of 0.25. No significant linear correlation is thus
observed between the duration of the quiescent time and that of the subsequent emission
episode.
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FIGURE 3.18: Left: Correlation between the duration of the quiescent
time (x-axis) and that of the subsequent emission episode (y-axis).

Right: Correlation between the duration of the prompt phase (x-axis)
and that of the precursor (y-axis).

A second check is performed to test for the existence of non-linear but monotonic corre-
lations. For this purpose, the Spearman’s rank test is used. The rank correlation coefficient
between the redshift corrected values of ∆tQ and ∆tsub corresponds to ρ = 0.43, resulting
in a p-value of 0.034. We thus find a slight tension with the null hypothesis that the two
samples are uncorrelated.

35Considering only the ‘last’ precursor that occurs right before the prompt phase.
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Signal durations. The analysis described above was repeated on the same sample of
bursts, but using the redshift corrected values of precursor and prompt durations. For this
sample, shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.18, a linear correlation coefficient of 15% is ob-
tained, giving a p-value of 0.24. Applying the non-linear monotonic correlation test results
in a Spearman rank coefficient ρ = 0.29, corresponding to a p-value of 0.17. No significant
correlation is thus observed between the duration of the precursor and that of the prompt
phase.

3.4.4 Imaging air Cherenkov telescope GRBs

Of the 2364 GRBs studied in our analysis, there are four bursts that have been detected
by an Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescope (IACT). Remarkably, three out of those four GRBs
show signs of precursor emission. These bursts, whose light curves are shown in Fig. 3.19,
are: GRB 180720B, GRB 190114C, and GRB 190829A. A short description is given below on
each of these GRBs. The IACT burst not preceded by a precursor, GRB 160821B, was only
detected at a significance of 3σ by the MAGIC telescope. If the UHE gamma-ray signal of
GRB 160821B corresponds to a physical excess, it is thus by far the least significant detection
out of these four bursts.

GRB 180720B. As evident from the light curve in Fig. 3.19, GRB 180720B is an extremely
bright burst. At the time of its detection, it ranked as the 7th brightest GRB observed by
Fermi-GBM. All three of the IACT precursor bursts correspond to long GRBs. GRB 180720B
was observed by Fermi-GBM to have a T90 duration of 48.9 s. Its redshift corresponds to
0.65 [101]. A single precursor is observed that has a duration of 10.0 s. Considering only
the statistical Poisson uncertainty of the observed excess, the precursor has a significance of
12.9σ.

GRB 190114C. Like GRB 180720B, GRB 190114C is an extremely bright burst, coming in
as the 4th brightest GRB recorded by Fermi-GBM. Its T90 duration and redshift correspond
to 116 s and 0.42, respectively [91]. Our analysis identified two faint precursors. These
precursors occurred 5.6 s and 2.9 s before the start of the prompt emission and lasted 1.9 s
and 1.5 s, respectively. The background subtracted photon count of the first and second
precursor bin have a significance of 6.5σ and 7.9σ, respectively. Given the closeness of this
emission to the prompt phase, these precursors could potentially correspond to the photo-
spheric component of the burst.

GRB 190829A. In terms of signal strength, GRB 190829A differs from the two previously
discussed bursts by having a fairly average apparent brightness. At a redshift of only 0.079,
it is nonetheless located extremely close to Earth. Given that the precursor itself has a fairly
non-negligible photon fluence, it marks the start of the T90 interval, leading to a T90 dura-
tion of 59 s [102]. In terms of a statistical significance over the background, the count excess
corresponds to > 30σ. The precursor emission lasts for 5.5 s and is first observed 48.0 s
before the start of the prompt phase.
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FIGURE 3.19: Light curves of the three bursts detected by an IACT for which
our analysis identified precursor emission. The inset images on the top right
display the full light curve, with the grey shaded band corresponding to the

range of the x-axis.
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Chapter 4

The IceCube neutrino observatory

Having constructed a catalogue of GRB precursors, the focus in this thesis now shifts from
gamma-ray to neutrino astronomy. A short introduction will first be given on IceCube’s pi-
oneering role in the advent of neutrino astronomy, primarily highlighting studies related to
GRB searches. The remainder of the chapter will then consist of two main parts. First, the
journey of neutrinos will be described as they leave the source, undergo propagation effects,
interact near the detector and produce an observable signal. In the second part, the opposite
perspective will be taken. After providing a detailed description of the IceCube detector, it
will be discussed how the observable event signatures can be used to reconstruct the orig-
inal characteristics of the neutrinos and how signal neutrinos can be distinguished from
background events. These components then provide the necessary ingredients to perform
the neutrino-GRB coincidence study that is presented in the next chapter.

4.1 Neutrino astronomy with IceCube

The concept of performing astronomy using neutrinos has been around for several decades
[360]. However, its practical realisation only came about in 2013, when the IceCube Col-
laboration presented the first evidence for the existence of a high-energy, cosmic neutrino
flux [361]. Two of the reigning factors in proving the cosmic, extragalactic origin of these
neutrinos are their hard energy spectrum and isotropic arrival direction.

Isotropy. Figure 4.1 shows a sky map in equatorial coordinates of the muon (anti-
)neutrinos detected by IceCube. Slight clusterings of events can be observed in the figure.
Without prior knowledge on the location of potential neutrino sources, these clustering are
consistent with being purely coincidental1 [362, 363]. No excess is likewise seen along the di-
rection of the galactic plane, denoted by the black line. This marks a strong difference with
the gamma-ray sky (see Fig. 3.4), in which the Milky Way disk shows up as the brightest
component.

Spectrum. As the arrival direction of cosmic neutrinos follows a uniform distribution
on the sky, their flux can be parametrized solely as a function of energy. IceCube analyses
[364–366] have found that a simple unbroken power law

φν+ν =
dNν+ν

dE dA dt dΩ
= Φ0

(
E

100 TeV

)−γ

· 10−18 GeV−1 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 , (4.1)

normalised per unit energy, surface, time, and steradian, generally provides the best fit.
In this expression, the only free fit parameters are the normalisation constant, Φ0, and the

1As will be discussed later on, > 3σ excesses are observed when linking IceCube observations to known
sources.
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2013b), the optical e!ciency of Cherenkov light pro-

duction yield and detection in the DOMs (Abbasi et al.

2010), and di"erent photo-nuclear interaction mod-

els (Bugaev & Shlepin 2003a,b; Abramowicz et al. 1991;
Abramowicz & Levy 1997). All systematic e"ects are

propagated through the entire likelihood analysis de-

scribed in Section 3 to obtain the uncertainties on the

fluxes using d!/dE! ! E!2 spectra. The biggest impact

on the fluxes comes from varying the optical e!ciency by
±10%, resulting in a flux uncertainty of 7.5%. Increas-

ing the absorption or scattering of photons in ice by 10%

a"ects the flux by 5.6%. Uncertainties in the photo-

nuclear cross-sections (Bugaev & Shlepin 2003a,b) re-
sult in an flux uncertainty of similar size with 5.9%.

Adding these values in quadrature yields a total sys-

tematic uncertainty of 11% on "µ + "̄µ fluxes quoted in

the following.

For all locations tested, only the maximal likelihood
values of n̂S and #̂ are reported. Because of small event

statistics at the position of the likelihood maximization

and limited energy resolution of the neutrino energy

(compare Section 2.2), uncertainties on the spectral in-
dex are of the order ±1 and reduce to ±0.5 for values of

nS of " 15 and " 50, respectively (Braun et al. 2008).

Hence, the impact of systematic uncertainties in the en-

ergy reconstruction is small compared to the statistical

limitations.
Albeit not a systematic uncertainty per se, so far

only fluxes of "µ + "̄µ were considered. This is a con-

servative estimate, because track-like events can also

originate in other cases that are discussed in the fol-
lowing. Firstly, tau-leptons created in charged-current

"" + "̄" interactions decay into muons with 17% branch-

ing ratio (Jeong & Reno 2010; Olive et al. 2014), re-

sulting in a muon track with lower energy due to the

three-body decay $ # µ"µ"" . This decay is impor-
tant for up-going events, because secondary neutrinos

are produced in $ -neutrino regeneration during prop-

agation. Secondly, interactions of "̄e + e! # W! at

the Glashow-resonance (Glashow 1960) at 6.3 PeV pro-
duce tracks ("̄e + e! # "̄µ + µ!) at 10.6% branching

ratio (Olive et al. 2014). Lastly, at the highest ener-

gies above PeV, $ -neutrino induced double bangs are

well-reconstructable and further increase the number of

$ -flavored events in the sample. Accounting for these
fluxes assuming an equal flavor ratio at Earth reduces

the per-flavor flux necessary for detection by 5% assum-

ing an unbroken E!2 spectrum. For harder spectra, the

sensitivity gain due to regeneration e"ects in the north-
ern sky becomes stronger. For example, a spectrum of

d!/dE! ! E!1 has an 30% improved sensitivity com-

pared to only considering muon neutrinos. This greatly

increases the sensitivity with respect to models that pre-

dict very hard neutrino energy spectra peaking above
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Figure 6. All-sky result of the unbinned likelihood maxi-
mization shown in equatorial coordinates (J2000). Shown is
the negative logarithm of the pre-trial p-value, ! log10 p, as-
suming no clustering as null-hypothesis. The Galactic Plane
is shown as black line.

PeV energies (Petropoulou et al. 2015; Reimer 2015).

4. RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS

In the unbinned likelihood analysis using seven years
of IceCube livetime, no significant excess of astrophys-

ical neutrino sources was found. In the following, the

results of the three tests introduced in the previous sec-

tions are discussed and 90% upper-limits on neutrino
source fluxes are calculated. Finally, implications with

respect to neutrino models of #-ray sources and the ob-

served di"use neutrino flux are presented.

4.1. All sky scan

Figure 6 depicts the pre-trial p-value $ log10 p of all

points in the sky in equatorial coordinates (J2000) with
respect to the null-hypothesis of no observed clustering.

In the northern sky, the most significant position was

at % = 32.2", & = 62.1" at an accuracy of 0.35" (0.5")
for 1' (90%) contours using Wilks’ theorem with two

degrees of freedom. The best fit parameters at the lo-
cation are n̂S = 32.6 and #̂ = 2.8, yielding a pre-trial

p-value of 1.82 % 10!6. Looking at each of the com-

bined seasons individually reveals that for each season

clustering is observed, providing no indication of time-
dependence that could suggest additional evidence for

an astrophysical origin.

In the southern sky, the most significant point is at

% = 174.6", & = $39.3". The best fit point is at n̂S =

15.4, with spectral index #̂ = 2.9. The uncertainty of
the location amounts to 0.22" (0.32") for 1' (90%). The

pre-trial p-value is 0.93 % 10!6; most of the significance

at this location is shared by the newly added data of

through-going and starting tracks. Indeed, one starting
track is within 0.9" distance to the location which is

wihtin 1' of its reconstruction uncertainty.

FIGURE 4.1: Sky map showing the significance of the astrophysical neutrino
excess in terms of the p-value. The observed hotspots are consistent with a

sampling drawn from a uniform distribution. From [363].

TABLE 4.1: The normalisation, Φ0, and spectral index, γ, are given for three
IceCube analyses [364–366] that characterise the diffuse neutrino flux. For
each search, the effective energy range and flavour of the neutrinos to which

the analysis is sensitive are also shown.

Analysis Φ0 γ Energy range Flavours

HESE [364] 2.12+0.49
−0.54 2.87+0.21

−0.19 [16 TeV, 2.6PeV] e, µ, τ

Cascade [365] 1.57+0.23
−0.22 2.48+0.08

−0.08 [40 TeV, 3.5PeV] e, τ

Muon [366] 1.44+0.25
−0.24 2.28+0.08

−0.09 [12 TeV, 2.1PeV] µ

spectral index, γ, of the flux. All normalisation constants of the neutrino flux in this thesis
are given per flavour, but summed over both neutrinos and anti-neutrinos2. The best-fit
parameters to Eq. (4.1) are listed for three different IceCube analyses in Tab. 4.1 and are
graphically shown in Fig. 4.2. As evident from Fig. 4.2, the parameter space allowed by the
three analyses only narrowly overlaps within 2σ significance. If physical, such tension could
indicate that the neutrino flux is not identical between all flavours. Alternatively, it might
be that a single power law is too simple to describe the data, leading to differences in the
best-fit spectral index depending on the energy range of the examined neutrino sample.

Identified sources. At the current stage, the origin of cosmic neutrinos is still largely
unclear. Numerous IceCube analyses have been performed to look for potential correla-
tions with known astrophysical sources. In general, potential sources can be categorised
depending on whether they produce steady-state and/or transient emission. Sources such
as blazars3 can be expected to alternate between steady and flaring states based on their

2Assuming an 1:1:1 flavour ratio at Earth, the total flux from all flavours thus has a normalisation 3 ·Φ0.
3Blazars are active galaxies for which the jet of the supermassive black hole is pointed towards Earth.
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FIGURE 4.2: Spectral index (x) and normalisation (y) of the astrophysical neu-
trino flux, defined by Eq. (4.1). The results from three different IceCube anal-
yses [364–366] are shown. Inner and outer rings correspond to the 68% and

95% confidence levels, respectively. From [366].

activity in gamma-rays. Flaring emission corresponds to periods in which the flux signifi-
cantly increases, while at the same time showing fast temporal variability.

Because of their energetic nature, blazars have long been considered as potential sources
of astrophysical neutrinos. Searches for coincidences between blazars revealed the obser-
vation of a high-energy (∼ 290 TeV) neutrino in coincidence with a gamma-ray flare from
the blazar TXS 0506+056 in September 2017. Based on the arrival time and direction of the
neutrino, a chance coincidence of the two events could be ruled out at a significance of 3σ
[367]. What made the event particularly interesting was that IceCube had already observed
a neutrino flare from the direction of TXS 0506+056 in 2015. This flare, corresponding to an
excess of (13± 5) events over a period of 158 days, had a significance of 3.5σ by itself4 [369].

So far, TXS 0506+056 remains the only cosmic neutrino source that has been identified
at a significance in excess of 3σ. Other, more tentative correlations have been established
in recent years. A study looking for steady-state emission from astrophysical point sources
found a neutrino excess of 2.9σ from the direction of the starburst galaxy NGC 1068 [362].
Based on the spectral features of its gamma-ray flux, this galaxy had previously already
been identified as a likely source of extragalactic cosmic rays [370]. Another potential corre-
lation was observed between a Tidal Disruption Event (TDE), AT2019dsg, and a high-energy
(∼ 200 TeV) neutrino, detected by the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF) and IceCube, respec-
tively. The significance for both events to be observed in temporal and spatial coincidence
corresponds to 2.8σ [371]. Finally, a recent analysis which is currently under investigation
by the IceCube Collaboration points to radio-bright blazars as potential sources [372]. Im-
proved analyses using more data should in the near future be able to establish whether and
to which extent blazars, starburst galaxies, and TDEs contribute to the cosmic neutrino flux.

Generic constraints on transients. As aptly voiced by Haim Harari [373]: “Neutrino
physics is largely an art of learning a great deal by observing nothing.” While a few correlations
have so far been identified, the vast majority of studies aiming to link cosmic neutrinos
to astrophysical sources have produced a null result. A particular case in point are GRB
searches. No analysis has been able to identify a significant neutrino excess from GRBs so
far5. Most analyses therefore have resulted in upper limits on the potential contribution

4At the time of the neutrino flare, TXS 0506+056 was not flaring in gamma rays [368].
5A detailed account of previous searches for neutrinos from GRBs is given in Section 5.1
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detector and scattering and absorption in the ice. To
quantify these uncertainties, we repeat the analysis with
the e�ciency reduced by 10% and ice absorption in-
creased by 10%. Due to the lower number of detected
neutrino events and the worse angular resolution, the
number of multiplets decreases by 17% (14%) for the
E�2.5 (E�2.13) spectrum.

Figure 2 shows the upper limits, including systematic
errors, on the source energy for the GRB-like and SN-like
source populations. The width of the band includes the
uncertainty on the neutrino spectrum, where the lower
edge is for the E�2.13 spectrum and the upper one for
the E�2.5 spectrum (compare numbers in Tab. I). The
dashed lines indicate the median source luminosity which
would produce the complete detected flux for the E�2.5

spectrum. The corresponding lines for the E�2.13 spec-
trum are a factor of 13 lower. The ratio between the
limits and the respective broken lines depicts the frac-
tion of the detected astrophysical flux that a population
with a given rate can at most produce (also given in the
second last row of Table I).

So far we have assumed that the observed astrophys-
ical flux follows a power law spectrum down to energies
of 100 GeV. The study was repeated using only events
with energies above 10 TeV where the astrophysical flux
has been measured. Without the extrapolation to lower
energies both neutrino spectra yield similar results (com-
pare also Fig. 1). The limit for the smaller energy range
(shown in Fig. 1 in the Supplemental material[56]) is a
factor of ⇠ 1.5 lower compared to the lower edge of the
bands shown in Fig. 2, but corresponds to a larger frac-
tion of the astrophysical neutrino flux.

The typical distance of a transient source that pro-
duces a neutrino multiplet depends on the source lumi-
nosity and on the source rate of the population, and is
large for most considered rates (e.g. a median distance
of 100 Mpc for 1% of the CCSN rate and the E�2.13 neu-
trino spectrum). Only for the CCSN rate does the me-
dian distance decreases to ⇠ 10 Mpc, such that local in-
homogeneities in the universe might a↵ect the multiplet
rate [50].

As shown in Fig. 2 and Table I, we can constrain the
neutrino emission from a GRB-like population to 5% of
the astrophysical flux adopting the E�2.5 neutrino spec-
trum and to 30% for the E�2.13 spectrum. More frequent
sources, such as NS-NS mergers [51] or CCSNe, can ac-
count for much or all of the astrophysical neutrino flux.
However, the rates shown for those two source classes do
not include a beaming factor. Assuming that a neutrino
detection is only possible if the jet is pointed at us would
reduce the source rate.

CCSN-like populations can only account for the com-
plete astrophysical flux if their rate is larger than
10�5 Mpc�3 yr�1 (5 ⇥ 10�8 Mpc�3 yr�1) for an E�2.5

(E�2.13) spectrum. We can hence exclude rare transients
with less than 15% (0.07%) of the CCSN rate [49] pro-

FIG. 2: Limits on the median source energy (90% c. l.)
emitted in neutrinos between 100 GeV and 10 PeV within
100 s. The area above the bands is excluded for CCSN-like
(orange) and GRB-like (gray) populations respectively. The
upper edge of the limit corresponds to an E�2.5 neutrino spec-
trum and the lower one to an E�2.13 spectrum. The dashed
lines show which source energy corresponds to 100% of the
astrophysical flux for an E�2.5 spectrum. The corresponding
lines for an E�2.13 spectrum would be lower by a factor of
13. The rate of long GRBs, NS-NS mergers and CCSNe is
indicated. Beaming is included for long GRBs, but not for
NS-NS mergers or CCSNe due to the unknown jet opening
angles.

ducing the entire astrophysical neutrino flux.

CONCLUSION

IceCube’s optical and X-ray follow-up program triggers
observations when multiple muon neutrino candidates
are detected within 100 s and are directionally consistent
with a common source origin. The observed alert rates
can be explained by background and no likely neutrino
source has been identified. Extrapolating the detected
astrophysical neutrino flux to 100 GeV, we expect the de-
tection of 470 to 2800 astrophysical muon neutrino events
within the data collected over 1648.1 days. Based on the
low rate of detected neutrino multiplets we calculate lim-
its on the neutrino flux for two classes of short transient
sources similar to GRBs and CCSNe with choked jets.

We find that a transient source population similar to
long GRBs can at most account for 5% (30%) of the as-
trophysical neutrino flux for a neutrino spectrum of E�2.5

(E�2.13; see Fig. 2). This corresponds to a limit on the
energy emitted in neutrinos within 100 s of < 1052.5 erg
(< 1052 erg). Fewer neutrino multiplets are expected
if the neutrino flux is emitted by a larger number of
faint transients. A CCSN-like population can account
for the complete flux if its rate at z = 0 is larger than

FIGURE 4.3: Constraints on the allowed energy and density of minute-scale
transients like core-collapse SNe and GRBs. Dashed diagonal lines indicate
the configuration that produces 100% of the cosmic (muon) neutrino flux. The
parameter space above the coloured band has been excluded by multiplet con-
straints. The upper and lower line correspond to a signal spectrum of E−2.13

and E−2.5, respectively. From [376].

from GRBs to the cosmic neutrino flux.

Focusing on minute-scale transients like GRBs, a generic constraint can be placed on
the median energy and density of sources based on multiplicity analyses. These limits are
shown in Fig. 4.3. The parameter space above the full lines can be excluded at 90% con-
fidence, as such sources would overpredict the number of multiplets, i.e. neutrino events
that occur in close spatial and temporal coincidence6, observed by IceCube. One of the
source classes considered by the analysis are transients that follow the redshift evolution
and luminosity distribution of long GRBs. For such sources, the contribution to the cosmic
neutrino flux can be constrained to 5% and 30% for an E−2.5 and E−2.13 signal spectrum,
respectively [376].

Science output. Having primarily presented results from analyses that aim to link the
cosmic neutrino flux to known astrophysical sources, it is worth noting that the science
output of IceCube extends far beyond this topic. In terms of beyond the standard model
physics, IceCube searches for neutrinos from the centre of the Earth [377], Sun [378], and
Milky Way [379] have produced world leading constraints on the self-annihilation cross sec-
tion of dark matter. Other, more exotic beyond the standard model analyses are also being
performed, such as e.g. searches for magnetic monopoles [380]. Standard model particle
physics analyses include studying the flavour ratio of atmospheric neutrinos to provide
constraints on the neutrino oscillation parameters [381]. In addition to atmospheric neu-
trinos, the atmospheric muons can also be treated as a signal, effectively turning IceCube
into a cosmic-ray observatory. As a result of its unique location at the geographical South

6For the analysis corresponding to Fig. 4.3, multiplets are taken to be IceCube events that occur within 100 s of
one another, with a spatial separation smaller than 3.5◦. Removing the temporal constraint, the same argument
can be used to constrain the source density and luminosity of steady-state sources [374, 375].
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Pole7, studying the muon component has allowed a precise determination of the spectra,
composition, and anisotropy of cosmic rays in the Southern Hemisphere around the knee
[382, 383]. Finally, a yet entirely different scientific domain in which IceCube has been able
to contribute is the field of glaciology. A precise knowledge of the propagation of light in ice
is required to correctly reconstruct observed events. A side-effect to continually improving
the ice model is that IceCube has been able to provide unprecedented measurements of the
inclination angle of the South Pole ice sheet. In addition, it was recently discovered that the
attenuation of light in ice is anisotropic, providing new information on the crystal structure
of ice itself [384].

The collaboration. The above mentioned results represent but a subjective selection
of the science output by IceCube. A full description of the experiment will be given in
Section 4.4. However, equally important are the people behind the experiment. In its cur-
rent configuration, the IceCube Collaboration consists of over 300 people spread over 53
institutes in 13 countries. A full, up-to-date list of all collaborators can be accessed via
https://icecube.wisc.edu/collaboration/institutions.

Other experiments. At the time of writing, IceCube has been the only experiment suf-
ficiently sensitive to unambiguously identify the high-energy astrophysical neutrino flux8.
As will be explained in Section 4.8, a common technique to filter background events is to
look for up-going particles. Similar experiments in opposite hemispheres can thus provide
complementary measurements. Two large scale neutrino telescopes that have been active in
the Northern Hemisphere, ANTARES [386] and Baikal [387]. While these are significantly
smaller than IceCube, combined analyses using data from e.g. IceCube and ANTARES (see
e.g. [379]) have been performed to obtain optimal sensitivities. New, gigaton scale detec-
tors are currently under construction in both the Mediterranean and in lake Baikal. These
detectors, KM3NeT [388] and GVD9 [389], will serve as a next-generation version of the
ANTARES and Baikal detector, respectively. Following 16 years of continuous operation,
ANTARES was decommissioned in February 2022.

The most stringent limits on neutrinos from GRBs, other than those by IceCube, have
been placed by ANTARES [390–395]. Other notable constraints include those by the Super-
Kamiokande experiment in Japan [396]. Limits on GRB neutrinos by IceCube and ANTARES
effectively go down to energies of ∼ 10 GeV. Because of its much more densely instru-
mented detection volume, Super-Kamiokande was able to extend these limits down to ener-
gies of only a few MeV [396]. At the other end of the scale, IceCube limits on GRB neutrinos
typically extend up to energies of a few PeV [257, 397]. Air shower and radio experiments
have been able to constrain the cosmic neutrino flux at higher energies [398–402], though
these effectively correspond to the &1017 eV regime. To enable neutrino searches down to
energies of 1016 eV, a radio neutrino observatory in Greenland (RNO-G) is currently under
construction [113]. Once completed, RNO-G will offer an unprecedented sensitivity to both
astrophysical and cosmogenic10 neutrinos with a sensitivity peaking in the EeV regime.

7Observatories at different declinations can monitor complimentary regions of the sky. IceCube is the only
large-scale CR observatory in Antarctica.

8The ANTARES telescope can exclude the null cosmic flux assumption at a significance of 1.6σ [385].
9KM3NeT and GVD are an acronym for Cubic Kilometre Neutrino Telescope and Gigaton Volume Detector.

10Cosmogenic neutrinos are neutrinos that are produced by the interaction of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays
with the cosmic microwave background and the extragalactic background light [403].

https://icecube.wisc.edu/collaboration/institutions
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4.2 Neutrino propagation

Before proceeding to the actual detection of astrophysical neutrinos, it is worthwhile to first
consider the effect that propagation has on their characteristics. While travelling from their
sources to a detector on Earth, the neutrino flavour, flux, energy, and time delay with re-
spect to simultaneously emitted gamma rays will be altered. It is therefore motivated below
why our analysis can focus on muon neutrinos that arrive in temporal coincidence with the
gamma-ray photons observed from GRBs.

Time delay. Oscillation experiments have shown that neutrinos have very small, yet
non-zero masses. Currently, the most stringent upper limits come from cosmology. Data
taken by the Planck mission has shown that the summed mass of the three mass eigenstates
of neutrinos Σ3

i=1mi is smaller than 0.12 eV [404]. Model independent constraints unrelated
to cosmology have been placed by precisely measuring the energy distribution of electrons
in beta decay processes. Using this method, the KATRIN experiment placed an upper limit
of 1.1 eV on the mass of the anti-electron neutrino11 [405].

Neutrinos observed by IceCube can have energies between 10 MeV and several PeV.
These neutrinos are thus highly relativistic, travelling close to the speed of light. Since GRBs
are located at cosmological distances, any small differences in speed might nonetheless re-
sult in measurable time delays at Earth. Assuming a neutrino with mass m, energy E, and
speed v that is emitted simultaneously with a photon, the time delay, ∆t, measured by an
observer on Earth corresponds to

∆t = (∆t)γ ·
[ c

v
− 1
]

, (4.2)

where (∆t)γ is the propagation time of the photon. Setting (∆t)γ equal to the age of the
Universe, 13.8 · 109 yr, to obtain a conservative estimate12 and assuming a neutrino with a
mass of mν = 1 eV and energy Eν = 100 GeV, the time delay becomes

∆t ∼ 2.2 · 10−5
( mν

1 eV

)2
(

100 GeV
Eν

)2

s . (4.3)

From a practical standpoint and assuming standard-model physics, GRB neutrinos can thus
be assumed to arrive without time delay from the observed photons. If neutrinos are not
emitted simultaneously, but with a time difference (∆t)e in the source frame, then the time
difference at Earth will correspond to (1 + z) · (∆t)e due to the expansion of the Universe.

Oscillations. Due to their mass, neutrino flavours can change during propagation. A
free neutrino in vacuum will assume a mass eigenstate, νi ∈ {ν1, ν2, ν3}, while during weak
interactions, the neutrino assumes a flavour eigenstate, νi ∈ {νe, νµ, ντ}. Mass and flavour
eigenstates are related to each other by




νe
νµ

ντ


 = U ·




ν1
ν2
ν3


 , (4.4)

where U is the PMNS matrix13, a 3 × 3 unitary matrix parametrized by three angles and
three phases14 [406]. After travelling a distance L, the probability that a neutrino of initial

11The anti-electron neutrino mass is taken to be the weighted linear combination of that of its mass eigenstates.
12For a GRB at redshift z = 1, (∆t)γ is roughly equal to half the age of the Universe.
13The PMNS matrix is named after four physicists: B. Pontecorvo, Z. Maki, M. Nakagawa and S. Sakata.
14Only one phase is required if neutrinos are not Majorana particles [406].
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flavour α interacts under a flavour state β is

P(να → νβ, L) ≈∑
j,k

U∗αkUβkUαjU∗βj exp

(
−i

m2
k −m2

j

2Eν
L

)
, (4.5)

where the double summation runs over the three mass eigenstates. For cosmic neutrinos,
the propagation distance is sufficiently large that oscillations effectively average out. The
only term from Eq. (4.5) which remains is

P(να → νβ, L) ≈ δαβ − 2 ∑
k>j
<
[
U∗αkUβkUαjU∗βj

]
, (4.6)

where δαβ is the Kronecker delta symbol and< denotes taking the real part of the expression.

Figure 4.4 shows the final fraction of muon neutrinos for all possible initial flavour ratios,
obtained by substituting the mixing angles and phases of the νfit project15 [407] in Eq. (4.6).
For a beam that initially purely consists of electron, muon and tau neutrinos, the muonic
content at Earth corresponds to16 20.4%, 41.9%, and 37.8%, respectively. Regardless of the
initial flavour ratio, a significant muon neutrino flux is thus expected. Since muon neutrinos
offer the best directional reconstruction, as outlined in 4.3.3, this motives why our analyses
can be restricted to only a single neutrino flavour.
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FIGURE 4.4: Ternary image in which the colour gradient shows the fraction
of muon neutrinos after oscillations. The flavour ratio of the initial sample of

neutrinos corresponds to the position in the triangle.

15www.nu-fit.org
16Uncertainties on mixing parameters are sufficiently small that they do not induce significant changes on

the oscillation probabilities [408]. Calculating the oscillation probability for anti-neutrinos requires replacing
the PMNS matrix U by its complex conjugate U∗. From Eq. (4.6) it follows that Fig. 4.4 thus looks identical for
anti-neutrinos.

www.nu-fit.org
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Redshift. A third consideration is that, analogous to photons, the energy of neutrinos
decreases during their propagation due to the expansion of the Universe. A neutrino emit-
ted at redshift z with energy E will arrive at Earth with an energy E/(z + 1). If the energy
distribution of the neutrinos at the source follows a power-law distribution, as predicted by
Fermi acceleration and assumed in this analysis, the resulting spectrum at Earth remains a
power law with the same spectral index.

Earth absorption. When arriving at Earth, neutrinos that originate from the Northern
Hemisphere will still have to propagate through the globe before they reach the IceCube
detector. Particularly at high energies17, there is a non-negligible chance that the neutrinos
will be absorbed by Earth. For instance, a 30 TeV neutrino coming from the North Pole has
a ∼ 50% probability of reaching the detector. The full distribution18 of the absorption prob-
ability as a function of the arrival direction and energy of the neutrino is shown in Fig. 4.5.
As can be observed, Earth effectively becomes fully opaque to neutrinos with energies in
excess of a few PeV.
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FIGURE 4.5: Probability that a neutrino is absorbed by Earth before it reaches
the IceCube detector. The x- and y-axis indicate the zenith angle from which

the neutrino is coming and its energy, respectively.

17As will be shown in the following section, 4.3.1, the interaction cross section increases with neutrino energy.
18For details on the calculation and assumptions that go into Fig. 4.5, we refer the reader to [409].
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4.3 Detection principle

4.3.1 Neutrino cross sections

Interaction types. Neutrinos can interact with matter via two of the four fundamental
forces, gravity and the weak interaction. Gravitational effects can be of importance near
compact objects such as black holes, but do not offer practical prospects for neutrino detec-
tions. This leaves only the second force, the weak interaction, as a viable detection channel.

νl νl

q q

Z

νl l

q q′

W
νe

e−

W

FIGURE 4.6: Leading order interactions between neutrinos and matter.
Neutral-current (NC) and charged-current (CC) interactions are displayed on
the left and in the middle, respectively. Glashow events are shown on the

right.

Figure 4.6 shows the three dominant types of weak interactions that cosmic neutrinos can
undergo. The first kind, indicated by the left diagram, are neutral-current (NC) interactions.
In this process, a neutrino effectively scatters of a quark via the exchange of a Z-boson. A
fraction y of the neutrino energy, defined as the inelasticity19, will be carried over to the
quark. Figure 4.7 shows the mean value of the inelasticity as a function of neutrino energy.
The actual value of y is determined by the differential cross section [411]:

dσ

dy
(E, y) = a(E) + b(E) · (1− y)2 , (4.7)

where a and b are energy dependent constants20. Due to the chiral coupling constants, the
inelasticity for anti-neutrinos slightly differs from that of neutrinos [411]. A second possibil-
ity is that the neutrino undergoes a charged-current (CC) interaction. In this process, shown
in the middle panel of Fig. 4.6, the neutrino transitions into a lepton of the same flavour by
the emission of a W-boson. Similar to NC interactions, the fraction of energy carried away
by the lepton corresponds to 1− y, with the distribution of y again determined by Eq. (4.7)
and Fig. 4.7. Figure 4.8 shows the evolution of the cross section as a function of energy using
the data from [411–413]. On average, the cross section for CC interactions is a factor ∼ 2
larger than that of NC interactions.

NC and CC interactions can occur for both neutrinos and anti-neutrinos of any flavour.
The third interaction type, shown in the right panel of Fig. 4.6, is in contrast only open to
anti-electron neutrinos. It corresponds to the resonant production of a W-boson at an energy
of [414]:

Eνe =
m2

W
2me
≈ 6.3 PeV . (4.8)

19The formal definition of inelasticity is y ≡ p2·q
p1·p2

, where p1, p2, and q are the four momentum of the neutrino,
quark and Z-boson, respectively [410].

20In Eq. (4.7), the value of a(E) and b(E) are fully determined by the constraint that at
∫

dy dσ/dy = 1 for any
given energy, and by the requirement that 〈y(E)〉must satisfy the value shown in Fig. 4.7.
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At the resonance peak, an anti-electron neutrino is∼200 times more likely to interact via the
Glashow resonance than via CC or NC interactions. IceCube has so far identified a single
event at the Glashow resonance [415].
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FIGURE 4.7: Mean value of the inelasticity parameter, i.e. the fraction of en-
ergy that the (anti-)neutrino transfers to the particle it interacts with in CC and

NC interactions, as parametrised by [411].
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independent of its flavour, with a nucleon and are derived from the CTEQ5
parametrisation [213]. Glashow interactions are events in which an anti-

electron neutrino collides with an electron to form a W-boson [414].

Kinematic angles. Detailed knowledge of the neutrino cross section is required to allow
an accurate reconstruction of the energy and flux of observed events. The cross section also
comes into play when considering reconstructed directions. As mentioned previously, the
analysis in this thesis focuses on a sample of muons induced by cosmic neutrinos. The
relevant channel is thus that of muon (anti-)neutrinos undergoing a CC interaction. As a
neutrino telescope only observes the muon, reconstructed directions by IceCube correspond
to an estimate of the direction of the muon. However, the direction of the muon differs from
that of the neutrino by the kinematic angle of the CC event. At a neutrino energy of 1 TeV,
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the median kinematic angle, θm, corresponds to ∼ 1◦. At higher energies, it decreases with
the square root of the neutrino energy [109]:

θm ∼ 1◦ ·
√

TeV
Eν

. (4.9)

Aside from the median angle, it is also worthwhile to consider the full distribution of the
kinematic angle. An interaction between a muon (anti-)neutrino and a nucleon of mass mN
will result in a kinematic angle that corresponds to

cos(θ) =
Eµ − x · y ·mN − m2

µ

2Eν

Eµ,kin
, (4.10)

where Eµ and Eµ,kin are the total and kinetic energy of the muon, respectively, x is the
Björken-x21, and y the inelasticity [410]. To determine the likelihood of obtaining a kinematic
angle θ for a given neutrino energy Eν, a set of parton distribution functions are required
that determine the distribution of x and y. Figure 4.9 shows the cumulative distribution of
θ, weighted by the double differential cross section

dσν

dxdy
= G2

F
mN

π
Eν

(
m2

W
m2

W − q2

)2 (
∑ q + (1− y)2 ·∑ q

)
, (4.11)

where GF is Fermi’s constant and the summation runs over the parton distribution func-
tion of quarks and anti-quark22 [410]. In this computation, the ‘NNPDF31_lo_as_0118’
parametrisation of the parton distribution functions, obtained from https://lhapdf.hepforge.
org, was used. Figure 4.9 illustrates that despite the relatively low median angle, as given

21The Bjorken-x variable is defined as x ≡ −q2

2·p2·q , where p2 and q are the four momentum of the quark and
W-boson, respectively [410].

22Equation (4.11) applies to neutrinos. For anti-neutrinos, the summations between quarks and anti-quarks
should be interchanged.

https://lhapdf.hepforge.org
https://lhapdf.hepforge.org
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in Eq. (4.9), kinematic angles of several tens of degrees are possible for neutrinos energies
up to ∼ 10 TeV due to the long tail of the distribution. This effect is naturally accounted for
in IceCube analyses as kinematic angles are included in the simulations used to represent
signal events.

4.3.2 Cherenkov radiation

What all types of above described neutrino interactions have in common is that they produce
highly-relativistic particles. In a dielectric medium, such as the volume of ice in which the
IceCube telescope is embedded, these particles will emit Cherenkov light [416, 417] if they
are electrically charged and moving faster than the local speed of light, i.e.

v >
c
n

, (4.12)

where n is the refractive index of the medium and v the speed of the particle. For IceCube,
the index of refraction is roughly n = 1.32, varying by ∼2% as a function of the density of
the ice and the wavelength (300 nm . λ . 600 nm) of the light. A muon in ice will pro-
duce Cherenkov radiation as long as Eµ,kin & 56 MeV. Photons generated via the Cherenkov
mechanism are emitted perpendicular to the shock front, along a cone whose central axis
corresponds to the propagation direction of the charged particle, as indicated in Fig. 4.10.

FIGURE 4.10: Illustration of the Cherenkov emission mechanism. From [418].

The angle ϑ at which the photons are emitted corresponds to

cos(ϑ) =
c

v · n . (4.13)

For a highly relativistic (v ∼ c) particle in ice, ϑ ∼ 41◦. Knowing in which direction the
photons are travelling, it remains to specify the rate at which they are produced. Per unit
distance and wavelength, this rate is given by the Frank-Tamm formula

d2N
dλdx

=
2πα

λ2 sin2(ϑ) , (4.14)

where N is the number of emitted photons, x the distance covered by the charged particle, λ
the wavelength of the photons and α ∼ 1/137 the fine-structure constant [419]. Integrating
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Eq. (4.14) over the wavelength range to which IceCube is sensitive23, i.e. from 300 nm to
600 nm, it follows that a single particle will produce ∼ 3.3 · 104 photons per meter distance
by the Cherenkov mechanism.

4.3.3 Interaction signatures

Cascades & tracks. IceCube is built to identify neutrinos by detecting the optical Cherenkov
light that results from their interactions. Light patterns observed by IceCube can roughly be
classified in two topologies, cascades and tracks. Cascades correspond to events in which a
shower of charged particles is produced in a small (∼ 10 m) volume [420]. Given that the
typical distance that light can travel in ice is roughly an order of magnitude larger than the
area in which it is produced, the light distribution from a cascade corresponds to an almost
spherical blob. A visualisation of such an event from data is shown in the right panel of
Fig. 4.11.

Tracks are events in which the charged particle can cover a distance significantly larger
than the typical propagation length of light in ice. Muons are effectively the only particle
that fit this bill. A cylindrical light distribution is thus produced that is centred on the prop-
agation direction of the muon. Such events, illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 4.11, provide
a much better directionality than the cascade topology. In contrast, cascades have the ad-
vantage that all light emitted by the event can be contained within the detector. Since the
amount of photons in a cascade scales linearly with the deposited energy, cascades allow for
an accurate estimation of the event energy.924 Page 4 of 51 Eur. Phys. J. C (2018) 78 :924

Fig. 2 Two examples of events observed with IceCube. The left plot
shows a muon track from a !µ interaction crossing the detector. Each
coloured dot represents a hit DOM. The size of the dot is proportional
to the amount of light detected and the colour code is related to the

relative timing of light detection: read denotes earlier hits, blue, later
hits. The right plot shows a !e or !" charged-current (or any flavour
neutral-current) interaction inside the detector

arrival time of Cherenkov light in individual DOMs is indi-
cated by colour (earlier in red and later in blue) and the size
of each DOM is proportional to the total Cherenkov light
it detected.1 Since the average scattering angle between the
incoming neutrino and the outgoing muon decreases with
energy, #!!µ " 0.7#(E!/TeV)$0.7 [9], an angular reso-
lution below 1# can be achieved for neutrinos with ener-
gies above a few TeV, only limited by the detector’s intrin-
sic angular resolution. This changes at low energies, where
muon tracks are short and their angular resolution deterio-
rates rapidly. For neutrino energies of a few tens of GeVs the
angular resolution reaches a median of " 40#.

All deep-inelastic interactions of neutrinos, both neutral
current (NC), !$ + N ! !$ + X and charged current, !$ +
N ! %$

$ + X , create hadronic cascades X that are visible
by the Cherenkov emission of secondary charged particles.
However, these secondaries can not produce elongated tracks
in the detector due to their rapid scattering or decay in the
medium. Because of the large separation of the strings in
IceCube and the scattering of light in the ice, the Cherenkov
light distribution from particle cascades in the detector is
rather spherical, see right panel of Fig. 2. For cascades or
tracks fully contained in the detector, the energy resolution
is significantly better since the full energy is deposited in
the detector and it is proportional to the detected light. The
ability to distinguish these two light patterns in any energy
range is crucial, since cascades or tracks can contribute to
background or signal depending on the analysis performed.

The electrons produced in charged current interactions of
electron neutrinos, !e + N ! e$ + X , will contribute to
an electromagnetic cascade that overlaps with the hadronic
cascade X at the vertex. At energies of E! % 6.3 PeV, elec-
tron anti-neutrinos can interact resonantly with electrons in

1 Note that in this particular example, also the Cherenkov light emission
from the hadronic cascade X is visible in the detector.

the ice via a W -resonance (“Glashow” resonance) [10]. The
W -boson decays either into hadronic states with a branching
ratio (BR) of % 67%, or into leptonic states (BR % 11%
for each flavour). This type of event can be visible by the
appearance of isolated muon tracks starting in the detector
or by spectral features in the event distribution [11].

Also the case of charged current interactions of tau neutri-
nos, !" +N ! "+X , is special. Again, the hadronic cascade
X is visible in Cherenkov light. The tau has a lifetime (at rest)
of 0.29 ps and decays to leptons as "$ ! µ$ + !µ + !"

(BR % 18%) and "$ ! e$ + !e + !" (BR % 18%)
or to hadrons (mainly pions and kaons, BR % 64%) as
"$ ! !" +mesons. With tau energies below 100 TeV these
charged current events will also contribute to track and cas-
cade events. However, the delayed decay of taus at higher
energies can become visible in IceCube, in particular above
around a PeV when the decay length becomes of the order
of 50 m. This allows for a variety of characteristic event
signatures, depending on the tau energy and decay channel
[12,13].

3 Event selection and reconstruction

In this review we present results from analyses which use dif-
ferent techniques tailored to the characteristics of the signals
searched for. It is therefore impossible to give a description
of a generic analysis strategy which would cover all aspects
of every approach. There are, however, certain levels of data
treatment and analysis techniques that are common for all
analyses in IceCube, and which we cover in this section.

3.1 Event selection

Several triggers are active in IceCube in order to preselect
potentially interesting physics events [14]. They are based
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FIGURE 4.11: Event topologies of neutrino interactions in IceCube. Left:
A high-energy muon moving through ice will produce a track-like trail of
Cherenkov light. Right: Interactions that produce an electromagnetic or
hadronic cascade lead to an almost spherical blob of Cherenkov light. Red
and green spheres indicate light observed at early and late times, respectively,
with the size of the sphere indicating the amount of light at that location. Both

images have a scale of ∼1 km. From [421].

Interaction topologies. Essentially all types of high-energy neutrinos induce a cascade
when they interact with matter24. In the case of NC events, the cascade is initially purely
hadronic in nature, caused by the scattering of a neutrino on one of the quarks inside a
proton or neutron. CC and Glashow interactions can have more involved event signatures.
For Glashow events, the topology purely depends on the decay channel. 67% of the time, a

23While the integral of Eq. (4.14) over all wavelengths can seem divergent at first sight, this is not the case due
to the wavelength dependence of n. When the wavelength decreases below a critical value λt, n will become
smaller than one, making the emission of Cherenkov photons at wavelengths shorter than λt impossible.

24The only exception are Glashow events in which the W-boson decays to a muon, or to a tau that decays to a
muon.
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W-boson will decay hadronically into a quark/anti-quark pair [110]. Such events thus have
the same intrinsic signature as NC interactions, though they appear at the characteristic
energy of the Glashow resonance. The remaining 33% of the time, W-bosons will decay
leptonically. Those decays are split evenly between the three flavours, resulting in three
possible scenarios.

• Electrons will quickly lose all their energy by emitting bremsstrahlung, inducing an
electromagnetic shower. Such particle cascades have a similar size as those of hadronic
showers, typically of the order of 10 m, but produce a ∼15% higher light yield25 [420].

• Muons can travel several kilometres through ice before losing all their energy, produc-
ing a track-like signal of Cherenkov light.

• Tau particles will on average travel 50 m per unit PeV energy before they decay. 65%
of decays will produce a hadronic shower, while the remaining 35% is roughly equally
split between the decay into an electron or muon alongside two neutrinos [110].

The third possible interaction channel is that of CC interactions. These can essentially be
viewed as a combination of a NC interaction, i.e. a hadronic cascade, with the above de-
scribed production of an electron, muon, or tau, depending on the neutrino flavour. Of all
possible interaction channels, muons produced in CC interactions offer the best signature
for point source studies. In terms of detectable light yield, the cylindrical topology allows
for a significantly better directional reconstruction than that of cascades. A second advan-
tage is that muon neutrinos do not need to interact inside IceCube to produce a detectable
signal. Because of their large propagation length (see below), muons can reach IceCube even
if they are produced several kilometers away, significantly enhancing the detector’s effective
volume. For these two reasons, our analysis focuses on the selection of a sample of neutrino
induced muon events. Given that cascades are thus not used in our analysis, the remainder
of this section is devoted to describing the propagation and light emission of muons in ice.

Propagation distance. For a muon travelling through ice, the Bethe-Bloch formula can
be approximated as

dE
dx

= a + bE , (4.15)

where a = −0.24 GeV m−1 is due to ionization and b = −3.3 · 10−4 m−1 is due to brems-
strahlung, pair production and nuclear interactions [110]. At energies above ∼1 TeV, the
second term in Eq. (4.15) becomes dominant. This energy likewise marks the transition
point from which the total light emission from stochastic processes starts to exceeds the
Cherenkov light produced by a bare muon26. Below 1 TeV, the muon can be considered to
be minimum ionizing.

Equation (4.15) can be solved using the method of variation of constants to find the total
distance, xt, that a neutrino of initial energy E0 can travel

xt = −
1
b

ln
(

1 +
b
a

E0

)
. (4.16)

25While electromagnetic and hadronic cascades have very similar signatures, they can in some cases be distin-
guished from one another via the presence of early muons. These muons, produced by pion decay in hadronic
cascades, can outrun the Cherenkov wavefront of the main shower, leaving a detectable imprint [415].

26Bare denotes that only radiation from the muon itself is considered. When the muon travels through ice, it
will create low-energy (< 500 MeV) secondary charged particles along its track, such as knocked off electrons,
which can also produce Cherenkov radiation. The additional light from these secondary particles can be ap-
proximated as a continuous process and will create ∼10% additional photons compared to the bare muon track
[422].
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To cover a distance larger than 1 km, roughly the scale of the IceCube detector, muons must
have an initial energy larger than ∼300 GeV.

4.3.4 Non-optical signals

Aside from Cherenkov light, high-energy neutrinos could potentially also be detected via
other channels. Three alternative methods that have been explored in the literature and have
been followed up in various experiments are here shortly discussed.

Skimming tau neutrinos. A detection channel restricted to tau neutrinos exists at ener-
gies exceeding ∼ 1017 eV. When such a neutrino skims a dense medium, e.g. by entering
a mountain or hitting Earth at zenith angles close to 90◦, the probability exists that a CC
interaction produces a tau particles that is able to exit that medium again. The tau particle
will subsequently decay in the atmosphere, leading to an air shower that is either up-going
or coming from a mountain. Sensitivity to this channel primarily comes from large-scale
cosmic-ray observatories, such as Telescope Array [399] and the Pierre Auger observatory
[398]; balloon based radio experiments such as Anita [400]; and ground based radio obser-
vatories, such as the planned Giant Radio Array for Neutrino Detection (GRAND) [423].

Radio in dense media. Radio offers a promising alternative to observe neutrinos in the
energy range from 1015 eV up to the highest energies. When a neutrino induced cascade
develops in a dense dielectric medium, such as water or ice, a charge anisotropy will arise.
This macroscopic charge distribution will radiate off coherent bremsstrahlung and coher-
ent Cherenkov radiation when moving faster than the speed of light in the medium [424].
New telescopes, such as the RNO-G observatory [113], are currently being constructed to
measure this Askaryan radio signal [113]. A downside to this technique is that cascades
only emit radio waves along the Cherenkov cone, limiting the aperture of such a detector.
An alternative detection principle has therefore been developed, in which neutrinos are de-
tected by scattering a radio wave on the cascade and measuring the reflected signal. The
Radio Echo Telescope for Cosmic Rays (RET-CR) is currently being developed to test this
concept on cascades initiated by cosmic-ray interactions, as a pathfinder for future neutrino
experiments [114, 425–427].

Acoustic. When a high-energy neutrino induces a cascade, the production of numerous
energetic particles will locally heat the medium. If the acoustic and thermal properties of
the material are suitable, this heating can lead to a pressure pulse that can be detected as a
sound wave [428]. Acoustic detectors have been included in all major cosmic neutrino tele-
scopes, including IceCube, ANTARES, KM3NeT and Baikal. However, these hydrophones
primarily served to determine background levels and provide positional calibration data
[429–432]. No neutrinos have so far been measured using acoustic signals, mainly due to
the high-energy threshold (Eν & 1 EeV) from which acoustic detections become viable.

4.4 Detector instrumentation

4.4.1 Detector configuration

In-ice array. In 1960, M. A. Markov suggested that by instrumenting a large natural body
of water with optical sensors, it could be turned into a neutrino telescope [360]. Naturally,
the idea applies to any dielectric medium that is transparent to optical light. IceCube [433]
is currently the only operational realisation of this concept that uses ice as an interaction
medium. As illustrated in Fig. 4.12, the primary component of the detector consists of 5160
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Digital Optical Modules (DOMs, see 4.4.2), that are distributed equally over 86 vertical ca-
bles or ‘strings’. At the surface, strings are arranged along a hexagonal pattern with an
inter-string distance of 125 m. DOMs are located at the lower part of the strings, between a
depth27 of 1450 m to 2450 m. The majority of strings carry 60 DOMs with a vertical spacing
corresponding to 17 m. IceCube has an effective instrumented volume of 1 km3.

Between the 7 central strings of the hexagonal pattern are 8 DeepCore strings that re-
duce the horizontal string spacing to 72 m on average. On DeepCore strings, 50 DOMs
are deployed between depths of 2100 m to 2450 m (7 m vertical spacing) and 10 DOMs are
deployed above 2000 m with a 10 m vertical spacing. These upper DOMs act as a veto,
enabling the rejection of down-going muons. As a result of the significantly reduced DOM
spacing, DeepCore has a lower energy threshold of only a few hundred MeV, more than
ten times smaller than that of the general IceCube array. This enhanced sensitivity to low-
energy neutrinos is of particular relevance to oscillation and beyond the standard model
studies.

Drilling. Deployment of the IceCube detector effectively started on January 22th, 2005,
when the first hole was ‘drilled’ into the ice sheet. A heated drill bit was first used to melt
the upper ∼ 50 m layer of firn (compacted snow). Upon reaching the ice sheet, a 5 MW hot
water drill was then deployed to create a 60 cm diameter28 hole down to a depth of 2500 m.
After a string had been lowered in the melted hole, the water freezes again, locking the
DOMs in the ice sheet. Due to the extreme climate, drilling could only take place during the
Austral summers. Construction of the IceCube detector finished on December 18th, 2010.
Prior to its completion and in between its construction, IceCube was taking data in partial
detector configurations. Due to the reduced number of strings and less well developed filter
algorithms, partial configurations of the IceCube detector had a significantly lower effective
area [375]. As a result, only data recorded by the fully-finished detector will be used in this
thesis.

IceTop. Located at the top of the detector are 162 water Cherenkov tanks, allowing
cosmic-ray air showers to be detected before they enter the ice layer. Tanks are grouped per
two in 81 stations whose layout roughly follows that of the in-ice strings. Each tank encloses
a cylindrical volume of ice, with a height and diameter of 0.9 m and 1.86 m, respectively.
Enclosed in the clear ice are two DOMs, operating at different gains. To increase the light
yield, tanks are internally lined with a reflective coating. IceTop is sensitive to cosmic-ray
air showers in the PeV to EeV regime [433], corresponding to the knee of the cosmic-ray
spectrum (see Fig. 1.6). No data from IceTop is used in this work.

ICL. All data collected by the in-ice and IceTop DOMs is sent via copper cables to the
IceCube laboratory (ICL), which is located at the centre of the detector array. The ICL houses
the necessary servers to perform triggering and apply an initial reconstruction and filtering
of the data (for details, see 4.5). Subsequently, this data is sent to computing centres in the
Northern Hemisphere for further processing. Because of the large amount of heat produced
by the servers, the ICL is one of the few buildings at the South Pole that requires active
cooling29.

27Results from the AMANDA experiment showed that air bubbles are present in the ice layer at depths down
to 1400 m. These bubbles reduce to photon scattering length by more than an order of magnitude, to less than
2 m [434]. For this reason, all IceCube DOMs are deployed below 1400 m.

28Holes are made significantly wider than the DOMs to ensure that sufficient time will be available to deploy
the string after drilling and to limit the danger that a DOM gets stuck during deployment due to irregularities
in the hole diameter.

29The total power consumption of IceCube is ∼53 kW, with DOMs on average consuming 5.7 W each [433].
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FIGURE 4.12: Visualisation of the IceCube experiment. To provide a scale of
reference, the Eiffel tower is shown next to the detector. The dimensions of
IceCube largely determine the energy range to which it is sensitive. Below
∼ 100 GeV, DOMs are spaced too far apart to be effective at detecting the light
produced by low-energy neutrino interactions. At very-high energies, above
∼ 10 PeV, the neutrino flux becomes too low to induce sufficient numbers of

interactions. From [433].

Upgrade & extension plans. Having described the geometry of the IceCube detector, it
is worthwhile to note that an extension to the existing array is planned in the near future.
Seven new strings will be added at the centre of the DeepCore array, using a vertical spac-
ing between DOMs of only 3 m. This IceCube upgrade will significantly lower the energy
threshold, allowing detailed oscillation studies and a determination of the neutrino mass
hierarchy. Strings in the IceCube upgrade will carry several newly developed DOMs. In
this manner, the IceCube upgrade will act as a test bed for the future IceCube-Gen2 detec-
tor [435]. IceCube-Gen2 will have an instrumented volume about eight times the size of
IceCube and will thus enable characterising the neutrino flux up to energies of several tens
of PeV. In addition, it will feature an even larger radio extension of about 500 km2 to ex-
tend the energy threshold even further. Deployment of the IceCube upgrade is planned to
take place during the 2022-2023 and 2023-2024 austral summers, if allowed for by COVID
restrictions. Construction of IceCube-Gen2 will take place following the completion of the
IceCube upgrade [433, 435].
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4.4.2 Digital optical modules

Figure 4.13 shows an illustration of a digital optical module (DOM) of the IceCube detec-
tor. DOMs consist of 1.3 cm thick glass spheres that enclose a photo-multiplier tube (PMT)
alongside the read-out electronics to digitize the PMT’s signal, and LED flasher lights used
for calibration purposes. The glass shell protects the DOM against extreme pressures, capa-
ble of withstanding 690 bar during freeze-in and 250 bar long-term [433].

PMTs. The photo-multiplier tubes used by IceCube are 10 stage R7081-02 PMTs con-
structed by Hamamatsu. PMTs in the in-ice array are operated at a gain of 107 and are
sensitive to photons in the wavelength range from 300 nm to 600 nm. At a wavelength of
420 nm, PMTs reach their peak quantum efficiency30 of 25% for photons travelling upwards,
parallel to the PMT axis. DOMs that are part of the DeepCore array use an upgraded ver-
sion of the same PMT, whose peak quantum efficiency goes up to 34% [433]. To shield the
PMTs from the influence of Earth’s magnetic field, they are enveloped by a mu-metal grid
that lowers the internal magnetic field by a factor ∼2.8. As a result, the PMTs have a 5%
to 10% higher light collection efficiency, resulting in an improved sensitivity and resolution
[433].
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storage, and deployment.  The DOM provides built-in electronic sensing of the gas pressure within the assembled 179
DOM, enabling the detection of a fault either in the seal or failure of the PMT vacuum.180

181

Figure 2.  A schematic illustration of a DOM.  The DOM contains a HV generator with divides the voltage to the photomultiplier.  The DOM 182
Mainboard or DOM MB digitizes the signals from the phototube, actives the LEDs on the LED flasher board, and communicates with the surface.  183
A mu-metal grid shields the phototube against the Earth’s magnetic field.  The phototube is optically coupled to the exterior Glass Pressure 184
Housing by RTV gel.  The penetrator provides a path where the wires from the surface can pass through the Glass Pressure shield.185

The PMT is operated with the photocathode grounded.  The anode signal formation hence occurs at positive HV.  186
This analog signal is presented to the DOM MB signal path, DC-coupled from the input to a digitizer.  At the input, 187
the signal is split to a high-bandwidth PMT discriminator path and to a 75 ns high quality delay line, which provides 188
enough time for the downstream electronics to receive a trigger from the discriminator. 189

The DOM MB (Figure 3), the “central processor” of the DOM, receives the PMT signals.  After digitization, the 190
DOM MB formats the data to create a Hit.  High-bandwidth waveform capture is accomplished by an application191
specific integrated circuit (ASIC), the Analog Transient Waveform Digitizer (ATWD) [9]. Data is buffered until the 192
DOM MB receives a request to transfer data to the ICL.193

In addition to the signal capture/digitization scheme, the use of free-running high-stability oscillators in the DOMs 194
is an innovation that permits the precise time calibration of data without actual synchronization, and at the same time 195
creates negligible impact on network bandwidth.  Timestamping of data is realized by a Reciprocal Active Pulsing 196
(RAPcal) [10] procedure, which is described in Section 4.7. 197

FIGURE 4.13: Graphic representation of the IceCube DOM. From [436].

Read-out. DOMs have two sets of systems in place to read out the signal from PMTs. A
fast analogue-to-digital converter (fADC) continually samples the PMT waveform at a rate
of 40 MHz. If a voltage is observed that exceeds 25% times that of single photo-electron, the
DOM is said to be triggered. At this point, the fADC will store 256 samples, covering a 6.4 µs
period. At the same time, one of the two analogue transient waveform digitizers (ATWDs)
will be activated. This ATWD will save 128 samples at a rate of 300 MHz31, corresponding
to 427 ns. Like the fADC, the ATWDs digitize the signal using a 10-bit resolution. As the
PMT signal is routed through a delay-board before it reaches the ATWD, the effective start

30The quantum efficiency is defined as the probability that a photon incident on the PMT is converted into a
photo-electron, thus producing an observable signal.

31Aside from offering a better timing precision, ATWDs also have a larger dynamic range than the fADC as
they use 3 channels operating at different amplifier gains [433].
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time of the ATWD data taking period is 75 ns prior to the trigger. After an activation, it will
take 29 µs for the ATWD to digitize the signal before it can be triggered again. During this
period, the second ATWD stands by in case a new trigger were to occur. Triggers observed
when both ATWDs are processing data will generally be lost. During normal operations, the
fractional dead time in which the fADC and both ATWDs are not taking data corresponds
to 6.6 · 10−5 for in-ice DOMs [433].

The majority of DOM triggers that occur in IceCube are due to dark noise32. To maximize
the read-out availability of the data acquisition (DAQ) system33 at the ICL, a system of local
coincidence is used. A trigger is said to be a hard-local coincidence (HLC) hit if one of the
(next-to) nearest neighbouring DOMs on the same string was also triggered within a 1 µs
time window. Waveform data is only sent to the ICL for HLC hits. If no coincident hits were
observed in the (next-to) neighbouring DOMs, only a limited data packet of twelve bytes
is transmitted, containing a timestamp and coarse information about the fADC waveform
around its peak voltage [436].

Timing. To ensure the precision time keeping of observed signals, each DOM contains a
20 MHz oscillator that runs with a certified relative uncertainty of less than 10−11. Oscillators
are synchronised once per second with the master clock at the ICL, ensuring that the DOMs
are synchronised with respect to one another within 2 ns. The central master clock at the
ICL is synchronised once per day by GPS satellite. During this period, it generally drifts by
.10 ns [436].

Reliability. DOMs have proven to be extremely reliable. At the time of writing, only
92 of the 5484 DOMs have either died completely or no longer have a functioning high
voltage. 55 DOMs failed during or directly after deployment, prior to the commissioning of
the detector. These failures are likely related to damaged housings and cables during freeze-
in. Most of the remaining 37 DOMs failed during non-standard events, such as calibration
runs, system upgrades, or power outages. Aside from failed DOMs, there are ∼ 180 DOMs
that have developed issues that affect their data-taking, but are still usable. For instance,
some DOMs exhibit unstable rates or only have a single functioning ATWD chip leading to
increased dead times [433].

4.5 Data acquisition software and triggering

4.5.1 Triggering

In the previous section, a description was given of how individual DOMs autonomously34

trigger on the PMT output if a significant excess is observed. Trigger information and dig-
itized waveforms of the 5484 DOMs is sent to 97 ‘DOMHub’ DAQ computers at the ICL,
where the information is buffered. Once every second, the central DAQ triggering computer
requests the timestamps of all newly recorded HLC hits. If the amalgamation of these hits
satisfies one of the triggering conditions listed below, the data buffered in the DOMHubs is
constructed into ‘events’ and saved to disk [438].

IceCube triggers generally require that several HLC hits are observed within a fixed time
window, sometimes with an additional constraint on their relative spatial separation.

32Dark noise hits are mostly due to radioactive decay and scintillation in the glass sphere and occur at an
average rate of ∼300 Hz per PMT [437].

33Transmitting a digitised waveform to the ICL takes 75 ns [436].
34Aside from the HLC input of the (next-to) neighbouring DOMs.
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• SMT: One of the most used and simplest criteria is the simple multiplicity trigger
(SMT). The SMT trigger requires that a total of N HLC hits are observed in a fixed
time window. For regular in-ice DOMs, the criterion is that 8 HLC hits are required
in a 5 µs period (SMT8). DeepCore and IceTop DOMs have their own distinct SMT
trigger conditions [438].

• String and volume: Only 5 HLC hits are required if they occurred in 7 adjacent DOMs
on the same string during a 1.5 µs window. Alternatively, if 4 HLC hits are observed
that can be enveloped by a cylindrical volume with a height of 75 m, radius of 175 m
and within 1 µs, the detector will also trigger [438].

• FRT: 10 ms of data is read out every 5 minutes induced by the fixed-rate trigger (FRT).
The FRT is used to provide samples of untriggered background data.

Combined, all trigger criteria, including those not listed here, lead to a read-out by the
IceCube DAQ system at an average rate of 2.7 kHz. This results in a total DAQ data rate
of ∼ 1 TB per day [433]. Events analysed in this thesis make use of data that satisfies the
SMT8 trigger, which triggers the detector at a rate of 2.1 kHz [438]. As outlined later on,
more advanced filtering techniques are then applied that reduce the SMT8 data to the event
sample used in the likelihood analysis in Chapter 5.

Event builder. The start time of the SMT8 trigger is set to the time at which the first of
the 8 or more HLC hits was observed. Following the trigger start, a sliding 5 µs interval is
moved forward in time until it no longer contains 8 HLC hits. The end of that time win-
dow then marks the end of the trigger interval. Having established the end of the trigger
condition, all data buffered in the DOMHubs is requested by the DAQ system to build an
‘event’. To ensure a conservative data collection, events start 4 µs before to the start of the
trigger interval and end 6 µs after it has finished. Events include data from the full detector,
containing all non-HLC hits in addition to waveform data for HLC hits.

HitSpool. Raw data from the DOMs is continually being ring-buffered by the DOMHubs.
Full raw waveforms and non-HLC hits remain available for up to 8 hours [438] . This ‘hit-
spooling’ ensures that IceCube data can be manually stored if an interesting astrophysical
transient is observed, such as a nearby supernova explosion.

Up-time. IceCube is able to achieve an uptime, defined as the fraction of time during
which the detector is taking data, in excess of 99%. However, sometimes the detector will
be taking data in partial configurations due to e.g. a failure in one of the string read-out
systems. Over the past years, a clean uptime of ∼ 97% has consistently been achieved,
corresponding to the fraction of time for which analysis-ready is available. Minimizing the
time during which the detector is not taking data was one of the design goals of IceCube, to
ensure that the detector is operating when rare astrophysical transients occur [433].

4.5.2 Pulse series construction

Waveform reconstruction. Given a single recorded event, the first step in the reconstruc-
tion process is to deconvolve the waveforms captured by the fADC and ATWDs into a set of
incident photons. To start, the baseline or pedestal voltage at the fADC and ATWDs is deter-
mined based on measurements taken once every 0.83 s in the absence of any signals [433].
This baseline is then corrected for by subtracting it from the observed voltage. Baseline
corrections are performed by the ‘WaveCalibrator’ algorithm [439], which also corrects for
other artificial features introduced by the read-out electronics. As the response of the read-
out electronics has a known transfer function, the calibration inversion is a well-behaved
process provided that the waveform did not exceed the dynamic range of the digitizer.
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Calibrated waveforms are then deconvolved using the ‘WaveDeform’ algorithm [439].
WaveDeform starts by fitting the template of a single photo-electron to the observed wave-
form. In an iterative process, the next steps will then perform fits using the sum of two, three,
etc. templates, until a point is reached at which adding additional pulses no longer suffi-
ciently reduces the square error of the fit. As four channels are typically available, one from
the fADC and three gain channels from the ATWD, the waveform is optimised to fit all four
channels simultaneously. To avoid negative pulse amplitudes, a non-negative least-squares
algorithm (in particular, the Lawson-Hanson method [440]) is used. Finally, a correction is
applied to the reconstructed times of the pulses to account for the time it took for the pulse
to propagate through the PMT and the delay board [433].

Pulse cleaning. Not all reconstructed photo-electrons are related to charged particles
moving through the ice. DOMs observe an average dark noise rate of ∼300 Hz [437]. These
hits are primarily induced by radioactive decay processes and scintillation in the DOM’s
glass sphere. Another type of background hits occurs following events in which a large
number of photo-electrons were produced. Remnant gas in the PMT will be ionised by the
stream of accelerated electrons in between the dynodes. The positively charged ions thus
produced will be accelerated towards the photo-cathode and can liberate an electron upon
impact. Signals related to these electrons are called afterpulses. They are a common feature
in PMTs. In IceCube, afterpulses produce signals on timescales of 300 ns to 11 µs after the
start of the event [437].

To remove isolated hits that are likely unrelated to the physical event, a pulse cleaning
algorithm called ‘seededRT’ is applied. As a starting point, the collection of all HLC is used.
Any non-HLC hit is then added to the collection if it occurred within 150 m and 1 µs of one
of the already accepted hits. This procedure is then repeated two more times.

In this analysis, only muon induced events will be used. Given that muons can traverse
the detector in ∼ 3 µs, a time cut can be imposed. By moving a 6 µs sliding time window
over the event, the interval is identified that contains the largest number of cleaned hits. All
hits outside this time window are then removed. The input to the reconstruction algorithms
described below corresponds to the cleaned hits within the selected 6 µs time windows [441].

4.6 Event reconstruction

4.6.1 Processing and filtering

PnF. At the South Pole, all cleaned hits get processed in real-time by the processing and
filtering (PnF) system. PnF checks the output and trigger rates of DOMs to verify that the
detector is running in a stable manner. In addition, a number of data quality checks are
performed. The main job of the PnF system, aside from monitoring the detector, is to filter
events in real-time to reduce the data stream to a limit that is within the available satellite
bandwidth (∼100 GB/day [433]) and to enable online analyses.

Online filters. Filter algorithms that run at the South Pole are updated once per year.
Generally, there are about 25 filter algorithms that run online, selecting ∼15% of the trig-
gered events [433]. For analyses of astrophysical point sources, the most used filter algo-
rithm is the ‘muon filter’, which aims at identifying track-like events produced by muons
passing through the detector. The algorithm proceeds by first performing a Linefit35 to es-
timate the propagation direction of the particle, followed by a single photo-electron (SPE)
fit35 that uses the Linefit direction as its seed. Denoting the best-fit zenith angle of the SPE

35A detailed description of the directional reconstruction algorithms is given in 4.6.2.
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method as θ and its log likelihood value as L, the filter criteria can be written as:

L
Nd − 3

≤ 8.7 for − 1 < cos(θ) ≤ 0.2 , (4.17)

log10 (Qtot) > 3.9 · cos(θ) + 0.65 for 0.2 < cos(θ) ≤ 0.5 , (4.18)
log10 (Qtot) > 0.6 · cos(θ) + 0.65 for 0.5 < cos(θ) ≤ 1 , (4.19)

where Nd is the number of hit DOMs and Qtot the total photo-electron charge of the event
[441]. As the degrees of freedom in the SPE-fit corresponds to 5, its reduced log-likelihood is
L/(Nd− 5). However, the ability of the reduced log-likelihood to identify well-reconstructed
events varies with the event energy. Eq. (4.17) therefore uses a modified reduced log-
likelihood that includes a factor Nd − 3 in the denominator, as this has been shown to offer
a more consistent performance over the considered energy range [441, 442].

For up-going particles, the criterion in Eq. (4.17) aims at ensuring that only well-reconstructed
events are included. For down-going events, the vast majority of detected particles will be
atmospheric muons. Since the atmospheric background flux has a much steeper decline,
dN/dE ∝ E−3.7, than the expected astrophysical flux, dN/dE ∝ E−2, a charge cut is imposed
to select only the most energetic events. Using these criteria, the muon filter reduces the
SMT8 trigger rate of 2.1 kHz down to 40 Hz [441]. The only online filter on which our anal-
ysis relies is the muon filter. Other online selections are e.g., the ‘high-charge filter’, which
selects the events in which the total photo-electron count exceeds 103, and the ‘shower filter’,
which aims at identifying cascade type events [433].

4.6.2 Directional reconstruction

Following the initial selection made by the muon filter, reconstruction algorithms are ap-
plied to characterize the properties of the selected events. To start, algorithms that recon-
struct the muon direction will be discussed. Three different methods will be presented, each
increasing in complexity and computational cost. Inexpensive methods will first be applied
to obtain a crude estimate of the muon’s direction, which recursively will be used as a seed
for the next algorithm. All methods assume that the muon propagates through the full de-
tector. For particularly interesting events, the most advanced algorithms (e.g. Millipede
[439]) are applied, which can also fit for tracks that start inside the detector. However, as
these methods are too computationally expensive, they cannot be applied to events on a
systematic basis and will therefore not be discussed here.

Linefit. One of the most straightforward methods to fit the muon direction is to apply a
χ2-fit that minimizes

χ2 =
Nd

∑
i=1
‖~r0 + ti ·~v−~xi‖2 . (4.20)

In this expression, the summation runs over all hits, with ~xi and ti denoting the position
and the time of the hits, respectively. The fit for quantities are the velocity of the muon, ~v,
and an anchor point along the muon track,~r0. Linefit thus minimises the sum of the square
distances between hits and the location of the muon. This fit implicitly assumes a model
in which the muon is accompanied by a plane wave of light, travelling perpendicular to
the muon propagation direction. While this is not the correct physical model, it has the
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advantage that Eq. (4.20) has an analytic solution for the muon velocity36

~v =
〈ti~xi〉 − 〈ti〉 〈~xi〉〈

t2
i

〉
− 〈ti〉2

, (4.21)

where the angle brackets denote averaging over all hits. To improve its accuracy, the Linefit
algorithm used in IceCube differs from the standard χ2-method described here by applying
additional hit cleaning and by replacing the square in Eq. (4.20) by a Huber loss function
[443]. While these modifications lower the speed of the algorithm by a factor ∼ 6, it remains
fast enough to be run in real-time at the South Pole and has been shown to significantly
improve the performance [444].

SPE. The single photo-electron (SPE) fit is the next step in the IceCube chain of direc-
tional reconstruction algorithms. It performs a likelihood fit to the first hit observed by
every DOM, disregarding any hits that occurred at a later time. Such an approach is justi-
fied by the reasoning that photons can be scattered and absorbed by impurities within the
ice. In particular, scattering can lead photons to go on a random walk, arriving at DOMs
significantly later than if they had travelled a straight path. By only considering the first
hit observed by every DOM, the likelihood is thus minimized that these hits are related to
scattered photons.

A significant improvement with respect to Linefit is that the SPE algorithm will correctly
account for the expected time delay of the observed hits. Assuming that a hit is produced
by an unscattered photon, the expected time of the hit is given by

te,i = t0 +
~v
v · (~xi −~r0) + d · tan(θc)

c
, (4.22)

with all variables defined in Fig. 4.14. Residual hit times, tr,i, are defined as the time differ-
ence between the time at which a hit was observed, ti, and the time at which the Cherenkov
wavefront would have arrived at the DOM, te,i, i.e. tr,i ≡ ti − te,i. The SPE algorithm has 5
free parameters, corresponding to an anchor point along the muon track,~r0, at an arbitrary
time t0 and the direction that the muon is travelling in, given in the spherical coordinates θ
and φ. As the algorithm is essentially only applied to highly-relativistic muons, the speed of
the muon is assumed to be c. Calibration measurements by the Baikal experiment showed
that good agreement could be obtained by defining the likelihood as

L =
Nd

∏
i=1

p (tr,i|~r0, θ, φ) , (4.23)

where p is a modified form of the gamma distribution called the Pandel function [445]:

p(t) =
ρξ tξ−1

Γ(ξ)
e−ρ·t . (4.24)

In Eq. (4.24), the variables ρ and ξ are phenomenological constants of the medium that are
determined by Monte-Carlo simulations [446]. A disadvantage to the Pandel function is that
it returns a probability of zero for pulses that have a negative time residual. Such negative
values can arise due to noise hits that survived the pulse cleaning and due to the fact that
observed photon times are measured with a finite temporal accuracy. To cope with these
effects, the SPE likelihood used in IceCube is a convolution between the Pandel function
and a Gaussian distribution [446].

36The best fit value for~r0, corresponding to the mean of ~xi, is irrelevant to point source analyses.
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FIGURE 4.14: Geometrical quantities used to determine the arrival time and
direction of unscattered photons. Adapted from [441].

Ideally, the SPE likelihood would be minimized by performing a brute force scan of
the available parameter space. Due to computational constraints, such an approach is not
viable. The output from Linefit is therefore used as an initial seed, producing a new best-
fit parameter. To ensure that the minimizer did not get stuck in a local minimum, several
new minimisations are then performed in which the seed for the muon direction is slightly
scattering around the input parameters. This procedure is repeated two times.

MPE. The SPE likelihood is intrinsically a biased estimator as it only uses the earliest hit
from each DOM. A modified likelihood is therefore considered in which an additional factor
is added to account for the probability that the remaining Ni − 1 out of Ni hits in a single
DOM would have a residual time that is larger than that of the first hit [447]:

L =
Nd

∏
i=1

Ni · p (tr,i|~r0, θ, φ) ·
[∫ ∞

tr,i

p (tr,i|~r0, θ, φ)

]Ni−1

. (4.25)

For muons with energies in excess of 1 TeV, it becomes very likely that multiple hits will
occur in single DOM. Particularly the directional reconstruction of high-energy muons thus
benefits from the use of the MPE over the SPE algorithm.

SplineMPE. As a final step in the directional reconstruction chain, the MPE likelihood
from Eq. (4.25) is again applied to the hits. However, instead of using the Pandel function
to evaluate p, the probability is evaluated numerically. Sets of simulated events are used
to create look-up tables as a function of the distance between the muon and the DOM, the
propagation angle of the muon with respect to the PMT axis, and the depth within the ice-
sheet. A spline characterisation of the table is then used to enable a quick evaluation of the
likelihood function and to reduce the memory footprint.

Using a Monte Carlo based likelihood has several advantages over the analytical Pandel
function. While the Pandel function assumes a homogeneous medium, the use of SplineMPE
makes it possible to account for the depth dependent scattering and absorption coefficients
of light in ice, as shown in Fig. 4.15. Another advantage is that simulations can account for
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FIGURE 4.15: Effective scattering (left) and absorption (right) coefficient of
light in ice as a function of depth and wavelength. From [448].

detector effects, such as late noise pulses and the resolution with which DOMs can time-
stamp a hit. Finally, it is also worthwhile to consider that the light emission of muons with
energies above ∼ 1 TeV is dominated by stochastic processes (see 4.3.3). Using Monte Carlo
simulation makes it possible to account for this effect, in contrast to the Pandel function,
which assumes that equal amounts of light were emitted along the entire track.

A comparison of the four directional reconstruction methods is shown in Fig. 4.16. As
can be observed, the median angular error, defined as the opening angle between the true
and reconstruction propagation direction of the muon, decreases with each more advanced
reconstruction algorithm. The analysis presented in this thesis makes use of directions that
were reconstructed with the SplineMPE method.

4.6.3 Estimated angular uncertainty

In the next chapter, the location of GRBs will be compared to those of the reconstructed
muons, as they reflect the arrival direction of the parent neutrinos. To determine if a corre-
lation exists between the two samples, an estimate of the uncertainty on the reconstructed
muon direction is required. Event uncertainties largely vary as function of the number of
hits, the zenith angle, the depth in the detector and the length of the muon track. As a result,
uncertainties are estimated on an event-by-event basis.

Cramér-Rao. For the SPE and MPE method, the Cramér-Rao bound [452, 453]:

Cov
(
xi, xj

)
≥ 1

I(~x)ij
, (4.26)

is used to obtain a conservative estimate of the uncertainty of the fit parameters, ~x. In the
above expression, I(~x)ij is the Fisher information matrix,

I(~x)ij =

〈
∂2

∂xi∂xj
ln
(
L
(
~tr|~x

))∣∣∣∣
~x=~x f it

〉
, (4.27)
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the median angular resolution for muons, using different
reconstruction algorithms at the final event selection level. Left: The
angular resolution is shown as a function of the true muon energy at the
detector, averaged over all declinations. Right: The angular resolution is
shown as a function of the declination averaged over all energies.

• Additional energy losses from the muon in the form of stochastic processes
can produce additional, late pulses at the DOMs. Such pulses influence the
observed distribution of time residuals, as well as the number of recorded
photons Ni in Eq. 3.12. The convergence of the fit can be improved by removing
photons which are unlikely to be related to the continuous light emission: The
cumulative distribution of the observed time residuals in each DOM is compared
to the cumulative distribution of the expected time residuals

¥tres

0 p1(t)dt in a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [76, 77]. If the test fails (a significance level of 20%),
the last pulse in a DOM is removed until either the test passes, or only one pulse
is left. Only the pulses passing the test are eventually used in the maximum
likelihood fit.

• The SPE and MPE likelihood of Eq. 3.9 and 3.12 are combined into L(1�m)
SPE ·Lm

MPE,
with the parameter m being a function of the muon energy. It blends between the
SPE and MPE likelihoods and has been optimized using simulations. For muons
below 1 TeV m = 0.4 suppresses the contribution from the MPE likelihood,
whereas for muons above 300 TeV the full MPE likelihood is restored with m = 1.
Although this behavior is not entirely understood, it was found to improve the
angular resolution of muon with energies below 1 TeV.

These modifications slightly improve the angular error, but more importantly they
speed up the likelihood evaluation and fitting, providing additional headroom to
include other costly reconstructions mentioned in the following chapters.

42

FIGURE 4.16: Median angular uncertainty of the four directional reconstruc-
tion algorithms on the final event sample. The left figure shows the uncer-
tainty as a function of muon energy, averaged over all declinations. The right
figure shows the uncertainty as a function of declination, averaged over all
energies. Studies of the Sun and Moon shadow have validated that IceCube

can achieve an angular pointing accuracy of 0.2◦ [449–451]. From [441].

where tr is the residual time and the angular brackets denote averaging over all possible
values of~tr weighted by L

(
~tr|~x

)
. Analytical expressions exist for the θ and φ diagonal com-

ponents of the SPE and MPE Fisher information matrix [454]. These enable a fast evaluation
of the directional uncertainty, on the order of ∼1 µs per event. Given the uncertainty on
the reconstructed values of θ and φ, a circularised angular error, σ, is then constructed by
quadratically averaging the uncertainties

σ2 =
1
2
·
(

σ2
θ + sin2(θ) · σ2

φ

)
. (4.28)

Cramér-Rao based uncertainties are used as one of the inputs of event selection algorithms.

Paraboloid. A similar approach is used to estimate the uncertainties of the SplineMPE
fit parameters. However, due to the numerical nature of the algorithm, the likelihood land-
scape has to be evaluated numerically. Measurement errors of residual times approximately
follow a Gaussian distribution [447]. As a result, the likelihood function in the θ and φ plane
can be well-described by a two-dimensional Gaussian function or paraboloid around the
global minimum. Uncertainties can then be extracted by finding the points at which the
likelihood drops by a factor e−1/2,

ln (L(~x +~σi)) = ln (L(~x))− 1
2

. (4.29)

An error ellipse can thus be constructed in the θ and φ plane. The circularised uncertainty
is then obtained by taking the quadratic mean of the semi-major and semi-minor axis of the
ellipse37. Numerical studies have shown that the Paraboloid estimator produces more ac-
curate event uncertainties than the Cramér-Rao method. A downside is that the Paraboloid
algorithm requires a parametrisation of the likelihood landscape, making the method much
more computationally expensive. This prevents it from being applied in online analyses or

37Taking the quadratic average of the semi-minor and semi-major axis was shown to offer the best sensitivity
in previous analyses [455].
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online filters. Paraboloid generated angular uncertainties are computed for all events only
after the final stage of the event selection.

Pull correction. Reconstruction algorithms like paraboloid produce an estimate for the
muon direction. Due to the kinematic angle (see 4.3.1), uncertainties are underestimated
if they are used to model the angular separation between the reconstructed muon and the
original neutrino. Additionally, unmodelled systematics can worsen this effect. A pull-
correction is therefore implemented, defined as an energy dependent38 factor that all event
uncertainties are multiplied with to ensure that the true angular separation is less than 1σ for
39.3% of Monte-Carlo simulated events. Given that the pointing of the IceCube telescope has
been validated down to 0.2◦ by studies of the Moon shadow [449, 450], an angular error floor
is applied after applying the pull corrections, implying that the minimal angular uncertainty
of any event used in our analysis is 0.2◦.

4.6.4 Energy reconstruction

Aside from the reconstructed muon direction and uncertainty, the likelihood analysis in the
following chapter will also make use of the muon energy. Astrophysical events are expected
to follow a harder spectrum than atmospheric background events. High-energy muons will
therefore receive a larger weight in the likelihood. Ideally, the neutrino rather than the
muon energy would be included in the likelihood. As described in 4.3.1, muons produced
by neutrinos will only carry a certain fraction of the neutrino energy. A second effect is that
muons will already have undergone energy losses, as our analysis uses a sample of through
going-events, in which the neutrino interactions thus took place outside of the detector. For
these two reasons, reconstructed muon energies should only be considered as lower limits
to the neutrino energies.

At energies of the order .300 GeV, muons can no longer propagate through the full
IceCube detector. A calorimetric approach can thus be used to estimate the energy of the
entering muon. Up to energies of∼1 TeV, muons will experience an approximately constant
energy loss, as shown in Eq. (4.15). Above 1 TeV, the energy loss and light production
becomes dominated by large stochastic energy losses. While this linear dependence makes
it possible to estimate the energy of through-going muons, the stochastic nature implies that
reconstructed energies will inescapably be prone to relatively large uncertainties.

MuE. Using the approximate linear dependence between the muon energy, E, and the
emitted light intensity, a simple model can be constructed for the amount of hits, λ, that a
DOM is expected to observe:

λ = E ·Λ + ρ . (4.30)

In this expression, ρ is a constant that accounts for the background from noise hits. The
variable Λ depends on the observing DOM and the characteristics of the muon track, i.e.
its direction and anchor point. Monte Carlo simulation have been used to construct tem-
plates39 of the expected light yield of all 5160 in-ice DOM for the 5 dimensional parameter
space. Using the result from the SplineMPE reconstruction, a spline function is then used to
interpolate λ for every DOM given the best-fit track parameters [420].

38In practice, the MuEX energy proxy (see 4.6.4) is used to determine the pull-correction factor.
39These template functions account for the depth dependent scattering and absorption of light in ice.
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For a particular DOM, indicated by the subscript i, the number of observed hits is ex-
pected to follow a Poisson distribution around the mean predicted by the template. A like-
lihood function can thus be constructed that considers the product of these Poisson proba-
bilities for every DOM

L =
Nd

∏
i=1

λki
i

ki!
e−λi , (4.31)

where the summation runs over all DOMs and ki is number of hits observed in the i’th DOM
[420]. The only free parameter in the likelihood corresponds to the muon energy E, allowing
for an efficient minimisation.

MuEX. A slight alteration has been made to this likelihood function that reduces the
uncertainty of the estimator. This modification corresponds to smearing the Poisson proba-
bility with a kernel function

L =
Nd

∏
i=1

∫ ∞

0
G(λi, λ) · λki

ki!
e−λdλ . (4.32)

An empirical study using simulated events [420] showed that the kernel

G(λi, λ) ≡ α

λ
·
[

e−β·ln(λ/λi) +

(
ln(λ/λi)

σ

)2
]

, (4.33)

significantly increased the reliability of the reconstruction algorithm. In Eq. (4.33), α is
normalisation coefficient, while β and σ are empirically determined constants. The reason-
ing behind the inclusion of a kernel function is that stochastic energy losses can cause a
few DOMs to have significantly more hits than predicted by the template function. These
stochastic energy losses, which can be regarded as small shower-like events along the muon
track, can thus lead to large over-fluctuations in the number of observed hits. Such excesses
are ill-described by the Poisson likelihood. By convolving the probability with a kernel
function, the likelihood is given longer tails, allowing for such over-fluctuations. Compared
to the MuE algorithm, MuEX has been shown to produce a ∼ 30% better energy resolu-
tion [456].

4.7 Simulation

The characterisation of event reconstruction algorithms relies on simulated events, as this
allows comparing reconstructed quantities to the known Monte Carlo truth. Simulations
are additionally used to characterise the performance of the event selection and likelihood
analysis. Two main steps make up the simulation chain. First, neutrinos40 are sampled in
such a way that they will undergo an interaction in the vicinity of the IceCube detector. In
interactions that lead to a muon particle, the muon is propagated through the ice, simulating
its energy loss and accompanying production of Cherenkov photons. In the next step, the
light collection and triggering by IceCube DOMs is simulated, after which the Monte Carlo
events go through the same processing chain as that which is applied to real data.

40In this section, ‘neutrino’ will refer to both neutrinos and anti-neutrinos.
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4.7.1 Neutrino interactions

Neutrinos. Neutrino events and interactions are generated using a modified version of the
ANIS41 program [457]. At the start of the simulation chain, neutrinos are sampled on Earth’s
surface. They are then propagated in a direction that passes through or in the vicinity of the
IceCube detector. During their propagation, neutrinos can undergo interactions in which
they are either absorbed or lose energy. Energy loss primarily occurs due to NC interactions,
or CC interactions of a tau neutrino in which the resulting tau particle decays leptonically.
Absorption, in contrast, is mainly caused by CC interactions of electron and muon neutrinos.
Propagation through matter will also alter the neutrino eigenstates, affecting the oscillation
parameters and thus the flavour composition of the sample.

The absorption, energy loss and flavour oscillations are effectively independent of the
chemical composition of Earth. Instead, they vary mainly as a function of its matter density.
ANIS assumes the parametrisation by the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) [458],
in which Earth’s density is determined as a function of the distance from its core. A second
requirement is that a model is needed for the neutrino-nucleon cross section. Here, ANIS
assumes the CTEQ5 parametrisation [213], previously shown in Fig. 4.8.

Muons. Neutrinos are forced to undergo an interaction near or inside the IceCube detec-
tor volume42. Muon particles produced in these interactions are then propagated through
the bedrock and ice sheet using the PROPOSAL43 software package [460]. PROPOSAL sim-
ulates the muon energy loss and corresponding light yield. Stochastic energy losses due
bremsstrahlung, pair production and nuclear interactions are randomly sampled along the
muon track and added to the continual energy loss due to ionization.

Photons. For low-energy muons, the total number of emitted photons is sufficiently
small that each individual photon can be tracked. GPUs are used to efficiently model the
scattering of photons as they propagate through the ice sheet [461]. Photon tracks end either
when the photon gets absorbed by the ice or when it hits a DOM. At the final stage of the
simulation, the properties of all photon tracks that reached a DOM are stored to disk, serving
as the input for the detector simulation.

For high-energy muons, a slightly different approach is taken. When tracking individ-
ual photons becomes too computationally intensive, the light deposition pattern along the
muon track is used to directly sample the photon count at each of the DOMs. Tabulated
expectation values are used that were pre-generated for a set of light emission patterns in
the detector. While this approach is much more efficient, large computational efforts are
initially required to compose the tabulated expectation values44.

4.7.2 Detector response

Given a set of files containing the characteristics of photons that managed to reach a DOM,
it remains to simulate the detector response. The conversion process from incident photons
to the output signal of individual DOMs is realised via the DOMLauncher program [462].
As a first step, DOMLauncher starts by modelling the response of the PMT. Depending on
the location, angle and wavelength of the incident photon, DOMLauncher determines the
probability that the photon will liberate an electron in the photo-cathode of the PMT. If an
electron is liberated, the PMT’s response is modelled and converted into an output charge.

41ANIS is an acronym for ‘All Neutrino Interaction Simulation’.
42The weighting method used to produce realistic event rates naturally accounts for these ‘forced interactions’.
43PROPOSAL is an acronym for ‘Propagator with optimal precision and optimized speed for all leptons’ and

is effectively a more efficient implementation of the ‘Muon Monte Carlo’ (MMC) framework [459].
44These simulations need to be repeated each time a new ice model is introduced.
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Ensuingly, DOMLauncher models the effects of the DOM mainboard, fADC and ATWDs to
construct a waveform given the PMT’s input signal.

The output from the DOMLauncher program produces simulated events that have an
identical format to that of actual IceCube data. From this stage, the exact same filtering,
event reconstruction and event selection algorithms are applied, ensuring that the real data
and simulated events go through the same processing chain.

4.8 Event selections

The vast majority of events that trigger the IceCube detector are not caused by astrophysical
neutrinos, but by particles produced in cosmic-ray air showers. In the Northern Hemi-
sphere, atmospheric neutrinos are the only type of particle that will be able to propagate
through Earth and reach the detector. In the Southern Hemisphere, atmospheric muons can
also reach the detector, outnumbering atmospheric neutrino induced interactions by a fac-
tor ∼ 106 at trigger level. Stringent event selection techniques are thus required to enable
potential astrophysical events to be identified over this atmospheric background.

As described in 4.6.1, the muon filter is applied to all IceCube events that satisfied the
SMT8 trigger. This step reduces the rate of events from 2.1 kHz to 40 Hz. Since the muon
filter is the first stage during which the event rate is reduced, data is said to go from level 0
to level 1. Level 1 data is then further reduced by applying two more filter algorithms.
These are the OnlineL2 filter [463] and the gamma-ray follow up (GFU) filter [441, 464],
both of which are described in detail below. Our analysis thus makes use of level 3 data,
corresponding to the events selected by the GFU filter.

4.8.1 The OnlineL2 filter

The OnlineL2 filter operates by placing a collection of direct cuts on reconstruction vari-
ables45. While it intrinsically operates very similar to the muon filter, two primary differ-
ences enable the OnlineL2 filter to further improve the removal of background events. To
start, the initial rate reduction, going from level 0 to level 1 data, allows applying an MPE fit
to all events. A more reliable estimate of the zenith angle can thus be used, compared to the
SPE-fit result used by the muon filter.

Direct hits. A second difference is that the OnlineL2 filter considers an additional vari-
able46 when placing cuts. This extra parameter is based on ‘direct hits’, which are defined as
hits for which the time residual47 lies in the interval [−15 ns, 75 ns]. Direct hits are thus hits
with small time residuals, corresponding to DOM triggers caused by (relatively) unscattered
photons. By considering the orthogonal projection of direct hits on the muon track, a reason-
able estimate can be obtained of the track length inside the IceCube detector. Short lengths
indicate that the muon only passed through the edge or corners of the detector. Such events
will generally result in an unreliable directional reconstruction, fooling filter algorithms in
accepting down-going muons as up-going events. By placing a lower bound on the minimal
effective track length, such background events can be identified and removed [463].

Performance. Overall, the OnlineL2 filter further reduces the background by a factor∼6,
decreasing the rate from 40 Hz at level 1 to 6 Hz. Assuming an E−2 spectrum, level 2 data
retains >99% of up-going and >80% of down-going signal events [441].

45For a detailed overview of the cuts and parameters of the OnlineL2 filter, we refer the reader to [463].
46Aside from the modified reduced log-likelihood, total charge, and reconstructed zenith angle.
47The residual time is defined as the time difference between the observed hit and the expected arrival time

of the Cherenkov wavefront. See Eq. (4.22) for a formal definition.
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4.8.2 The GFU filter

The GFU filter was developed by T. Kintscher [441] with the aim of creating a sample of
candidate neutrino events optimised for short scale transient searches. Given its excellent
performance, described in detail at the end of this section, the GFU selection has been used
in several IceCube analyses (e.g. [465, 466]). An overview will here be presented on the filter
algorithm. For a full, detailed description, we refer the reader to [441].

Backgrounds. As input data, the GFU filter takes the events that were selected by the
OnlineL2 filter. Level 2 data mainly consists of events caused by atmospheric muons, out-
numbering neutrino induced events by a factor ∼ 103. In the Southern Hemisphere, the
reasoning behind the filter algorithm is that the atmospheric background can be removed
by selecting the highest-energy muons. Atmospheric muons and atmospheric neutrinos
both follow an energy spectrum, dN/dE ∝ E−3.7, that declines much faster than that of the
expected astrophysical signal, dN/dE ∝ E−2. Above a certain energy threshold, the astro-
physical signal will thus dominate the atmospheric background. The main background in
the Southern Hemisphere comes from sets of atmospheric muons that were produced in the
same air shower and are travelling almost parallel to each other. If the intermediate dis-
tance between the muons is much smaller than the IceCube string spacing, then a bundle of
several low-energy muons will produce a signal that is very similar to that of a single high-
energy muon. However, light emission from such muon bundles will not be dominated
by large stochastic energy losses. In addition, the muons will not be travelling perfectly
collinear, smearing the distribution of residual times and worsening the likelihood of di-
rectional reconstruction algorithms. These features are used to identify and remove muon
bundle events.

In the Northern Hemisphere, there are two main types of background events. The first
class corresponds to events which have been misidentified as up-going muons. In reality,
these are mostly edge or corner clipping down-going muons. Neutrino induced cascade
events are in some cases also misreconstructed as up-going muons. Tagging these events
mainly relies on applying more robust reconstruction algorithms, such as SplineMPE, and
requiring that these offer a good fit to the data. In addition, event topology features can
be used to remove events that only pass through the edge of the detector, or events that do
not exhibit track-like features. The second class of background events consists of up-going
muons produced by atmospheric neutrinos. Aside from their energy spectrum, these are
indistinguishable from astrophysical neutrinos and thus largely kept in the event sample.

Boosted decision trees. To remove background events, the GFU algorithm first applies
a set of pre-cuts and then makes use of boosted decision tree (BDT) classifiers [441]. A BDT
is a collection of ‘trees’ that aim to classify events into background or signal bins. Each tree
consists of several layers (5 for the GFU algorithm). The first or top layer of a tree consists of
a single node that performs a binary classification of events by determining if a variable is
above are below a certain threshold. Based on this classification, the node feeds the events
into two new nodes in the second layers. This process is repeated recursively, implying that
the N’th layer has 2N−1 nodes. At the final level, nodes are called the leaves of the tree.

Given a particular variable, the cut used by a node is optimised to separate events into
signal and background. Denoting the two children of a node by the subscripts 1 and 2, the
cut is chosen which optimises the separation gain

∆S = w · S(p)− w1 · S(p1)− w2 · S(p2) . (4.34)
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In this expression, p is defined as the purity of the node, corresponding to the relative weight
of the signal events, p = ws/(ws + wb), and the function S is the Gini separation criterion
S(p) = p · (1− p). At every node, three variables are randomly selected from a list of pre-
identified quantities that were found to offer good separating power. The candidate which
offers the best separation power at that particular node is then used. Once a tree has been
completed, a new tree is started which takes as input the same events with slightly modified
weights. In particular, the weight of wrongly classified events is increased by a factor 0.1 in
a processes called boosting. Given the classification by the ensemble of trees, a BDT score
is computed that reflects the possibility that an event is signal or background. Events are
filtered by the algorithm if they exceed the GFU BDT score threshold.

Separate BDTs are constructed for events from the Northern and Southern Hemisphere
due to the different backgrounds. As IceCube DOMs are located at an average depth of
1950 m, significant shielding still occurs for particles coming from zenith angles slightly
smaller than 90◦. For this reason, the optimal cut to separate up- from down-going events
in different BDT selections was found to correspond to a zenith angle of 82◦. For up-going
events, a BDT with 300 trees is used, while the BDT of down-going events uses 400 trees.
The events used to train the BDTs are based on Monte Carlo simulations48. Signal events
are weighted to the astrophysical neutrino flux, while background events are modelled to
reflect the observed atmospheric background as accurately as possible.

Overtraining. Figure 4.17 and 4.18 shows the performance of the down- and up-going
BDT, respectively. To ensure that the event selections were not overtrained, they were
trained on one sampled and then applied to another. The p-value shows the results of a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, which checks if the two cumulative distributions of the two in-
dependent samples are consistent with one another. Since these indicate a good agreement,
it follows that the filter algorithm is not overtrained.

FIGURE 4.17: Cumulative distribution of the number of events that pass the
down-going BDT. Solid and dashes lines show the training and test sample,
respectively. The p-value corresponds to the result of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov

test applied on the two samples. The final BDT cut is at −0.7. From [441].

48Using real data was shown to offer decreased performance due to signal contamination [441].
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FIGURE 4.18: Same as Fig. 4.17 but for up-going events. The final BDT cut is
at −0.12. From [441].

4.8.3 Final event sample

The data used in our precursor analyses corresponds to events which were observed by
IceCube between the 13th of May 2011 and the 14th of October 2018. In this period, IceCube
was taking data in a stable configuration 96.5% of the time, corresponding to an effective
uptime of 2,615.97 days. A total of 1,502,612 events were selected by the GFU filter. The
GFU event rate for the Northern Hemisphere is 3.5 mHz, effectively corresponding to the
irreducible background from atmospheric neutrinos. In the Southern Hemisphere the rate is
3.1 mHz, as the BDT cut was in part chosen to provide roughly the same number of events
in both hemispheres.

Efficiency. Figure 4.19 shows the selection efficiency of the up- and down-going BDT
as a function of the neutrino energy. In the Northern sky, an efficiency > 90% is consis-
tently achieved for neutrino energies in excess of a few TeV. The analysis is significantly less
sensitive in the Southern sky, where a ≥ 50% efficiency is only achieved above ∼300 TeV.

Effective area. Another manner in which the performance of the event selection can be
evaluated, is by considering the effective area, defined as

Ae f f =
Observed event rate

Incoming flux
, (4.35)

where the incoming flux is taken to be the true astrophysical neutrino flux as it arrives at
Earth49. Figure 4.20 shows the effective area as a function of energy, averaged over a selec-
tion of zenith bands. For events coming from the Northern Hemisphere (purple line), the
effect of Earth absorption clearly becomes visible at energies above ∼100 TeV. In contrast,
events from the Southern Hemisphere (blue line) are largely removed at energies below
∼100 TeV due to the stringent event selection required to deal with the large atmospheric
muon background. The region around the horizon offers the best effective area, as the de-
tector is shielded by a layer of ice sufficiently thick to stop all charged particles from atmo-
spheric air showers, but not so thick that it will cause the neutrino flux to be attenuated.

49This differs from the flux at the detector, which is affected by Earth absorption effects.
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FIGURE 4.19: Efficiency of the up- and down-going event selection to filter
signal neutrinos as a function of the neutrino energy. From [441].
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Energy range. Given a particular model for the astrophysical flux, the effective area
can be used to determine the number of signal events that will be in the GFU sample as a
function of energy. Figure 4.21 shows the cumulative distribution of signal events for an
E−2 spectrum. Defining the effective energy range of the sample as the central band that
contains 90% of the signal events, a range from 1.25 TeV to 4.14 PeV is obtained. Repeating
this computation for spectral indices between 1.5 to 4, the resulting 90% energy bands are
shown in Fig. 4.22. Harder and softer spectra naturally shift the central range of signal
events selected by the GFU filter to higher and lower energies, respectively.
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FIGURE 4.21: Fraction of signal events in the GFU sample that have an energy
smaller than the value displayed on the x-axis, assuming an E−2 spectrum.

The central 90% interval ranges from 1.25 TeV to 4.14 PeV.
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Chapter 5

IceCube GRB precursor analysis

In this chapter, all previously presented information is brought together. Chapter 1 gave
an introductory overview on GRBs, which was followed by a more detailed discussion of
gamma-ray precursors in Chapter 2. Of key importance is that past analyses [242, 290, 293,
294, 297, 300, 303, 304] have shown that precursors generally have a non-thermal spectrum,
indicating that they do not simply correspond to photospheric emission. If precursors are
instead related to a jet ploughing its way through remnant layers of the progenitor, then
precursor gamma-ray signals could be accompanied by a significant neutrino flux. Alter-
natively, if the initial jet is too weak, it might be fully choked by the stellar envelope. In
this scenario, there would still be precursor neutrino emission, ∼100 s before the start of the
prompt phase, but it would not be accompanied by a gamma-ray counterpart.

To enable a search for neutrinos from GRB precursors, we performed an analysis of the
Fermi-GBM data, described in Chapter 3, to produce a catalogue of gamma-ray precursors.
Ensuingly, we presented on overview of the IceCube detector in Chapter 4, describing how
the neutrino flux from astrophysical sources can be identified and reconstructed. Given all
these elements, we are now ready to describe the final likelihood analysis that will determine
whether a neutrino signal is effectively observed from GRB precursors. Two searches will
be described. One analysis will look for neutrinos that arrive in coincidence with observed
gamma-ray precursors, while the other will look for neutrino emission before the start of
the prompt phase. Our final analysis result is then related to the model predictions from
Chapter 2 and compared to the astrophysical diffuse neutrino flux seen by IceCube.

5.1 GRB neutrino studies in IceCube

Before proceeding to our actual analysis, a short overview will first be given on past and
current IceCube GRB analyses. This will provide the necessary context for the choices that
shaped our analysis. In addition, it will enable highlighting how the analyses have pro-
gressed over the years, with each new search, this work included, adding novel aspects to
the analysis method.

5.1.1 Past analyses

IC22 (2010). GRB analyses were one of the first searches that were performed once IceCube
data started to become available. After the third deployment season, 22 strings had been
installed in the ice-sheet. This configuration of the IceCube detector is called IC22. In the
following years, the number of strings increased to 40, 59, 79 and 86. Data taken in the
IC22 configuration led to the first IceCube GRB paper [467]. Two searches were performed
on a set of 41 GRBs from the Northern Hemisphere. The first search targeted the prompt
phase, looking for neutrinos that arrived coincident with the observed gamma-rays. The
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second search targeted extended emission, using a 4 h time window that starts 1 h before the
prompt phase. No coincidences were observed, leading to the first upper limits by IceCube
on the GRB neutrino flux.

IC40 (2011). While the IC22 analysis had been unable to constrain mainstream model
predictions, this already changed after the following season. Using data from the IC40 con-
figuration, 117 GRBs from the Northern Hemisphere were examined [468–470]. Rather than
instantly switching from a ’prompt’ time window to a 4 h interval, the concept of ’extend-
ing time windows’ was introduced. Starting from the prompt interval, the time range of all
GRBs was extended by 1 s on either side until a period of±1 day was covered. At first sight,
this seemingly introduces a huge trial-correction factor. However, when accounting for the
strong correlation between the p-value of different time windows due to large overlaps, the
method becomes feasible. With this analysis, IceCube was able to put a 90% upper limit on
the GRB prompt neutrino flux that corresponds to 82% of the predicted Waxman-Bahcall
flux [468].

IC40 + IC59 (2012). One year later, the same two analyses were re-applied. In addition
to the 117 Northern GRBs from the IC40 analysis, 190 GRBs from both the Northern and
Southern Hemisphere were also included for the IC59 period [439, 471]. This search thus
became the first IceCube GRB analysis to include events from the Southern sky, as improved
event selection algorithms combined with the increased number of strings made it possible
to sufficiently suppress the background. Upper limits for the prompt phase decreased to
27% of the Waxman-Bahcall prediction [471], for the first time firmly excluding the model.

IC40 + IC59 + IC79 + IC86 (2015). Following the ‘IC40 + IC59’ paper, published re-
sults started to specifically focus on prompt GRB emission [472]. Only the analysis looking
for coincidences with the observed gamma-ray signal was thus performed, omitting the
‘extending time window’ search. Another change was that, to achieve the best sensitivity
averaged over all GRBs, the sample was again restricted to events from the Northern Hemi-
sphere only. 506 GRBs were studied, using data taken in 3 years of partial and 1 year of the
full detector configuration. The novelty of this analysis is that upper limits on the prompt
neutrino flux were directly interpreted in terms of the parameters of the physical models.
In particular, the baryonic loading and bulk Lorentz factor of the fireball, photospheric, and
ICMART models were constrained, as previously shown in Fig. 1.14.

IC79 + 2xIC86 (2016). As more data taken in the full detector configuration became
available, the inclusion of IC40 and IC59 data no longer had a notable effect on the analy-
sis sensitivity. Since data from these seasons was taken using different filter algorithms and
required dedicated event selections, their inclusion would only serve to increase the system-
atic uncertainty on the analysis results. Hence, they were omitted from further searches [397,
473–475]. Using three years of data, an analysis was performed to identify neutrinos from
the prompt phase of 807 GRBs from both hemispheres. Contrary to previously analyses, it
was not restricted to muon-track events, but also included cascades, effectively making the
analysis sensitive to all neutrino flavours [397, 475].

IC79 + 5xIC86 (2017). The most recent IceCube publication [257] studied a sample of
1,172 GRBs from both the Northern and Southern Hemisphere. Only track-like events were
examined, restricting the analysis again to the muon neutrino flavour. Limits were placed on
the fireball, photospheric, and ICMART models. The analysis showed that prompt emission
from GRBs can contribute less than 1% to the diffuse neutrino flux observed by IceCube1.

1As will be detailed later on (see 5.6.3), the claim that GRBs can contribute <1% to the diffuse flux only applies
assuming a set of very specific assumptions and has since the IC79 + 5xIC86 analysis again been relaxed.
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Precursor limits. In terms of the neutrino flux from GRB precursors, the most stringent
constraints come from an analysis [476] that searched for muon neutrinos from 468 long
GRBs in the Northern Hemisphere. Using 4 years of IC86 data, the analysis was able to
lower previous upper limits [467] by a factor of ∼10. This led to a slight constraint on
precursor emission models [333]. As will be shown later on, the analysis presented here has
a significantly improved sensitivity compared to the previous upper limit, thus allowing to
either confirm or firmly rule out the model prediction.

5.1.2 Current analyses

This analysis. All previous IceCube GRB precursor analyses searched for a neutrino excess
in a generic manner. Our analysis differs in this regards, as we for the first time make use of
gamma-ray precursor observations to identify the periods of time that are of interest. This
enables a more targeted neutrino search, leading to significantly improved sensitivities.

Related searches. Aside from the analysis described in this chapter, it is worth noting
that two other IceCube GRB searches were performed during the same timespan [5]. The
first analysis, by Liz Friedman, used a sample of 2,096 GRBs to search for neutrino emission
in a set of 10 expanding time windows, ranging for 10 s to 15 days. The second analysis,
by Kunal Deoskar, studied 733 well-localised GRBs and fitted the optimal spectral index
and time window (±14 days) for each burst. These two searches look for neutrinos from
the precursor, prompt, and afterglow phase of GRBs in a way that is complementary to this
work. A publication on the combined results of our analysis has been composed and is at
the time of writing undergoing internal review in the IceCube Collaboration.

5.2 Unbinned likelihood analysis

5.2.1 Likelihood-ratio test

Likelihood-ratio. To test if GRB precursors are sources of neutrinos, our analysis will ex-
amine the IceCube data and apply a likelihood-ratio test to compare two hypotheses. The
first or null hypothesis, H0, is that none of the events observed by IceCube are related to
GRB precursors. H0 will therefore be referred to as the ‘background-only hypothesis’. The
alternative hypothesis, H1, is that the data can contain a non-zero contribution from GRB
precursors. Denoting the true number of signal events as ns,t, H1 thus states that ns,t ≥ 0.
The likelihood-ratio of the two hypotheses can be used to define a test statistic,

TS = 2 · ln
(L(~x|ns,t ≥ 0)
L(~x|ns,t = 0)

)
. (5.1)

If the data, ~x, results in a TS value that is strictly positive, then this indicates that a scenario
is favoured in which the contribution from signal events is non-zero.

Significance. Even if the event sample does not contain any signal events (ns,t = 0), the
data can result in a positive TS value due to an upward fluctuation of the background. A
significance level, α, is therefore used to indicate the probability that the observed result
is consistent with a background fluctuation. In more rigorous terms, the significance is
defined as the probability under the null hypothesis that a TS value at least as extreme as
the observed value, TS’, is obtained, i.e.

α = P (TS ≥ TS’|ns,t = 0) . (5.2)
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Background trials. In practice, Eq. (5.2) is generally evaluated numerically. So-called
‘background trials’ are performed to construct the TS distribution when ns,t = 0. Each
trial uses real data, but scrambled in such a way that it is consistent with the background
hypothesis. The procedure to generate background trials can be summarised in four steps.

1. The expected number of background events, 〈nb〉, in a declination band centred around
the GRB position is calculated by counting the total number of events in that band, di-
viding by the total uptime of the detector, and multiplying with the duration of the
examined time window. Events contribute to the band if they have a declination that
is consistent within a significance 5σ of the GRB’s declination.

2. Poisson statistics are used to randomly sample the number of background events that
will be injected, nb, given the expected mean 〈nb〉.

3. nb events are randomly selected from the declination band used in step 1.

4. The times of the nb events are set to values that are randomly sampled from a uniform
distribution covering the examined time window. As the direction of the event in de-
tector coordinates (azimuth & zenith) remains the same, the declination stays constant,
while the right ascension is changed to make it consistent with the randomly sampled
time of the event.

For each background trial constructed in this manner, the TS from Eq. (5.1) is evaluated. A
numerical TS distribution consistent with the null hypothesis is thus constructed. Signifi-
cances can then be determined as the fraction of background trials that have a TS value that
is larger than or equal to the observed TS value.

Sensitivity and discovery potential. If the neutrino flux from GRB precursors is such
that the expected number of signal events is ns,t, then the actual number of signal events in
the data, ns,d, will be a value sampled from a Poisson distribution with mean ns,t. Repeating
the experiment several times, the number of signal events in the data sample can thus vary
with each iteration or trial. Different TS values will be obtained for every trial, leading to
different significances. As a result, the analysis performance is graded based on the fraction
of trials that exceeds a certain predefined TS threshold.

• The sensitivity of the analysis is defined as the threshold from which ns,t leads to a
significance below 50% in 90% of all trials. This threshold thus provides a conservative
estimate for the smallest number of signal events to which the analysis is sensitive.

• The discovery potential is defined as the value of ns,t that leads to a significance below
5.7 · 10−7 (> 5σ for a single-sided Gaussian) in 50% of all trials. It thus indicates the
minimal signal that can reasonably be expected to lead to a 5σ discovery.

Figure 5.1 graphically illustrates the definition of the sensitivity and discovery potential.
The black line shows the TS distribution when ns,t = 0, while the full red and blue line show
the distribution of the TS when ns,t corresponds to the sensitivity and discovery potential
threshold, respectively.

Alternative statistical methods. Before further going into the analysis, we will first mo-
tivate why a likelihood-ratio test is used rather than some other statistical test. In the null
hypothesis, ns is fixed to a single value. H0 is therefore a ‘simple’ hypothesis. In contrast, ns
can be any real positive number in the alternative hypothesis. H1 is therefore a ‘composite’
hypothesis.

The Neyman-Pearson lemma [477] states that the likelihood ratio is the most powerful
test to compare two simple hypotheses to each other. Since H1 is a composite hypothesis,
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FIGURE 5.1: Cartoon illustrating the definition of sensitivity and discovery
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Credit: René Reimann.

this theorem does not apply to our analysis. Nonetheless, IceCube studies that compared
several statistical methods, including: the Li-Ma method [478], the likelihood-ratio test [479],
the PLT-method [480], and the Ψ-method [481], found that for an analysis that is similar to
the one presented in this thesis, the likelihood-ratio test offers the best overall performance
[476, 482]. This motivates our choice of the likelihood-ratio test as the statistical tool used in
our analysis.

5.2.2 Likelihood for a single, well-localised GRB

Having described how the significance and performance of a likelihood-ratio analysis can
be quantified, it remains to specify the likelihood function itself. As a starting point, the
likelihood of a single, well-localised2 GRB will first be considered. This case will then be
generalised to the likelihood of a badly-localised GRB, i.e. one whose localisation comes in
the form of a HEALPix sky map [134]. Finally, the likelihood will also be extended such
that it can be applied to a set of multiple well-localised GRBs, in what is called a stacking
analysis.

Consider a set of N candidate neutrino events observed by the IceCube detector. For
each event, the probability density can be specified that it is either a signal or a background
event3. This probability density will be based on three characteristics of the events, namely
their reconstructed direction, energy, and time.

Signal PDFs. The first component in the total signal PDF, S, is the spatial contribution,
Ssp, that relates the direction of the neutrino to that of the GRB. While presenting the GRB-
web project (see 1.2), it was shown that the probability density of burst localisations can be
described using a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution, Eq. (1.14). In the likelihood, this

2A well-localised GRB is taken to be a burst whose localisation uncertainty is smaller than the majority of
events uncertainties in the IceCube GFU sample. In this thesis, a cut at an uncertainty threshold of 1.5◦ is used.

3Signal events are defined as through-going muons that were induced by GRB neutrinos. Background events
correspond to any type of event that is not a signal event.
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Gaussian is used as the spatial PDF, with the slight modification that the variance now cor-
responds to the quadratic sum of the GRB and neutrino localisation uncertainty, and with θ
taken to be the opening angle between the GRB position and the neutrino arrival direction.

The second probability density, St, is determined by the arrival time of the neutrino with
respect to the GRB. For each burst, a box profile with width ∆t around the time of the GRB
will be used. The exact location and width of the time window will depend on the analysis
and will hence be specified later on. If the neutrino arrives within this time range, it gets a
weight 1/∆t. Otherwise, its weight is zero.

The third and final component, SE, is based on the reconstructed energy of the events. As
previously illustrated in Fig. 4.20, the effective area of IceCube significantly varies as func-
tion of both declination, δ, and energy, E. For this reason, simulations of through-going sig-
nal neutrinos, assuming an E−2 energy spectrum, are used to construct a two-dimensional
histogram of the number of expected events as a function of sin(δ) and log10(E). This dis-
tribution is then normalised along the log10(E) axis and characterised using a spline to al-
low the PDF to be evaluated at arbitrary energies. The total signal PDF corresponds to
S = Ssp · St · SE.

Background PDF. A similar procedure is used to construct the background PDF, B,
which can be written as B = Bsp · Bt · BE. To construct the spatial component, Bsp, off-
time data4 is binned as a function of declination. A normalised spline fit to the binned event
counts is then used as the spatial PDF to observe a background event from that direction.
In this computation, the right ascension of the GRB is not considered as IceCube is approxi-
mated to have a uniform detection efficiency in right ascension.

Given that all events which arrive outside of the GRB time window automatically get
a weight of zero by the signal PDF, there is no point in considering these events in our
analysis. Only background events inside the GRB time window are thus included. As a
result, they likewise receive a weight 1/∆t. If an event thus arrives on-time, it is considered
to be equally likely that it is a signal or background event purely based on the timing of the
event.

Finally, the background PDF for the energy, BE, is constructed analogously to the signal
energy PDF, SE. However, instead of using simulated signal events, off-time data is used to
compose the two-dimensional histograms. A normalised spline fit is then again employed
to characterise the energy distribution of events as a function of zenith.

Likelihood. Based on the signal and background PDF, an expression can be obtained
for the likelihood that the sample of N events contains ns signal events, given that 〈nb〉
background events were expected

L =
(ns + 〈nb〉)N

N!
e−(ns+〈nb〉) ·

N

∏
i=1

[
ns

ns + 〈nb〉
S(xi) +

〈nb〉
ns + 〈nb〉

B(xi)

]
, (5.3)

where xi denotes the reconstructed properties of the i’th event. In Eq. (5.3), the first term in
the likelihood is the Poisson probability λNe−λ/N! that N events would be observed, given
that a total of λ = ns + 〈nb〉 events are expected. The second term takes the product of the
probability densities of all events. A priori, before considering the event properties, it can
be stated that the probability that a randomly selected event is a signal event corresponds
to ns/(ns + 〈nb〉). This factor is therefore multiplied with the signal PDF, S. Analogously,

4Off-time data is defined as all data outside of the considered GRB time windows.
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the prior probability that an event corresponds to background is multiplied with the back-
ground PDF, B.

The likelihood in Eq. (5.3) has a single free parameter, namely the number of signal
events, ns. Under the background-only hypothesis, ns = 0. This leads to the following
expression for the background-only likelihood,

L0 =
〈nb〉N

N!
e−〈nb〉 ·

N

∏
i=1

B(xi) . (5.4)

Taking the logarithm of the likelihood ratio, the following expression is obtained

ln
( L
L0

)
= −ns +

N

∑
i=1

ln
(

nsS(xi)

〈nb〉B(xi)
+ 1
)

. (5.5)

This log-likelihood ratio, corresponding to half of the TS value, is maximised to find the
number of signal events that optimally describes the observed event sample.

Example TS distribution. The GRB time windows considered in this analysis are typi-
cally of the order 100 s. Given that the full-sky rate of the IceCube GFU sample is 6.6 mHz,
the number of expected background events, 〈nb〉, satisfies 〈nb〉 � 1. For instance, in case of
a GRB with a conservative angular uncertainty of σ = 1◦ and a 100 s time duration, the ex-
pected number of background events that overlaps within 5σ corresponds to ∼0.001. Most
background trials will therefore not have any events that contribute to the likelihood. As a
result, the best-fit TS value automatically corresponds to zero. Figure 5.2 shows an example
of a background TS distributions for a well-localised GRB in which this feature is clearly
visible. The exact shape of the distribution will vary on a GRB-by-GRB basis, depending on
the declination and the duration of the burst.
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FIGURE 5.2: Background TS distribution of the burst bn111228657, which was
localised to σ . 10−4 degrees by Swift.

Sensitivity. Considering the low-background rate, the case of a well-localised, short
timescale transient approaches the ideal scenario of a background free search. This implies
that essentially any coincident event will automatically lead to a positive TS value. The
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sensitivity threshold is therefore reduced to a simple counting experiment. For a median
background TS value of zero, the sensitivity can be determined as the average number of
events λ that will produce at least one event in 90% of all trials. An alternative way of
phrasing this is that 10% of all trials should not contain any events, i.e.

0.1 = P(k = 0) =
λ0

0!
e−λ = e−λ . (5.6)

Solving for λ, it follows that the sensitivity corresponds to the flux that on average leads to
ln(10) ∼ 2.3 events. The effective area of the IceCube GFU sample can be used to find the
corresponding time-integrated flux as a function of declination. This quantity is shown in
Fig. 5.3 and applies to any well-localised transient if the timescale is such that 〈nb〉 � 1.
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FIGURE 5.3: Sensitivity of IceCube to the time-integrated flux of a single GRB
as a function of the GRB declination, δ, and zenith angle, θ.

An interesting feature is that the inclusion of background events can seemingly lead to an
improvement of the sensitivity. From Eq. (5.6) it follows that the minimal number of events
required to reach the sensitivity threshold is λ = ln(10) ∼ 2.3, where λ is the sum of both
signal and background events. A non-zero background contribution will thus lower the
number of signal events required to reach the sensitivity threshold. This holds true as long
as the median of the background TS distribution corresponds to zero. To illustrate the effect,
Fig. 5.4 shows the sensitivity threshold to observe an excess in a simple counting experiment.
Initially, the sensitivity improves as the average number of background events increases.
Once an average background count of nb = ln(2) ∼ 0.69 is reached, the median number
of background events jumps from 0 to 1, causing a sudden increase in the sensitivity. For a
test statistic derived from Eq. (5.5) rather than a simple counting experiment, the sensitivity
will follow a similar pattern, though without the discontinuous jumps introduced by the
discrete nature of the counting TS. It should be noted that this effect is purely mathematical
and is not representative of a physical improvement in analysis sensitivity.
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FIGURE 5.4: Number of signal events (y-axis) required to satisfy the sensitivity
criterion in a simple counting experiment. The minimal allowed for signal

count corresponds to ln(5) ∼ 1.61 at a background count of ln(2) ∼ 0.69.

5.2.3 Sky scans for GBM localised bursts

HEALPix. For GRBs that were localised by Fermi-GBM, an additional step is needed to
compute the TS. Rather than localising a bursts to a single position, Fermi-GBM releases
HEALPix maps [134] to characterise the localisation uncertainty. HEALPix maps divide the
sky into pixels of equal size5. The maps released by Fermi-GBM contain the probability for
each pixel that the true location of the GRB falls within that pixel. An example of such a sky
map was previously shown in Fig. 1.7 when presenting the GRBweb project.

Sky scans. To find the most likely GRB-neutrino association, a sky scan is performed to
find the pixel that will produce the most significant result. In particular, the TS from Eq. (5.5)
is evaluated at every pixel individually under the assumption that the true position of the
GRB corresponds to the pixel centre. The resulting log-likelihood ratios are then multiplied
with the probability content of each pixel, PGBM,i, leading to the following test statistic:

TSGBM = max
i
{TSi + 2× [ln(PGBM,i) − ln(PGBM,m)]} . (5.7)

In this expression, the constant PGBM,m ≡ maxi {PGBM,i} is purely added for conventional
reasons, as it is does not influence the maximization of the TS.

Example TS distribution. Figure 5.5 shows the background TS distribution for a burst
whose TS is described by Eq. (5.7). Overall, background TS distributions from HEALpix
bursts are very similar to those of well-localised bursts. The exact characteristics of the
distribution will depend on the duration and the sky map of the GRB. For each burst, a
unique background TS distribution thus has to be constructed.

Sensitivity. As stated previously, the sensitivity curve shown in Fig. 5.3 applies to any
transient whose timescale is sufficiently small that 〈nb〉 � 1. For a source described by a
HEALPix map, the sensitivity will effectively be a mixture of the sensitivities from Fig. 5.3,

5The HEALPix maps released by Fermi-GBM contain 196,608 pixels, implying that each pixel has an angular
size of ∼0.2 square degrees.
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FIGURE 5.5: Background TS distribution of the burst bn110904124, whose lo-
calisation is described by a sky map in the HEALPix format.

determined by the probability contained in different declination bands of the HEALPix map.
In rigorous terms, signal trials are performed by first randomly sampling the simulated true
GRB position based on the probability content of the pixels. From this step onwards, the
simulation chain is identical to that of a well-localised GRB. It follows from these simula-
tions that despite their worse localisation, the sensitivity to GRBs for which a sky scan is
performed is comparable to that of well-localised GRBs as long as the criterion 〈nb〉 � 1
remains true.

5.2.4 Stacking likelihood

Using a small modification, the likelihood for a single well-localised GRB (see 5.2.2) can be
adjusted to the likelihood for N well-localised GRBs. In this new formalism, the expres-
sion for the likelihood remains identical and is thus given by Eq. (5.3). The difference to a
single source stems from the interpretation of the variables in the likelihood. When consid-
ering multiple sources, ns corresponds to the total number of signal events summed over
all GRBs. Each GRB is assumed to have the same time-integrated neutrino flux at Earth6.
The number of neutrinos per GRB will therefore be proportional to the GFU effective area
at the declination of the burst, Ae f f (δ). A second modification to the likelihood is therefore
that the signal PDF is replaced by the sum of the N signal PDFs, weighted by their relative
contribution to the number of signal events

S =
∑N

i=1Ae f f (δi) · Si

∑N
i=1Ae f f (δi)

, (5.8)

where δi and Si are the declination and signal PDF of the i’th burst, respectively.

The method described above is generally referred to as a ‘stacked likelihood’. A ma-
jor advantage compared to analysing each GRB on an individual basis is that stacking re-
duces the number of fit-parameters by a factor N. In addition, it allows accumulating the

6A more physical assumption would be to weight the flux of GRBs by the inverse square of their luminosity
distance. However, as only ∼10% of all bursts have a redshift measurement, GRBs are typically [442, 466, 476,
483] given equal weights.
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signal and background events of all GRBs in a single likelihood, leading to more compet-
itive results. A downside to stacking is that practical implementations do not allow for
the inclusion of HEALPix maps in the likelihood. Hence, stacking can only be applied to
well-localised GRBs. Performance figures for the stacking analysis performed in this thesis,
including a background TS distribution and sensitivity calculation, will be given in section
5.3.2.

5.3 Analyses

Two analyses are performed to look for neutrino emission from GRB precursors. These anal-
yses examine 972 bursts in total, using different assumptions about the neutrino emission
time. An overview of the two analyses and their performance will be given in this section.
For the actual analysis results, we refer the reader to Section 5.5.

Review. To avoid biasing the analyses, both searches were performed in a blind fashion.
This implies that the actual IceCube data was only examined at the final stage of the anal-
ysis after a review by the IceCube Collaboration. Prior to unblinding, scrambled data and
Monte Carlo simulations were used to test the analysis framework and characterise its per-
formance. The IceCube review process to approve unblinding consisted of two stages. First,
regular presentations were given in the corresponding IceCube working group. A working
group reviewer was then appointed to scrutinize the analysis specifics. Following approval
by the working group, a second reviewer from the collaboration was appointed. Having
satisfied the questions from both reviewers, the analysis was presented to the full collabora-
tion. This was followed by a two week comment period, after which unblinding approval
was granted.

5.3.1 GBM coincidence study

The first analysis aims to identify neutrinos that arrived coincident with or close in time to
observed gamma-ray precursor flashes. This search will be referred to as the ‘GBM coinci-
dence study’. To enable the analysis, a GRB precursor catalogue was composed as described
in Chapter 3. The gamma-ray precursors from that analysis of Fermi-GBM data will now
serve as the input for the IceCube search presented here.

GRB sample. In total, the Fermi-GBM precursor analysis from Chapter 3 identified 217
GRBs that showed evidence for precursor emission. Two selection criteria are imposed on
this sample to identify the bursts that can be included in our coincidence study.

• 3 out of the 217 GRBs do not have a Fermi-GBM HEALPix map7, nor were they lo-
calised by another satellite. For this reason, they are removed from the sample.

• Of the remaining 214 bursts, there are 138 GRBs that fall inside the time range of the
IceCube GFU sample. Five of those bursts occurred while the detector was not taking
data in a stable configuration. This leaves a total of 133 GRBs that will be analysed
in this search. One burst’s (bn121113544) time window only partly overlaps with the
period during which GFU data is available. This effect is accordingly accounted for in
the analysis.

Table D.1 in Appendix D presents an overview of the 133 analysed GRBs.

7The RoboBA algorithm that Fermi uses to produce HEALPix maps will generally fail for . 3% of all GRBs.
As a result, no sky map localisations are available for these bursts [484].
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Time windows. The time windows examined for each GRB correspond to the precursor
time ranges from Tab. D.1, extended by 2 s on either side to set a conservative time range.
At a later stage, our analysis could be used to place limits on the flux from GRB precursors.
A modification is therefore made to the time window of bursts whose precursor ended very
close in time to the start of the prompt emission. If the quiescent time between the precursor
and prompt phase is less than 2 s, the end of the time window used in this analysis is cut
short such that it does not overlap with the prompt phase of the burst. Combined, the
summed duration of all 133 time windows corresponds to a 3344.53 s period that will be
searched for precursor emission.

TS distribution. Of the 133 GRBs in our sample, there are 33 bursts that were accurately
(σ ≤ 1.5◦) localised by a satellite other than Fermi-GBM. Those bursts are treated as ‘well-
localised’ GRBs and are thus analysed using the TS from Eq. (5.5). For the remaining 100
bursts, a sky scan is performed based on the TS defined in Eq. (5.7). The background TS
distribution for two of the 133 GRBs was previously shown in 5.2.2. Fig. 5.2 showed the TS
distribution for a well-localised GRB, bn111228657, and Fig. 5.5 that of a HEALPix burst,
bn110904124. Background TS distributions are similarly built for all other GRBs in our sam-
ple. Due to the small time windows, all 133 analyses are relatively background free. This
implies that for any particular GRB, the majority of background trials will not have any co-
incident events. As a result, most trials will end up at a TS value of zero. Figure 5.6 shows
the fraction of non-zero background trials for each GRB. Depending on the size of the time
window and how well the GRB was localised, this fraction varies from ∼ 5 · 10−5 to ∼ 0.1.
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FIGURE 5.6: Each point along the x-axis represents one of the 133 GRBs anal-
ysed in this search. For every GRB (dot), the y-axis indicates the fraction of

background trials for which the best-fit ns and TS value is larger than zero.

When one background trial is performed, this results in 133 TS values, one for each GRB.
A quantity which will be of interest at a later stage of the analysis is the fraction of trials for
which there are exactly N TS values that are non-zero. The distribution of this number is
shown in Fig. 5.7. Under the background-only hypothesis, the probability that all 133 GRBs
will result in a TS value of zero is 47.8%.
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FIGURE 5.7: When performing a single background trial, a TS value is ob-
tained for each of the 133 GRBs. This distribution shows the probability that

exactly N of those 133 TS values will be different from zero.

Fit bias. To ensure that the analyses are able to accurately reconstruct the true number
of signal events, trials are performed in which a fixed number of simulated signal events
are injected. Figure 5.8 shows the fitted ns value as a function of the true number of injected
signal events. This distribution is shown for the well-localised and HEALPix GRBs whose
TS distributions were previously shown in Fig. 5.2 and 5.5, respectively. The true number
of signal events is generally well recovered. Due to the low background, most trials do
not contain any signal events. Few upper fluctuations are thus observed as the fitted value
of ns cannot be larger than the total number of events in the sample. Similar figures of
merit can be constructed for the remaining GRBs in the sample and show the same general
characteristics.

Trial corrections. When examining the ensemble of all bursts, the output of the analysis
corresponds to 133 p-values. A trial-correction factor is therefore needed to determine if the
collection of those p-values constitutes a statistically significant result. Three methods are
examined to combine the 133 p-values into a single trial-corrected p-value.

1. ‘Binomial’ method: Consider a set of N p-values, one for each GRB, that are ordered
from smallest to largest, i.e. p1 ≤ p2 ≤ ... ≤ pN . Under the background-only hypoth-
esis, those N p-values are expected to be uniformly distributed between zero and one.
The probability that k or more p-values would be smaller than or equal to pk is given
by the binomial probability

P(k) = P(n ≥ k|N, pk) =
N

∑
m=k

N!
(N −m)!m!

pm
k (1− pk)

N−m . (5.9)

In essence, this procedure thus combines the k out of N most significant p-values into
a single significance. Rather than pre-specifying the value of k, all values from k =
1 to k = N are scanned to find the one which offers the smallest probability P(k).
An empirical correction factor is then applied to account for the fact that N values
were scanned. The trial-corrected p-value is taken to be the fraction of background
trials that result in a P(k) smaller than or equal to the observed value. Given that the
probabilities P(k) are highly correlated, this correction factor is only minor.
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FIGURE 5.8: Distributions showing that the injected number of signal events
can be well-recovered by the likelihood fit. The upper figure corresponds to
a well-localised GRB, while the lower figure is a GRB whose localisation is

described by a HEALPix map.

A small modification to this approach is needed to apply the binomial method to the
GBM coincidence study. For every GRB, the p-value is derived by comparing its value
to the background TS distribution. Assuming that the fraction of events that end up
at a TS of zero corresponds to x, it follows that the p-value distribution under the
background-only hypothesis is dP/dp = 1 if p < (1− x), with the remainder prob-
ability located at P(p = 1) = x. As the individual p-values are thus not uniformly
distributed between zero and one, Eq. (5.9) cannot be applied. The value of P(k) is
therefore determined numerically, using background trials to determine the probabil-
ity that k p-values are smaller than pk. Figure 5.9 illustrates how this empirical trial
correction differs from the ideal case of Eq. (5.9).

2. ‘Full product’ method: An alternative approach is to consider the product of all p-values,
α ≡ ∏N

i=1 pi. In practice, the majority of p-values will be equal to one (see Fig. 5.7),
meaning that typically only a few GRBs will contribute to the value of α. Background
trials can again be used to construct the distribution of α under the background-only
hypothesis. The trial-corrected p-value of the analysis then corresponds to the fraction
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FIGURE 5.9: Correction of the binomial p-value for the case where k = 2,
obtained via the analytical formalism, Eq. (5.9), and Monte Carlo simula-
tions. The analytical expression requires that the contributing p-values are
uniformly distributed between zero and one. Since this is not the case, a devi-

ation is observed from the ideal, analytical curve.

of trials that have a value α smaller than or equal to the observed result.

3. ‘Partial product’ method: As a third method, a combination of the two upper approaches
is examined. Rather than taking the product of all p-values, the product is taken of
the k most significant p-values, α(k) ≡ ∏k

i=1 pi. This parameter, α(k), is then treated
analogous to pk in the binomial method. That is, the probability, P(k), of observing
a value that is at least as small as α(k) is determined for each k based on background
trials. The most significantP(k) is then selected and an empirical correction is applied8

for having looked at N possible values of P(k).
Comparing the three methods, it was found that the partial product procedure offers the

best overall performance. A comparison between the partial product and binomial method
is shown in Fig. 5.10. In these plots, each dot represents a trial that includes one (upper im-
age) or two (lower image) injected signal events. The x- and y-value represent the final trial-
corrected p-value obtained using the partial product and binomial method, respectively. As
most points lie above the diagonal, the partial product method is generally found to result
in the most significant p-value. Figure 5.11 shows the same quantities, but comparing the
partial product to the full product method. Overall, the partial product procedure is again
found to offer the best performance9. Given these results, it was decided to use the partial
product method to perform the trial correction in this analysis. Figure 5.12 shows the back-
ground distribution of the variable log10 (mink{P(k)}) for the partial product method. The
final TS distributions of the binomial and full product method are included in Fig. D.2 of
Appendix D.

8In essence, the principle ‘build a background TS distribution and use that to determine a p-value’ is applied
three consecutive times: first on the log-likelihood ratio of the individual GRBs, then on α(k), and finally on
P(k).

9To further illustrate the difference between the three methods, we refer the reader to Fig. D.1 in Appendix
D, where the distribution of p-value ratios is shown for the same signal trials.
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FIGURE 5.10: Each dot represents the final trial-corrected p-values of a single
pseudo experiment. On the x-axis, the result is shown using the partial prod-
uct method, while the y-value shows the result from the binomial method.
Points which lie above the diagonal line correspond to trials for which the
partial product method produces the most significant result. The upper and
lower figure correspond to trials in which one and two signal event are in-

jected, respectively.
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FIGURE 5.11: Same as Fig. 5.10, but comparing the performance of the partial
product and full product method. Points are coloured and shaped based on
the value of k used in the partial product method to highlight the origin of the

features in the graph.
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FIGURE 5.12: Test statistic distribution of background trials corrected using
the partial product method. The first bin contains 47.8% of all trials. TS values
larger than zero cannot be smaller than − log10(p), where p is the probability
that at least one of the 133 TS values is non-zero. As a result, the smallest non-

zero TS value corresponds to − log10(0.522) ∼ 0.28.

Sensitivity & discovery potential. Having specified the analysis procedure, it remains
to characterise its performance. Figure 5.13 shows the fraction of trails for which the final
trial-corrected TS values exceeds the median (TS = 0.301) of the background distribution.
By fitting a sigmoid of the form

f (x) =
c1

1 + e−c2·(x−c3)
+ c4 , (5.10)

in which ci are the free parameters, the point is identified at which the sensitivity criterion is
satisfied. 90% of all trials exceed the median TS value when the average number of injected
signal events corresponds to 1.679. From the discussion in 5.2.2 (see also Fig. 5.4), it follows
that the analysis sensitivity is thus close to optimal.
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FIGURE 5.13: A sigmoid fit to signal trials is used to determine the sensitivity
threshold (ns,inj = 1.679) of the analysis.
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Similarly, the discovery potential threshold of the analysis can be determined. Fitting the
sigmoid function from Eq. (5.10) to signal trials, the average number of signal events from
which 50% of all trials exceeds the 5σ threshold (TS ≥ 6.962) is found to correspond to 3.678
as shown in Fig. 5.14.
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FIGURE 5.14: A sigmoid fit to signal trials is used to determine the discovery
potential threshold (ns,inj = 3.678) of the analysis.

5.3.2 Generic stacking search

In the GBM coincidence study, a search was made to identify neutrinos that arrive in time
with observed gamma-ray precursors. This enabled a well-targeted search with very-low
backgrounds. As a downside, only GRBs for which Fermi-GBM recorded a gamma-ray
precursor could be analysed, limiting the GRB sample to 133 bursts. Precursors are by def-
inition dimmer than the prompt emission. The non-observation of a precursor hence does
not exclude its presence, as the burst might simply be too far away for the precursor to be
resolvable over the background. A second analysis, called the ‘generic stacking search’, is
therefore performed. This analysis looks for GRB precursor neutrinos, regardless of whether
or not the GRB was preceded by precursor gamma-ray activity. As will be motivated below,
a generic 250 s time window is examined for each burst. A second difference with the GBM
coincidence study is that this analysis makes use of a stacking TS (see 5.2.4). As a conse-
quence, the analysis is restricted to well-localised GRBs.

GRB sample. Starting from all GRBs in the GRBweb catalogue (see 1.2), every burst is
selected that falls inside the time range of the IceCube GFU data and was localised to an
uncertainty σ < 1.5◦. These criteria result in a selection of 872 GRBs. An overview of the
properties of these bursts is given in Tab. D.2 of Appendix D. This selection includes the 33
well-localised GRBs from the GBM coincidence study.

Time windows. When analysing the properties of gamma-ray precursors in 3.4.2, an
important result was that the time delay between the start of the precursor emission and the
start of the prompt phase is less than 250 s for > 95% of all precursors. This motivates the
use of a 250 s time range in this analysis to look for GRB precursor neutrinos. The 250 s time
window is selected such that it ends at the start of the prompt phase, which is taken to be the
start of the burst’s T100 interval in GRBweb. Aside from this experimental argument, the
time window is also chosen based on theoretical motivations. Several models suggest that
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precursor neutrinos from choked jets will precede the prompt phase by 10− 100 s [269, 333].
A 250 s interval thus corresponds to a conservative choice. If no excess events are observed,
our results will therefore be able to directly constrain these models.

TS distribution. Figure 5.15 shows the background TS distribution when applying the
stacking formalism from 5.2.4 to the 872 bursts in our sample. The majority of background
trials (98.9%) have a TS value of zero. Considering only strictly positive values, the TS
distribution is observed to closely follow a χ2-function. This feature is expected from Wilks’
theorem [485]. Assuming a TS which is defined as two times the log-likelihood ratio, where
the null hypothesis is a special case of the alternative hypothesis, Wilks’ theorem states
that the background TS distribution will approach a χ2-function as the number of events
that contributes to the likelihood goes to infinity10. The χ2-function is predicted to have
a degree of freedom, f , equal to the dimensionality difference between the alternative and
null hypothesis. Performing a χ2-fit to the background trials, as shown in Fig. 5.15, the fitted
degree of freedom f = 0.929 is found to be in close agreement with the value f = 1 expected
from Wilks’ theorem.
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FIGURE 5.15: Background TS distribution in the generic stacking search.
98.9% of all events fall into the first bin.

Fit bias. Similar to the GBM coincidence study, a check is performed to verify that the
injected number of signal events is correctly recovered by the TS. Figure 5.16 shows the dis-
tribution of the fitted number of signal events as a function of the injected number of signal
events. A slight conservative bias is observed, causing the true number of signal events to
be underestimated. Such biases have also been observed in similar IceCube analyses when
stacking a large number (N & 100) of sources [486].

To further study this effect, signal events were with injected with spectral indices cor-
responding to γinj = 1.5; 2.5; 3.0. For a harder spectral index (e.g. γinj = 1.5), the bias
largely disappears. When softening the spectral index, signal events become less distinct
from background events and the bias worsens. Figure D.3 in Appendix D shows the fit-bias
for these additional three spectral indices, demonstrating the effect. Potential methods to
remove the fit bias for γinj = 2 are currently still being investigated. Among others, these
include replacing the spatial term in the likelihood, currently a two-dimensional Gaussian,
by kernel-density estimators based on Monte Carlo simulations [486].

10In the GBM coincidence study, Wilks’ theorem did not apply as the number of events contributing to the
likelihood was generally at most a few.
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FIGURE 5.16: Distribution of the fitted number of signal events as a function
of the true number of injected signal events. A slight conservative bias is

observed, causing the number of signal events to be underestimated.

Sensitivity & discovery potential. The analysis performance is quantised by determin-
ing the sensitivity and discovery potential threshold. Contrary to the GBM coincidence
study, the 5σ threshold of the background TS distribution is determined indirectly due to
the large computational cost of running background trials. Based on Wilks’ theorem, the 5σ
significance threshold is therefore derived from a χ2-fit to the background TS distribution
(see Fig. 5.15). Figure 5.17 and 5.18 illustrate how the required number of signal events is
found from a sigmoid fit, Eq. (5.10), to signal trials. To reach the sensitivity and discovery
potential threshold, an average of 3.048 and 3.124 signal events need to be injected, respec-
tively. These thresholds were also determined for the spectral indices γinj = 1.5; 2.5; 3.0.
The results of this study, as further detailed in D.2.3 of Appendix D, are shown in Tab. 5.1.

TABLE 5.1: Average number of signal events required to reach the sensitivity
and discovery potential threshold. For softer spectral indices, signal events

become less distinct from background events, increasing the threshold.

Spectral index (γinj) 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Sensitivity (ns) 2.496 3.049 3.930 4.964

Discovery potential (ns) 1.947 3.124 5.111 7.493
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FIGURE 5.17: Based on a sigmoid fit to signal trials, the analysis sensitivity is
found to correspond to ns,inj = 3.048 for an E−2 spectrum.
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5.3.3 Combined result

Both the GBM coincidence study and the generic stacking search result in a single p-value.
Out of these two, the most significant p-value, pm, will be selected. A trial-correction factor
based on the binomial procedure will then be applied to correct this result. Considering the
case where N = 2 and k = 1 in Eq. (5.9), it follows that

p f = 2pm − p2
m , (5.11)

were p f is the final, corrected p-value of the two analyses.

5.4 Systematic uncertainties

In the previous section, simulated signal events were used to characterise the analysis per-
formance. Model parameters and assumptions that go into these simulations unavoidably
introduce a systematic uncertainty. The same holds true for event reconstruction algorithms.
Several IceCube studies [442, 466, 487] have been performed to investigate the influence of
systematic uncertainties on the final analysis result. An overview is given below on the
main parameters that affect the analysis performance, as identified in a related GRB study
that made use of the same event sample [466].

Ice parameters. To model the propagation of Cherenkov photons in IceCube, a parametri-
sation of the South pole ice is required. Photon propagation models rely on two main pa-
rameters. These are the effective scattering and absorption length as a function of the photon
wavelength (see Fig. 4.15). Experimental studies using LED flashers indicate that the rela-
tive uncertainty on both the scattering and absorption length is . 10%. Particularly, shorter
absorption lengths can deteriorate analysis sensitivities, as less photons will be able to reach
the DOMs. Varying the effective absorption and scattering length by ±10% in the simula-
tion of signal events has shown that the flux to which the analysis is sensitive can vary by
∼5%.

DOM efficiency. A second parameter that introduces a systematic uncertainty is the
efficiency with which DOMs can detect photons. Lower efficiencies will result in less pho-
ton counts per event. Given that the IceCube GFU selection relies on several charge cuts,
this would imply that less events enter into the sample. Secondly, the reduced number of
photons would also have an adverse effect on the performance of event reconstruction algo-
rithms. Event energies would be underestimated, implying that signal events would receive
a lower weight in the likelihood. Assuming a conservative relative uncertainty of 10% and
propagating this effect into the final event uncertainty, it has been shown that the analysis
sensitivity would worsen by ∼ 4%.

Cross section & matter density. Besides the ice model and DOM efficiency, a third im-
portant factor is the neutrino cross section. Figure 4.21 illustrated that the IceCube GFU
sample is effectively sensitive to neutrinos with energies above 1 TeV. In this energy range,
the neutrino cross section has not yet been verified in accelerator experiments, but only
been inferred indirectly. Higher cross sections would lead to more neutrino interactions,
increasing the event rate in the Southern Hemisphere. In the Northern Hemisphere, the
effect would be twofold, as a higher cross section also implies a decreased probability that
neutrinos will be able to propagate through Earth.

A related uncertainty stems from Earth’s matter density. IceCube simulations rely on the
PREM [458] to model the absorption probability of neutrinos as a function of declination.
Additionally, the matter density in the vicinity of the detector is of particular importance.
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The rate of up-going events scales linearly with the density of the bedrock that is located
below the ice sheet. Lower bedrock densities would thus decrease the analysis sensitivity.
Altogether, it has been estimated that the uncertainty on the neutrino cross section and mat-
ter density produces an uncertainty of ∼ 8% in the event rate and thus the flux to which the
analysis is sensitive.

Seasonal variations. Another effect that can influence the analysis performance is re-
lated to seasonal variations in the observed background rate. Temperature changes in the
air lead to variations in atmospheric densities. These changes affect the rate at which muons
and neutrinos are produced in atmospheric air showers. The effect is declination dependent
and shows up as a long term fluctuation in the rate, with a period of one year. Deviations
from the median rate generally go up to±5% at a given declination and do not exceed±10%
overall. This effect has been shown to affect the sensitivity by less than 5%.

Azimuthal symmetry. Background rates not only vary as a function of time, but also
depend on azimuth. This is a purely artificial effect that is due to the symmetrical arrange-
ment of the IceCube strings. The intrinsic rate at which background muons and neutrinos
pass through the detector is uniform in azimuth, but reconstruction algorithms show a ten-
dency to return azimuthal angles along directions in which the strings align11. Deviations
are typically within 5% of the median rate and are overall no larger than 18%. The effect on
the sensitivity corresponds to 7%.

Total error. The total systematic uncertainty is obtained by quadratically summing the
individual contributions listed above. It follows that, assuming an E−2 signal spectrum,
these effects introduce a ∼ 14% uncertainty on the flux to which the analysis is sensitive. As
will become clear in the next section, this uncertainty does not affect the interpretation of
our analysis results.

5.5 Results

5.5.1 GBM coincidence study

Coincidences. Applying the analysis to the unscrambled data, 28 neutrino candidate events
are identified that arrive during the precursor time windows. Under the background hy-
pothesis, 22.2 events12 would have been expected. The observed count is thus consistent at
1.5σ with the expected background count.

Considering also spatial constraints, none of the 28 neutrino candidate events are found
to be consistent with the localisation of their respective GRB. A best-fit p-value of p = 1 is
thus obtained for every bursts. Consequently, the trial-corrected p-value also corresponds
to p = 1. This result is therefore fully consistent with the background hypothesis, in which
47.8% of all trials also do not show an excess for any of the GRBs.

Post-unblinding checks. Additional checks were performed for the burst bn141029134.
This GRB had a single neutrino which arrived on time, 0.32 s before start of the gamma-
ray precursor. bn141029134 is one of the 33 well-localised GRBs in the sample, having a
localisation uncertainty of σ = 1◦. However, after the unblinding it was noted that this IPN
localisation is likely too optimistic. IPN located the GRB to a narrow but extended band on
the sky [488], which is shown in Fig. 5.19. The only other localisation was by Fermi-GBM,
corresponding to the HEALPix map shown in the same figure. Combining the IPN and

11For analyses with large time durations, on the order of half a day or more, this effect averages out.
12A total time interval of 3344.53 s was scanned in which the expected background rate is 6.6 mHz
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GBM measurement, a new spatial prior can be obtained by setting the weight of all pixels
that fall outside the IPN ring to zero, and renormalising the sky map.

FIGURE 5.19: Localisation of the burst bn141029134. The colour scale shows
the HEALPix prior by Fermi-GBM, while the green band is the 3σ containment
interval by IPN. A single neutrino, denoted by a red star, was observed 11.3◦

away from the best-fit Fermi-GBM position (black dot).

Based on this newly defined spatial prior, the minimal angular separation between the
GRB and neutrino is 9.8◦. In terms of the angular uncertainty on the neutrino localisation
(σν = 1.6◦), the minimal separation corresponds to 6.3σ. Repeating the analysis using the
mixed GBM-IPN prior thus would have produced the same null result.

5.5.2 Generic stacking search

Coincidences. Starting again by considering those neutrino candidate events that arrive
on time, 1439 coincidences are observed. This is highly consistent with the 1449 events
expected under the background hypothesis. Selecting those events that spatially overlap
within 5σ of their respective GRB, 5 out of the 1439 events remain. The spatial separation,
estimated energy, and time delay of these 5 events are given in Tab. 5.2. Figure 5.20 shows
the probability of observing N background events in temporal and 5σ spatial coincidence13.
Similar distributions for a spatial significance of 1, 2, 3, and 4 standard deviations are shown
in Fig. D.6 of Appendix D. From Fig. 5.20, it follows that the observed number of coincident
events, N = 5, corresponds to the most likely outcome under the background hypothesis14.
Applying the full likelihood framework, a best-fit TS value of zero is obtained. The final
p-value of the analysis is therefore p = 1.

5.6 Flux upper limits

As no excess was observed, an upper limit is placed on the total time-integrated precursor
neutrino flux of the analysed GRBs. A description of this limit is given below, detailing
also how it can be converted to a diffuse GRB neutrino flux to allow a comparison to model
predictions. Given that the generic stacking search used the largest GRB sample, it results
in more constraining upper limits for GRB populations than the GBM coincidence study.

13Figure 5.20 was constructed by performing 103 trials on the unblinded data. In each trial, the GRB locations
were randomised by setting them equal to positions randomly sampled on a unit sphere. Subsequently, the
number of spatial and temporal coincidences was counted.

1498.9% of all background trials result in a TS value of zero.
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TABLE 5.2: Properties of the neutrinos arriving in coincidence with GRBs in
the generic stacking search. For each neutrino, the angular separation, angular
uncertainty, a proxy for the event energy (MuEX) and the arrival time before

the GRB is shown.

GCN name ∆θ (◦) σθ (
◦) E (GeV) ∆t (s)

GRB 130131B 10.3 2.6 676 54.0

GRB 141220A 2.0 2.2 47 247.3

GRB 160314B 5.8 1.2 1023 158.4

GRB 160705B 5.2 1.5 794 91.5

GRB 160912A 6.1 2.3 525 106.4
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FIGURE 5.20: Probability that a background trial will result in N events
(x-axis) that overlap with one of the 872 GRBs within a localisation error of
5σ. This probability density effectively corresponds to a Poisson distribution

with mean µ = 5.3. The red bin indicates the true, observed count.

Additionally, the fixed 250 s time window of the generic stacking search allows for a more
direct comparison to model predictions. For these two reasons, the upper limits presented
in this section are based on the generic stacking search.

5.6.1 Time-integrated upper limits

Upper limits are taken to be the flux that produces a TS value more significant than the
unblinded result in 90% of all cases. For the analysis considered here, TSobs = 0. The
upper limit therefore corresponds to the sensitivity threshold of the analysis (ns = 3.049,
see Tab. 5.1). Flux upper limits are calculated assuming that each GRB has the same time-
integrated flux, φ, at Earth and assuming an E−2 energy spectrum. To satisfy the sensitivity
threshold, φ has to meet the following criterion

ns = 3.049 =
872

∑
i=1

[∫ ∞

0
dE

(
Ae f f (δi, E) · φ(E)

)]
, (5.12)
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where the summation runs over all GRBs andAe f f (δi) is the effective area at the declination
of each burst. The total time-integrated flux of all GRBs is found to correspond to

dN
dEdA

= Φ = 872 · φ = 0.0902 · E−2 GeV cm−2 . (5.13)

5.6.2 Differential upper limits

The limit given in Eq. (5.13) applies under the assumption that neutrinos produced by GRBs
follow an φ ∝ E−2 energy spectrum. A measure of the sensitivity can also be presented for
arbitrary spectra. Rather than considering the total event count, ns, the differential count
per decade of energy is considered

η(E) ≡ dns

d log10(E)
. (5.14)

In Eq. (5.14), η(E) is taken to be the number of neutrino events with an energy E required to
obtain a strictly positive TS value in 90% of all cases. Figure 5.21 shows how η(E) varies as
a function of the neutrino energy.
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FIGURE 5.21: Signal events are injected over a narrow energy range
[E− δE, E + δE] to determine the number of events with energy E required
to obtain a strictly positive TS value in 90% of all trials. A 4th order smooth-

ing spline is used to obtain a continuous characterisation of the curve.

A conversion can be applied to determine the corresponding differential flux. As pre-
viously noted in Eq. (4.35), the time-integrated flux, effective area, and number of signal
events are related to each other by

dns

dE
= Ae f f · φ . (5.15)

Combining this result with Eq. (5.14) and noting that

dns

d log10(E)
= ln(10) · E · dns

dE
, (5.16)
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if follows that the differential time-integrated flux is given by

φ =
η

Ae f f · E · ln(10)
. (5.17)

5.6.3 Diffuse GRB flux

The upper limits from 5.6.1 and 5.6.2 are limits on the combined flux of the 872 GRBs anal-
ysed in the generic stacking search. To compare to model predictions, the quantity of interest
is the total neutrino flux from all GRBs in the Universe. A multiplicative factor is therefore
required to scale up the flux limit on the analysed GRBs to a flux limit on all GRBs.

Historical conversion. Up to this analysis, all previous IceCube GRB studies have con-
verted time-integrated flux limits to a diffuse flux through the following expression

dN
dtdΩdEdA

= 667 · 1
NGRB

· 1
∆t
· 1

4π
· dN

dEdA
, (5.18)

where the factor 4π averages the flux per unit steradian, ∆t corresponds to 1 year, and NGRB
is the number of analysed GRBs. The value 667 is a proxy for the total number of GRBs
per year that are beamed towards Earth. This estimate stems from the BATSE experiment,
which was estimated to detect∼ 667 GRBs per year if the detector had a perfect field-of-view
(FOV) and no dead time [30]. A downside to this approach is that it neglects the neutrino
flux from GRBs that are too dim or too far away to be detectable. Using the number 667
could hence lead to upper limits which are too stringent. A new conversion method was
therefore developed to allow for a more accurate diffuse flux calculation.

Novel conversion method. To determine the diffuse GRB flux, two effects need to be ac-
counted for. The first is the sensitivity of the gamma-ray satellite. If the peak flux of a GRB is
too low, it will be unable to trigger the satellite. Hence, these correspond to bursts that can-
not be observed. The second effect relates to the efficiency of the detector. Due to a limited
field-of-view, occultation, and dead time, gamma-ray telescopes will fail to observe some
GRBs to which they are sensitive. Considering these two effects, the diffuse flux conversion
becomes

dN
dtdΩdEdA

= εs · εe ·
1

∆t
· 1

4π
· dN

dEdA
, (5.19)

where εs and εe account for the detector sensitivity and efficiency, respectively, and
∆t ∼ 7.16 yr is the time range of the examined GRB-neutrino sample.

Calculating εs and εe requires that specific assumptions are made about the detector
characteristics and GRB redshift evolution. This presents a challenge to the examined GRB
sample, which contains both short and long bursts15 observed by a wide range of detectors.
Limits will therefore be set on a subset of the analysed GRBs. Out of the 872 well-localised
bursts, 657 GRBs were detected by the Swift-BAT detector. The selection is therefore first
limited to those 657 Swift bursts. A second filter is then applied to only select the long
Swift-BAT GRBs. This results in a final selection of 569 bursts.

Upper limits were previously (see 5.6.1 and 5.6.2) derived on the total time-integrated
flux, Φ, of all 872 GRBs. It can conservatively be stated that the total flux of a subset of
bursts cannot be larger than that of all bursts. The upper limit for all 872 GRBs will therefore
be used directly as an upper limit on the flux of the 657 long Swift GRBs.

15Long and short burst do not follow the same redshift evolution as they originate from different progenitors.
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Efficiency. As a first step, the efficiency will be characterised. The effective field-of-
view16 of the Swift-BAT detector is 1.4/(4π) ∼ 0.11 [43]. In this FOV, Swift-BAT observes on
average 82.67 long GRBs every year, of which 569/7.16 ∼ 79 have a localisation uncertainty
smaller than 1.5◦. It follows that the efficiency correction factor is given by

εe =
7.16 yr

569 GRBs
·
(

82.67 GRBs yr−1
)
· 4π

1.4
. (5.20)

εe ∼ 9.3 thus scales the time-integrated flux to that of all GRBs which could have been
observed by Swift-BAT if the detector had no dead time and a 4π sr unobscured FOV.

Sensitivity. After correcting for the efficiency, a second correction factor is still required
to account for the detector sensitivity. Canonical long GRBs are typically defined as bursts
whose isotropic equivalent power output, Liso, exceeds 1050 erg s−1 [18]. Swift-BAT is esti-
mated to have a trigger threshold of f ≥ 10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 [43]. The luminosity distance
up to which Swift is able to observe all canonical long GRB is thus

dL =

√
Liso

4π · f
∼ 9.1 Gpc. (5.21)

This luminosity distance corresponds to a redshift z ∼ 1.29. After applying the efficiency
correction, the conservative assumption is made that the flux upper limit applies to all
canonical long GRBs up to that redshift. It thus remains to determine how many GRBs
outside a redshift z = 1.29 contribute to the neutrino flux at Earth.

Figure 5.22 shows a parametrisation by the Swift experiment [31] of the density of long
GRBs as a function of redshift17. As can be observed, the vast majority of bursts occurs
outside the redshift threshold z = 1.29. However, the flux contributed by a single GRB also
drastically decreases the higher its redshift. These counteracting effects are accounted by
the ξ factor [491], defined as

ξγ(z) ≡
∫ z

0
dz′

n(z′) · (1 + z′)−γ

√
ΩM(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ

, (5.22)

where n(z′) is the GRB density (see Fig. 5.22), γ the spectral index of the neutrino flux, and
ΩΛ and ΩM are the value of the Universe’s matter and dark energy density as measured by
WMAP18, respectively.

The fraction of the total neutrino flux that originates from GRBs within a redshift z is
given by

r(z) =
ξγ(z)
ξγ(∞)

, (5.23)

and is shown in Fig. 5.23. For a spectral index γ = 2, the sensitivity correction factor is
εs = r−1(z = 1.29) ∼ 2.07.

16The effective FOV includes a correction for the dead time of the detector.
17The redshift evolution of short GRBs is generally modelled by convolving the star-formation rate of massive

stars with a time delay distribution to account for the duration of the inspiral process. Due to this time delay, the
average redshift of short GRBs is smaller than that of long GRBs. Parametrising the redshift evolution of short
GRB, however, remains challenging due to the limited number of short GRBs with known redshift [18, 489, 490].

18To be in line with the parametrisation used for the GRB density [31], the cosmological parameters are taken
to be those by the WMAP mission [492]: Ωm = 0.274, ΩΛ = 0.726, and H0 = 70.5, rather than the newer results
obtained by the Planck mission [404].
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FIGURE 5.22: The black full line (left y-axis) shows a parametrisation based
on Swift data [31] of the density of long, bright GRBs as a function of redshift.
The actual number of GRBs, indicated by the dashed green line (right y-axis),
scales linearly with the product of the density and the physical size of each
redshift slice. At high redshifts, the size of the Universe rapidly decreases,

causing the number of GRBs to drop more steeply than the GRB density.

5.6.4 Comparison to model predictions

Using the above described efficiency and sensitivity correction factors of the Swift-BAT de-
tector, the integral and differential flux upper limits can be converted into a diffuse neutrino
flux. These two flux upper limits are shown in Fig. 5.24. To provide a scale of reference, the
diffuse astrophysical neutrino flux as measured by two IceCube analyses [364, 366] is also
displayed in the figure.

Predicted neutrino flux. The upper limits from this analysis are compared to model pre-
dictions by Razzaque et al [333], which were previously discussed in Section 2.3. The model
applies to long GRBs, and assumes that the core-collapse of the massive star progenitor pro-
duces a black hole that is enveloped by the remnant layers of the star. Flux predictions are
shown in Fig. 5.24 for four possible configurations. Progenitors are simulated to either have
an outer hydrogen (H) or helium (He) envelope. Two collisions radii are then probed for
each shell configuration.

Precursor neutrinos produced in this model are expected to arrive between 10 and 100 s
before the light of the prompt phase, with a typical estimated time delay of ∼ 30 s [333]. As
such, the upper limits from the generic stacking search are ideally suited to constrain the
predicted neutrino flux. Since all four model predictions have a unique energy spectrum,
the spectra were implemented in the IceCube analysis software. This allowed determining
the number of signal events required to obtain a strictly positive TS value in 90% of all cases.
The upper limits thus obtained are displayed in Tab. 5.3.
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FIGURE 5.24: Flux upper limits from our analysis are compared to model
predictions and the diffuse astrophysical neutrino flux. The integral upper
limit (black dashed line) assumes an E−2 spectrum. Its energy range, from
1.25 TeV to 4.14 PeV, corresponds to the central interval that contributes 90%
of all events (see Fig. 4.21). The differential upper limit, shown as a full grey
line, is derived from the spline parametrisation in Fig. 5.21. Two measure-
ments of the astrophysical diffuse neutrino flux by IceCube are shown. These
correspond to the diffuse flux measured by the muon (red dash-dotted line
[366]) and HESE (blue dashed line [364]) analysis. Finally, four model predic-
tions [333] are shown for GRB progenitors that have either an outer hydrogen
(brown lines) or helium (green lines) envelope. The distance measure next to
the model predictions indicates the collision radius at which the particle ac-

celeration is assumed to take place.
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TABLE 5.3: Comparison between the number of signal events expected in the
precursor stacking search based on model predictions [333] and the 90% up-
per limits placed by the analysis. The first column indicates the radius at
which internal collisions take place in the model, and whether the progenitor
is assumed to have an outer hydrogen (H) or helium (He) shell. For an H star
progenitor, the allowed flux is below 10% of the predicted neutrino flux. In
the case of an He outer layer, the analysis limit is a factor ∼ 10 above the pre-

dicted flux.

Progenitor model Model prediction (ns) Analysis upper limit (ns) ratio

H (12.5 cm) 36.0 3.37 0.094

H (12.3 cm) 35.8 3.37 0.094

He (11 cm) 0.296 2.90 9.8

He (11.8 cm) 0.182 3.08 16.9

Number of expected events. For each of the four predicted neutrino fluxes shown in
Fig. 5.24, the number of expected signal events can be determined by multiplying the flux
with the IceCube GFU effective area. The model predictions by Razzaque et al [333] assume
that the diffuse flux is caused by 103 GRBs per year. A conversion factor

α =
872 analysed GRBs

(103 GRBs per year) · (7.16 years)
(5.24)

is therefore multiplied with the total number of predicted neutrino events, to scale this value
down to the number of events expected from the 872 analysed GRBs. These values are
displayed in Tab. 5.3 under the column ‘Model prediction’.

Model constrains. The ratio between the upper limit and model prediction, shown in
the last column of Tab. 5.3, indicates which fraction of the predicted neutrino flux is allowed
by the analysis. Our results indicate that the predicted neutrino flux exceeds the 90% upper
limit by a factor ∼ 10 for H star progenitors. As such, this model can be fully excluded. In
case of a He star progenitor, the 90% upper limit is a factor∼ 10 below the model prediction.
Our analysis is thus not able to constrain this latter model.

Comparison to previous results. Two earlier IceCube studies placed limits on the H
(12.5 cm) model. The earliest analysis [467] used IC22 data and resulted in an upper limit
that was 10 times higher than the model prediction. In the second search [476], which used
4 years of IC86 data, the 90% upper limit constrained the allowed neutrino flux to 88% of the
model prediction. This second search thus presented a factor 10 improvement with respect
to the IC22 search. A slight tension was observed, but insufficiently so to exclude the model.

The generic stacking search presented in this thesis has improved the upper limit on the
flux of GRB precursor neutrinos by roughly an order of magnitude. As such, it is now for
the first time possible to fully exclude the model prediction that assumes a central engine
surrounded by a remnant hydrogen shell. The scenario in which the progenitor has an outer
helium shell remains plausible.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions & Outlook

Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are among the most powerful astrophysical transients in the Uni-
verse. As was shown in Chapter 1, they are most commonly classified based on their du-
ration. Long GRBs, generally lasting more than 2 s, are caused by the core-collapse of a
massive star. Short bursts, whose duration is typically less than 2 s, are due to the collision
of a neutron star (NS) with another compact object. In the half a decade since their discov-
ery, a wealth of information has been gained about GRBs. At the same time, several key
problems regarding their nature remain to this day unsolved1. These include: finding out if
the central engine is a black hole or a magnetar, determining the extent to which the outflow
is magnetised, uncovering the processes via which energy is dissipated, and identifying the
origin of GRB precursors. The research presented in this thesis relates to the last question.
To obtain a better understanding of GRB precursors, two types of analyses were performed.
One search studied precursors based on gamma-ray light curves of GRBs, while a second
search was aimed at identifying coincident neutrino signals.

Gamma-ray precursor analysis. In the first study presented in this work (see Chap-
ter 3), gamma-ray precursors were identified using data from the Gamma-Ray Burst (GBM)
instrument on the Fermi telescope. Analysing the light curves of 2364 GRBs, 217 bursts
were shown to be preceded by one or more episodes of precursor emission. Our results thus
indicate that ∼ 9% of all GRBs exhibit signs of precursor emission, consistent with previ-
ous studies. 139 of the 217 precursor bursts are newly identified. In this regard, our analysis
presents a major gain for follow-up studies, providing an up-to-date precursor selection that
includes all GBM detected bursts up to the start of the year 2020.

Examining short and long GRBs separately, our analysis showed a significant difference
in the rate of observed precursor emission. When only including short GRBs, 4 of the 333
bursts (∼ 1%) showed signs of precursor emission. All precursors to short GRBs occurred
within 2 s of the prompt emission. Such short delays are consistent with model predictions
of neutron star mergers, in which magnetic interactions or crust cracking can lead to energy
dissipation on timescales O(0.1− 1) s prior to the merger.

When only examining long GRBs, 213 out of 2031 bursts (∼ 10%) had one or more pre-
cursor episodes. It was shown that the fraction of long GRBs with precursors increases when
the sample is restricted to increasingly bright bursts. Therefore, the true fraction of long
GRBs that has a precursor is likely higher than 10%. A novel feature uncovered by our anal-
ysis is that the observed quiescent time, defined as the period between the subsequent emis-
sion episodes, follows a bimodal distribution. The quiescent times were shown to be well-
described by a two-component Gaussian function (p = 0.36) with peaks at (0.552± 0.059) s
and (24.2± 1.2) s. In contrast, a single component Gaussian model could be rejected at a
significance of 3.9σ. These two components indicate that at least two physical mechanisms

1For an overview on open questions in GRB research, see e.g. [177] or [18].
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are likely responsible for the observed precursors of long GRBs. Short time delay precursors
in long GRBs are expected due to photospheric and/or shock-breakout emission. Longer
quiescent times, on the other hand, point to models in which the central engine has multi-
ple emission episodes, effectively turning off between the precursor and prompt emission.
A prediction that follows from this interpretation is that a difference is expected in the en-
ergy spectrum of the two types of precursors. Short delay precursors are expected to have an
energy spectrum closely resembling that of a black body, while long delay precursors are ex-
pected to follow a spectrum consistent with the prompt emission. An interesting follow-up
study would thus be to perform a spectral analysis of the identified precursors. Other rele-
vant follow-up searches would be to study the temporal features of precursor and prompt
emission. Such a study, based on applying a Fourier transform to the data, is at the time of
writing already ongoing.

As a final remark on the analysis, it is worth noting that this search was one of the first
precursor analyses to include GRBs detected by an imaging air Cherenkov telescope (IACT)
in its sample. Of the 4 IACT detected GRBs, 3 bursts were found to exhibit signs of precursor
emission. As more GRB detections by IACT observatories become available by current and
future experiments such as e.g. the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) [493, 494], it will be
interesting to explore whether this high relative precursor fraction (75%) holds up.

Neutrino coincidence study. Precursors present an excellent candidate for neutrino co-
incidence studies. GRBs in general have been and to this day remain long sought for sources
of astrophysical neutrinos. Several neutrino coincidence studies have been performed [257,
390–399, 439, 467–474, 476], but no significant neutrino excess has so far been observed. Pre-
vious coincidence studies primarily searched for neutrinos that arrive during the prompt
phase of GRBs. However, as suggested in the literature [269, 333], neutrino production
could predominantly take place during the optically thick precursor phase.

Two analyses were performed to search for neutrinos from GRB precursors. The first
analysis looked for direct coincidences between gamma-rays and neutrinos using the pre-
cursor catalogue constructed in the Fermi-GBM study. This allowed for a very-low back-
ground search. A total of 133 GRBs with precursor emission were analysed. Consistent with
the background expectation, no coincident neutrino events were observed. A slightly more
generic search was performed in the second analysis. Rather than only including bursts
for which a gamma-ray precursor was observed, all well-localised GRBs were examined.
This led to a selection of 872 bursts. Based on the results from the Fermi-GBM analysis and
model predictions, a generic 250 s time window was scanned for each burst. Five low-energy
events were observed, fully consistent with the background expectation.

Both neutrino searches produced best-fit values indicating that none of the observed
events are related to GRB precursors. These null results were therefore used to place an
upper limit on the allowed flux of GRB precursor neutrinos. This flux was then compared to
model predictions for a massive star progenitor with an outer hydrogen (H) shell or helium
(He) shell. IceCube studies had previously reported a slight tension with the H-shell model,
which predicts the highest neutrino flux. Upper limits from those analyses constrained the
neutrino flux to 88% of the H-shell model prediction. Our results improve this upper limit
to less than 9.4% of the predicted flux. The H-shell model can now thus be fully ruled out for
the first time. Flux predictions for an outer He-shell are roughly two orders of magnitude
below those of the H-shell model. An order of magnitude improvement in statistics will
thus be needed to constrain the He-shell model.

Future observatories. The IceCube analyses presented in this work use over 7 years of
data taken with the full 86 string detector configuration. As probing the He-shell model
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requires an order of magnitude more data, new neutrino observatories will realistically be
needed to test this model. An upgrade to the IceCube detector is currently planned for
deployment in the 2022-2023 and 2023-2024 austral summer. Seven new strings will be
added at the centre of the detector to increase IceCube’s sensitivity to low-energy neutri-
nos. A much larger extension will thereafter be constructed with IceCube-Gen2, which will
increase the instrument volume and thus the observed event rate of high-energy neutrinos
by a factor ∼ 10 [433, 435]. Aside from IceCube, new neutrino observatories are also being
deployed in the Northern Hemisphere with KM3NeT [388] and Baikal-GVD [389]. KM3NeT
in particular will offer a significantly improved sensitivity to the O(1− 10) TeV neutrinos
expected from the GRB precursor phase.

New experimental observatories are also planned in the field of gamma-ray astronomy.
For instance, the SVOM satellite [62], planned to be launched in early 2023, is expected to
significantly improve the sensitivity to dim GRBs that peak at low energies. The SVOM
project will also feature dedicated ground-based telescopes that can instantly follow up on
observed GRBs. These features make SVOM particularly suited for the identification of
(nearly) choked burst. As argued in 1.6.1, choked GRB are expected to produce significantly
higher neutrino fluxes than regular GRBs. Given that current GRB analyses typically include
on the order O(103) bursts, it is very well possible that the signal of a few choked bursts in
this sample is too diluted to produce a significant excess. Performing new analyses restricted
to only candidate choked GRBs thus offers an exciting prospect in this regard.

Concluding remarks. Since the very start of high-energy neutrino astronomy, GRBs have
been one of the main candidates considered as a source of astrophysical neutrinos. Various
analyses have been performed, so far only producing null results. These analyses have thus
led to upper limits on the allowed neutrino fluxes, constraining model predictions. How-
ever, only the most optimistic models can so far be constrained. While prompt upper limits
can rule out single-zone emission models, the more realistic multi-zone models effectively
remain unconstrained. Similarly, only precursor models that assume a remnant hydrogen
envelope can so far be excluded. With the advent of new gamma-ray and neutrino observa-
tories, it will become possible to probe the more realistic and so far unconstrained neutrino
emission models over the coming years. Exciting times thus lie ahead!
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Appendix A

Bayesian block algorithm

Method outline. The idea behind the BB algorithm will here be shortly outlined. For a
detailed description, we refer the reader to [307, 340]. Consider a sorted array [t1, t2, ..., tN ]
that contains the times at which the detector observed a gamma-ray photon. In total 2N−1

options exist to arrange the photons into bins. For instance, all photons could be placed in
a single bin, each photon in its own individual bin or any possibility in between those two.
Suppose now that we wish to compare two of these binning options or models, M1 and M2.
To determine which of these is more likely, the Bayes factor:

O =
P(M1|DI)
P(M2|DI)

=
P(D|M1 I)
P(D|M2 I)

· P(M1|I)
P(M2|I)

, (A.1)

is introduced1, where D denotes the data and I is the background information2. If O > 1,
then the binning of M1 outperforms that of M2 and vice versa. If both models are a priori
assumed to be equally likely, the second ratio in the right-hand-side of Eq. (A.1) is equal to
1. It thus remains to find a mathematical expression for the likelihood terms P(D|Mi I).

For simplicity, it is assumed that the first model, M1, groups all the photons into a single
bin. To calculate the likelihood, P(D|M1 I), the observation of photons by the detector is
described by a Bernoulli process. This is justified by the statement that TTE data by a NaI
subdetector can be considered as a continuous collection of 2.6 µs intervals in which either
one single or no photon is observed. If there are K such intervals, the local likelihood equals

P(D|M1 pI) = pN(1− p)K−N , (A.2)

where p is the chance that an interval contains a photon. For a Poisson process, the average
rate λ of events is related to the probability p via3

p ≈ 1− e−λt . (A.3)

Assuming a prior for p that is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 and using the result
from Eq. (A.2), the likelihood becomes

P(D|M1 I) =
∫ 1

0
P(D|M1 pI) dp =

N!(K− N)!
(K + 1)!

≡ φ(N, K) . (A.4)

1Equation (A.1) follows directly from Bayes’ theorem, which states that P(M|DI) = P(D|MI)P(M|I)
P(D|I) .

2The background information corresponds to the knowledge of the allowed binning options, along with all
other assumptions that are relevant to the considered binning model.

3The average time delay between the two subsequently observed photons is generally much larger than
2.6 µs.
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In this simple model, M1, there is only one free parameter that is integrated out, namely the
height of the bin. In a slightly more complex model M2 that has two bins, there will be three
free parameters4: the height of the first bin, the height of the second bin and the change-
point separating the two bins. To streamline the procedure, only discrete change-points are
considered that correspond to the arrival time of a photon. Denoting the change-point ncp
by the index of the photon at which it occurs, the integral over ncp becomes a discrete sum.
For a prior of ncp that is uniform in time, the resulting likelihood is

P(D|M2 I) =
1

tN − t1

N−1

∑
ncp

∆tncp · φ(ncp, mcp) · φ(N − ncp, K−mcp) , (A.5)

where ∆tncp is the time delay between subsequent photons and mcp the index of the change-
point in terms of the 2.6 µs bins. In Eq. (A.5), the property was used that the events in
the two bins are fully independent of each other, allowing their contribution to be written
as the product of two ‘single-bin likelihoods’. Given the expression in Eq. (A.5) and (A.4),
the Bayes factor from Eq. (A.1) will determine which of these configurations provides the
best result. This formalism can naturally be extended to include more than two bins. Once
the model and thus the optimal number of bins has been determined, the location of the
change-points and bin heights are then set to those that optimise the local likelihood of that
model.

Practical implementation. Implementing a brute-force method to find the optimal con-
figuration is computationally unviable as the number of possible configurations increases
as O(2N). However, an algorithm has been devised to find the optimal configuration in
O(N2) trials. Suppose that for a partial array [t1, t2, ..., tk] that contains only the first k
photons times, the optimal binning has been found5 for all k up to a certain index L. In
the next step, where L + 1 photons are used, the likelihood will need to be calculated only
L + 1 times. In particular, the configuration of the last bin needs to be determined. For
instance, if the last bin is set to contain η photons, then the optimal configuration of the pre-
ceding L + 1− η photons and their contribution to the likelihood6 will have already been
determined in one of the previous steps. Hence, the only configuration that need to be con-
sidered are η ∈ [1, 2, ..., L + 1]. Repeating this procedure for N photons thus results in a
method that is O(N2).

Optimisation parameter. In the above derivation, the prior P(M|I) for the number of
bins was taking to follow a uniform distribution. For a realistic light curve, typically con-
taining on the order N & 106 photons, it is reasonable to state that the expected number of
bins Nb should satisfy Nb � N. GRB analyses therefore generally use a geometric prior,

P(M|I) = P(Nb) =
1− γ

1− γN+1 γNb , (A.6)

where γ ∈ [0, 1]. To optimise the value of gamma, the false alarm probability pα is consid-
ered that the algorithm falsely reports a change-point in the data even though there is no
signal present. Based on Monte-Carlo simulation, Scargle et al. found a numerical relation
between γ and pα [307]:

ln(γ) = ln(73.53pαN−0.478)− 4 . (A.7)

4While adding more and more parameters can significantly boost the likelihood locally, an effective penalty
arises as a larger parameter space will be scanned by the likelihood.

5If k = 1, the solution is trivially a single bin containing a single photon.
6This property essentially comes down to the characteristic illustrated by Eq. (A.5), namely that the likeli-

hood is the product of independent terms that represent the likelihood of the individual bins.
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In our analysis, Eq. (A.7) with pα = 0.05 is used to determine the prior distribution for
the number of bins. It is worth noting that the optimal number of bins found by the BB
algorithm is very robust against changes in γ, as demonstrated using both BATSE [307] and
Fermi-GBM [292] data.
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Appendix B

Modified background
characterisations

When studying the relative count ratio of GRB precursors, defined by Eq. (3.4) in 3.3.5,
eight bursts were found to have strongly deviating values. By examining the light curves
of the individual subdetectors in more detail, we found that there were three instances in
which our background characterisation procedure had included data from a time interval
that likely includes a physical signal. These three light curves are shown in Fig. B.1.

A common feature can be observed for those three bursts. A ‘background’ point is in-
cluded in between the precursor and prompt phase that lies significantly higher that the
background rate at the start of the precursor emission and that at the end of the prompt
phase. After observing this feature, these point were therefore removed from the back-
ground characterisation. In other words, the background rate was now solely determined
based on data prior to the precursor phase and data after the prompt phase. Re-applying
the relative count ratio test with the improved background characterisation, all three bursts
are observed to pass criterion from Eq. (3.4).
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Appendix C

GRB precursor catalogue

Precursor GRBs. As part of this thesis, we performed an analysis on the Fermi-GBM data
that led to the identification of 244 precursor flashes in the light curves of 217 GRBs. A
detailed description of the analysis method and results is given Chapter 3. To enable follow-
up studies of the identified precursor events, an overview of the properties of the identified
precursor emission episodes is presented in Tab. C.1.

TABLE C.1: Temporal properties of the identified precursors. For every GRB,
the start time of the prompt emission tprompt, the start time of the precursor
emission with respect to tprompt, the duration of the precursor emission, and
the redshift are provided. The five potential false precursors with deviating
count ratios are marked in italic. The four short GRBs are marked in bold. To
access this table in a digital format and the light curves of these GRBs, please

visit https://icecube.wisc.edu/~grbweb_public/Precursors.html.

GCN name tprompt (UTC) tprecursor (s) Duration (s) Redshift

bn080723557 13:22:55.412 -34.284 28.319 —
bn080807993 23:50:44.177 -11.612 1.032 —
bn080816503 12:04:39.495 -21.823 1.823 —
bn080818579 13:54:44.589 -20.361 5.596 —
bn080830368 08:50:22.699 -8.559 5.112 —
bn081003644 15:27:27.738 -11.363 4.320 —
bn081121858 20:35:31.671 -8.498 7.855 2.512
bn090101758 18:13:07.574 -86.950 6.082 —
bn090113778 18:40:38.870 -0.475 0.150 1.749
bn090117335 08:02:26.183 -24.653 1.296 —
bn090131090 02:09:43.196 -22.324 12.445 —
bn090309767 18:25:41.699 -36.134 6.122 —
bn090326633 15:10:16.566 -583.057 0.256 —

-580.753 5.376 —
bn090419997 23:55:38.751 -37.348 23.251 —
bn090425377 09:04:14.740 -44.805 2.705 —
bn090428441 10:34:37.862 -26.762 18.048 —
bn090502777 18:40:11.917 -37.539 3.065 —
bn090510016 00:23:00.368 -0.420 0.024 —
bn090602564 13:32:22.296 -1.242 0.683 —
bn090610723 17:22:58.385 -90.937 6.686 —
bn090618353 08:29:16.651 -50.628 28.946 0.540
bn090720710 17:02:57.665 -0.776 0.264 —

Continued on next page

https://icecube.wisc.edu/~grbweb_public/Precursors.html
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Table C.1 continued: Properties of the identified precursors.

GCN name tprompt (UTC) tprecursor (s) Duration (s) Redshift

bn090810659 15:50:40.542 -94.594 43.262 —
bn090811696 16:41:54.351 -4.958 1.583 —
bn090814950 22:48:30.233 -43.778 18.577 —
bn090815946 22:44:41.956 -179.466 12.722 —
bn090820509 12:13:25.368 -8.951 4.124 —
bn090907017 00:24:10.767 -1.967 1.664 —
bn090929190 04:33:04.488 -0.571 0.122 —
bn091109895 21:28:49.421 -9.606 2.788 —
bn100116897 21:32:19.006 -83.382 6.319 —
bn100130729 17:30:19.867 -65.378 23.215 —
bn100204566 13:34:36.243 -16.948 15.677 —
bn100323542 13:01:32.005 -54.935 9.109 —
bn100326402 09:37:30.596 -55.808 32.512 —
bn100424876 21:03:54.875 -123.791 2.521 —
bn100517154 03:42:30.304 -22.365 1.362 —
bn100619015 00:22:24.001 -77.870 9.918 —
bn100625891 21:22:58.362 -15.645 4.029 —
bn100709602 14:28:25.731 -56.254 16.328 —
bn100718160 03:50:13.287 -25.036 6.090 —

-7.415 6.808 —
bn100730463 11:06:50.220 -41.808 12.805 —

-18.243 0.001 —
bn100827455 10:55:49.710 -0.442 0.079 —
bn100923844 20:15:31.462 -24.128 4.019 —
bn101030664 15:56:24.411 -69.697 31.744 —
bn101224578 13:53:30.861 -33.455 10.658 —
bn101227536 12:51:49.785 -3.895 3.646 —
bn110102788 18:55:41.740 -67.434 25.256 —
bn110227229 05:30:09.611 -111.145 21.120 —
bn110428338 08:07:18.821 -70.448 42.874 —

-18.748 13.398 —
bn110528624 14:59:12.297 -217.477 11.264 —

-35.653 13.654 —
-21.303 13.839 —

bn110725236 05:39:57.932 -16.720 7.619 —
bn110729142 03:30:47.288 -342.504 52.731 —

-185.188 51.556 —
bn110825102 02:26:58.702 -7.864 0.814 —
bn110903111 02:42:41.553 -187.466 22.062 —
bn110904124 02:58:55.085 -44.632 7.665 —
bn110909116 02:47:01.914 -4.433 1.670 —
bn110926107 02:34:30.183 -45.717 3.110 —
bn111010709 17:01:07.319 -34.749 31.018 —
bn111015427 10:15:22.011 -25.770 17.144 —
bn111228657 15:45:16.506 -46.111 10.496 0.714

-32.543 11.776
bn111230683 16:23:06.415 -11.301 4.631 —

Continued on next page
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Table C.1 continued: Properties of the identified precursors.

GCN name tprompt (UTC) tprecursor (s) Duration (s) Redshift

bn111230819 19:39:41.521 -9.814 1.304 —
-8.120 4.234 —

bn120118709 17:00:24.779 -6.498 5.475 2.943
bn120308588 14:06:05.511 -21.363 3.092 —
bn120319983 23:35:18.709 -17.629 5.551 —
bn120412920 22:05:51.344 -71.057 5.502 —
bn120504945 22:40:07.713 -1.369 0.799 —
bn120513531 12:44:14.932 -15.008 1.330 —
bn120530121 02:54:31.969 -50.475 7.974 —
bn120611108 02:35:54.181 -8.321 6.602 —
bn120710100 02:25:09.865 -113.086 4.857 —
bn120711115 02:45:52.633 -61.735 4.838 1.804
bn120716712 17:08:00.170 -176.365 5.383 2.486
bn120819048 01:09:20.076 -60.316 7.618 —

-30.405 1.638 —
bn121005340 08:10:54.001 -101.730 38.794 —
bn121029350 08:24:27.774 -11.090 8.798 —
bn121031949 22:50:21.029 -191.769 38.495 0.113
bn121113544 13:03:25.589 -45.362 31.652 —
bn121125356 08:32:50.026 -29.374 20.325 —
bn121217313 07:29:53.089 -714.103 65.792 0.800
bn130104721 17:18:12.706 -5.969 3.898 —
bn130106995 23:52:56.117 -33.325 17.558 —
bn130208684 16:24:43.858 -21.975 5.099 —
bn130209961 23:03:46.502 -5.102 4.597 —
bn130219775 18:36:47.745 -56.310 20.260 —
bn130310840 20:09:45.591 -4.755 1.194 —
bn130318456 10:57:50.305 -82.735 6.897 —
bn130320560 13:29:06.051 -159.315 42.085 —
bn130404840 20:10:25.030 -21.354 8.355 —
bn130418844 20:16:08.506 -87.313 16.452 —
bn130504314 07:32:36.037 -32.672 0.464 —
bn130623130 03:07:03.470 -26.744 1.821 —
bn130720582 13:59:14.940 -146.139 115.366 —
bn130813791 18:59:18.842 -5.810 1.680 —
bn130815660 15:51:22.993 -31.482 6.925 —
bn130818941 22:34:29.441 -70.463 8.706 —
bn130919173 04:09:40.924 -0.686 0.236 —
bn131014513 12:18:34.911 -20.917 2.089 —
bn131108024 00:34:43.981 -2.395 1.815 —
bn140104731 17:34:01.991 -120.439 66.204 —

-24.501 1.459 —
bn140108721 17:19:53.720 -71.900 11.570 0.600
bn140126815 19:33:40.215 -62.234 20.478 —

-24.368 14.110 —
bn140304849 20:25:37.760 -189.609 30.654 —
bn140329295 07:04:57.833 -19.534 0.630 —

Continued on next page
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Table C.1 continued: Properties of the identified precursors.

GCN name tprompt (UTC) tprecursor (s) Duration (s) Redshift

bn140404030 00:43:22.825 -71.917 7.657 —
bn140512814 19:33:23.687 -98.421 11.788 0.725
bn140621827 19:50:14.988 -4.111 0.718 —
bn140628704 16:54:21.456 -66.005 4.910 —
bn140709051 01:13:51.906 -11.597 5.700 —
bn140714268 06:27:35.035 -109.468 27.544 —
bn140716436 10:29:26.513 -89.084 2.218 —
bn140818229 05:31:17.613 -69.604 10.233 —
bn140824606 14:34:24.964 -73.928 12.933 —
bn140825328 07:53:42.446 -59.289 11.821 —

-38.258 3.215 —
bn140917512 12:17:10.292 -4.434 3.940 —
bn141029134 03:14:24.675 -66.449 3.739 —

-41.574 6.940 —
bn141102536 12:51:40.471 -1.269 0.088 —
bn150126868 20:51:32.131 -55.037 13.019 —
bn150127398 09:32:49.909 -6.512 5.747 —
bn150226545 13:08:44.224 -202.152 1.028 —

-155.467 7.878 —
-41.188 16.158 —

bn150330828 19:53:59.254 -98.194 11.512 —
bn150416773 18:33:22.811 -824.534 42.496 —
bn150422703 16:52:31.997 -468.581 15.616 —
bn150506398 09:33:46.679 -116.285 27.791 —
bn150508945 22:40:36.620 -102.265 15.712 —
bn150512432 10:23:46.759 -86.467 43.029 —

-28.593 20.212 —
bn150522433 10:24:07.264 -19.511 7.822 —
bn150523396 09:30:14.993 -28.370 19.748 —
bn150627183 04:23:22.017 -458.665 3.072 —
bn150702998 23:56:45.108 -6.691 2.490 —
bn150703149 03:33:54.082 -13.280 0.008 —
bn150830128 03:04:38.646 -14.638 14.021 —
bn151027166 04:00:00.254 -96.360 40.571 0.810
bn151030999 23:59:47.634 -88.314 17.686 —
bn151211672 16:07:28.188 -151.405 26.022 —
bn160131174 04:12:52.609 -179.691 44.007 —
bn160201883 21:11:44.177 -1.590 0.968 —
bn160215773 18:36:08.605 -109.239 44.645 —
bn160219673 16:11:34.712 -110.393 12.546 —
bn160223072 01:45:54.364 -95.615 10.496 —
bn160225809 19:25:09.731 -48.115 23.215 —
bn160512199 04:45:57.662 -56.663 9.377 —
bn160519012 00:18:55.054 -83.260 3.345 —

-65.164 17.101 —
bn160523919 22:04:13.977 -38.410 5.424 —
bn160625945 22:43:14.090 -178.317 2.418 1.406

Continued on next page
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Table C.1 continued: Properties of the identified precursors.

GCN name tprompt (UTC) tprecursor (s) Duration (s) Redshift

bn160724444 10:40:02.521 -7.324 1.790 —
bn160821857 20:36:22.642 -117.067 31.832 —
bn160825799 19:10:50.313 -1.449 0.599 —
bn160908136 03:16:48.679 -87.733 6.845 —
bn160912521 12:31:42.840 -57.422 36.635 —

-17.072 5.193 —
bn160919613 14:43:36.685 -24.729 0.498 —

-15.527 0.761 —
bn161105417 10:01:18.575 -30.217 12.749 —
bn161111197 04:44:50.633 -102.555 11.125 —
bn161117066 01:37:14.177 -103.474 77.027 1.549
bn161119633 15:11:02.131 -10.916 7.666 —
bn161129300 07:11:45.292 -5.373 0.040 0.645
bn170109137 03:21:41.186 -245.940 18.163 —

-217.040 6.377 —
bn170115662 15:54:01.580 -95.287 18.563 —
bn170209048 01:09:05.007 -28.188 8.228 —
bn170302719 17:15:41.992 -22.294 12.259 —
bn170323775 18:36:31.186 -12.963 12.697 —
bn170402961 23:03:40.777 -15.936 1.501 —

-12.442 0.230 —
bn170416583 14:00:34.758 -35.298 12.494 —
bn170514152 03:38:43.989 -5.895 0.678 —
bn170514180 04:19:54.177 -79.666 35.908 —
bn170830069 01:38:59.546 -19.395 5.987 —
bn170831179 04:18:03.061 -73.621 8.547 —

-43.400 6.309 —
bn170923188 04:31:15.015 -10.012 1.018 —
bn171004857 20:33:34.433 -2.263 1.378 —
bn171102107 02:34:03.231 -29.516 10.393 —
bn171112868 20:50:13.004 -198.952 8.192 —

-43.928 9.502 —
bn171120556 13:20:33.596 -31.460 4.221 —
bn171211844 20:17:18.932 -82.541 12.393 —
bn180124392 09:23:59.613 -4.987 0.611 —
bn180126095 02:16:29.991 -820.685 11.776 —
bn180307073 01:44:35.183 -39.275 23.342 —
bn180411519 12:28:28.650 -54.086 26.673 —
bn180416340 08:10:01.701 -36.541 10.291 —
bn180426549 13:10:59.907 -13.182 5.544 —
bn180618724 17:22:55.701 -61.611 26.238 —
bn180620354 08:29:22.735 -72.842 5.855 —
bn180710062 01:29:21.269 -49.933 13.542 —
bn180720598 14:21:26.039 -29.189 10.000 0.654
bn180728728 17:29:11.437 -15.219 10.040 0.117
bn180822423 10:08:32.522 -5.898 2.803 —
bn180822562 13:30:29.570 -128.070 7.513 —

Continued on next page
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Table C.1 continued: Properties of the identified precursors.

GCN name tprompt (UTC) tprecursor (s) Duration (s) Redshift

-118.178 6.344 —
bn180906988 23:42:36.388 -2.471 1.039 —
bn180929453 10:52:35.121 -1.456 0.606 —
bn181007385 09:14:19.608 -23.373 3.996 —
bn181008877 21:04:29.161 -131.183 27.879 —
bn181119606 14:32:19.202 -2.566 1.798 —
bn181122381 09:09:04.964 -1.937 0.299 —
bn181203880 21:06:37.705 -6.482 0.870 —
bn181222279 06:42:52.975 -79.631 40.808 —
bn190114873 20:57:02.490 -5.573 1.942 0.420

-2.854 1.537
bn190205938 22:31:11.876 -40.086 9.198 —
bn190228973 23:21:30.204 -15.148 7.989 —
bn190310398 09:33:20.756 -49.157 4.120 —
bn190315512 12:17:39.138 -366.193 6.912 —
bn190323879 21:05:17.600 -893.855 26.624 —
bn190324947 22:44:18.392 -17.146 2.474 1.171
bn190326314 07:32:13.823 -27.769 1.672 —

-18.099 2.115 —
bn190610750 18:00:04.042 -14.819 1.160 —
bn190611950 22:48:51.696 -62.594 20.082 —
bn190719624 15:00:01.045 -86.830 1.579 2.469
bn190806675 16:12:34.836 -1.664 1.188 —
bn190828542 12:59:58.210 -46.588 38.536 —
bn190829830 19:56:40.582 -47.965 5.565 0.079
bn190901890 21:21:37.555 -63.144 20.014 —
bn190930400 09:38:17.809 -162.830 40.308 —
bn191019970 23:18:48.942 -96.333 29.779 —
bn191026350 08:23:43.801 -5.943 4.110 —
bn191031025 00:39:28.692 -178.171 10.422 —
bn191101895 21:28:37.561 -44.664 1.903 —
bn191111364 08:44:52.025 -25.765 16.425 —
bn191225309 07:26:50.763 -94.689 2.024 —
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Analysed GRBs. The precursor analysis performed on the Fermi-GBM data was applied
on the light curves of 2684 GRBs. As detailed in Section 3.4, 2364 of those bursts showed
signs of one or multiple emission episodes following our selection criteria. These 2364 GRBs
served as the starting point of our precursor search, leading to the 244 identified events
given in Tab. C.1. We here include a list of the names of all 2684 bursts to allow readers to
identify those GRBs for which no precursor emission was found. In this list, the 320 bursts
for which not a single emission episodes was found are marked in italic.

bn080714086, bn080714425, bn080714745, bn080715950, bn080717543, bn080719529,
bn080723557, bn080723913, bn080723985, bn080724401, bn080725435, bn080725541,
bn080727964, bn080730520, bn080730786, bn080802386, bn080803772, bn080804456,
bn080804972, bn080805496, bn080805584, bn080806584, bn080806896, bn080807993,
bn080808451, bn080808565, bn080808772, bn080809808, bn080810549, bn080812889,
bn080815917, bn080816503, bn080816989, bn080817161, bn080817720, bn080818579,
bn080818945, bn080821332, bn080823363, bn080824909, bn080825593, bn080828189,
bn080829790, bn080830368, bn080831053, bn080831921, bn080904886, bn080905499,
bn080905570, bn080905705, bn080906212, bn080912360, bn080913735, bn080916009,
bn080916406, bn080919790, bn080920268, bn080924766, bn080925775, bn080927480,
bn080928628, bn081003644, bn081006604, bn081006872, bn081008832, bn081009140,
bn081009690, bn081012045, bn081012549, bn081017474, bn081021398, bn081022364,
bn081024245, bn081024851, bn081024891, bn081025349, bn081028538, bn081101167,
bn081101491, bn081101532, bn081102365, bn081102739, bn081105614, bn081107321,
bn081109293, bn081110601, bn081113230, bn081115891, bn081118876, bn081119184,
bn081120618, bn081121858, bn081122520, bn081122614, bn081124060, bn081125496,
bn081126899, bn081129161, bn081130212, bn081130629, bn081204004, bn081204517,
bn081206275, bn081206604, bn081206987, bn081207680, bn081209981, bn081213173,
bn081215784, bn081215880, bn081216531, bn081217983, bn081221681, bn081222204,
bn081223419, bn081224887, bn081225257, bn081226044, bn081226156, bn081226509,
bn081229187, bn081229675, bn081230871, bn081231140, bn090101758, bn090102122,
bn090107681, bn090108020, bn090108322, bn090109332, bn090112332, bn090112729,
bn090113778, bn090117335, bn090117632, bn090117640, bn090120627, bn090126227,
bn090126245, bn090129880, bn090131090, bn090202347, bn090206620, bn090207777,
bn090213236, bn090217206, bn090219074, bn090222179, bn090225009, bn090227310,
bn090227772, bn090228204, bn090228976, bn090301315, bn090304216, bn090305052,
bn090306245, bn090307167, bn090308734, bn090309767, bn090310189, bn090316311,
bn090319622, bn090320045, bn090320418, bn090320801, bn090323002, bn090326633,
bn090327404, bn090328401, bn090328713, bn090330279, bn090331681, bn090403314,
bn090405663, bn090409288, bn090411838, bn090411991, bn090412061, bn090413122,
bn090418816, bn090419997, bn090422150, bn090423330, bn090424592, bn090425377,
bn090426066, bn090426690, bn090427644, bn090427688, bn090428441, bn090428552,
bn090429530, bn090429753, bn090502777, bn090509215, bn090510016, bn090510325,
bn090511684, bn090513916, bn090513941, bn090514006, bn090514726, bn090514734,
bn090516137, bn090516353, bn090516853, bn090518080, bn090518244, bn090519462,
bn090519881, bn090520832, bn090520850, bn090520876, bn090522344, bn090524346,
bn090528173, bn090528516, bn090529310, bn090529564, bn090530760, bn090531775,
bn090602564, bn090606471, bn090608052, bn090610648, bn090610723, bn090610883,
bn090612619, bn090616157, bn090617208, bn090618353, bn090620400, bn090620901,
bn090621185, bn090621417, bn090621447, bn090621922, bn090623107, bn090623913,
bn090625234, bn090625560, bn090626189, bn090626707, bn090629543, bn090630311,
bn090701225, bn090703329, bn090704242, bn090704783, bn090706283, bn090708152,
bn090709630, bn090711850, bn090712160, bn090713020, bn090717034, bn090717111,
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bn090718720, bn090718762, bn090719063, bn090720276, bn090720710, bn090725838,
bn090726218, bn090730608, bn090802235, bn090802666, bn090804940, bn090805622,
bn090807832, bn090809978, bn090810659, bn090810781, bn090811696, bn090813174,
bn090814368, bn090814950, bn090815300, bn090815438, bn090815946, bn090817036,
bn090819607, bn090820027, bn090820509, bn090823133, bn090824918, bn090826068,
bn090828099, bn090829672, bn090829702, bn090831317, bn090902401, bn090902462,
bn090904058, bn090904581, bn090907017, bn090907808, bn090908314, bn090908341,
bn090909487, bn090909854, bn090910812, bn090912660, bn090915650, bn090917661,
bn090920035, bn090922539, bn090922605, bn090924625, bn090925389, bn090926181,
bn090926914, bn090927422, bn090928646, bn090929190, bn091002685, bn091003191,
bn091005679, bn091006360, bn091010113, bn091012783, bn091013989, bn091015129,
bn091017861, bn091017985, bn091018957, bn091019750, bn091020900, bn091020977,
bn091023021, bn091024372, bn091026485, bn091026550, bn091030613, bn091030828,
bn091031500, bn091101143, bn091102607, bn091103912, bn091106762, bn091107635,
bn091109895, bn091112737, bn091112928, bn091115177, bn091117080, bn091120191,
bn091122163, bn091123081, bn091123298, bn091126333, bn091126389, bn091127976,
bn091128285, bn091201089, bn091202072, bn091202219, bn091207333, bn091208410,
bn091209001, bn091215234, bn091219462, bn091220442, bn091221870, bn091223191,
bn091223511, bn091224373, bn091227294, bn091230260, bn091230712, bn091231206,
bn091231540, bn100101028, bn100101988, bn100107074, bn100111176, bn100112418,
bn100116897, bn100117879, bn100118100, bn100122616, bn100126460, bn100130729,
bn100130777, bn100131730, bn100201588, bn100204024, bn100204566, bn100204858,
bn100205490, bn100206563, bn100207665, bn100207721, bn100208386, bn100210101,
bn100211440, bn100212550, bn100212588, bn100216422, bn100218194, bn100219026,
bn100221368, bn100223110, bn100224112, bn100225115, bn100225249, bn100225580,
bn100225703, bn100228544, bn100228873, bn100301068, bn100301223, bn100302061,
bn100304004, bn100304534, bn100306199, bn100307928, bn100311518, bn100313288,
bn100313509, bn100315361, bn100318611, bn100322045, bn100323542, bn100324172,
bn100325246, bn100325275, bn100326294, bn100326402, bn100328141, bn100330309,
bn100330856, bn100401297, bn100406758, bn100410356, bn100410740, bn100411516,
bn100413732, bn100414097, bn100417166, bn100417789, bn100420008, bn100421917,
bn100423244, bn100424729, bn100424876, bn100427356, bn100429999, bn100502356,
bn100503554, bn100504806, bn100506653, bn100507577, bn100510810, bn100511035,
bn100513879, bn100515467, bn100516369, bn100516396, bn100517072, bn100517132,
bn100517154, bn100517243, bn100517639, bn100519204, bn100522157, bn100525744,
bn100527795, bn100528075, bn100530737, bn100604287, bn100605774, bn100608382,
bn100609783, bn100612545, bn100612726, bn100614498, bn100615083, bn100616773,
bn100619015, bn100620119, bn100621452, bn100621529, bn100625773, bn100625891,
bn100629801, bn100701490, bn100704149, bn100706693, bn100707032, bn100709602,
bn100713980, bn100714672, bn100714686, bn100715477, bn100717372, bn100717446,
bn100718160, bn100718796, bn100719311, bn100719825, bn100719989, bn100722096,
bn100722291, bn100724029, bn100725475, bn100727238, bn100728095, bn100728439,
bn100730463, bn100802240, bn100804104, bn100805300, bn100805845, bn100810049,
bn100811108, bn100811781, bn100814160, bn100814351, bn100816009, bn100816026,
bn100819498, bn100820373, bn100825287, bn100826957, bn100827455, bn100829374,
bn100829876, bn100831651, bn100902990, bn100905907, bn100906576, bn100907751,
bn100910818, bn100911816, bn100915243, bn100916779, bn100918863, bn100919884,
bn100922625, bn100923844, bn100924165, bn100926595, bn100926694, bn100929235,
bn100929315, bn100929916, bn101002279, bn101003244, bn101004426, bn101008697,
bn101010190, bn101011707, bn101013412, bn101014175, bn101015558, bn101016243,
bn101017619, bn101021009, bn101021063, bn101023951, bn101024486, bn101025146,
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bn101025267, bn101026034, bn101027230, bn101030664, bn101031625, bn101101744,
bn101101899, bn101102840, bn101104810, bn101107011, bn101112924, bn101112984,
bn101113483, bn101116481, bn101117496, bn101119685, bn101123952, bn101126198,
bn101127093, bn101127102, bn101128322, bn101129652, bn101129726, bn101130074,
bn101201418, bn101202154, bn101204343, bn101205309, bn101206036, bn101207536,
bn101208203, bn101208498, bn101211485, bn101213451, bn101213849, bn101214748,
bn101216721, bn101219686, bn101220576, bn101223834, bn101224227, bn101224578,
bn101224614, bn101224998, bn101225377, bn101227195, bn101227406, bn101227536,
bn101231067, bn110101202, bn110101506, bn110102788, bn110105877, bn110106893,
bn110107886, bn110108977, bn110112934, bn110117364, bn110117626, bn110118857,
bn110119931, bn110120666, bn110123804, bn110124784, bn110125894, bn110128073,
bn110130230, bn110131780, bn110201399, bn110204179, bn110205027, bn110205588,
bn110206202, bn110207470, bn110207959, bn110209165, bn110212550, bn110213220,
bn110213876, bn110217591, bn110220761, bn110221244, bn110226989, bn110227009,
bn110227229, bn110227420, bn110228011, bn110228792, bn110301214, bn110302043,
bn110304071, bn110307972, bn110311812, bn110316139, bn110318552, bn110319628,
bn110319815, bn110321346, bn110322558, bn110328520, bn110331604, bn110401920,
bn110402009, bn110407998, bn110409179, bn110410133, bn110410772, bn110411629,
bn110412315, bn110413938, bn110415541, bn110420946, bn110421757, bn110422029,
bn110424758, bn110426629, bn110428338, bn110430375, bn110503145, bn110505203,
bn110509142, bn110509475, bn110511616, bn110517453, bn110517573, bn110520302,
bn110521478, bn110522256, bn110522296, bn110522633, bn110523344, bn110526715,
bn110528624, bn110529034, bn110529262, bn110529811, bn110531448, bn110601681,
bn110605183, bn110605780, bn110609185, bn110609425, bn110610640, bn110613631,
bn110616648, bn110618366, bn110622158, bn110624906, bn110625579, bn110625881,
bn110626448, bn110629174, bn110702187, bn110703557, bn110705151, bn110705364,
bn110706202, bn110706477, bn110706728, bn110706977, bn110709463, bn110709642,
bn110709862, bn110710954, bn110716018, bn110717180, bn110717319, bn110720177,
bn110721200, bn110722694, bn110722710, bn110725236, bn110726211, bn110728056,
bn110729142, bn110730008, bn110730660, bn110731465, bn110801335, bn110803783,
bn110806934, bn110809461, bn110812899, bn110813237, bn110817191, bn110818860,
bn110819665, bn110820476, bn110824009, bn110825102, bn110825265, bn110831282,
bn110901230, bn110903009, bn110903111, bn110904124, bn110904163, bn110904531,
bn110906302, bn110909116, bn110911071, bn110916016, bn110919634, bn110920338,
bn110920546, bn110921444, bn110921577, bn110921912, bn110923481, bn110923835,
bn110926107, bn110928180, bn110929187, bn110930564, bn111001804, bn111003465,
bn111005398, bn111008992, bn111009282, bn111010237, bn111010660, bn111010709,
bn111010899, bn111011094, bn111012456, bn111012811, bn111015427, bn111017657,
bn111018595, bn111018785, bn111022854, bn111024722, bn111024896, bn111025078,
bn111103441, bn111105457, bn111107035, bn111107076, bn111109453, bn111109873,
bn111112908, bn111113410, bn111114233, bn111117510, bn111117526, bn111120556,
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bn161217128, bn161218356, bn161220605, bn161227498, bn161228032, bn161228388,
bn161228405, bn161228553, bn161229878, bn161230298, bn161230511, bn170101116,
bn170101374, bn170106968, bn170109137, bn170110967, bn170111760, bn170111815,
bn170112970, bn170113420, bn170114833, bn170114917, bn170115662, bn170115743,
bn170116238, bn170119228, bn170120471, bn170121067, bn170121133, bn170121614,
bn170124238, bn170124528, bn170124874, bn170125022, bn170125102, bn170126480,
bn170127067, bn170127634, bn170130302, bn170130510, bn170130697, bn170131969,
bn170203486, bn170205521, bn170206453, bn170207906, bn170208553, bn170208758,
bn170208940, bn170209048, bn170210116, bn170212034, bn170214649, bn170219002,
bn170219110, bn170222209, bn170228773, bn170228794, bn170301812, bn170302166,
bn170302719, bn170302876, bn170304003, bn170305256, bn170306130, bn170306588,
bn170307851, bn170308221, bn170310417, bn170310883, bn170313125, bn170315582,
bn170316710, bn170317666, bn170318644, bn170323058, bn170323775, bn170325331,
bn170326489, bn170329387, bn170402285, bn170402961, bn170403583, bn170403707,
bn170405777, bn170409112, bn170412917, bn170412988, bn170414551, bn170416583,
bn170419898, bn170419983, bn170422343, bn170423719, bn170423872, bn170424425,
bn170428136, bn170429799, bn170430204, bn170501467, bn170504734, bn170506169,
bn170510217, bn170511249, bn170511477, bn170511648, bn170514152, bn170514180,
bn170516808, bn170520202, bn170521882, bn170522657, bn170527480, bn170530581,
bn170604603, bn170606968, bn170607946, bn170607971, bn170610689, bn170611937,
bn170614255, bn170614486, bn170614505, bn170616047, bn170616165, bn170618475,
bn170621784, bn170625692, bn170626401, bn170627931, bn170629537, bn170705115,
bn170705200, bn170705244, bn170708046, bn170709334, bn170710340, bn170711019,
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bn170711713, bn170711931, bn170714049, bn170715878, bn170717952, bn170718152,
bn170722525, bn170723076, bn170723677, bn170723882, bn170724543, bn170726249,
bn170726794, bn170727841, bn170728961, bn170730133, bn170731751, bn170801690,
bn170802638, bn170803172, bn170803415, bn170803729, bn170804911, bn170805901,
bn170808065, bn170808936, bn170810918, bn170813051, bn170816258, bn170816599,
bn170817529, bn170817908, bn170818137, bn170821265, bn170825307, bn170825500,
bn170825784, bn170826369, bn170826819, bn170827818, bn170829414, bn170829674,
bn170830069, bn170830135, bn170830328, bn170831179, bn170901007, bn170901255,
bn170901345, bn170903534, bn170906030, bn170906039, bn170906485, bn170910368,
bn170911267, bn170912273, bn170912985, bn170915161, bn170915520, bn170916700,
bn170918139, bn170921168, bn170923101, bn170923188, bn170923566, bn170926528,
bn170926782, bn170928607, bn170929513, bn170929699, bn171002969, bn171004672,
bn171004857, bn171007498, bn171008080, bn171009138, bn171010792, bn171010875,
bn171011162, bn171011810, bn171013350, bn171017823, bn171020813, bn171022085,
bn171022885, bn171023097, bn171024977, bn171025213, bn171025416, bn171025913,
bn171029020, bn171030729, bn171102107, bn171103655, bn171106498, bn171108656,
bn171112868, bn171117515, bn171119992, bn171120556, bn171124235, bn171126216,
bn171126235, bn171201068, bn171202113, bn171206122, bn171207055, bn171207809,
bn171208733, bn171209671, bn171210493, bn171211844, bn171212222, bn171212434,
bn171212948, bn171213061, bn171215705, bn171219279, bn171222684, bn171223818,
bn171227000, bn171230048, bn171230119, bn171230955, bn180102660, bn180103090,
bn180110608, bn180111815, bn180112842, bn180113011, bn180113116, bn180113418,
bn180116026, bn180116678, bn180119837, bn180122129, bn180123820, bn180124392,
bn180125891, bn180126095, bn180127049, bn180127879, bn180128215, bn180128252,
bn180128881, bn180130049, bn180130744, bn180131528, bn180201706, bn180201780,
bn180204109, bn180205184, bn180205323, bn180206203, bn180208764, bn180210517,
bn180210991, bn180211754, bn180218635, bn180219482, bn180222239, bn180225417,
bn180227211, bn180305393, bn180306479, bn180306973, bn180307073, bn180309322,
bn180311074, bn180313978, bn180314030, bn180330891, bn180401280, bn180401846,
bn180402406, bn180402481, bn180403565, bn180404091, bn180404848, bn180405169,
bn180409346, bn180410336, bn180411519, bn180411546, bn180412425, bn180413118,
bn180416340, bn180416924, bn180417689, bn180418281, bn180420031, bn180420107,
bn180423033, bn180423266, bn180426005, bn180426549, bn180427442, bn180428102,
bn180504136, bn180505540, bn180506077, bn180506902, bn180511364, bn180511437,
bn180511606, bn180513815, bn180515814, bn180516229, bn180517309, bn180521935,
bn180522607, bn180522678, bn180523782, bn180524416, bn180524920, bn180525151,
bn180528371, bn180528465, bn180602938, bn180605458, bn180606730, bn180610377,
bn180610568, bn180610791, bn180611145, bn180612785, bn180614327, bn180615462,
bn180617872, bn180618030, bn180618724, bn180620354, bn180620660, bn180622273,
bn180622578, bn180623849, bn180625941, bn180626392, bn180630335, bn180630467,
bn180701469, bn180703876, bn180703949, bn180706351, bn180709099, bn180710062,
bn180712358, bn180712651, bn180715087, bn180715741, bn180715755, bn180718082,
bn180718201, bn180718763, bn180720213, bn180720598, bn180720933, bn180721642,
bn180722120, bn180722418, bn180722993, bn180723133, bn180723757, bn180724807,
bn180724984, bn180727594, bn180728575, bn180728728, bn180728882, bn180730018,
bn180731891, bn180801276, bn180801492, bn180803590, bn180804554, bn180804765,
bn180804909, bn180804931, bn180805543, bn180806665, bn180806944, bn180807097,
bn180809485, bn180810278, bn180812349, bn180814505, bn180816088, bn180816930,
bn180818179, bn180818520, bn180821653, bn180822423, bn180822562, bn180823442,
bn180826055, bn180828790, bn180905400, bn180906597, bn180906759, bn180906988,
bn180910032, bn180910156, bn180910352, bn180912274, bn180913783, bn180914522,
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bn180917477, bn180922461, bn180922734, bn180923931, bn180925407, bn180927993,
bn180929453, bn181002617, bn181007385, bn181007737, bn181008269, bn181008877,
bn181010247, bn181014479, bn181016718, bn181020424, bn181020792, bn181022846,
bn181026540, bn181027076, bn181028590, bn181029892, bn181103046, bn181111654,
bn181116484, bn181117663, bn181119606, bn181119649, bn181120265, bn181121307,
bn181121401, bn181122381, bn181125092, bn181125371, bn181126162, bn181126413,
bn181126729, bn181127274, bn181128129, bn181128751, bn181203880, bn181206970,
bn181208188, bn181212693, bn181215110, bn181216551, bn181217665, bn181221565,
bn181222279, bn181222841, bn181224987, bn181225489, bn181225786, bn181226600,
bn181227262, bn181227571, bn181228120, bn181231144, bn181231359, bn181231954,
bn190102258, bn190106866, bn190107050, bn190109217, bn190109497, bn190110726,
bn190114873, bn190117369, bn190118937, bn190119249, bn190122305, bn190123513,
bn190129515, bn190129539, bn190131109, bn190131964, bn190202069, bn190202234,
bn190202634, bn190204627, bn190205938, bn190212482, bn190215772, bn190217188,
bn190218330, bn190220844, bn190222312, bn190222537, bn190226515, bn190228973,
bn190303240, bn190304371, bn190304818, bn190306943, bn190307151, bn190308923,
bn190310398, bn190311600, bn190312446, bn190315512, bn190319353, bn190319375,
bn190320052, bn190321363, bn190323179, bn190323303, bn190323548, bn190323879,
bn190324348, bn190324947, bn190325999, bn190326314, bn190326975, bn190327111,
bn190330694, bn190331093, bn190401139, bn190404293, bn190406450, bn190406465,
bn190406745, bn190407575, bn190407672, bn190407788, bn190409901, bn190411407,
bn190411579, bn190415173, bn190419414, bn190420981, bn190422284, bn190422670,
bn190422957, bn190425089, bn190427190, bn190428783, bn190429743, bn190501794,
bn190502168, bn190504415, bn190504678, bn190505051, bn190507270, bn190507712,
bn190507970, bn190508808, bn190508987, bn190510120, bn190510430, bn190511302,
bn190512611, bn190515190, bn190517813, bn190519309, bn190525032, bn190530430,
bn190531312, bn190531568, bn190531840, bn190601325, bn190603795, bn190604446,
bn190605974, bn190606080, bn190607071, bn190608009, bn190609315, bn190610750,
bn190610834, bn190611950, bn190612165, bn190613172, bn190613449, bn190615636,
bn190619018, bn190619595, bn190620507, bn190707285, bn190707308, bn190708365,
bn190712018, bn190712095, bn190714573, bn190716019, bn190716917, bn190719113,
bn190719499, bn190719624, bn190720613, bn190720964, bn190723309, bn190724031,
bn190726642, bn190726843, bn190727668, bn190727846, bn190728271, bn190731943,
bn190804058, bn190804792, bn190805106, bn190805199, bn190806535, bn190806675,
bn190808498, bn190808752, bn190810675, bn190813520, bn190814837, bn190817953,
bn190821716, bn190822705, bn190824616, bn190825171, bn190827467, bn190828542,
bn190828614, bn190829830, bn190830023, bn190830264, bn190831332, bn190831693,
bn190901890, bn190903722, bn190904174, bn190905985, bn190906767, bn190910028,
bn190913155, bn190914345, bn190915240, bn190916590, bn190919764, bn190921699,
bn190923617, bn190930400, bn191001279, bn191008297, bn191009298, bn191011192,
bn191015327, bn191017391, bn191017957, bn191019469, bn191019970, bn191022285,
bn191022341, bn191023630, bn191026350, bn191027638, bn191028174, bn191028589,
bn191031025, bn191031635, bn191031780, bn191031891, bn191101895, bn191108003,
bn191110587, bn191111347, bn191111364, bn191111547, bn191112369, bn191113578,
bn191117006, bn191117637, bn191118925, bn191119261, bn191125206, bn191125634,
bn191129141, bn191130253, bn191130507, bn191202867, bn191203290, bn191205741,
bn191213254, bn191213784, bn191220589, bn191221802, bn191225309, bn191225735,
bn191227069, bn191227723.
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Appendix D

Supplemental results on the IceCube
neutrino search

D.1 GBM coincidence study

D.1.1 GRB selection

The GBM coincidence analysis was applied to the sample of GRBs shown in Tab. D.1. These
133 bursts present a subset of the 217 GRBs for which a gamma-ray precursor was observed
in the Fermi-GBM study from Chapter 2 (see Tab. C.1). Specifically, they are the bursts for
which both GFU data and a reliable burst localisation is available. Additional details on this
GRB selection are given in 5.3.1.

TABLE D.1: List of the 133 GRBs examined in the GBM coincidence study.
The position of the burst is given in right ascension and declination (J2000).
Localisation uncertainties (σ) for which the value is ‘HP’ indicate those bursts
for which a sky scan was performed. In this case, the ‘ra’ and ‘dec’ are only
indicative of the GRB position, corresponding to the most significant pixel of
the map. For every burst, the start time and duration of the interval that was

searched for neutrino emission is also given.

GCN name Fermi name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD) Duration (s)

— bn110528624 47.813 -1.492 HP 55709.6219076389 214.013
— bn110725236 272.461 -23.318 HP 55767.2358705151 11.619
— bn110729142 354.727 4.780 HP 55771.1423933394 212.872

GRB110825A bn110825102 46.758 14.478 HP 55798.1019541501 4.814
— bn110904124 348.398 41.014 HP 55808.1237089527 11.665
— bn110909116 348.750 -26.277 HP 55813.1159199275 5.670
— bn110926107 66.094 12.942 HP 55830.1067415075 7.110
— bn111010709 70.664 39.451 HP 55844.7086871579 35.018
— bn111015427 222.187 -60.434 HP 55849.4270166832 21.144

GRB111228A bn111228657 150.067 18.298 0.001 55923.6558842014 29.344
— bn111230683 155.742 34.954 HP 55925.6825591988 8.631
— bn111230819 241.172 -22.347 HP 55925.8190938402 9.928
— bn120308588 48.364 50.091 HP 55994.5872933828 7.092
— bn120319983 72.839 -45.784 HP 56005.9826282475 9.551
— bn120412920 40.430 7.783 HP 56029.9198875929 9.502
— bn120530121 188.036 79.753 HP 56077.1205959964 11.974
— bn120611108 326.538 -46.178 HP 56089.1081465393 10.149

Continued on next page
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Table D.1 continued: Properties of the 133 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the GBM coincidence analysis.

GCN name Fermi name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD) Duration (s)

— bn120710100 119.180 -31.388 HP 56118.0994766214 8.857
GRB120711A bn120711115 94.678 -70.999 0.001 56119.1144548343 8.838
GRB120716A bn120716712 311.484 14.786 HP 56124.7118264583 9.383

— bn120819048 181.758 34.954 HP 56158.0474277780 35.549
— bn121005340 147.305 30.692 HP 56205.3397022176 42.794

GRB121029A bn121029350 228.164 -25.944 HP 56229.3501699670 12.798
GRB121031A bn121031949 170.770 -3.517 0.001 56231.9493895881 42.495

— bn121113544 323.060 65.322 HP 56244.5434979945 35.652
GRB121125A bn121125356 228.527 55.313 0.001 56256.3557714406 24.325
GRB121217A bn121217313 153.710 -62.351 0.001 56278.3041317940 69.792

— bn130104721 174.375 21.703 HP 56296.7208881628 7.762
— bn130106995 25.800 62.320 HP 56298.9946850882 21.558
— bn130208684 187.759 57.780 HP 56331.6835634566 9.099
— bn130209961 33.047 -27.616 HP 56332.9608726898 7.051

GRB130219A bn130219775 299.180 39.451 HP 56342.7748777208 24.260
GRB130310A bn130310840 142.340 -17.230 0.450 56361.8400328308 5.194

— bn130318456 202.500 8.084 HP 56369.4558515188 10.897
GRB130320B bn130320560 203.062 -60.434 HP 56371.5600085217 46.085

— bn130404840 149.414 -41.810 HP 56386.8402971820 12.355
— bn130418844 220.781 -16.646 HP 56400.8435091854 20.452

GRB130504B bn130504314 352.617 -5.379 HP 56416.3139046952 4.464
— bn130623130 190.848 48.141 HP 56466.1295685913 5.821
— bn130720582 338.906 -11.720 HP 56493.5810972322 119.366
— bn130813791 184.760 51.256 HP 56517.7910999128 5.680
— bn130815660 111.094 -1.492 HP 56519.6602952726 10.925
— bn130818941 191.897 57.780 HP 56522.9397798491 12.706
— bn130919173 297.773 -13.248 HP 56554.1733592517 2.641
— bn131014513 16.875 22.993 HP 56579.5126388264 6.089
— bn131108024 352.969 33.869 HP 56604.0240692886 4.337

GRB140104B bn140104731 218.754 -9.028 0.001 56661.7305503785 101.397
GRB140108A bn140108721 325.112 58.744 0.001 56665.7212942224 15.570

— bn140126815 208.477 31.388 HP 56683.8143053464 55.976
— bn140304849 339.609 -33.153 HP 56720.8489137930 34.654

GRB140329A bn140329295 145.698 -32.229 0.200 56745.2948645814 4.630
— bn140404030 46.406 78.284 HP 56751.0292697772 11.657

GRB140512A bn140512814 289.370 -15.094 0.001 56789.8136952174 15.788
GRB140621A bn140621827 73.279 14.650 0.717 56829.8264916383 4.718
GRB140709A bn140709051 304.662 51.225 0.001 56847.0511378334 9.700
GRB140714A bn140714268 219.023 23.318 HP 56852.2678653687 31.544
GRB140716A bn140716436 108.171 -60.175 0.001 56854.4360582075 6.218
GRB140818A bn140818229 199.512 6.800 1.000 56887.2292362143 14.233
GRB140824B bn140824606 22.500 59.678 HP 56893.6063545827 16.933

— bn140825328 354.023 24.624 HP 56894.3282541416 28.245
— bn140917512 165.938 24.296 HP 56917.5118502219 6.384

GRB141029B bn141029134 105.200 25.100 1.000 56959.1342155799 35.816
GRB141102A bn141102536 208.614 -47.100 0.031 56963.5358472492 3.151

Continued on next page
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Table D.1 continued: Properties of the 133 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the GBM coincidence analysis.

GCN name Fermi name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD) Duration (s)

GRB150126A bn150126868 350.500 -12.367 0.567 57048.8684617500 17.019
GRB150127A bn150127398 288.984 -6.880 HP 57049.3977013566 8.436

— bn150226545 55.547 30.345 HP 57079.5453712092 181.122
GRB150330A bn150330828 331.875 51.256 HP 57111.8279983948 15.512
GRB150416A bn150416773 59.559 52.030 HP 57128.7636143171 46.496
GRB150422A bn150422703 215.156 -20.424 HP 57134.6977015856 19.616

— bn150508945 70.842 -52.416 HP 57150.9436615288 19.712
GRB150512A bn150512432 198.562 60.434 HP 57154.4321561599 82.087

— bn150522433 289.688 -33.153 HP 57164.4331684364 11.822
GRB150523A bn150523396 115.286 -45.420 0.001 57165.3956553683 23.748
GRB150627A bn150627183 117.471 -51.489 0.001 57200.1775619560 7.072
GRB150702A bn150702998 52.780 -57.000 0.360 57205.9976437199 6.490

— bn150703149 142.031 -16.646 HP 57206.1483657749 4.008
— bn150830128 206.625 -44.994 HP 57264.1280324999 16.577

GRB151027A bn151027166 272.487 61.353 0.001 57322.1655311774 44.571
GRB151030A bn151030999 300.586 25.283 HP 57325.9988115758 21.686

— bn151211672 256.008 45.389 HP 57367.6700785185 30.022
— bn160131174 107.930 17.583 HP 57418.1735060044 48.007
— bn160201883 327.717 73.127 HP 57419.8831086533 3.528
— bn160215773 350.859 -4.481 HP 57433.7738121086 48.645
— bn160219673 235.547 36.054 HP 57437.6734064760 16.546

GRB160223A bn160223072 147.598 9.370 0.001 57441.0724160746 14.496
GRB160225B bn160225809 150.117 -40.228 HP 57443.8085603760 27.215

— bn160512199 244.336 -31.388 HP 57520.1979050913 13.377
GRB160519A bn160519012 71.122 31.246 0.017 57527.0121504033 39.197

— bn160523919 265.078 -11.720 HP 57531.9191385129 9.424
GRB160625B bn160625945 308.598 6.919 0.001 57564.9446038522 6.418

— bn160724444 56.250 16.646 HP 57593.4443657169 5.790
GRB160821A bn160821857 171.257 42.335 0.001 57621.8572173076 35.832
GRB160825A bn160825799 329.766 8.687 HP 57625.7991535231 3.364
GRB160908A bn160908136 243.633 13.862 HP 57639.1356359615 10.845

— bn160912521 339.961 30.692 HP 57643.5213358583 49.543
— bn160919613 98.289 -76.077 HP 57650.6133096816 13.964
— bn161105417 233.060 -65.322 HP 57697.4172032234 16.749
— bn161111197 207.070 32.090 HP 57703.1965981281 15.125

GRB161117A bn161117066 322.052 -29.614 0.001 57709.0663044437 81.027
GRB161119A bn161119633 45.756 -45.389 HP 57711.6325140707 11.666
GRB161129A bn161129300 316.228 32.135 0.001 57721.2997444356 4.040
GRB170109A bn170109137 116.367 -9.594 HP 57762.1371903578 39.276

— bn170115662 79.805 -19.471 HP 57768.6613922854 22.563
GRB170209A bn170209048 112.290 -50.091 HP 57793.0476252297 12.228

— bn170302719 198.984 0.298 HP 57814.7189548409 16.259
— bn170323775 348.047 -66.444 HP 57835.7751877805 14.936
— bn170402961 308.517 -45.784 HP 57845.9606810278 7.725
— bn170514152 119.634 74.972 HP 57887.1518066423 4.678

GRB170514A bn170514180 121.641 -24.953 HP 57887.1795429524 39.908
Continued on next page
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Table D.1 continued: Properties of the 133 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the GBM coincidence analysis.

GCN name Fermi name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD) Duration (s)

GRB170830B bn170830069 352.617 18.839 HP 57995.0684971148 9.987
GRB170831A bn170831179 160.529 51.256 HP 57996.1783268644 40.530

— bn170923188 223.125 81.220 HP 58019.1882292061 5.018
— bn171004857 26.645 -61.944 HP 58030.8565991914 4.175

GRB171102A bn171102107 187.729 54.033 0.817 58059.1066170800 14.393
GRB171112A bn171112868 20.075 -59.633 1.000 58069.8658802344 168.526
GRB171120A bn171120556 163.790 22.459 0.001 58077.5555571303 8.221

— bn171211844 80.156 0.298 HP 58098.8443795385 16.393
— bn180124392 329.766 -41.411 HP 58142.3915813229 4.611

GRB180126A bn180126095 304.200 43.009 HP 58144.0852697569 15.776
— bn180307073 127.266 23.643 HP 58184.0721517163 27.342

GRB180411A bn180411519 356.854 66.778 0.001 58219.5191269005 30.673
GRB180416A bn180416340 116.920 -48.141 HP 58224.3398513966 14.291

— bn180426549 202.500 56.637 HP 58234.5491287731 9.544
GRB180618B bn180618724 317.461 7.181 HP 58287.7235195724 30.238

— bn180620354 146.953 11.720 HP 58289.3528691366 9.855
GRB180720B bn180720598 0.529 -2.919 0.001 58319.5978570668 14.000
GRB180728A bn180728728 253.565 -54.044 0.001 58327.7284053025 14.040

— bn180822423 210.938 -16.024 HP 58352.4225072271 6.803
— bn180822562 184.091 -61.567 HP 58352.5613368049 20.237
— bn180906988 318.867 -5.379 HP 58367.9878694116 4.328
— bn180929453 242.930 -11.415 HP 58390.4531442785 3.371
— bn181007385 301.992 -14.478 HP 58398.3846555036 7.996

GRB181008B bn181008877 94.570 -38.682 HP 58399.8765738204 31.879

D.1.2 Trial corrections

Comparison of methods. Three different approaches were considered in 5.3.1 to trial-correct
the sample of 133 p-values. These three options are the binomial, partial product, and full
product method. To investigate which of these offers the best performance, a common set
of signal trials was evaluated using all three methods. A direct comparison of the resulting
p-values was shown in Fig. 5.10 and 5.11. These figures illustrate that the partial product
and binomial method both outperform the full product method. They also show that the
partial product method outperforms the binomial method. Since the difference between
these latter two approaches was less clearly visible, an additional visualisation, Fig. D.1, is
included here that shows the ratio of the p-values obtained using both methods. Values that
are smaller than unity correspond to signal trials for which the partial product method offers
the best performance. Fig. D.1 thus illustrates that the partial product method outperforms
the binomial method for the majority of signal trials.

TS distributions. While the binomial and full product method were not used to trial-
correct the final analysis result, their TS distributions are included in Fig. D.2 for the sake
of completeness. Similar to the partial product method, the TS value of both methods is
defined as − log10(x), where x is either the binomial p-value or the product of all 133 p-
values.
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FIGURE D.1: Ratio of the final p-value obtained using the partial product and
binomial method, when evaluating trials in which one (top), two (middle),
or three (bottom) signal events are injected. All three distributions have their
peak and median at a value that is smaller than or equal to unity. As a result,

the partial product method is shown to offer the best overall performance.
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FIGURE D.2: Final TS distribution when applying the binomial (top) and
full product (bottom) trial-correction method. The structure in the binomial
TS distribution is due to the discrete nature of the method itself. For in-
stance, in the case where k = 1, see Eq. (5.9), the highest possible value
that P(k) can attain is the fraction of trials that returns at least one p-value
different from unity. This correspond to P(k) = 0.52, which translates into
a TS value of − log10(0.52) = 0.28. The second bump occurs at a TS-value
of − log10(0.16) = 0.80, as 16% of all background trials have at least two p-

values that are different from unity.
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D.2 Generic stacking search

D.2.1 GRB sample

Table D.2 presents the properties of the 872 GRBs analysed in the generic stacking search.
This selection was obtained by considering all bursts in the GRBweb catalogue that fall
within the GFU time range and have an angular uncertainty σ ≤ 1.5◦. Further details on the
construction of this catalogue are provided in 5.3.2.

TABLE D.2: List of the 872 GRBs examined in the generic stacking search.
The direction of the bursts is given in right ascension and declination (J2000)
along with the localisation uncertainty (σ). A 250 s time interval is examined
for every burst, the start time of which is given in the last column of the table.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB110519A 261.638 -23.426 0.008 55700.0889583333
GRB110520A 134.341 56.427 0.001 55701.8504398148
GRB110521A 120.133 45.827 0.001 55702.6578865741
GRB110530A 282.068 61.929 0.001 55711.6436574074
GRB110604A 271.004 18.467 0.083 55716.6149961343
GRB110610A 308.178 74.825 0.001 55722.6370013542
GRB110625A 286.733 6.755 0.001 55737.8778731019
GRB110708A 340.083 53.950 0.050 55750.1938888889
GRB110709A 238.891 40.924 0.001 55751.6390856481
GRB110709B 164.655 -23.455 0.001 55751.8947800926
GRB110715A 237.684 -46.235 0.001 55757.5483796296
GRB110719A 24.581 34.586 0.001 55761.2534837963
GRB110721A 333.659 -38.593 0.001 55763.1969097222
GRB110726A 286.717 56.071 0.001 55768.0600694444
GRB110731A 280.504 -28.537 0.001 55773.4620254630
GRB110801A 89.437 80.956 0.001 55774.8232870370
GRB110802A 44.454 32.600 0.833 55775.6354883218
GRB110808A 57.268 -44.194 0.001 55781.2602314815
GRB110812A 358.408 72.200 0.050 55785.0110879630
GRB110815A 85.296 32.450 0.533 55788.4005320718
GRB110818A 317.337 -63.981 0.001 55791.8566462616
GRB110820A 343.192 70.299 0.001 55793.7321412037
GRB110827A 164.059 53.817 0.017 55799.9984027778
GRB110903A 197.037 59.000 0.050 55807.1079064236
GRB110915A 310.825 -0.723 0.001 55819.5531712963
GRB110915B 77.550 1.933 0.067 55819.7639930556
GRB110918A 32.575 -27.283 0.333 55822.8908895370
GRB110921A 294.098 36.329 0.001 55825.5741014120
GRB110928A 257.733 36.536 0.001 55832.0745486111
GRB111005A 223.315 -19.722 0.016 55839.3340740741
GRB111008A 60.451 -32.709 0.001 55842.9227777778
GRB111016A 153.834 27.462 0.001 55850.7728472222
GRB111016B 290.500 -4.583 1.067 55850.9427167014
GRB111018A 271.489 -3.907 0.001 55852.7237731482
GRB111020A 287.052 -38.012 0.001 55854.2705902778
GRB111022A 275.871 -23.666 0.008 55856.6686805556

Continued on next page
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB111022B 108.965 49.684 0.001 55856.7145138889
GRB111024A 222.175 25.850 0.300 55858.3036689815
GRB111026A 244.256 -47.435 0.014 55860.2800810185
GRB111029A 44.784 57.111 0.001 55863.4031250000
GRB111103A 327.111 -10.532 0.009 55868.4382291667
GRB111103B 265.693 1.610 0.001 55868.4547571759
GRB111107A 129.478 -66.520 0.001 55872.0321058796
GRB111109A 118.204 -41.584 0.001 55874.1205555556
GRB111117A 12.704 23.017 0.050 55882.5066087963
GRB111121A 154.761 -46.671 0.001 55886.6820907407
GRB111123A 154.846 -20.645 0.001 55888.7563773148
GRB111126A 276.057 51.461 0.023 55891.7871759259
GRB111129A 307.434 -52.713 0.001 55894.6764351852
GRB111201A 190.478 32.987 0.001 55896.5962206944
GRB111204A 336.628 -31.375 0.001 55899.5647916667
GRB111205A 134.488 -31.967 0.650 55900.5462962963
GRB111207A 92.925 -39.500 0.050 55902.5922337963
GRB111208A 290.224 40.676 0.001 55903.3499617245
GRB111209A 14.344 -46.801 0.001 55904.2971990741
GRB111210A 191.477 -7.166 0.001 55905.6061689815
GRB111211A 153.092 11.183 0.050 55906.9259606482
GRB111212A 310.432 -68.612 0.001 55907.3881597222
GRB111215A 349.556 32.494 0.001 55910.5833101852
GRB111215B 222.404 16.433 0.517 55910.8499157407
GRB111225A 13.155 51.572 0.001 55920.1572569444
GRB111228A 150.067 18.298 0.001 55923.6531411343
GRB111229A 76.287 -84.711 0.001 55924.9400694444
GRB120102A 276.225 24.713 0.001 55928.0914930556
GRB120106A 66.108 64.038 0.001 55932.5918287037
GRB120107A 246.400 -69.930 0.500 55933.3805838542
GRB120114A 317.904 57.036 0.018 55940.6776359259
GRB120116A 16.241 33.931 0.001 55942.7515972222
GRB120118B 124.871 -7.185 0.001 55944.7056668518
GRB120119A 120.029 -9.082 0.001 55945.1668409722
GRB120121A 249.354 -23.961 0.001 55947.4014930556
GRB120202A 203.517 22.800 0.050 55959.9000810185
GRB120211A 87.754 -24.775 0.001 55968.4960416667
GRB120212A 43.100 -18.021 0.001 55969.3799936343
GRB120213A 301.012 65.411 0.001 55970.0160763889
GRB120215A 30.048 8.802 0.001 55972.0257523148
GRB120218A 319.764 -25.463 0.015 55975.0313888889
GRB120219A 129.791 51.032 0.001 55976.6013657407
GRB120224A 40.942 -17.761 0.001 55981.1915046296
GRB120229A 20.033 -35.796 0.015 55986.6048726852
GRB120302A 122.398 29.628 0.001 55988.0773611111
GRB120305A 47.537 28.492 0.001 55991.8148148148

Continued on next page
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB120308A 219.084 79.687 0.001 55994.2565740741
GRB120311A 273.092 14.296 0.001 55997.2287962963
GRB120311B 258.562 -13.051 0.001 55997.6277777778
GRB120312A 251.788 23.858 0.001 55998.6682594792
GRB120316A 57.016 -56.288 0.584 56002.0047685185
GRB120320A 212.518 8.696 0.001 56006.4945023148
GRB120323A 340.408 29.717 0.750 56009.5042357639
GRB120324A 291.078 24.130 0.001 56010.2465365394
GRB120326A 273.905 69.260 0.001 56012.0529976852
GRB120327A 246.864 -29.415 0.001 56013.1188194444
GRB120328A 241.614 -39.336 0.001 56014.1264930556
GRB120328B 228.140 22.800 1.000 56014.2653935185
GRB120401A 58.083 -17.636 0.001 56018.2222800926
GRB120403A 42.458 40.489 0.018 56020.0425115741
GRB120403B 55.278 -89.009 0.001 56020.8539875579
GRB120404A 235.010 12.885 0.001 56021.5325462963
GRB120419A 187.371 -63.033 0.050 56036.5362847222
GRB120422A 136.910 14.019 0.001 56039.2971412037
GRB120510A 44.288 72.850 0.050 56057.3635879630
GRB120514A 283.001 -4.264 0.001 56061.0476736111
GRB120521A 148.725 -49.417 0.001 56068.2468981482
GRB120521B 197.010 -52.755 0.001 56068.3775231481
GRB120521C 214.286 42.145 0.001 56068.9707986111
GRB120522A 165.996 -62.100 0.317 56069.1298263889
GRB120612A 126.722 -17.575 0.001 56090.0841319444
GRB120622A 205.429 -1.717 0.333 56100.1372222222
GRB120624B 170.885 8.929 0.001 56102.9274063194
GRB120703A 339.357 -29.723 0.001 56111.7229976852
GRB120709A 318.173 -49.973 0.001 56117.8802083333
GRB120711A 94.678 -70.999 0.001 56119.1115509259
GRB120711B 331.691 60.023 0.001 56119.1297752315
GRB120712A 169.589 -20.034 0.001 56120.5682154398
GRB120714A 167.983 -30.627 0.001 56122.3212500000
GRB120714B 355.409 -46.184 0.001 56122.8851454861
GRB120722A 230.497 13.251 0.001 56130.5342129630
GRB120724A 245.181 3.508 0.001 56132.2742129630
GRB120728A 137.095 -54.437 0.001 56136.9312615741
GRB120729A 13.074 49.940 0.001 56137.4527967708
GRB120802A 44.843 13.768 0.001 56141.3310300926
GRB120803A 269.531 -6.733 0.019 56142.3042361111
GRB120803B 314.236 53.304 0.001 56142.4596759259
GRB120804A 233.948 -28.782 0.001 56143.0347685185
GRB120805A 216.538 5.825 0.001 56144.8916550926
GRB120807A 241.260 -47.480 0.001 56146.2954513889
GRB120811B 43.721 -30.233 1.400 56150.0113425926
GRB120811A 257.165 -22.711 0.001 56150.1049537037

Continued on next page
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB120811C 199.683 62.301 0.001 56150.6462722685
GRB120815A 273.958 -52.131 0.001 56154.0901388889
GRB120816A 282.144 -6.938 0.001 56155.8016666667
GRB120817B 8.310 -26.428 0.022 56156.1654976852
GRB120817A 250.689 -38.354 0.001 56156.2816203704
GRB120819A 235.908 -7.309 0.001 56158.5458796296
GRB120821A 255.271 -40.517 0.033 56160.5552662037
GRB120830A 88.503 -28.702 0.001 56169.2936689815
GRB120907A 74.750 -9.315 0.001 56177.0140346181
GRB120908A 230.775 -25.500 1.000 56178.9352478704
GRB120909A 275.737 -59.449 0.001 56179.0674957176
GRB120911B 172.030 -37.510 0.300 56181.2646296296
GRB120911A 357.979 63.099 0.001 56181.2946702315
GRB120913A 146.400 26.959 0.009 56183.8431828704
GRB120913B 213.660 -14.508 0.008 56183.9939440856
GRB120916A 205.810 36.660 0.300 56186.1691450926
GRB120918A 181.042 -32.762 0.009 56188.4666666667
GRB120919A 214.767 -45.567 0.517 56189.3058865394
GRB120922A 234.748 -20.182 0.001 56192.9347894444
GRB120923A 303.795 6.221 0.001 56193.2166203704
GRB120927A 136.614 0.416 0.001 56197.9420833333
GRB121001A 276.032 -5.666 0.001 56201.7631018519
GRB121011A 260.213 41.110 0.001 56211.4661458333
GRB121014A 166.645 -29.105 0.016 56214.8387268518
GRB121017A 288.830 -1.605 0.001 56217.8050694444
GRB121024A 70.472 -12.291 0.001 56224.1194675926
GRB121025A 248.750 27.733 0.300 56225.3210648148
GRB121027A 63.598 -58.830 0.001 56227.3113310185
GRB121028A 271.899 -2.294 0.001 56228.2085763889
GRB121031A 170.770 -3.517 0.001 56231.9462717014
GRB121102A 270.901 -16.958 0.001 56233.0991898148
GRB121108A 83.194 54.474 0.001 56239.7385300926
GRB121117A 31.611 7.420 0.001 56248.3658101852
GRB121123A 307.318 -11.860 0.001 56254.4156365741
GRB121125A 228.527 55.313 0.001 56256.3529338310
GRB121127A 176.438 -52.417 0.483 56258.9109640046
GRB121128A 300.600 54.300 0.001 56259.2093402778
GRB121201A 13.467 -42.943 0.001 56262.5149537037
GRB121202A 256.797 23.948 0.001 56263.1777148611
GRB121209A 326.787 -8.235 0.001 56270.9132060185
GRB121211A 195.533 30.148 0.001 56272.5714180324
GRB121212A 177.793 78.037 0.001 56273.2861342593
GRB121217A 153.710 -62.351 0.001 56278.3002795718
GRB121225A 264.863 -66.067 0.283 56286.4071064815
GRB121226A 168.642 -30.406 0.001 56287.7955208333
GRB121229A 190.101 -50.594 0.001 56290.2056828704

Continued on next page
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB130102B 310.904 -72.083 1.000 56294.1927314815
GRB130102A 311.423 49.818 0.001 56294.7546643519
GRB130122A 194.285 59.015 0.001 56314.9860995370
GRB130131A 171.127 48.076 0.001 56323.5779166667
GRB130131B 173.956 15.038 0.001 56323.7958101852
GRB130206A 140.377 -58.194 0.001 56329.8140959722
GRB130211A 147.536 -42.342 0.001 56334.1474768519
GRB130215A 43.486 13.387 0.012 56338.0605369444
GRB130216B 58.866 2.036 0.012 56339.7874588773
GRB130216A 67.901 14.670 0.008 56339.9244354977
GRB130228A 255.460 55.020 0.500 56351.1081271065
GRB130305A 116.748 52.033 0.001 56356.4826504630
GRB130306A 279.461 -11.681 0.001 56357.9881701968
GRB130310A 142.340 -17.230 0.450 56361.8371643519
GRB130313A 236.410 -0.369 0.001 56364.6694560185
GRB130315A 157.548 -51.794 0.001 56366.5287268519
GRB130325A 122.780 -18.900 0.250 56376.1998148148
GRB130327A 92.039 55.715 0.001 56378.0718055556
GRB130327B 217.875 -69.403 0.001 56378.3471527778
GRB130407A 248.096 10.517 0.250 56389.9811458333
GRB130408A 134.405 -32.361 0.001 56390.9079629630
GRB130418A 149.037 13.667 0.001 56400.7893865741
GRB130419A 355.278 9.900 0.020 56401.5599421296
GRB130420A 196.106 59.424 0.001 56402.3085532407
GRB130420B 183.128 54.391 0.001 56402.5362942130
GRB130427A 173.136 27.698 0.001 56409.3214814815
GRB130427B 314.899 -22.546 0.001 56409.5531365741
GRB130502B 66.650 71.083 0.183 56414.3243171296
GRB130502A 138.569 -0.123 0.001 56414.7405092593
GRB130504A 272.456 -16.313 0.001 56416.0843055556
GRB130504C 91.630 3.834 0.001 56416.9755439815
GRB130505A 137.061 17.485 0.001 56417.3460305324
GRB130508A 305.322 34.958 0.001 56420.7116087963
GRB130511A 196.646 18.710 0.001 56423.4768171296
GRB130513A 144.746 -5.233 0.050 56425.3151620370
GRB130514A 296.283 -7.976 0.001 56426.2982754630
GRB130514B 147.608 -18.967 0.050 56426.5571990741
GRB130515A 283.440 -54.279 0.001 56427.0535532407
GRB130518B 321.555 -20.148 0.014 56430.4489351852
GRB130518A 355.668 47.465 0.001 56430.5767013889
GRB130521B 281.642 22.717 0.917 56433.8891550926
GRB130521A 87.568 14.470 0.012 56433.9479861111
GRB130527A 309.276 -24.725 0.001 56439.5953506944
GRB130528A 139.505 87.301 0.001 56440.6924931713
GRB130529A 24.282 -64.147 0.001 56441.4661458333
GRB130603A 86.891 82.909 0.001 56446.2467824074
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB130603B 172.201 17.071 0.001 56446.6562962963
GRB130604A 250.187 68.226 0.001 56447.2849074074
GRB130605A 134.536 -33.461 0.001 56448.9843981481
GRB130606B 218.529 -22.102 0.001 56449.4940162037
GRB130606A 249.396 29.796 0.001 56449.8753356481
GRB130608A 24.611 41.503 0.001 56451.9654050926
GRB130609A 152.669 24.132 0.001 56452.1256712963
GRB130609B 53.771 -40.174 0.001 56452.8989075232
GRB130610A 224.420 28.207 0.001 56453.1305317361
GRB130612A 259.794 16.720 0.001 56455.1376250116
GRB130615A 274.829 -68.161 0.001 56458.4031828704
GRB130623A 20.853 -77.773 0.001 56466.4851238426
GRB130625A 343.278 82.174 0.001 56468.2892245370
GRB130626A 273.128 -9.525 0.014 56469.4492245370
GRB130627A 184.415 -37.087 0.001 56470.3684955324
GRB130627B 181.913 -55.701 0.001 56470.4976851852
GRB130701A 357.229 36.100 0.001 56474.1760666782
GRB130702A 217.312 15.774 0.001 56475.0008449074
GRB130708A 17.474 0.003 0.019 56481.4853437500
GRB130716A 179.577 63.053 0.001 56489.4393865741
GRB130719A 89.038 -11.591 0.015 56492.2386458333
GRB130722A 260.652 -2.973 0.001 56495.3438541667
GRB130725A 230.032 0.628 0.001 56498.4812615741
GRB130725B 214.241 -11.128 0.001 56498.7328472222
GRB130727A 330.798 -65.539 0.001 56500.6952490741
GRB130803A 220.253 -2.492 0.001 56507.4157456597
GRB130806A 35.928 67.532 0.001 56510.1162384259
GRB130807A 269.801 -27.616 0.001 56511.4316319444
GRB130812B 7.404 -79.183 1.100 56516.4521412037
GRB130812A 92.396 -13.288 0.001 56516.9296527778
GRB130816A 197.140 -58.945 0.001 56520.0710357755
GRB130816B 170.016 -57.557 0.001 56520.2010185185
GRB130821A 313.927 -11.966 0.001 56525.6710416667
GRB130822A 27.922 -3.208 0.001 56526.6598032407
GRB130828A 259.788 28.221 0.002 56532.3026620370
GRB130829A 182.426 46.520 0.010 56533.2356828704
GRB130831A 358.625 29.430 0.001 56535.5417361111
GRB130831B 192.420 -29.183 0.001 56535.5723263889
GRB130903A 82.138 -0.117 0.043 56538.0299768519
GRB130907A 215.892 45.608 0.001 56542.8993749653
GRB130912A 47.593 13.997 0.001 56547.3547106481
GRB130913A 341.960 1.294 0.026 56548.0167939815
GRB130919A 207.281 -10.353 0.012 56554.4605787037
GRB130925A 41.179 -26.153 0.001 56560.1612204398
GRB130929A 135.024 -47.561 0.001 56564.3974884259
GRB130930A 190.663 -35.500 0.050 56565.7953935185
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB131001A 8.304 25.557 0.012 56566.2314120370
GRB131002A 253.221 82.054 0.001 56567.2848485417
GRB131002B 75.122 -75.703 0.001 56567.4515972222
GRB131004A 296.113 -2.958 0.001 56569.9006134259
GRB131014A 100.303 -19.097 0.002 56579.2116898148
GRB131018A 98.471 -19.896 0.001 56583.5303009259
GRB131018B 304.410 23.110 0.130 56583.6697703356
GRB131024A 290.482 -64.603 0.001 56589.5153935185
GRB131024B 144.503 44.272 0.001 56589.8967192361
GRB131029A 200.785 48.298 0.260 56594.9698909491
GRB131030A 345.067 -5.368 0.001 56595.8695348495
GRB131031A 29.610 -1.579 0.001 56596.4787152778
GRB131103A 348.919 -44.640 0.001 56599.9189236111
GRB131105A 70.967 -62.995 0.001 56601.0837268519
GRB131108A 156.502 9.662 0.001 56604.8595248495
GRB131110A 69.268 -17.259 0.006 56606.4923726852
GRB131117A 332.331 -31.762 0.001 56613.0207638889
GRB131118A 349.863 -66.833 1.000 56614.9547106481
GRB131120A 278.937 -12.026 0.023 56616.6067824074
GRB131122A 152.554 57.733 0.027 56618.8894791667
GRB131127A 332.730 36.609 0.001 56623.4218171296
GRB131128A 355.308 31.306 0.001 56624.6265509259
GRB131202A 344.054 -21.662 0.001 56628.6305150347
GRB131205A 131.628 -60.156 0.001 56631.3850462963
GRB131209A 136.500 -33.200 0.900 56635.5442936111
GRB131215A 259.029 -7.583 1.000 56641.3778935185
GRB131218A 113.800 -64.717 0.047 56644.8759490741
GRB131224B 163.722 -14.177 0.023 56650.1395601852
GRB131224A 296.833 31.667 0.033 56650.7017013889
GRB131225A 95.038 5.317 1.000 56651.4101851852
GRB131226A 301.309 -64.943 0.008 56652.2385186690
GRB131227A 67.378 28.883 0.001 56653.1949189815
GRB131229A 85.232 -4.396 0.001 56655.2744675926
GRB131231A 10.590 -1.653 0.001 56657.1952092593
GRB140102A 211.919 1.333 0.001 56659.8843315394
GRB140103A 232.087 37.759 0.001 56660.0184375000
GRB140104B 218.754 -9.028 0.001 56661.7276984954
GRB140108A 325.112 58.744 0.001 56665.7184259259
GRB140110A 28.900 -36.260 0.500 56667.2600425926
GRB140114A 188.522 27.951 0.001 56671.4954861111
GRB140118A 330.999 -17.937 0.012 56675.0602625000
GRB140129A 37.891 -1.595 0.001 56686.1387615741
GRB140129B 326.757 26.206 0.001 56686.5326273148
GRB140206B 315.260 -8.510 0.230 56694.2722113542
GRB140206A 145.334 66.761 0.001 56694.3008101852
GRB140209A 81.329 32.498 0.001 56697.3102662037
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB140211A 124.223 20.243 0.001 56699.5131134259
GRB140213A 105.155 -73.137 0.001 56701.8037308796
GRB140215A 104.149 41.787 0.001 56703.1687500000
GRB140221A 107.446 -17.333 0.400 56709.2976851852
GRB140226A 221.492 15.000 0.002 56714.4158217593
GRB140301A 69.558 -34.257 0.001 56717.6393402778
GRB140302A 253.859 -12.878 0.001 56718.3394444444
GRB140304A 30.643 33.474 0.001 56720.5543530787
GRB140305A 344.497 15.448 0.013 56721.6223379630
GRB140306A 27.942 48.983 0.983 56722.1427278472
GRB140308A 357.562 -33.350 0.933 56724.1564225231
GRB140311A 209.305 0.642 0.001 56727.8757638889
GRB140311B 252.325 52.724 0.001 56727.8821643519
GRB140318A 184.089 20.209 0.001 56734.0034375000
GRB140320A 281.855 -11.194 0.001 56736.0892927894
GRB140320B 145.567 60.250 0.053 56736.3901620370
GRB140320C 134.383 71.200 0.053 56736.5508101852
GRB140323A 356.959 -79.905 0.001 56739.4296657407
GRB140329A 145.698 -32.229 0.200 56745.2919907407
GRB140331A 134.864 2.717 0.001 56747.2400231482
GRB140402A 207.592 5.971 0.022 56749.0041203704
GRB140408A 290.716 -12.595 0.001 56755.5498148148
GRB140412A 144.974 -65.822 0.001 56759.9282291667
GRB140413A 65.455 -51.183 0.001 56760.0038194444
GRB140414A 195.310 56.902 0.031 56761.2516087963
GRB140419A 126.990 46.240 0.001 56766.1685300926
GRB140423A 197.286 49.842 0.001 56770.3523377315
GRB140428A 194.369 28.385 0.001 56775.9421296296
GRB140430A 102.936 23.024 0.001 56777.8537731481
GRB140502A 319.188 48.970 0.001 56779.3514880903
GRB140506A 276.775 -55.636 0.001 56783.8773484838
GRB140509A 46.595 -62.639 0.001 56786.0958680556
GRB140509B 313.121 21.150 1.000 56786.6767129630
GRB140512A 289.370 -15.094 0.001 56789.8107928241
GRB140515A 186.064 15.105 0.001 56792.3808564815
GRB140515B 289.467 -11.000 1.000 56792.5393865741
GRB140516A 252.989 39.963 0.001 56793.8518981481
GRB140518A 227.252 42.418 0.001 56795.3844444444
GRB140521A 320.177 67.587 0.009 56798.7292592593
GRB140523A 133.300 24.950 0.400 56800.1262384259
GRB140528A 280.729 -58.750 0.950 56805.8341753472
GRB140529A 228.782 -41.053 0.001 56806.3916203704
GRB140604A 263.171 -40.400 1.267 56812.1986226852
GRB140606A 201.799 37.599 0.019 56814.4542013889
GRB140607A 86.373 18.904 0.015 56815.7148263889
GRB140610A 286.269 3.908 0.001 56818.6856080556
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB140611A 349.917 -40.104 0.001 56819.1575694444
GRB140614A 231.169 -79.129 0.001 56822.0422337963
GRB140614B 322.631 14.930 0.001 56822.2736226852
GRB140614C 147.423 71.945 0.023 56822.8352546296
GRB140619B 132.680 -9.660 0.060 56827.4725725000
GRB140619A 27.109 -39.259 0.001 56827.4822337963
GRB140621A 73.279 14.650 0.717 56829.8235821528
GRB140622A 317.173 -14.419 0.001 56830.3971527778
GRB140626A 77.378 -82.630 0.001 56834.0200347222
GRB140628A 40.666 -0.385 0.001 56836.5635069444
GRB140629A 248.977 41.877 0.001 56837.5925925926
GRB140703A 12.996 45.102 0.001 56841.0228841435
GRB140706A 49.293 -38.052 0.001 56844.8119217593
GRB140709A 304.662 51.225 0.001 56847.0479894560
GRB140709B 146.055 63.530 0.001 56847.6330037616
GRB140710A 41.068 35.499 0.001 56848.4253472222
GRB140710B 204.667 -58.550 0.050 56848.8981481481
GRB140713A 281.106 59.633 0.001 56851.7774884259
GRB140716A 108.171 -60.175 0.001 56854.4331824769
GRB140719A 171.601 -50.135 0.001 56857.2428842593
GRB140719B 39.731 -2.384 0.013 56857.8648805556
GRB140723A 210.630 -3.730 0.350 56861.0641245023
GRB140729A 193.950 15.350 0.333 56867.0227281134
GRB140730A 56.399 -66.545 0.001 56868.8192245370
GRB140810A 119.042 27.550 0.117 56879.7791676620
GRB140814A 182.512 49.350 0.333 56883.2974652778
GRB140815A 86.896 -8.667 0.042 56884.9103587963
GRB140817A 127.263 58.190 0.001 56886.2900344213
GRB140818A 199.513 6.800 1.000 56887.2263787037
GRB140818B 271.135 -1.386 0.001 56887.7777904514
GRB140824A 206.617 33.294 0.001 56893.3585416667
GRB140825A 88.713 -11.833 0.450 56894.2855902778
GRB140828A 142.029 14.569 0.010 56897.2847000347
GRB140901B 112.184 -29.209 0.016 56901.2591698495
GRB140903A 238.014 27.603 0.001 56903.6224537037
GRB140906C 314.962 1.933 1.000 56906.9909606481
GRB140907A 48.146 46.605 0.001 56907.6686493866
GRB140909A 193.612 63.517 0.001 56909.2865856482
GRB140916A 40.399 -39.686 0.001 56916.4441782407
GRB140919A 221.537 -32.176 0.001 56919.6326798148
GRB140927A 291.792 -65.394 0.001 56927.2159837963
GRB140928A 43.699 -55.929 0.001 56928.4344074306
GRB140930B 6.348 24.295 0.001 56930.8177314815
GRB141004A 76.734 12.820 0.001 56934.9699537037
GRB141005A 291.093 36.095 0.001 56935.2145370370
GRB141011A 257.938 -9.683 0.700 56941.2792553935
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB141015A 87.519 18.330 0.001 56945.3811226852
GRB141017A 93.630 -58.582 0.001 56947.7647916667
GRB141020A 224.996 55.313 0.001 56950.3225578704
GRB141022A 241.870 -72.125 0.001 56952.0580092593
GRB141026A 44.085 26.928 0.001 56956.1060300926
GRB141028A 322.602 -0.231 0.001 56958.4518145833
GRB141029B 105.200 25.100 1.000 56959.1313497338
GRB141031A 128.609 -59.168 0.001 56961.3014646875
GRB141031B 356.905 41.352 0.001 56961.6198495370
GRB141102A 208.614 -47.100 0.031 56963.5329474074
GRB141104A 279.488 -12.700 0.850 56964.9994157060
GRB141109A 144.531 -0.608 0.001 56970.2401041667
GRB141109B 222.303 73.131 0.001 56970.3218634259
GRB141121A 122.669 22.217 0.001 56982.1472569444
GRB141130A 222.822 47.319 0.001 56991.9630324074
GRB141205A 92.859 37.876 0.016 56996.3341087963
GRB141207A 159.855 3.711 0.001 56998.7966562500
GRB141212A 39.125 18.147 0.001 57003.5068402778
GRB141212B 250.876 31.750 0.001 57003.5553009259
GRB141215A 179.054 -52.750 1.100 57006.5569866319
GRB141220A 195.066 32.146 0.001 57011.2490924768
GRB141221A 198.287 8.205 0.001 57012.3353300000
GRB141222A 178.040 -57.350 0.100 57013.2949692361
GRB141225A 138.779 33.792 0.001 57016.9562152778
GRB141229A 72.428 -19.233 0.001 57020.4894656944
GRB150101A 312.603 36.733 0.001 57023.2671643519
GRB150101B 188.021 -10.934 0.001 57023.6380787037
GRB150103A 131.666 -48.886 0.001 57025.8320370370
GRB150110B 289.375 32.523 0.001 57032.9196759259
GRB150110C 68.575 -16.867 0.183 57032.9839236111
GRB150118B 240.240 -35.750 0.500 57040.4056365741
GRB150118C 160.075 -27.417 1.000 57040.9238733796
GRB150120A 10.319 33.995 0.001 57042.1205555556
GRB150120B 39.291 8.078 0.001 57042.3039930556
GRB150123A 111.558 -9.683 0.133 57045.6233796296
GRB150126A 350.500 -12.367 0.567 57048.8655761343
GRB150201A 11.833 -37.619 0.001 57054.5713154282
GRB150202A 39.227 -33.148 0.001 57055.9624074074
GRB150202B 86.600 59.100 0.050 57055.9965046296
GRB150203A 98.399 6.954 0.001 57056.1700981366
GRB150204A 160.237 -64.039 0.001 57057.2686721181
GRB150206A 10.074 -63.182 0.001 57059.6012962963
GRB150210A 112.180 13.310 0.300 57063.9321064815
GRB150211A 254.859 55.393 0.001 57064.4916520833
GRB150212A 285.482 47.364 0.001 57065.4535763889
GRB150213B 253.453 34.189 0.001 57066.9356481482
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB150219A 271.267 -41.600 0.055 57072.5187761458
GRB150222B 155.896 -41.167 0.400 57075.2222916667
GRB150222A 198.786 -12.152 0.001 57075.7031250000
GRB150301A 244.305 -48.713 0.001 57082.0418750000
GRB150301B 89.166 -57.970 0.001 57082.8152083333
GRB150302A 175.531 36.811 0.001 57083.2350231481
GRB150309A 277.102 86.429 0.001 57090.9553316898
GRB150311A 235.096 -15.817 0.283 57092.6764583333
GRB150314A 126.670 63.834 0.001 57095.2018518519
GRB150317A 138.985 55.466 0.001 57098.1795370370
GRB150318A 325.006 -61.457 0.001 57099.2921643518
GRB150323A 128.178 45.465 0.001 57104.1146296296
GRB150323B 260.453 38.318 0.001 57104.3919907407
GRB150323C 192.617 50.191 0.001 57104.7088576620
GRB150402A 173.658 40.992 0.019 57114.0233333333
GRB150403A 311.505 -62.711 0.001 57115.9097332176
GRB150407A 216.603 38.541 0.023 57119.0187500000
GRB150413A 190.396 71.839 0.015 57125.5769444444
GRB150418A 160.546 -4.933 1.000 57130.0333101852
GRB150423A 221.579 12.284 0.001 57135.2665972222
GRB150424A 152.306 -26.631 0.001 57136.3185995370
GRB150428A 188.538 6.954 0.001 57140.0600694444
GRB150428B 292.639 4.125 0.001 57140.1304745370
GRB150430A 326.480 -27.902 0.001 57142.0117077662
GRB150510A 16.160 4.790 0.360 57152.1358623264
GRB150513A 49.044 -22.868 0.008 57155.8517137500
GRB150514A 74.876 -60.968 0.001 57156.7714714120
GRB150518A 234.208 16.267 1.000 57160.9014351852
GRB150523A 115.286 -45.420 0.001 57165.3928018518
GRB150527A 288.960 4.202 0.001 57169.2796772222
GRB150530A 327.512 57.517 0.001 57172.4847752662
GRB150530B 7.496 44.290 0.023 57172.5586574074
GRB150607A 139.988 68.436 0.001 57180.3270717593
GRB150608A 13.650 -0.133 1.000 57181.4869883218
GRB150615A 107.565 -22.449 0.001 57188.1932523148
GRB150616A 314.717 -53.394 0.001 57189.9480208333
GRB150622A 251.738 -52.933 1.000 57195.4302430556
GRB150626A 111.337 -37.781 0.001 57199.0893402778
GRB150626B 187.633 66.772 0.001 57199.8463194444
GRB150627A 117.471 -51.489 0.001 57200.1800115741
GRB150702A 52.780 -57.000 0.360 57205.9947633102
GRB150710A 194.470 14.318 0.001 57213.0165703935
GRB150710B 83.219 -46.942 0.001 57213.3343046528
GRB150711A 221.627 -35.456 0.001 57214.7627575694
GRB150716A 278.488 -12.980 0.001 57219.2934375000
GRB150720A 119.581 -28.262 0.001 57223.5819328704
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB150722A 218.278 -35.196 0.001 57225.4123032407
GRB150724A 97.560 -19.165 0.001 57227.2377893518
GRB150724B 351.890 3.818 0.068 57227.7787813657
GRB150725A 220.421 -2.417 0.117 57228.3611621528
GRB150727A 203.969 -18.325 0.001 57230.7901019907
GRB150728A 292.229 33.916 0.001 57231.5326504630
GRB150801A 255.925 -9.433 1.000 57235.0519097222
GRB150801B 82.966 -5.389 0.001 57235.9428009259
GRB150811A 291.339 -15.425 0.001 57245.1680439815
GRB150817A 249.631 -12.053 0.001 57251.0840003704
GRB150818A 230.356 68.343 0.001 57252.4808101852
GRB150819A 42.333 9.807 0.001 57253.0319212963
GRB150819B 59.388 39.700 1.400 57253.4369097222
GRB150821A 341.913 -57.894 0.001 57255.4026620370
GRB150824A 161.250 -55.917 1.000 57258.0759273032
GRB150831A 221.024 -25.635 0.001 57265.4374944329
GRB150831B 271.040 -27.259 0.001 57265.9272626620
GRB150901A 183.609 25.076 0.021 57266.6405671296
GRB150902A 214.980 -69.354 0.001 57267.7301894676
GRB150906B 159.237 -25.600 0.500 57271.3598444444
GRB150907A 224.842 -47.600 0.067 57272.6643518519
GRB150907B 255.304 -63.785 0.001 57272.9738078704
GRB150910A 5.667 33.473 0.001 57275.3754398148
GRB150911A 67.434 5.735 0.001 57276.7751273148
GRB150912A 248.433 -20.983 0.050 57277.4398148148
GRB150915A 319.658 -34.914 0.001 57280.8848842593
GRB150919A 132.958 44.067 0.983 57284.8604745370
GRB150922A 294.379 -5.483 1.250 57287.2314699074
GRB150925A 227.534 -19.633 0.001 57290.1703472222
GRB151001A 233.729 10.967 0.001 57296.6249125000
GRB151001B 336.839 64.694 0.001 57296.7676620370
GRB151004A 213.632 -64.939 0.001 57299.7534027778
GRB151006A 147.426 70.503 0.001 57301.4102748380
GRB151021A 337.643 -33.197 0.001 57316.0588719329
GRB151022A 349.197 55.812 0.001 57317.5849768519
GRB151023A 270.985 -8.316 0.001 57318.5686805556
GRB151027A 272.487 61.353 0.001 57322.1626620370
GRB151027B 76.219 -6.450 0.001 57322.9420138889
GRB151029A 38.528 -35.386 0.001 57324.3232523148
GRB151031A 83.196 -39.122 0.001 57326.2405092593
GRB151107A 217.139 -59.680 0.021 57333.7190509259
GRB151111A 56.845 -44.161 0.001 57337.3535882870
GRB151112A 2.054 -61.663 0.001 57338.5698842593
GRB151114A 120.943 -61.028 0.001 57340.4134722222
GRB151118A 57.172 65.902 0.001 57344.1266203704
GRB151120A 157.242 -32.517 0.047 57346.3462962963
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB151122A 299.704 -19.899 0.023 57348.7059027778
GRB151127A 19.476 -82.771 0.001 57353.3782291667
GRB151205A 229.289 35.744 0.001 57361.6540509259
GRB151205B 41.190 -43.461 0.018 57361.9021296296
GRB151210A 65.117 -71.251 0.001 57366.1310879630
GRB151212A 68.108 -3.767 0.517 57368.5807523148
GRB151215A 93.584 35.516 0.001 57371.1231250000
GRB151216A 323.913 24.767 0.333 57372.7910300926
GRB151222A 354.942 34.100 0.967 57378.3375389815
GRB151227B 290.283 35.417 1.300 57383.2150171181
GRB151228A 214.017 -17.665 0.014 57384.1257175926
GRB151228B 344.424 8.082 0.001 57384.9465281134
GRB151229A 329.370 -20.732 0.001 57385.2821412037
GRB160101A 219.729 -13.817 0.150 57388.0275686458
GRB160101B 1.400 55.200 1.400 57388.2125115741
GRB160102A 80.837 -21.033 0.217 57389.1493750000
GRB160104A 76.796 11.324 0.001 57391.4722180093
GRB160107A 299.667 6.417 0.217 57394.9276157407
GRB160117A 20.367 -0.655 0.001 57404.4232523148
GRB160117B 132.195 -16.367 0.001 57404.5800578704
GRB160119A 211.922 20.461 0.001 57406.1263657407
GRB160121A 109.088 -23.592 0.001 57408.5739236111
GRB160123A 150.313 -33.775 0.001 57410.3709490741
GRB160127A 225.982 0.073 0.001 57414.3603819444
GRB160131A 78.168 -7.050 0.001 57418.3446875000
GRB160203A 161.951 -24.789 0.001 57421.0895833333
GRB160206A 132.696 -36.100 0.350 57424.1170486111
GRB160216A 311.684 -71.548 0.001 57434.7960663079
GRB160220A 236.953 -18.566 0.001 57438.0564236111
GRB160220B 259.865 -18.124 0.001 57438.4629976852
GRB160221A 232.079 -28.450 0.053 57439.9899537037
GRB160223A 147.598 9.370 0.001 57441.0695878125
GRB160223B 94.975 33.400 0.053 57441.4130555556
GRB160225A 164.230 53.670 0.001 57443.5949768519
GRB160227A 194.808 78.679 0.001 57445.8110879630
GRB160228A 107.316 26.932 0.001 57446.7294212963
GRB160303A 168.701 22.742 0.001 57450.4517592593
GRB160310A 98.822 -7.216 0.001 57457.0130494213
GRB160313A 183.797 57.283 0.001 57460.1063078704
GRB160314A 112.791 17.000 0.001 57461.4782523148
GRB160314B 167.560 45.670 0.650 57461.9261561806
GRB160321A 99.420 5.748 0.001 57468.6606134259
GRB160325A 15.651 -72.696 0.001 57472.2883160880
GRB160327A 146.702 54.013 0.001 57474.3832986111
GRB160401A 89.737 26.683 0.033 57479.8446759259
GRB160408A 122.625 71.128 0.001 57486.2649652778
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB160409A 289.705 -5.390 0.023 57487.2431018519
GRB160410A 150.685 3.479 0.001 57488.2122453704
GRB160411A 349.357 -40.242 0.001 57489.0588078704
GRB160412A 33.046 -67.627 0.001 57490.1803703704
GRB160417A 120.257 7.663 0.001 57495.1802199074
GRB160419A 16.418 -27.341 0.008 57497.6333901505
GRB160422A 42.095 -57.875 0.001 57500.4964098380
GRB160424A 319.485 -60.415 0.001 57502.4895351505
GRB160425A 280.327 -54.360 0.001 57503.9736226852
GRB160501A 286.384 -17.241 0.001 57509.0252430556
GRB160503A 0.540 -1.930 0.520 57511.5641139815
GRB160504A 170.072 56.002 0.001 57512.8100347222
GRB160506A 265.849 -46.134 0.001 57514.1424189815
GRB160509A 311.754 76.108 0.001 57517.3712525347
GRB160519A 71.122 31.246 0.017 57527.0092796065
GRB160521A 129.717 46.900 0.053 57529.1480324074
GRB160521B 147.667 79.031 0.001 57529.3817943287
GRB160525A 103.575 -0.199 0.026 57533.0623726852
GRB160525B 149.385 51.207 0.001 57533.3895486111
GRB160601A 234.935 64.541 0.001 57540.6103240741
GRB160607A 13.667 -4.948 0.001 57546.4651264236
GRB160611A 164.422 -70.392 0.001 57550.9002777778
GRB160612A 348.364 -25.375 0.023 57551.8393220023
GRB160620A 250.663 30.317 1.450 57559.2097569444
GRB160623A 315.297 42.221 0.001 57562.2051804861
GRB160624A 330.193 29.644 0.001 57563.4742013889
GRB160625B 308.598 6.919 0.001 57564.9417277778
GRB160625A 176.916 -65.145 0.001 57564.9419097222
GRB160629A 4.821 76.983 0.052 57568.9273148148
GRB160630A 198.259 -56.042 0.001 57569.1666550926
GRB160702A 230.887 8.717 1.200 57571.5126620370
GRB160703A 287.417 36.917 0.001 57572.5041087963
GRB160705B 168.109 46.700 0.001 57574.8735763889
GRB160709A 235.996 -28.188 0.019 57578.8228298611
GRB160712A 304.160 -26.958 0.001 57581.8259953704
GRB160714A 234.490 63.809 0.021 57583.0938078704
GRB160716A 190.438 -61.351 0.001 57585.0446759259
GRB160726A 98.809 -6.617 0.010 57595.0624457755
GRB160801A 212.763 13.489 0.001 57601.3918981481
GRB160802A 28.029 71.367 0.883 57602.2564771991
GRB160804A 221.630 9.999 0.001 57604.0615393519
GRB160814A 136.071 -20.967 1.000 57614.8810763889
GRB160815A 288.540 84.314 0.001 57615.4867904282
GRB160816A 322.411 37.133 0.001 57616.7269440972
GRB160819A 114.138 -22.350 1.100 57619.8496005671
GRB160821A 171.257 42.335 0.001 57621.8543981481
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB160821B 279.976 62.391 0.001 57621.9340625000
GRB160824A 80.088 40.028 0.001 57624.9710069444
GRB160826A 183.113 -67.664 0.001 57626.2558796296
GRB160827A 179.274 -29.178 0.019 57627.6545717593
GRB160829A 201.700 -56.770 0.120 57629.3315583333
GRB160905A 162.247 -50.801 0.001 57636.4685753472
GRB160910A 221.442 39.067 0.001 57641.7190856481
GRB160912A 301.499 57.566 0.001 57643.6691319444
GRB160917A 295.666 46.403 0.001 57648.4764930556
GRB160927A 256.243 17.332 0.001 57658.7504513889
GRB161001A 71.920 -57.261 0.001 57662.0424305556
GRB161004A 263.152 -0.951 0.001 57665.5377083333
GRB161004B 112.151 -39.898 0.001 57665.9609295949
GRB161007A 103.409 23.307 0.001 57668.8899652778
GRB161010A 275.238 -28.767 0.045 57671.5641435185
GRB161011A 245.729 8.311 0.001 57672.2435648148
GRB161014A 332.648 7.469 0.001 57675.5187799306
GRB161015A 269.150 30.183 0.210 57676.7076029977
GRB161017A 142.769 43.127 0.001 57678.7414213889
GRB161020A 161.033 -54.767 0.033 57681.0211721181
GRB161022A 129.002 54.348 0.001 57683.1106487153
GRB161023A 311.033 -47.667 0.043 57684.9406250000
GRB161104A 77.894 -51.460 0.001 57696.4015740741
GRB161105A 120.184 -44.775 0.001 57697.2006018519
GRB161108A 180.788 24.868 0.001 57700.1447106482
GRB161109A 157.860 61.800 0.260 57701.2601233796
GRB161113A 179.794 -5.309 0.001 57705.7265740741
GRB161117A 322.052 -29.614 0.001 57709.0634416319
GRB161117B 298.825 -67.703 0.001 57709.4066319444
GRB161123A 32.212 -39.650 1.000 57715.1262500000
GRB161129A 316.228 32.135 0.001 57721.2968634259
GRB161202A 356.903 19.646 0.001 57724.9636437731
GRB161214A 190.729 6.833 0.053 57736.1957986111
GRB161214B 3.851 7.352 0.001 57736.7194444444
GRB161217A 150.651 52.359 0.001 57739.0579166667
GRB161218A 245.250 -4.113 0.008 57740.1551153935
GRB161219A 188.438 10.467 0.053 57741.6759953704
GRB161219B 91.714 -26.792 0.001 57741.7806632870
GRB161220A 350.848 -47.498 0.001 57742.3537037037
GRB161224A 204.816 -18.029 0.001 57746.9232018519
GRB170101A 267.089 11.642 0.009 57754.0984699306
GRB170105A 138.304 61.100 0.050 57758.2569097222
GRB170111A 20.697 -32.565 0.001 57764.0203472222
GRB170112A 15.232 -17.233 0.019 57765.0818287037
GRB170113A 61.733 -71.943 0.001 57766.4166087963
GRB170115B 189.120 -46.850 0.260 57768.7396184028
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB170115A 332.138 13.728 0.001 57768.8652546296
GRB170126A 263.633 -64.760 0.001 57779.4767390394
GRB170127C 339.329 -63.933 0.400 57780.0635956019
GRB170127A 174.360 -45.836 0.001 57780.5951967593
GRB170127B 19.977 -30.358 0.001 57780.6314583333
GRB170131A 341.447 64.006 0.023 57784.9658194213
GRB170202A 152.515 5.012 0.001 57786.7665740741
GRB170203A 332.861 25.186 0.017 57786.9996643519
GRB170205A 262.170 -0.063 0.001 57789.5242939815
GRB170206A 212.792 14.483 0.850 57790.4498575926
GRB170206B 271.771 11.194 0.001 57790.9119791667
GRB170208A 166.565 -46.768 0.001 57792.7549305556
GRB170208B 127.144 -9.030 0.001 57792.9370207870
GRB170214A 256.341 -1.888 0.001 57798.6460175926
GRB170219A 54.842 50.067 1.417 57802.9992607060
GRB170222A 292.954 28.217 0.800 57806.2060940741
GRB170228A 239.550 -3.583 0.283 57812.7908531250
GRB170306A 263.069 -44.748 0.001 57818.2930787037
GRB170306B 154.620 51.590 0.610 57818.5855471065
GRB170307A 13.510 9.538 0.019 57819.8473495370
GRB170311A 280.589 -30.046 0.001 57823.3364814815
GRB170311B 354.917 31.183 1.417 57823.5699074074
GRB170317A 93.062 50.493 0.001 57829.4040393519
GRB170318A 305.667 28.406 0.001 57830.5053935185
GRB170318B 284.306 6.299 0.001 57830.6414464815
GRB170325A 127.483 20.526 0.016 57837.3283327546
GRB170329A 356.000 23.790 0.600 57841.3839478588
GRB170330A 283.331 -13.431 0.001 57842.9328813194
GRB170331A 323.792 -24.386 0.001 57843.0670833333
GRB170405A 219.828 -25.243 0.001 57848.7744546991
GRB170409A 347.530 -7.160 0.150 57852.1096005787
GRB170419A 79.855 -21.424 0.001 57862.5572916667
GRB170419B 60.494 -15.121 0.011 57862.8955555556
GRB170424A 343.700 -45.117 0.450 57867.4224623843
GRB170428A 330.078 26.916 0.001 57871.3815823958
GRB170510A 159.912 -39.333 0.333 57883.2140709491
GRB170511A 300.629 33.317 0.283 57884.2465499537
GRB170516A 41.568 -55.910 0.001 57889.5313657407
GRB170519A 163.427 25.374 0.001 57892.2124074074
GRB170522A 139.342 25.667 0.183 57895.6537532407
GRB170524B 90.869 -17.083 0.001 57897.4419962384
GRB170524A 319.486 48.607 0.001 57897.8229745370
GRB170526A 4.707 1.277 0.001 57899.5631712963
GRB170531A 121.252 -14.023 0.001 57904.8356712963
GRB170531B 286.884 -16.418 0.001 57904.9152662037
GRB170604A 342.656 -15.412 0.001 57908.7949074074
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB170607A 7.366 9.243 0.001 57911.9679333218
GRB170610A 92.567 -9.417 0.233 57914.8602777778
GRB170626A 165.394 56.477 0.001 57930.3980329630
GRB170629A 129.985 -46.571 0.001 57933.5342780903
GRB170705A 191.704 18.307 0.001 57939.1122337963
GRB170710A 231.820 -38.485 0.001 57944.0288657407
GRB170710C 352.254 51.300 0.042 57944.2090856482
GRB170710B 43.122 42.679 0.008 57944.3374566088
GRB170711A 45.800 47.849 0.001 57945.9279400810
GRB170714A 34.350 1.991 0.001 57948.5148379630
GRB170724A 150.057 -1.025 0.019 57958.0309490741
GRB170728A 58.888 12.182 0.001 57962.2842361111
GRB170728B 237.981 70.122 0.001 57962.9577362500
GRB170730A 245.300 -60.883 0.050 57964.0035879630
GRB170803A 174.934 -16.311 0.001 57968.7265847222
GRB170804A 6.393 -64.784 0.001 57969.4982291667
GRB170807A 143.434 -17.348 0.012 57972.9110995370
GRB170808A 157.562 -28.283 0.333 57973.1137384259
GRB170808B 145.658 2.183 0.333 57973.9329767014
GRB170810A 187.939 3.661 0.001 57975.9147444560
GRB170813A 201.058 -5.491 0.001 57978.0478968866
GRB170822A 94.386 55.004 0.001 57987.3803356482
GRB170823A 188.713 35.549 0.008 57988.9254398148
GRB170827A 276.151 -40.202 0.001 57992.2140972222
GRB170830A 267.242 -2.000 0.083 57995.1318287037
GRB170903A 254.526 34.979 0.001 57999.5312066319
GRB170906A 203.955 -47.101 0.001 58002.0270619213
GRB170906B 232.204 -28.256 0.001 58002.0357707755
GRB170906C 128.654 70.812 0.001 58002.3070254630
GRB170911A 72.096 30.917 0.383 58007.2639421528
GRB170912A 167.373 -54.326 0.001 58008.0625694444
GRB170912B 215.459 -61.997 0.001 58008.2705555556
GRB170921A 26.849 30.907 0.001 58017.6004398148
GRB171001A 22.077 -11.894 0.001 58027.7649305556
GRB171004A 139.169 52.693 0.001 58030.3273379630
GRB171007A 135.600 42.819 0.001 58033.4954629630
GRB171010A 66.740 -10.530 0.200 58036.7893518519
GRB171010B 34.134 -54.391 0.001 58036.8716888426
GRB171011A 236.766 -10.064 0.008 58037.7698726852
GRB171020A 39.248 15.204 0.001 58046.9604166667
GRB171022A 204.270 10.970 0.170 58048.8820199421
GRB171027A 61.691 -2.622 0.001 58053.3464814815
GRB171102A 187.729 54.033 0.817 58059.1037615741
GRB171102B 288.078 22.444 0.001 58059.6363310185
GRB171103A 249.510 -10.206 0.012 58060.9627219444
GRB171112A 20.075 -59.633 1.000 58069.8630508681
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB171115A 278.388 9.125 0.001 58072.7827546296
GRB171120A 163.790 22.459 0.001 58077.5526699421
GRB171123A 186.246 32.501 0.001 58080.5907060185
GRB171124A 335.476 35.332 0.001 58081.2317801042
GRB171205A 167.415 -12.588 0.001 58092.3031597222
GRB171209A 139.403 -30.520 0.001 58096.6125694444
GRB171210A 335.290 24.440 0.150 58097.4896412037
GRB171211A 98.134 -58.691 0.001 58098.3912268519
GRB171212B 39.442 -70.617 0.383 58099.4306422338
GRB171212A 293.918 20.592 0.001 58099.4952662037
GRB171216A 211.991 -50.485 0.001 58103.1269560185
GRB171216B 340.067 52.050 0.400 58103.5983449074
GRB171222A 148.278 35.627 0.001 58109.6811226852
GRB180102A 203.067 62.172 0.001 58120.6565858449
GRB180103A 159.601 -53.556 0.001 58121.0446759259
GRB180111A 149.780 48.267 0.001 58129.6930092593
GRB180113A 19.211 68.682 0.008 58131.1131481481
GRB180115A 12.039 -15.631 0.001 58133.1749189815
GRB180116A 215.654 18.967 0.133 58134.0226969329
GRB180204A 330.133 30.838 0.001 58153.1055891435
GRB180205A 126.820 11.542 0.001 58154.1814074190
GRB180210A 1.800 18.350 0.180 58159.5142129630
GRB180222A 256.543 -36.813 0.001 58171.5457407407
GRB180224A 202.684 38.079 0.001 58173.9284375000
GRB180305A 49.671 32.100 0.110 58182.3902505440
GRB180311A 3.388 -54.491 0.001 58188.7497569444
GRB180314A 99.265 -24.496 0.001 58191.0271978935
GRB180314B 297.887 23.624 0.001 58191.9301620370
GRB180316A 265.429 0.748 0.001 58193.2036458333
GRB180324A 76.527 56.714 0.001 58201.1895717593
GRB180325A 157.427 24.463 0.001 58202.0756018519
GRB180329A 329.314 -15.043 0.018 58206.0373842593
GRB180329B 82.904 -23.691 0.001 58206.5862615741
GRB180331A 66.025 13.399 0.001 58208.1741319444
GRB180331B 196.783 61.726 0.001 58208.6489467593
GRB180402A 251.934 -14.969 0.001 58210.4033449074
GRB180404A 83.549 -37.168 0.001 58212.0287615741
GRB180404B 53.393 -50.215 0.001 58212.0885190856
GRB180407A 35.236 33.513 0.014 58215.0768402778
GRB180409A 175.842 36.300 0.817 58217.3431559028
GRB180410A 95.957 12.811 0.001 58218.3325115741
GRB180411A 356.854 66.778 0.001 58219.5163306597
GRB180418A 170.122 24.933 0.001 58226.2777314815
GRB180425A 64.452 -32.952 0.001 58233.2792939815
GRB180504A 331.144 -14.659 0.001 58242.8208680556
GRB180510A 276.331 -31.908 0.001 58248.8058333333
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB180510B 77.969 -62.324 0.001 58248.8413425926
GRB180512A 201.938 21.404 0.001 58250.9150115741
GRB180514A 197.371 36.972 0.001 58252.5565162037
GRB180529A 97.946 -54.900 1.417 58267.3507407407
GRB180602A 142.332 32.067 0.001 58271.3407407407
GRB180613A 211.521 -43.072 0.001 58282.6473148148
GRB180614A 3.078 46.953 0.001 58283.8000347222
GRB180618A 169.941 73.837 0.001 58287.0270972338
GRB180620A 279.896 23.244 0.001 58289.3547222222
GRB180620B 357.521 -57.962 0.001 58289.6572400810
GRB180623A 214.529 -60.253 0.001 58292.6928935185
GRB180624A 318.097 -2.338 0.001 58293.5732638889
GRB180626A 243.576 14.757 0.001 58295.3450694444
GRB180630A 48.982 -87.478 0.001 58299.4636689815
GRB180703A 6.542 -67.083 0.300 58302.8732638889
GRB180703B 96.920 -29.880 0.400 58302.9462804745
GRB180704A 32.660 69.964 0.001 58303.2306973843
GRB180705A 212.613 -11.647 0.001 58304.6507407407
GRB180706A 181.643 66.037 0.001 58305.3475694444
GRB180709A 38.118 60.349 0.001 58308.4498842593
GRB180714A 242.908 33.267 0.052 58313.5396412037
GRB180715A 235.085 -0.899 0.016 58314.7520239468
GRB180718A 336.019 2.790 0.023 58317.0788721412
GRB180718B 44.680 -31.500 0.650 58317.7598842593
GRB180720B 0.529 -2.919 0.001 58319.5954745370
GRB180720C 265.636 -26.629 0.001 58319.9302627778
GRB180721A 347.711 4.856 0.001 58320.4601620370
GRB180722A 302.892 24.217 0.217 58321.2464814815
GRB180727A 346.666 -63.052 0.001 58326.5911805556
GRB180728A 253.565 -54.044 0.001 58327.7255787037
GRB180805A 167.566 -45.332 0.001 58335.3754513889
GRB180805B 25.782 -17.493 0.001 58335.5405787037
GRB180809A 297.792 -34.667 0.133 58339.4812484607
GRB180809B 299.700 -15.299 0.001 58339.8504398148
GRB180812A 245.835 74.665 0.001 58342.3460648148
GRB180818A 169.637 -48.345 0.001 58348.1304861111
GRB180818B 104.225 39.316 0.001 58348.5167956944
GRB180821A 7.790 -38.627 0.001 58351.6919444444
GRB180823A 210.356 14.893 0.001 58353.7919212963
GRB180824A 10.058 56.617 0.050 58354.4174652778
GRB180828A 268.718 -25.798 0.001 58358.7869974190
GRB180904A 274.250 46.630 0.001 58365.8919212963
GRB180905A 91.063 -4.570 0.001 58366.5788888889
GRB180914A 52.742 -5.267 0.400 58375.5191782407
GRB180914B 332.450 24.883 0.333 58375.7631018519
GRB180923A 38.304 6.300 1.000 58384.1696180556

Continued on next page
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Table D.2 continued: Properties of the 872 GRBs that were searched for neu-
trino emission in the generic stacking analysis.

GCN name ra (◦) dec (◦) σ (◦) ts (MJD)

GRB180924A 49.199 -58.533 0.001 58385.6376388889
GRB180925A 315.203 -64.457 0.001 58386.6064926736
GRB180930A 76.863 -25.117 0.001 58391.5275347222
GRB181002A 64.747 15.213 0.001 58393.4739930556
GRB181003A 52.529 -33.965 0.001 58394.2131134259
GRB181010A 52.570 -23.038 0.001 58401.2442209144
GRB181011A 93.338 20.383 0.267 58402.1472453704
GRB181013A 207.652 40.108 0.001 58404.1078587963

D.2.2 Fit bias tests

When injecting a fixed number of signal events, ns,inj, the distribution of the fitted number
of signal events should ideally be closely centred on ns,inj. Figure 5.16 in 5.3.2 showed that a
slight tendency is observed to underestimate the true number of signal events when inject-
ing an E−2 spectrum. The bias disappears when hardening the spectral index, as this makes
signal events more distinct from background events. Vice versa, softer spectral indices re-
sult in a worse bias. These features are illustrated in Fig. D.3. A further discussion on this
effect is given in 5.3.2.
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FIGURE D.3: Two-dimensional distribution of the injected and fitted number
of signal events. A conservative fit bias is observed that becomes more promi-

nent for softer spectra. The distribution for γinj = 2 is shown in Fig. 5.16.
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D.2.3 Sensitivity & discovery potential

Figure D.4 and D.5 serve as an addendum to 5.3.2. These figures show the signal trials and
sigmoid fits that are used to determine the sensitivity and discovery potential threshold for
spectral indices other than γinj = 2. The numerical value of the sensitivity and discovery
potential obtained through these fits are given in Tab. 5.1.
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FIGURE D.4: A sigmoid fit to signal trials is used to determine the sensitivity
threshold when injecting events with a spectral index, γinj, of 1.5, 2.5, and 3.

The image for γinj = 2 was previously shown in Fig. 5.17.
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events follow a spectral index, γinj, of 1.5, 2.5 and 3. See Fig. 5.18 for the

equivalent image in case of γinj = 2.
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D.2.4 Unblinding tests

As an unblinding check, the distribution of the number of temporally coincident events that
spatially overlap within 5σ was shown in Fig. 5.20 of 5.5.2. For completeness, the equivalent
plots are included in Fig. D.6 for a spatial overlap within a significance of 1, 2, 3, and 4 stan-
dard deviations. Red bins again indicate the value of the unblinded result. Good agreement
is observed between the analysis result and the expected distributions. In all cases, the un-
blinded result either falls in the most likely or the second most likely bin. This indicates that
the results are to a high degree consistent with the expectation from background.
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FIGURE D.6: Probability to obtain N temporally coincident events that spa-
tially overlap within 1, 2, 3, and 4 standard deviations. Red bins indicate the
result of the unblinded analysis. The equivalent image for a deviation of 5σ is

shown in Fig. 5.20.
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